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Abstract

This dissertation aims to explore the rôle of cultus (body care) and omatus (adornment 

and dress) in the lives of women in the central period of Roman history. Literary, 

archaeological, and documentary evidence is assembled to illuminate social attitudes toward 

the impeccably presented woman, and to understand women's perceptions of cultus and 

omatus.

Chapter One begins with a discussion of Clement of Alexandria's Paedagogus, a work 

that provides considerable evidence for women's cosmetic and adornment practices. The 

Paedagogus serves two purposes: it permits a characterisation of traditional male attitudes 

toward feminine self-display, and it allows us to formulate questions which establish the 

importance of cosmetics and adornment to Roman women. This chapter also includes an 

overview of modem research on women's self-presentation.

Chapter Two examines literary evidence for Roman beauty culture, from which we 

learn much about the range of body care products, clothes, and adornments available to 

women. Analysis suggests that women used beauty culture to convey their notions of 

femininity and, perhaps most importantly, their sense of individuality. The urban-élite bias 

of literary evidence necessarily informs us of the beauty culture of privileged women, yet 

there is also strong evidence to support the belief that women of the lower orders also 

defined femininity in their own terms by means of omatus and cultus.

Chapter Three focuses on a group of commemorative monuments from Italy and the 

Roman W est These memorials are sufficiently numerous that they allow a typology of 

toilette scenes to be created and discussed. Because of their artistic debt to Greek and 

Etruscan culture, the chapter begins with a survey of toilette scenes in earlier art sources. 

Discussion of the monuments then raises questions of whether women wanted to be
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represented in idealistic poses, or whether such depictions were the work of men. I argue 

that toilette iconography presupposes that women identified with beauty culture, and spent 

time while alive using cosmetics and adornment to differentiate themselves.

Chapter Four examines a group of funerary inscriptions that accompany toilette 

iconography. These inscriptions have not previously been analysed as a unified body of 

evidence, nor as an important source for understanding the construction of femininity in 

Roman society. In current research, little attention has been paid to the status of 

honorands, or the extent to which ideals of femininity crossed social and economic 

boundaries. However, with the information gleaned from these inscriptions, further light 

is shed on how femininity was constructed, and how widely notions of femininity were 

disseminated and perpetuated within Roman society.

Chapter Five introduces comparative evidence, from the modem era, to demonstrate 

that ornatus and cultus were part of women's strategy for achieving distinction and 

expressing self. The wealth of evidence from Roman literary, archaeological, and 

documentary sources affirming the importance of personal display in women's lives is 

invaluable, but does not in itself make explicit what women hoped to achieve by fashioning 

themselves and their own conceptions of womanhood. By comparing the ancient evidence 

with the modem, we see that beauty culture offered Roman women an opportunity to 

construct self and to create a sense of individuality.

In Chapter Six the conclusion is reached that a synthesis of all primary sources is 

essential to a deeper understanding of the central rôle of self-presentation in women's lives. 

Each of these sources is a fundamental piece of a larger puzzle which when integrated, 

rather than studied independently, demonstrate that cultus and omatus gave women the 

means and the independence to create a strong and effective presence, as differentiated 

individuals, in the communities to which they belonged.
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Preface

In Making Men, Sophists and Self-Presentation in Ancient Rome, Maud Gleason 

examines the way in which educated males in the second century of the Roman Empire 

fashioned masculine identities for themselves through the art of rhetoric. The creation or 

construction of individual identities is not a practice peculiar to Roman antiquity; 

individuals in all societies construct identities and rôles for themselves in any number of 

ways. What appears to be characteristic of the Roman world, however, is that the male 

identity was something to be actively earned and energetically sustained through constant 

vigilance; it was never a birthright By way of demonstration, Gleason traces the careers of 

two extraordinary provincials of the second century AD, the rhetoricians Favorinus of 

Arelate and Marcus ,\ntonius Polemo of Laodicea, who were not only fierce rivals but men 

who might be said to represent opposite ends of a spectrum of masculinity. Favorinus, 

scion of an eminent Gallic family, was bom without testicles. Or so Philostratus reports 

{VS 489). The consequences of his physical condition, whether real or imagined by his 

contemporaries, prompted highly personal attacks by his chief rival Polemo, whose 

invective cast aspersions on Favorinus' sexual behaviour, and impelled Favorinus to 

construct a socially acceptable male identity. This he achieved through the careful 

cultivation of a distinctive rhetorical style, by scintillating demonstrations of his paideia, 

and by exploiting his high-pitched womanly' voice to great effect.^

The context for Making Men is the second century AD, but on the whole Gleason's 

book emphasises the value placed on self-presentation by élite males throughout the era 

conventionally known as the central period of Roman history (that is, circa 200 EC to AD 

200). What also becomes apparent in the course of reading Making Men is Roman 

society's abiding concern with definitions of gender and the behaviour that governs the

1 Gleason (1995) 7.
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limits or boundaries of gender. The fashioning of female identities is well outside the 

scope of Gleason's book, but her work nonetheless suggests a need for a corollary study 

of women and feminine identity in the Roman world. If, for instance, ars rhetorica was 

one of the means used to make men' of boys, by what means were girls made' into 

women? The ideology and hierarchy of gender in Roman society excluded women from 

the facets of public life (office-holding and oratory, for example) considered most valuable 

for shaping men's public personae and for acquiring the prestige that enhanced their 

dignitas. Funerary inscriptions, like the laudatio for Turia' (ILS 8393.30-34), convey the 

notion that self-sacrifice, devotion to others, and simplicity of self-presentation constituted 

the feminine ideal. Written during the late Republican period and thought to be composed 

by Turia's husband, the laudatio speaks eloquently of Turia's selflessness, her unfailing 

loyalty to her husband, her kin, and the gods, the personal qualities that made her a model 

of Roman womanhood (modesty, obedience, industry, piety), and her artless elegance and 

simplicity of dress'.^ Nonetheless, were these kinds of attributes sufficient for 

constructing the personae of women? Did women wish to be recognised as individuals? 

What were their aspirations? Can we ever know? It is the object of this thesis to try to 

answer these questions about female identity, especially through a study of women's use of 

cosmetics and adornment

The lives of Roman women are poorly documented compared with those of Roman 

men, and we lack discourses by women equivalent to those of Polemo and Favorinus 

which might reveal how women conceptualised themselves and the world they inhabited.

 ̂ Translation Sbelton (1998) 292. ILS 8393.30: Domestica bona pudicitiae, opsequi, comitatis, 
facilitatis, lanificiis tuis adsiduitatis, religionidsine superstitione, omatus non conspiciendi, cultus modici 
cur memorem? cur dicam de tuorum carAtate.famliae pietate, cum aeque matrem meam ac tuos parentes 
co\ueris eandemque quietemiilli quam tuis curaveris, cetera innumerabilia habueris communia cum 
omnibus\maironis dignam famam colentibus? Cf. the epitaph (C/L 6J7965) of Allia Potestas, which lists 
her personal qualities (strength, purity, frugality, intKxence, loyally) and which states that she was very 
neat at home, as out of doors' (munda domi sat munda foras). For text, translation, and commentary see 
HorsfaU (1985).
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Journals of individual women recounting the routines and vicissitudes of daily life might 

provide a more balanced perspective of female life and self-display but are non-existent. 

Personal correspondence affords some insight into the rhythms and changes of female life, 

but letters reflect only those women who were literate or who had access to individuals 

who could transcribe letters on their behalf. Legal documents to which women set their 

signatures provide another perspective on women's lives, but tend to mirror the 

preoccupations of the well-to-do. If we marshal the evidence from disparate sources, 

however, we find that women did engage in a kind of ars-the art of personal display. And 

if these sources are any indication, this art enabled women at all levels of society to 

articulate status and to fashion the self independently of family and kin. Historians 

recognise the significance of this art in women's lives but have not pursued its 

implications, frustrated perhaps by the limitations of our primary sources.

Male critiques of women's display were not uncommon in Roman antiquity, and two 

early patristic writers, Clement of Alexandria and Teitullian, leave no doubt as to the male 

philosophy of feminine display. The justification for this view and the veracity of the 

general accusations levelled at women-that duplicity motivated their self-presentation, and 

that cosmetics and adornment brought financial and moral ruin-need some clarification. 

Where does hyperbole stop and reality begin? Criticism of women's self-presentation 

persisted in Roman literary culture over the course of several centuries, along with the 

constant reiteration of proper standards of female deportment, suggesting that many women 

paid little heed to the censure of contemporary writers. Indeed, visual and written sources 

for female display indicate that it was both a vital and respectable activity for many women, 

not just those faced with compulsory idleness. What are we to make of this contradiction?

This dissertation attempts to understand the disparity between female behaviour and 

male opinion through analysis of a variety of literary and material evidence for the use, by 

women in Roman society, of cosmetics and adornment. Its main contention is that
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costnetics and adornment provided a vehicle of self-expression and individuality. Want of 

evidence from Roman women compels us, however, to examine the attitudes toward self

display described by female writers in other historical periods in order to gain a better sense 

of how Roman women may have perceived the techniques of personal display. The 

example of Vera Brittain shows what is involved. The British pacifîst and feminist writer 

began her coming of age memoir by recounting her struggle to interpret Edwardian 

conceptions of womanhood. Intelligent, single-minded, and progressive in her view of 

women's rôles, Brittain chafed under prevailing standards of female education, and a 

curriculum which prepared girls to be men's decorative and contented inferiors'. She was 

severe upon popular attitudes which encouraged girls to dream of grown-up wardrobes, 

hairstyles, and fiancés at the expense of education, and which instilled the desire to acquire 

these badges of success before any of their peers. Brittain admitted to a certain yearning 

for the attire of a young lady and the limited independence it represented; with some 

guidance from her mother she could choose her own apparel and shed the cumbersome and 

confining clothes of adolescence. Her thoughts, however, turned mainly toward securing a 

university degree. Brittain's father eventually sent her to Oxford, but he exasperated her 

nonetheless by his persistent desire of seeing her transformed into an entirely ornamental 

young lady'.^ The Edwardian notions of female success with which Brittain wrestled- 

prescribed largely by men but not accepted necessarily by all women-can hardly be 

considered unique. They are part of a continuum of western gender ideology that has 

narrowly defined social rôles and ideals of womanhood from the classical period well into 

the twentieth century.

This dissertation is intended as a contribution to reconstructing the history of women in 

the classical, and specifically Roman, stage of the continuum. It begins by investigating

3 Brittain (1994) 32-34.
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Clement of Alexandria (floruit late second century AD), an author especially interested in 

women and beauty culture, to establish a range of questions about the historical 

significance of omatus and cultus. At the same time the chapter provides an overview of 

the research conducted on this topic by earlier scholars. The dissertation then proceeds to 

discuss evidence from various media (literature, art, and epigraphy) that allow certain 

inferences to be made or conclusions to be reached. Finally, the dissertation introduces 

comparative evidence from other societies to help interpret more fully what the primary 

evidence suggests about Roman women and feminine identity. In the end, the dissertation 

builds a case for believing that omatus and cultus were not at all a trivial concern, but one 

of the few ways in a patriarchal society that women had available to them of expressing 

themselves as women.



Chapter One

Constructing Femininity: a Blend o f Surface and Soul

And, truly of ail the good things that will happen with the full 
revival of cosmetics, one of the best is that surface will finally 
be severed from soul.

Max Beerbohm, The Pervasion of Rouge

Introduction
In the prologue to the Symposium of Methodius, Bishop of Olympus in the late third 

century AD, Eubulion implores her friend Gregorion to relate the details of a banquet she 
had recently attended. The dinner was held at the home of Arete, a woman of distinguished 
character, and Gregorion along with several other yoving women travelled on foot to her 
estate, on the outskirts of Olympus high in the mountains of Lycia. As they rested on a 
precipitous slope, there appeared a woman of exceptional beauty who did not at once 
approach Gregorion and her companions. The woman was tall, clothed in a robe of purest 
white, and walked in a most quiet and graceful manner. The luminous quality of her face, 
Gregorion imagined, had to be a sign of her modest and dignified character. Perhaps more 
striking, her face bore no evidence of make-up or any hint of artificiality.^ In due course, 
the woman revealed that she was their hostess. Arete, and bade the young women to come 
and refresh themselves in the cool shade of her garden. There, Gregorion and her friends 
were introduced to other guests who were also newly arrived. They took dinner, and after 
the sumptuous meal each woman delivered a panegyric on chastity at the request of the 
hostess—the raison d'être of the Symposium.

Methodius composed this work during the late third century, but the banquet is set 
nearly two hundred years earlier during the era of Theda, an alleged companion of Saint 
Paul and guest of Are te. ̂  Telmesiake, Methodius' real life patron, is thought to be the

1 Method. Smp. Prel. 5-6. The description of Arete may be a topos. Xenophon {Mem. 2.1.21) has the 
following description of a virtuous woman: And there appeared two women of great stature making 
towards him. The one was fair to see and of high bearing; and her limbs were adorned with purity, her eyes 
with modesty; sober was her figure, and her robe was white': Kcd ^ocvnvoi auxtp Sue yvcâKctq 
îtpoaiévai peydXaq, tfiv pàv ètépov eùitpetcfi te iSdv koù èXevGépiov ((nxTei, KEKOcpTipEvnv tô 
pÈv ompa mGopd'ni'rf- tà  8è ôppara oâ56î, xô 8è oxnpa o(#po<ruvq, ÊoBnxi 5è XËuk .̂ Cf. 
Clem. Paed. 2.110.1.

^ Musurillo (1958) 11-12 argues for a terminus ante quem of 309-310 AD for the majority of Methodius' 
works, but suggests a date somewhere between 270 and 290 AD for the Symposium itself.
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earnest narrator of the Symposium and the eager listener, Eubulion, the author himself, 
who intended the work as a guide which would help his benefactor negotiate the intricacies 
of Christian philosophy and theology.^ Given the nature of this work, Gregorion’s 
surprise at Arete's appearance, notably her lack of make-up, is intriguing. We cannot infer 
from Gregorion’s comment that all women in Lycian society wore cosmetics any more than 
we would generalise about women in contemporary western society doing so. But the 
observations about Arete's appearance imply that women in Lycian society did use 
cosmetics, and that neither Methodius nor his patron would find anything remarkable in 
this fact Methodius' disapproval of the practice is evident when he has Gregorion say that 
Arete's appearance has no artificial quality, but his censure is mild compared with that of 
other patristic writers who condemn its use—especially by discipulae of Christ

Consider Titus Flavius Clemens, an ardent and well-educated convert to Christianity 
who lived in Alexandria during the late second century AD. Clement was thoroughly 
versed in the beauty regimens and fashion tastes of classical antiquity, particularly those of 
Roman Egypt and this information forms a small but significant part of his treatise, the 
Paedagogus, in which he tutored his readers in the delicate art of self-presentation."^ More 
than a guide to comportment Clement's work was a disquisition on the Christian lifestyle 
and salvation, as he made clear by assuming the rôle of pedagogue, and by constant 
reference to the greatest of all tutors, in the Christian view, Jesus himself. The pedagogue, 
a familiar figure of Greco-Roman antiquity, was the individual entrusted with 
accompanying children of privileged families to and from school or on other public 
outings. He had also, along with the child's parents, the greater responsibility of 
inculcating sound moral values in his young charges. While the 'technical instruction' of 
children was left principally to educators such as the &5doxalo<; the praeceptor, or the 
magister, the pedagogue ensured that the children of mistress or master learned how to 
comport themselves in public, how to interact with their elders and social inferiors, how to 
behave at table, and so forth.^

 ̂Musurillo (1958) 4, bases this attribution on a citation in Epiphanius {Haer. 64.63), in which Methodius 
is called Eubulius, or good counsellor. On the purpose of the treatise see Musurillo (1958) 11.

All textual citations of the Paedagogus are to Sthhlin's edition (Berlin, 1972). All English translations 
are from Wood (1954), unless otherwise noted.

5 On the rôle and duties of the pedagogue in Greco-Roman antiquity see the discussions of Marrou (1956) 
143-144; Bonner (1977) 34-46; Bradley (1991) 49-55, with recent bibliography.
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Clement's title is cleverly chosen. The pedagogue of Greek and Roman antiquity 
provided children with the moral training that enabled them to participate successfully in 
society. Clement was at pains to explain for his readers, themselves converts to 
Christianity, that they were like children. They were the very children referred to in the 
Scriptures (1.12.1, 1.54.1-3) and as such should accept Jesus as their own personal 
pedagogue who will help them check the passions which are antithetical to Christian living, 
and to their ultimate goal, salvation.^ As a purveyor of Christ's word, Clement was also a 
pedagogue, for he scrutinised a variety of situations which required certain standards of 
propriety. He dispensed advice on how to meet these standards, although he was in 
constant dialogue with Christ's teachings on a given issue, juxtaposing them with his own 
thoughts.^ In a private setting, for example, Christians had to regulate their sexual 
appetites. Intercourse was forbidden to all but married couples and allowed only for the 
procreation of children (Paed. 2.83.1); pederasty was not to be tolerated, nor were same- 
sex relationships (Paed. 2.86.2). At all times the Christian had to exercise self-control over 
the organs beneath the stomach' (Paed. 2.90.1). This kind of discipline extended to how 
people slept, and the furnishings they chose for the bedroom. Luxurious coverlets, 
expensive carpets, leather mattresses, and purple bedding had to be scrupulously avoided. 
They were good for neither body nor soul because they made people soft (Paed. 2.77.2). 
The conduct of Christians at table, from the food they served to the manner in which they 
consumed it, sometimes spoke volumes to dinner companions about their characters and 
about the social circle in which they moved. The same applied to their behaviour in the 
baths or street and, quite naturally, to the decisions they made about their apparel, style of 
hair, and choice of ornament

Clement's skillful marriage of deportment and theology is well illustrated by the 
metaphor he employed for spiritual growth. The greatest of all lessons said Clement,

^ Christ as pedagogue and tutor Tollinton (1914) 240, Marrou and Harl (1960) 7-9, Lilia (1971) 64. 
Purpose of the Paedagogus: Tollinton (1914) 242-243, Chadwick (1966) 31, Lilia (1971) 113, Prend 
(1984) 287. Prend (1984) 287 considers Clement's Protrepticus, Paedagogus, and Siromateis to be a 
trilogy. The first installment, the Protrepticus, is an exhortation to embrace (Christianity; in the 
Paedagogus Clement counsels the newly converted on morality and salvation; and in the Stromateis he 
provides advice on topics of interest to (Christians. Cf. Tollinton (1914) 20, Marrou and Harl (1960) 7, and 
Chadwick (1966) 31 who would see a link between the Protrepticus and the Paedagogus only, and who 
regard the Stromateis as something of an intellectual hotchpotch addressing a variety of topics in general 
but none in particular.

 ̂ As Marrou (1955) 190 notes, Clement cites not only the word of Christ but also a range of other 
authorities, from New Testament scholars and classical writers to Homer, the poets, and Plato.
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paraphrasing the Delphic maxim, was -yvôvoa avtov {Paed. 3.1.1). Anyone who knows 
himself will know God, but to know God and to become like him, warned Clement, 
precluded the wearing of expensive baubles and donning luxurious robes. Instead, God 
would be pleased when he saw Christians pure in the adornment of [their] minds and 
[their] bodies clothed with the adornment of the holy garment of self-control'. Clement's 
choice of imagery and expression is simple yet effective, bringing the main theme of the 
Paedagogus neatly into focus. Concerned principally with the salvation of souls, Clement 
compared the development of the spiritual self with a banal but necessary activity of 
everyday life, the clothing and ornamenting of the body. On another occasion (Paed. 
3.39.1), Clement used the amusing analogy of footwear to define the limits of personal 
decoration. Just as the length of the foot determined the size of the sandal a person had to 
wear, so too the material needs of man had to be the extent of his possessions; anything 
more was only an encumbrance for the body.* For the most part, he advocated a simplicity 
of attire and adornment which was good for the soul because it verged on the ascetic: but 
he acknowledged that a presentable appearance was also desirable because it was tangible 
evidence of a man of self-discipline {Paed. 3.53.5).^ Christians need not forego fine 
clothing and gold ornaments entirely {Paed. 3.53.1), so long as they remembered that 
tasteful garments were those which reflected one's age, place in society, character, and 
vocation {Paed. 2.38.3, 3.56.1). Moderation coupled with a keen sense of how to create 
the appearance of gentility seemed to be the key to personal style.

The advice Clement provided for women on make-up and fashion in his guide to 
etiquette raises questions about female self-presentation, and constructions of femininity in 
Alexandrian society. There is much in the Paedagogus to suggest that the minimalist 
approach to self-presentation advocated by Clement was not the norm among the women of 
his community. He reflected at length in this work on the extent to which women

* Compare here the comments of Horace {Ep. 1.10-42-43) who uses a shoe as fortune metaphor "When a 
man's fortune will not fit him, tis as ofttimes with a shoe~if too big for the foot, it will trip him; if too 
small, will chafe' (cui non conveniet sua res, ut calceus olim, si pede maior erit, subvertet, si minor, uret). 
Cf. Hor. Ep. 1.7.98.

9 Attire: 2.104.1, 2.107-111 pajiim. 2.116-117, 3.54, 3.56.1, 3.57.4. Ornament: 2.118, 2.121-129 
pojjim, 358-59.1. Hair 3.60.2-3.63. Clement's brand of ascetism: Brown (1988) 122-139.

19 The adornment and decoration of the body metaphor is not, of course, the only metaphor used by 
Clement to stress the impwtance of good comportment and spiritual growth, but it crops up often in the 
second and third books of the Paedagogus: 2.65.2, 2.1(X).2, 2.110, 2.113.1, 2.121.3, 3.4.1, 3.54.1, 
3.64.1, 3.66.3.
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pampered themselves, and how they endeavoured to improve not only their facial but also 
their bodily appearance. As evidence of this excess he cited {Paed 3.7.2) a segment of the 
Malthacè by Antiphanes,^^ in which the late classical poet had a maidservant recount the 
leisure activities of her mistress to a young man:

She comes, she goes, she comes back, goes again, she's here, she stays, cleans 
up, salves eyes and nose, pomades, combs, leaves the room, massages, then 
bathes, looks in the glass and gets into her clothes, scents herself, puts her jewels 
on, oils her chest... ̂ 2

Clement provides no hint of the woman's status, so one might conclude from the apparent 
obsession with grooming— and her ownership of a slave—that she was of élite rank, and 
that her financial position enabled her to spend the day so engaged. But a passing conunent 
by Lucian in the Rhetorum Praceptor (13), makes explicit what Clement does not: 
Malthacè is a courtesan. The description of Malthacè's toilette ritual is interesting in itself, 
but omission of her social status and occupation brings into question the way in which 
Clement employed his classical sources and the validity of his assumptions concerning 
cosmetic use. Many readers may have been familiar with Antiphanes' play and even 
recognised Clement's failure to set this passage in its proper context How did this affect 
the strength of his thesis in the view of his listeners? Moreover, what of Clement's impact 
on the women of Alexandria, whom he implies were among his audience?^) Were his 
comments relevant in the eyes of a woman, like the harried housewife described by 
Jerome, who was responsible for the administration of large households?^'*

11 Details on the life and career of Antiphanes, a oxnic writer of the fourth century BC, may be found in 
Edmonds (1959) 163-165.

12'EpxeToa, pcTépxetoa au, Rpooépxexai a i ,  prtEpxeron fjra , jsdpEOTi, fiûictetai, itpooépxErai, 
opfjxai, tctevi^cToi, ëp é̂pTiKE, xpipêcai, Xoûxai, OKondxoi, oxëXXcxat, pupl^xai, Koapâxai, 
dXci^xoa: Translation: Edmonds (1959) 233. Cf. Theopfail. II, Adesp. IIOG, cited in Edmonds (1959) 
232. A quip from the young man ends the girl's recitation: 'and if a rope's handy, ties it and goes west' (&v 
5 ’ ë%oi XI, (btdyxexai). Both Marrou (1970) and Stalin (1972) include the gibe of the young man in 
Clement's text but distinguish it as a possible corruption (3.7.2).

At the very outset of the Paedagogus (1.4.1) Qement makes clear that virtuous conduct is a concern of 
both men and women. They who possess life in conunon, grace in common, and salvation in common 
have also virtue in common, and therefore, education too' (...ëv6a xoû KOivtaviicov Koà (xylou xoûxou 
piou xoû èic ou^uyiâ xà ëxaBXa ovk ôppevi Kod BnXdqt, àvBpckttp Sà doiÔKEixai èmBupiaq 
SixaÇoûoTiç aûxov KE%oùpiGpAv(p).

14 in adversus Helvidiim (20), Jerome gives a sense of the industrious housewife who must supervise the 
household accounts and the payment of bills, consult with the servants about meals and domestic chores, 
attend to her children, and oversee the preparation of a meal for her husband who has, on the spur of the
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The integrity of Clement's method is questionable at Paed. 3.8.1-3.8.3 too, where he 
summarises the beauty stratagems of women. Understandably, he felt outright revulsion at 
the pursuit of soft and supple skin which led women to apply crocodile excrement to their 
faces. Women dissatisfied with their dark complexions lightened them by means of 
\|d^v0iov, a white lead powder; women with pale skin tones gave themselves a rosy 
complexion with RoaSépox;, a purple-hued dye; and light-coloured brows were darkened 
with doPoAoç—soot or l a m p - b l a c k . 5̂ These references are interesting but not unique, for 

they typify anecdotes in Greek and Latin literature which mention the use of these and other 
substances for cosmetic purposes. More fascinating are the means devised to camouflage 
what women perceived as imperfections of rigure. For those who were small in stature, 
cork might be stitched into the soles of footwear to give the illusion of greater height. 
Overly tall women could wear flat or thin-soled slippers and walk slightly hunched over to 
disguise their true height Slim or boyish hips could be given a more voluptuous look by 
sewing pads into an undergarment where appropriate. A corset-like prop worn by male 
actors when portraying female characters could be used to create the appearance of large 
breasts; and when a tunic was worn over this prop the folds of the garment could fall in 
such a way as to conceal a thick waist or bulging tummy.

Clement openly admits {Paed. 3.8.1) that he has taken this material from the poet 
Alexis, who ridiculed the reputed artifices of women for comic effect. Despite 
Clement's admission, his use of this classical source poses problems. First, to what 
degree do the satirical observations of a Hellenistic poet reflect the toilette practices of 
Alexandrian women in the second century AD, and given the genre of Alexis' work, are

moment, brought guests home to dinner. Inde infantes garriunt, familia perstrepit, liberi ab osculis et ab 
ore dependent, computantur sumptus, impendia praeparantur. Hinc cocorum accinta numus cames terit, hinc 
textricum turba commurmurat: nuntiatur interim vir venisse cum sociis. Ilia ad hirundinis modum lustrât 
universa penetralia, si torus rigeat, si pavimenta verrerint, si ordinata sint pocula, si pratuUum praeparatum.

Ckment's knowledge of female toilette practices was obviously extensive. Indeed, Lane Fox (1986) 302 
says that Clement, like Tertullian, had a 'connoisseur's eye' for the make-up and hairstyles of fashionable 
females. Clement demonstrated this elsewhere in the Paedagogus (2.104.1,3 J .l)  when he censured the use 
of wigs, hair-pieces, hair-dyes, eye shadows, rouges, powders, and Epilation.

1  ̂ See for example Ischomachus' conversation with his wife concerning cosmetic use in Xenophon's 
Oeconomicus (10.1-5), or Ovid's facetious remarks in the Remedia Amoris (353-355) on the array of sldn 
creams and cosmetics which might be found in a woman's dressing-room.

U Details on the life and career of the fourth century writer Alexis: Edmonds (1959) 373-375; Amott 
(1996) 3-33.
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these observations simply a literary toposJ Second, why does Clement, an ardent 
Christian, bolster his argument against cosmetic use with allusions to pagan literature? Is 
he merely parading a superior knowledge of these works under the pretence of 
demonstrating a point, or does he realise that classical leferences will strike a chord with 
his audience? That Clement saw a connection between the beauty conventions of the two 
eras is evident; how accurately he portrays them on other occasions in the Paedagogus is 
not always easy to assess. The issue of classical allusions is more problematic because of 
an omission on Clement's part The Alexis excerpt comes from a play entitled The 
Equivalent and is, in reality, a description of the alleged duplicity of prostitutes. Several 
lines preceding the description of appearance-altering make this plain, and Clement was 
acquainted with at least the Grst two.

He begins Paed. 3.8.2 with: Her first deeds look to her own gain and the plunder of 
her neighbour; all her other actions are but incidental'.^* The lines which continue from 
incidental' are missing:

And lay their nets broadcast; their pile once made, they take in novices to 
learn the trade, and as each comes re-furbish and re-plan her till she’s quite 
different both in look and manner.

Clement then picks up the Alexis text with: 'One woman by chance be small; she stitches 
cork in the soles of her shoes' (tuyxdvei pixpd - n ç  ouoot, êXXôç èv t o S ç  Pauidoiv). What 
prompted him to exclude the lines which make it plain that the beauty strategies of 
prostitutes are the object of Alexis' derision? He cannot have thought his audience too 
delicate, for the third book of the Paedagogus is peppered with allusions to women of 
unsavoury character who expend too much time and effort on their toilette, or appear in 
public heavily made up.20 It is possible that the Alexis text which Clement used was 
defective or that it contained a lacuna. But a more satisfactory explanation is that Clement

18 3 8 2: np«^a |i£v yap èç tô  KÉpôoç kou tô  ouXdv tôuç «éXoç jtdvxa : d  dXXa [ëpya]
avTcnç ndpEpya yiyvEton. Text and commentaiy of tbe Alexis hagmenu Koch (1880) 329; Edmonds 
(1959) 416-418; Kassel and Austin (1991) 75-77; Amott (1996) 273-283.

l^pdjctown 8è iidoiv èmPouXdç ènciSôv S' EvnopijooxTlv r o c e , dvéXoPov Koivàç èrotlpaç 
rtpfflxoREÎpotx; xriç xéxviiç. eùOùç dyaicAdrcoutn T o t û t a ç  & jx e  pijxE xoùç xpémouq pijxe xdç 
ôiyEiq ôpoioç SiaxEXâv oôooç êxi. English translation: Edmonds (1959) 416-417.

20 Paed. 3.2.2, 3.5.3-4, 3.7.2. 3.112, 3.21.5, 3.632, 3.68.2-3, 3.69.2, 3.70.4.
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edited his sources selectively to create a more cogent argumentai There is no recognition 
of the fact that the women in question are in the business of selling themselves, or that the 
refurbishing of their appearances is an extension of this profession prompted by the tastes 
of their clientele. Clement has taken the characterisation of the demi-mondaine or 
prostitute— a topos  of Greek and Latin literature— and applied it to women 
indiscriminately.^

His application of this topos without regard for social status is well illustrated by the 
way in which he utilises a passage from Aristophanes’ Lysistrata (42-44). Clement 
prefaces the Aristophanic selection, which he does not identify, with a succinct excursus 
{Paed. 2.109.1-2) on the clothing preferences of women: gold embroideries, purple-dyed 
robes, those embroidered with figurines...as well as the saffron-hued Bacchic mantle 
dipped in myrrh, and the expensive multi-coloured mantle of costly skins with figures dyed 
in purple'. He goes on to say that even the comic poet, an oblique reference to 
Aristophanes, wonders: 'what sensible or outstanding thing do these women accomplish, 
who sit sparkling with colours, wearing their saffron dresses and so highly omamented'.^^ 
Again Clement edits cleverly. The shrewd placement of this text allows him to imply that 
he too has diffîculty understanding the character of women who wear such apparel; and by 
failing to place the opinion of Aristophanes in its proper context Clement sidesteps a key 
interchange between the incomparable Lysistrata and her neighbour-ally Calonice. The 
speech takes place early in the play at a moment when Calonice, eager to discern tbe 
mysterious plan for ending the Peloponnesian War, asks Lysistrata what could possibly be

Some philologists have noted but not pursued the social implications of this passage. Stahlin (1936, 
revised 1972) is the standard commentary on the Paedagogus. He identifies the Alexis fragment used by 
Clement (p. 240), and notes the absence of the first six lines but does not speculate upon the reasons behind 
it. Boatti (1953) 396 recognises the author of this fragment, i.e. Alexis, but does not comment. 
Mondésert et al. (1970) 26: 'Clément omet les vers 3-6, 23, 27'. Femândez and Dfaz (1988) 268 note the 
omission and point out that tbe conversation is between prostimtes: Curiosa descripcién de las prostitutas; 
por su parte, Ateneo tomândolo de Alexis, présenté dicho retrato en su libro XIII S68A'. Van den Hoek 
0990) 189 mentions Clement's tendency to cite classical sources, and the fact that he often does so 
inaccurately and incompletely. A more detailed discussion of Clement's omission and the possibility of 
manuscript corruptions in modem day texts of the Paedagogus can be found in Amott (1996) 274.

22 The equipping of prostitutes as a topos: At. Eccl. 878-881, Ps. Luc. Am.39-41, PI. Mos. 258-278, 
Poen. 210-231.

23 Clem. Paed. 2.109.1-2: Td xe jiEJioïKiXfiéva koù xà dXoupyoPa^q koù Çqxaxd—
Tcpooi^vEpév yé xi x p v ^ p a  xovxdi—xôv xe itopopa^q èxâvov icpoKtnxàv xai xûv ûpEvivtav xmv 
icEptôicxtav xà KoXurôXfi Koà icoiidXa Ipdxia, ë%ovxa ^ t ^ a  ev xlg xop^ûpqt, aûrq xÂ%vq xotipEiv 
èaxéov. Tl yôp dv $p6vtitov yvonicEq èpytiooavxo q Xofucpév, on KctOî pEOof ^ o tv  i\ KtoptpKot, 
É%qv8tGpÉvm,KpoKtnxo^opoûoon-KodKEKaXXomopÉvon;
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accomplished by women who 'sit trimmed and bedizened in our saffron silks, our cambric 
robes, and little finical shoes'. Lysistrata’s response: "Why, they’re the very things I hope 
will save us, your saffron dresses, and your finical shoes, your paints and perfumes, and 
your robes of gauze'. Puzzled, Calonice asks: 'How mean you, save us?' Lysistrata 
replies: 'So that nevermore men in our day shall lift the hostile spear' {Lys. 42-50).^^ The 
plan, of course, is for all women of Greece to make themselves as desirable as possible to 
their husbands, but to deny them any opportunity to fulfil these desires until the men agree 
to bring an end to the war. Clement thus ignores the real strength of the well-presented 
woman and one of the central points of the play—her powers of attraction and her capacity 
to influence men.

Clement's characterisations of painted' women leave no doubt as to his position on 
cosmetics and adornment: make-up is reprehensible because it encourages lascivious 
behaviour,^^ and detrimental because it destroys a woman's natural bloom and makes her 
face more sensitive to irritations of the skin. More critically, by altering their appearances 
these women offend the God who created them (Paed. 3.6.3-4). Clement's guidelines on 
comportment are not hard and fast, however, for he admits that there are circumstances 
which permit women to make themselves up, and he offers two examples. The first is the 
story of Esther {Paed. 3.12.5), as told in the Old Testament, and Esther's efforts to save 
the Jewish people from the machinations of the wicked Haman. Haman wished to destroy 
the Jews in the kingdom of Ahasuerus, and by guile obtained permission from Ahasuerus 
to have all those over the age of eighteen put to death. Esther is desperate to prevent the 
persecution of the Jews and seeks the favour of the king. To attract his notice she adorns 
herself and then takes up a position in a courtyard where she knows she will be seen by 
him. Ahasuerus catches a glimpse of Esther, she obtains favour in his sight', and her 
loveliness ultimately convinces him to intercede for the Jews on her behalf {Esth. 5.1-2). 
Since Esther's adornment is well intentioned, the selfless act of a virtuous woman, Clement 
caimot reproach her. Secondly, his attitude toward make-up and adornment softens in the

24 Lys. 42-50: KA. xl 8 ’ dv yuvcûkeç 0pdvipov èpYaoaiaTO n kopxpdv, on KaOiipcO ' 
Ê TivOiOM̂ von. KpoKcoxd ^opovooa Koà Kon Kip^epix ’ opOcotdSia Koà
nepi^opiSob;; AT. xavx' otûxà ydp xoi kooG’ & oàoEiv jipooSoKâ, xà KpotcoïXÎSia Kcn xà 
pûpa %cû itEpiPop(8eç xô ’"fXPXiaa Koà xà Sio^avrn %ix(6via. KA. xîva 8f| xpôjiov jto0’ ; AT. 
œoxe xûv vûv pr^Sèva àv8pûv ën’ àkkTjXoioiv oipeoOoi Sôpv ...

25 To impress upon bis readers tbe nnmodest natures of tbese women be labels tbem prostitutes, wantons, 
or adulteresses {Paed. 2.104, 2.123., 2.125, 3.5, 3.10, 3.11, 3.13, 3.63), and even goes so far as to equate 
tbem witb animals {Paed. 3.5.3,3.6.1).
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face of a troubled marriage. Clement encourages his readers (Paed  3.57.2) to be 
sympathetic to women whose husbands have been unfaithful and who adorn themselves to 
keep themselves attractive to their husbands'. Christian women, in his view, have a 
responsibility to sustain a marriage which is in difficulty. If as part of the strategy to save 
the relationship these women use their physical charms, this is acceptable— provided that 
they are motivated only to win or regain the admiration of their husbands. Clement says 
little about husbands with roving eyes, although he condemns adultery elsewhere in the 
Paedagogus, and hastens to add, after conceding the selective use of adornment, that he 
would prefer anxious wives to devise other means to keep their husbands' attention. They 
should resort to self-restraint and self-control to lead their husbands back to the marriage. 
Again, the implication is plain but not consciously acknowledged here by Clement: a well- 
turned out, beautiful woman possesses considerable power.^

The duplicity of women is not the only issue for Clement; he also has difficulty 
accepting what he considers the consumerism of their artifice. He claims {Paed.3.5A) that 
women spend countless hours trying to improve their looks and in doing so not only 
neglect their domestic responsibilites, but squander their husbands' money. Clement's 
detailed accounts of dress and adornment suggest that women were the principal consumers 
of certain goods, and that the practice of making-up and ornamenting the body created 
something akin to an industry. No doubt many of these materials were of exceptional 
quality, for Clement observes rather tartly that mere words cannot convey their opulence 
{Paed. 2.115.2). Fine linen for clothing was brought from Palestine and Cilicia, special 
flax from Amorgos, and silk from the Far East {Paed. 2.115.2, 2.107.3). A partiality for 
purple-hued garments brought dyes from Tyre and Sidon, and the shores of the Laconian 
sea {Paed. 2.115.1). A taste for brightly coloured garments could not be satisifled by the 
violet, green, rose, and scarlet shades available locally; a special dye was imported from 
Sardinia {Paed. 2.108.5). Fashionable sandals were made in Alexandria, but styles from 
Attica and Sicyon, and others from Persia and the Tyrrhenian Sea area were much sought 
after. They were plated with gold or encrusted with jewels, and foolish women even had 
erotic messages etched into the soles of their sandals, which Clement interpreted as a sign 
of their prurient natures {Paed. 2.116.1-2). What is more, women frittered away their

26 Elsewhere {Paed. 3.83.4), Clement paraphrases a passage from Ecclesiastes (9.9) which advises men to 
be wary of the comely woman who has been the downfall of many (e\’ yctp KdXJlEi yuvoïKÔç noXXdi 
obiocXaviiGiioav); and at Paed. 3.11.2, Qement equates the naiveté of chOdm with tbe foolishness of men 
who are smitten with the carefully contrived beauty of women.
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husbands' estates cii slaves {Paed. 3.5.4), purchased at exorbitant prices for the sole 
purpose of helping them with their grooming tasks. Clement's disapproval has less to do 
with the buying and selling of human beings and everything to do with the specific duties 
assigned to the slaves: one was responsible for mirrors, one for hairnets, and another for 
combs {Paed. 3.26.3).

Clement's advice on comportment and his stinging criticisms of personal excess are 
inherently interesting, and suggest a great deal about the cultural climate of Alexandria in 
the late second century AD. As a self-appointed arbiter of elegance for the Christian 
community, Clement encourages us to think more deeply about various aspects of daily life 
in a provincial urban centre in the Roman Empire of the second century. In keeping with 
his treatment of fashion and style, for example, we might examine the issue of self
presentation as it applies to women by considering his rather enigmatic statement {Paed. 
3.58.3) that women who adorn themselves with gold do so because they fear being 
mistaken for slaves if they do not. Clement dismisses this fear as irrational because he 
believes the noble soul will always be recognised by virtue of its dignity, while the slave 
will always be recognised by virtue of his inferior c h a r a c t e r . ^ ?  There were slaves in 
Roman society proper who, although non-persons in the eyes of the law, achieved 
considerable Hnancial success.^ With this change in economic status a corresponding 
change in the mode of self-presentation seems only natural; but we cannot adduce, on the 
basis of a single anecdote, widespread anxiety among freebom Alexandrians over the 
modes in which slaves presented themselves. Visual markers of some sort were 
significant, for Clement says {Paed. 3.34.2) that if women were stripped of their 
adornments, and a master of his slaves, we would soon End that the master or mistress 
differed not all from his or her s l a v e s . 2 9

27 Paed. 3.58.3: Ai Sé %puoo^opoÛGm tcâv YuvottKÔàv SeSiévoa poi Sokoûoiv, t\v d^éXiixaî 
Tiç ocùxôv xà xpvoto, SovXm vcpioOœmv où KoopoûpEvoa. Tô Së evyEvèç xûq d^hOeiou; èv xç 
Ôûon KoX^ Kttxà vu%f|v èÇexoÇôpEvov, où iipàoa Koà oàvq xôv 6oûXov, à^Xà xq yvcî îq xq 
dvEXeudépct) SiaicéKpiKEv i)tûv Së où ̂ eoG oa, èXeuOépou;, àXXàëlvoa àp^iô^a...

28 See for example Bradley (1987) 108-110 on the slave's peculium which belonged to the master 
technically, but in principle was administered by the slave with the result that slaves occasionally amassed 
considerable assets. Gamsey (1981) 364.

29 Paed. 3342: Aûxlxa yo w  xcpleAf xôv KÔopov xmv yovcaKâv Kon xoùç oiicéxaç xôv 
Seonoxôv, ovSëv Sia0épovxaç xôv àpyopmvtixmv eùpi)oEiç xoùq Seonôxoç, oùk èv puSlopaxt, 
oÛK èv pÀèwmxi, cùk èv ôOëypaxf ôuxcoç xoivuv xôiç àvSpœtôSoiç èoiKomv.
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A set of question^might be posed in connection with Clement's remaries to demonstrate 
the value of his evidence for a study of women and self-presentation. First, how does 
Clement conceptualise femininity and was adornment part of his construction? Is this 
construction entirely of Clement's own fashioning, exclusive to the Christian community, 
shared by society at large, or consistent across Italy and the Roman West? Clement, as far 
as we know, was neither Alexandrian by birth nor raised as a Christian. How strongly did 
his background and education shape his opinions when his dramatic descriptions of 
dissolute individuals, their distorted value systems, and their unbridled ostentation echo 
those of Latin writers such as Seneca, Petronius, and Juvenal, who criticised the lack of 
self-control exercised by their own c o n t e m p o r a r i e s . Can we say that Clement's notion of 
femininity reflects one that was consistent across time in the Roman world, say from 200 
BC through AD 200, the period conventionally known as the central period of Roman 
history? Did Alexandrian society truly experience a blurring of visual distinctions between 
slave and free during Clement's era, and if so, what were these distinctions and were they 
crucial to social interaction?^^ More specifically, how did they affect women? Finally, 
whom is Clement addressing: a predominantly male or mixed audience, a secular or 
wholly Christian audience?

The Paedagogus in Context: Clement and Alexandria
Little is known about Clement's life before he took up residence in Alexandria, apart 

from the allusions provided by his own work and fragments gleaned from later Christian 
authors, principally Eusebius. Scattered throughout Eusebius' history of the early church 
are anecdotes about Clement's contributions to early Christian dogma, a lengthy list of his 
literary works, and an assortment of biographical notes. Bom at Athens, Clement's early 
education was typical for young men from privileged backgrounds.^^ He travelled

Chadwick (1966) 35. Cf. Manou (1955) 184 who believes that the Paedagogus, as a social 
commentary, is to Alexandria of the late second and early third centuries what Petronius' Satyricon is to 
Italy of the first century AD.

Cf. P. Giess 40: a desire on the part of native Egyptians to blend with a socially acceptable crowd at 
Alexandria is evident from a letter of Caracalla's, dating to about AD 215. He writes that true Egyptian 
natives are easily detected among the linen-weavers of Alexandria by their diction, even though they have 
assumed the mode of dress and appearance of this group. Their boorish manners, however, will expose 
them for the simple rustics they are.

Eusebius (Hist. Ecoles. 1.5.11) gives Clement's place of birth as Athens. Epiphanius, a somewhat later 
source, maintains that Clement was bom in Alexandria {Haer. 32.6). Ferguson (1974) 13 thinks that 
^iphanius' argument for Alexandria may simply be the result of Clement's residence there in later life.
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extensively in Italy, Greece, and the Near East (Str. 1.11), before arriving in Alexandria in 
the latter part of the century where he came under the tutelage of the Christian Stoic 
Pantaenus.^^ Just when Clement converted to Christianity is unclear, but it is obvious from 
his own comments that he embraced the faith and was not bom into i t  {Paed. 1.1.1; 
2.8.62). Clement is thought to have assumed the leadership of the catechetical school upon 
the departure from Alexandria of his much admired and charismatic tutor, Pantaenus. He 
himself remained in the city until the persecutions of Septimius Severus, in the early third 
century, at which time he left Egypt travelling possibly to Cappadocia, Jerusalem, and then 
to Antioch where he is thought to have died about AD 215. It was during his long sojourn 
in Alexandria, among a culturally and economically diverse population, that he composed 
the Paedagogus.

The Alexandria that Clement knew was a cosmopolitan city, one of the largest in the 
Empire, with a rich cultural heritage to match its status as the premier trade centre of the 
Mediterranean. The geographer Strabo accompanied Aelius Callus, the Prefect of Egypt, 
to Alexandria in the late first century BC and provides a taste of the urban landscape at the 
end of the Ptolemaic period. Strabo describes a bustling port city with an exceptional 
harbour deep enough to accomodate immense ships, articulated by numerous quays, and 
graced by the famous lighthouse of Pharos.^ The main thoroughfares of the city were 
wide and able to accomodate both pedestrian and horse-drawn traffic comfortably. 
Temples dedicated to Egyptian deities such as Isis and Serapis, or Greek gods such as 
Poseidon, dotted the entire city along with innumerable gardens and monuments. Public 
works typical of those one might expect to find in a city of Greek ancestry—gymnasia, a 
great theatre, odea, an amphitheatre and a stadium—reflect the insatiable appetite of the 
populace for public spectacles and entertainment Statuary and spacious porticoes, the 
legacies of successive Ptolemaic rulers, enhanced many of these facilities. Even after its 
incorporation into the Roman Empire (30 BC), the opulence of Alexandria did not

It is clear from both Clement and Eusebius (who may be drawing on the autobiographical details 
Clement provides in his own work), that Clement travelled a good deal as a young man and studied with 
learned individuals in South Italy, Ionia, Coele-Syria, Egypt, Assyria, and Palestine. For speculation on 
their identities see Ferguson (1974) 14.

^  Strabo's description of Alexandria (17.791-795) is the most detailed we have from any ancient writer. 
He devotes considerable attention to the layout of the city, its public works, and its monuments. Consult 
Fraser (1972) 7-37, for a very detailed discussion of the topography of Alexandria at the end of the 
Ptolemaic period.
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diminish; for the stability brought by the Augustan peace infused the Alexandrian economy 
with new life, ushering in a period of unprecedented prosperity for the landed and 
commercial élite, built upon expanded trade and production.

The intellectual life of Alexandria, and its reputation as a cultural mecca, is represented 
most of all by the Mouseion and Library. The palace district, or Brucheion, occupied 
nearly a third of the city's area and it was here, Strabo says, among the royal domestic 
quarters and pleasure grounds that the Mouseion, a secular learning establishment, was 
situated.^ Of the subjects actually studied at the Mouseion we know little, but it was both 
a sensory and intellectual delight.^^ There was a public walk, living quarters for resident 
scholars immersed in various fields of enquiry, and shady exedras where they could 
engage in lively debate. The Library, which housed an estimated half million works by 
both foreign authors and citizen luminaries,^* gives us a sense of the city's heterogeneous 
character. The production of Alexandrian litterati in the three centuries or so preceding 
Actium belonged largely to the canon of Greek literature with which Clement was so 
conversant. Side by side with the works of Homer, Aristophanes, Aristotle, and 
Theophrastus, Clement could find those of Alexandrian medical practitioners, 
mathematicians, poets, and philosophers, such as Praxagoras, Euclid and Archimedes, 
Callimachus, and Eratosthenes. Some were also scholars in their own right, producing 
critical commentaries of classical writers in addition to being Library administrators.'^

Alongside mainstream literature, there was a second stream whose principal 
contributors were the Greek, Egyptian, and Jewish-Greek members of Clement's adopted

33 Strabo 17.798. Trade and commerce post Actium: Rostovtzeff (1952) 1302-1303; Fraser (1972) 800; 
Van den Hoek (1990) 183.

3^ Fraser (1972) 312-319. He characterises tbe Mouseion as the ancient equivalent of the modem 
university.

37 Strabo (14.673) provides meagre information in this respect: philosophy and the gamut of subjects 
which traditionally comprised ancient education (le ^Xooo^ov K o d  t t | v  dXXitv tccaSriov é y k v k X i o v  
Gbcooov yéyovEv). Raser (1972) 314, speculates that scientific research predominated.

38 On the location of the library and whether it constituted one or more repositories, see Fraser (1972) 320- 
335. It is difficult to know the slate of the library at the time Egypt was annexed by Rome or the library's 
state in (Element's day. Stories circulated about conflagrations which destroyed the library entirely, but 
according to Canfora 0990) 190-193, there is little evidence to support such beliefs.

39 Raser (1972) 674. Bowman (1986) 227.

40 Ffend (1984) 34-35.
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city. For example, one of the main contributions of Hellenised Jews to Alexandrian 
literature was the Septuagint, the compilation of moral and philosophical tales from Hebrew 
scriptures and translated into Greek during the mid-second century BC for members of the 
Jewish diaspora who no longer read Hebrew. One individual who relied most heavily on 
the Greek version of the Old Testament was Philo. A Hellenised Jew from a privileged 
Alexandrian family, writing in the first century AD, Philo attempted a synthesis of Platonic 
and Old Testament philosophy which influenced Clement considerably. That Clement was 
familiar with Philonic thought, itself an amalgam of Platonism, Stoicism, and 
Pythagoreanism, is evident from his own writings, in which he adopts some of Philo's 
views.'^l But it is not solely Philo to whom he is indebted. Clement's multicultural 
erudition is well illustrated by his inclination to quote from classical sources,^^ and also by 
modem controversies over the originality of his work. Indeed, scholars have claimed that 
parts of the Paedagogus, for example, are little more than excerpts from Musonius Rufus, 
adapted by Clement and presented as his own.'*^ Whatever the case, the eclectic mix of 
Jewish, Christian, Platonic, and Stoic opinion in the Paedagogus suggests that Clement 
was very much a product of his environment. And given the kind of environment in which 
Clement matured intellectually, what can we say of his audience: those individuals who 
read his work or listened to his lectures?

The Greek writer Celsus, who flourished during the last quarter of the second century, 
characterised the followers of Christ as generally dim and déclassé, and thought that 
Christianity appealed only to silly individuals such as women, children, and slaves (Orig. 
C. Cel. 3.44). He claimed that many Christians were nothing more than mere

41 Chadwick (1966) 56-57; Prend (1984) 286; Van den Hoek (1990) 185. The latter also mentions a 
number of other Jewish Hellenistic and Alexandrian (Christian writers on whom Clement relied (for which 
see pp. 185-189).

42 Prend (1984) 369 notes that some 360 excerpts from classical texts are found in the Stromateis alone. 
Cf. Van den Hoek (1990) 183, following Stahlin, who indicates that more than a 1000 references drawn 
from 300 sources appear in Clement's work. Hence her conjecture that Clement cannot have carried out his 
research without access to considerable library resources.

43 See for example Lilia (1971) 99, n. 3 for an excellent overview of this debate. He points out that some 
of the characteristics of the Cynic-Stoic discourse are found in Philo and in Plutarch's Moralia, which 
Clement may have used along with the Aôyoi of Musonius Rufus to write the Paedagogus. Cf. Marrou 
and Harl (1960) 83. Chadwick (1966) 60 believes that Clement's view of sexual ethics derives from Stoic 
philosoptaers such as Musonius.
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tradespeople— weavers, cobblers, and laundry-workers.^ Such people could and did 
comprise Clement's audience, this is not in dispute. The unprivileged formed the bulk of 
the racially mixed population of Alexandria: Greeks, Egyptians, and Greco-Egyptians, 
whose families had in some cases resided in the city for generations.'*^ But this is not 
really the world Clement evokes. The Paedagogus paints a picture of life among the 
socially élite and upwardly mobile, a world of leisure, of culture, of possessions, and of 
extremes which required tempering. The urban woridng poor, possessed of little or no 
disposable income for luxuries, are seldom encountered in Clement's essay on manners, 
although they might well have derived some benefit from his philosophy.'*^ His self- 
conscious allusions to classical poets and philosophers fed the desire of educated readers, 
those who sought a faith with an intellectual element.^^ Repeated quotations of non- 
Christian texts suggest that Clement felt he might reach more easily the people to whom he 
ministered by speaking in terms they would comprehend. But it is obvious that Clement 
also felt the opinions of Aristophanes, Alexis, and others retained some relevance for his 
time, particularly when it came to the way in which Alexandrians presented themselves in 
public.

Visual Evidence
Throughout the Paedagogus Clement tries to reconcile the iimate human desire for self- 

expression with the dictates of the Christian faith. He struggles to find a middle ground 
between complete rejection of the world and all its trappings on the one hand, and a kind of 
consumer mentality which he implies is rife within Alexandrian society on the other.

'** Orig. C. Cel. 3.44. Transi. Chadwick (1963). Celsus is thought to have written this tract during the 
last quarter of the second century AD. Cf. Meeks (1983) 51.

'*̂  Fraser (1972) 796. Size of Alexandria: Bowman (1986) 205. Diodorus Siculus (17.52) placed the 
population in his day at approximately 300,0(X) freed and freebom individuals. No mention is made of the 
servile population but estimates are that these residents would have brought the total population to about 
5(X),000 in the mid first century BC. We have no comparable figures or estimates for the time of Clement

^  Brown (1988) 24 comments that while writers of the second century wrote in theory for the many, in 
reality they reached the few. Van den Hoek (1990) 181, argues that Clement's writings give the impression 
of a learned teacher, but she believes that his works were literary compositions, derived in all probability 
from lectures, but they were meant to be read. Cf. ToUinton (1914) 20. Lane Fox (1986) 301, believes the 
membership of the Alexandrian church was probably split into two very distinct groups, the humble masses 
and a much smaller group of educated individuals.

'*7 Lane Fox (1986) 301 Cf. ToUinton (1914) 241, Frend (1984) 369.
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Nowhere is this more evident than in his criticism of women whom he believed to be 
careless with their husbands' estates. Clement knew that some women worked diligently at 
weaving their own wardrobes, but these Clement cannot commend because, he maintains, 
they dye all their clothing purple with the intent of kindling lustful flames in men (Paed
2.114.4). Purple veils, he believed, attracted the gaze of those passing by, encouraging 
them to try to glimpse the face behind the veil; and to his way of thinking the only way to 
curb such behaviour was to wring the purple out of all the veils'. Clement’s criticism may 
simply be part of a moralising tradition about the adverse effects of this colour which 
began, at the latest, with the Elder Cato and the controversy over the repeal of the lex Oppia 
(195 BC)— an item of sumptuary legislation— and continued into the late Republican and 
Imperial periods.'^ Documentary evidence reveals that the wearing of purple clothing was 
fairly widespread in Roman Egypt during the first two centuries AD.'*^ But the most 
striking evidence for what Clement characterises as an immoral taste for this hue comes to 
us in the form of funerary portraits. Of particular interest are two portraits of women, 
thought to be from Antinoopolis and possibly Christian, whose carefully constructed 
appearances are the very antithesis of Clement's teachings.

These two portraits (figs. 1-2) take the form of linen burial shrouds, with likenesses 
rendered in t e m p e r a . I n  the first of the two portraits,^! both of which date to the end of 
the Severan period or possibly later, we see a well-turned out female who was no doubt a 
woman of means. Dûs dark-haired, daric-eyed woman wears a simple loop coiffure. Her 
hair is parted in the centre of her head, formed into loops on either side and then pulled

Examples of this tradition: Cato. Orig. 7.8.10; Cic. Ver. II.2.72.176, 2.5.31, 5.86, 5.137, 4.26-59; 
Sal. Cat. 2.5, 4.6.12; Sen. Ep. 16.8, 76.31, 94.70, 114.21; Quint Inst. 12.6, 11.1.31; Gel. 15.8.2.

49 Documentary evidence: Reinhold (1970). Sebesta (1994b) 71 notes that during the first century three 
new shades of purple were invented, and certainly by the second century a variety of purple dye substitutes 
had been devised which probably made this hue accessible to a wider range of the population than ever 
before.

50 The shrouds belong to a group of funerary portraits Grom Roman Egypt that number several hundred and 
which range in date from the early to late bnperial period. These portraits are commonly given the label 
"Fayum portraits' because the majority were discovered, in the area of the same name, located to the 
Southeast of Lake Moeris and bounded by Dionysias in the west, Tebtunis in the south, and by the 
Memphite and Heracleopolite nomes in the east In keeping with native Egyptian burial customs, 
likenesses of deceased individuals were typically placed over the faces of their mummified remains or, as in 
the case of these women, wrapped around the body. Shroud portraits became popular during the late second 
century AD.

51 Adriani (1977) No. 418; Doxiadis (1995) 119-120, Nos. 91 and 94.
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loosely around the ears and up toward the back of the head where it is gathered with a pin. 
The style, reminiscent of one worn by Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, would 
doubtless have received Clement's approbation for it meets his criteria in almost every way: 
it is neat, lacks pretension and coquettishness, and involves no intricate braiding (cf. Paed. 
3.62.2). Her skin bears no trace of the powder, rouge, or eye-shadow which Clement 
disliked; rather she seems to have the rosy complexion which he regarded as a woman's 
natural healthy glow (cf. Paed. 3.6.3). Her adornment, however, comprises a torque 
richly modelled in gilt stucco, rings with inset stones on the first and third fingers of her 
left hand, and gold ear-bobs. She is dressed in a dalmatic of cyclamen pink, with gold- 
fringed clavi (the stripes that normally signified individuals of senatorial or equestrian rank) 
in a deep shade of purple. At her waist is an embroidered decoration which is difficult to 
discern owing to the poor state of the shroud. Her right hand is raised palm up toward the 
viewer, which may be an apotropaic gesture, or signify a blessing or prayer. In her left 
hand she holds a gold ankh-cross, a popular motif of Egyptian art, which in this instance 
might also be a combination of the Greek letters chi-rho, the monogram of ChrisL^^ The 
choice of apparel and ornament would surely have brought a stem rebuke from Clement, 
whose distaste for brightly-coloured attire has already been noted. The woman's finery 
disguises her real beauty, the collar-like torque gives her the appearance of a captive (cf. 
Paed. 2.122.1-3), and she has done violence to her body by piercing her ears (cf. Paed. 
2.129.3, 3.56.3).53

The second portrait is full length,34 ^nd sections of it are poorly preserved, making it 
difficult to distinguish certain details. Yet we can still make out the form of another dark
haired and dark-eyed woman. A fragmentary inscription, located just below the abdominal 
area, gives her age as forty-five and bears a message of farewell (eùvû%Et). Her hair is 
coiffed in the simple manner of her counterpart, and her face bears only a hint of make-up.

32 Walker and Bierbrier (1997) 160 note that the almond-shaped ankh symbol transmutes into the rounded 
chi-rho in Christian icouography. Compare the ankh cross held by the woman in portrait No. 181. Cf. 
Adriani (1977) No. 420.

33 Many of these portraits have been found in funerary contexts. There is reason to think, however, that 
portraits were painted and hung in the family home long before death. Once an individual died, the portrait 
was taken down and placed in the tomb or incorporated with the mummifed remains. Comparable portraits 
have not been found in Alexandria, but Doxiadis (1995) 155, stresses the link between portrait painting and 
the Alexandrian school of painting. Cf. Walker and Bierbrier (1997) No. 117, for a poorly preserved 
portrait of a woman set in a frame of sycamore fig.

34 Doxiadis (1995) 118, No. 90: Walker and Bierbrier (1997) No. 180.
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perhaps a little around the eyes. The dark shading beneath the left eye (the right side of the 
face is marred) is comparable to the shadowing practice which Clement finds objectionable 
{Paed. 3.5.1), and the line delineating the eye-lid extends beyond the comer of the eye 
itself, suggesting that she may be wearing a form of kohl.^^ Her apparel consists of a dafic 
purple dalmatic witli a black border edged in an intricate vine motif, indicative of gold 
embroidery. Because this is a full length portrait, we can see that her feet are clad in 
closed-toe, ankle-high shoes trimmed in gold. Her adornment involves a heavy, braided 
gold necklace partially concealed beneath the neck of her tunic, gold earrings with pendant 
pearls, a delicate hairnet, and a ring on the second finger of her left hand, the style and 
setting of which is difficult to discern. She too grasps the chi-rho or ankh cross in her left 
hand as she raises her right toward the viewer. There is much here to criticise if we take 
Clement's advice at face value. The purple robe with its gold embroidery is functional but 
clearly intended to impress (cf. Paed. 2.109.1). The hairnet, like other feminine articles, 
denotes a sensualist (cf. Paed. 3.11.2); the pearls are a luxury with which women are 
obsessed (cf. Paed. 2.118.4); and her ring as an accessory is inappropriate, unless it is a 
signet ring used principally for sealing valuables in the course of domestic duties (cf. Paed. 
3.57.1).

These portraits are thought to come from Antinoopolis, a community along the Nile 
nearly three hundred miles south of Alexandria, yet they symbolise much that troubled 
Clement about female self-presentation. Where purple was their colour of choice,^^ 
Clement would have them wear white as a symbol of their virtue {Paed. 2.108.1) and also 
as matter of thrift (A plain garment was never subjected to a corrosive dyeing process and 
so lasted longer [Paed. 2.111.1]). Jewellery is not in keeping with the spiritual adornment

55 Any assessment of cosmetic use by these women must take into account the artistic conventions and 
cultural notions of the time. The pale complexions of the women are probably indicative of a propensity to 
depict women with light sldn and men with dark, to symbolise their different worlds (i.e. exterior and 
interior). Typical of Egyptian art is the accenting of the eyes with heavy lines and shading (Doxiadis 
(1995) 92). Thus, it is difficult to tell whether many of the women (and indeed some of the men) in the 
Fayum portraits are wearing eye make-up. See the remarks of Grillet (1975) who believes that these 
portraits demonstrate the use of lip and eye colour by women (p. 41-42), but not face make-up (p. 117- 
118).

5^ As it was for numerous women. See the following portraits in Doxiadis (1995). From Philadelphia: 
no. 28 (late Antonine-early Severan), no. 29 (middle-late Antonine). From ArsinOe: no. 42 (middle-late 
Antonine) and no. 72 (middle-late Antonine). From unidentified Fayum sites: no. 75 (middle-late 
Antonine), no. 76 (late Antonine-early Severan). From Antinoopolis: no. 91 and no. 99 (both Severan). 
Other sites: no. 105 (middle-late Antonine). The portraits listed above are only those wùch date to the 
time of Qement Consider also a number of others which dale generally to the second century: no. 22,25, 
27, 42, 44, 59, 62-66, 72, 91-96, 103, 108.
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Clement promotes: the true collars and necklaces of Christian women are humility and self- 
restraint {Paed. 2.129.1). Natural beauty should be sufficient for a woman, and if she is 
not pleasing to the eye her adornments will only accentuate her lack of physical appeal 
{Paed. 2.127.3). Like Malthacè, the women in these two portraits have devoted time and 
effort to the cultivation of their appearance, but they can hardly be placed in the same social 
category as the demi-mondaine of Antiphanes' play. There is no obvious evidence of the 
deceptions— the disguising of figure flaws—which Clement implies were common to all 
women (admittedly difficult to detect in a portrait), but their ornaments speak to the 
materialism of Alexandrian society, as Clement perceived it, with demands for stylish 
clothing, fine textiles, exotic dyes, expensive gems, and so forth. The visual evidence, 
moreover, demonstrates that women actively engaged in modes of self-presentation which 
echoed the fashion and hairstyle trends popular at Rome; these modes did not accord with 
the dictates of classical authors, nor with the non-Christian and Christian authors of the 
first three centuries AD. 57

Clement's idea of femininity emphasised taste and sartorial simplicity, yet this less is 
more' philosophy was not the norm among women in Roman Egypt in the first three 
centuries of Empire. Nor, as far as we can tell, does it seem to have been the rule of thumb 
among women in other large urban centres of Empire, most notably Carthage in the 
province of Africa Froconsularis. Under Roman control since 146 BC, Carthage rivalled 
Alexandria in terms of economic resources, population and size (Herod. 7.6.1), and from 
this cosmopolitan centre we have, as an analogue to Clement's work on female self
presentation, the thoughts of Tertullian, who wrote extensively on women's beauty culture. 
We might compare briefly his comments with those of Clement, for the two were near 
contemporaries.58

57 The notion of cutting a fashionable public figure seems to have been instilled in females from a 
relatively early age, as the portraits of a woman and her two daughters illustrate. The mother. Aline, is 
elegantly attired and ornamented, much like the women of AntûKX)polis, while the older of the girls, both 
of whom wear purple tunics, has an elaborate hairstyle similar to her mother’s over which she wears a gold 
hairnet She is also wearing a heavy gold necklace and earrings. The youngest daughter is adorned with a 
simple gold lunula pendant, of the type that frequendy graced the necks of women in mummy portraits. 
Indeed, the girls are little more than diminutive replicas of their mother. Portraits: Doxiadis (1993) Nos. 
49-51. Aline and her two young daughters may have been residents of Arsinoe, a community 
approximately two hundred aiid fifty miles southeast of Alexandria. The portraits date to the Flavian- 
Trajanic era, but for other examples of well turned out young girls see Doxiadis (1995) Nos. 39-40 
(possibly a mother and daughter); 66-6S (two girls from Hawara); Walker and Bierbrier (1997) No. 42.

58 Little is known or can be stated with any degree of certainty about the life of Tertullian. Barnes (1971) 
57-59 is most comprehensive on this subject He argues tlmt tbe details contained in the accounts of 
ecclesiastical writers and historians are not on the whole reliable. Tertullian was bom about AD 160, but
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Tertullian, a Latin writer of North African origin, was the author of two books 
collectively titled De Culm Feminarum.^^ He, like Clement at Alexandria, was concerned 
for the salvation of the newly converted at Carthage, especially the women whom he 
regarded as daughters of Eve (De Culm 1.1). The principal difference between Tertullian's 
approach to female beauty culure and that of Clement is that Tertullian divided beauty 
culture into two broad categories (De Culm 1.4). Culms comprised a woman's apparel and 
personal adornments, while omatus involved attention to hair and skin and to those parts of 
the body that attracted the eye (earum partiunt corporis quae oculos trahunt).^ The former 
was a tool of the ambitious, the latter a tool of the meretricious (alteri ambitionis crimen 
intendimus, alteri prostitutionis), and neither was acceptable. Like Clement, Tertullian 
explained for women how nearly the physical body must reflect the modesty and purity of 
the soul,^^ and in the course of explaining touched on many of the same points as Clement 
Tertullian raises his eyebrows at feminine beauty practices which he characterises as 
deceitful (De Cultu 2.2.5, 2.9.1, 2.9.4). There are also familiar complaints about the 
violence of feminine adornment: God did not mean women to injure their bodies by 
piercing their ears for the sole purpose of displaying gems and pearls (De Cultu 2.10.1,
2.13.4). Indeed, for all their beauty women's ornaments are to be regarded as nothing 
more than fetters and chains (De Culm 2.10.1). Tertullian reports that imported clothes, 
dyes, and adornments were desired by affluent Carthaginians (De Culm 1.7.1, 2.10.1), 
and of course he heartily disapproves of these exotic ' items. His concerns for women's 
beauty practices clearly parallel those of Clement and may be regarded as typical of the 
literate male's philosophy of women's self presentation. Clement and Tertullian wrote for 
a specific audience, yet for all their expressions of Christian disapproval their conception of

how and when he died is unknown. He was married to a Christian woman and his work suggests that he 
was bom into a good family and moved in well educated circles in Carthage, although these details cannot 
be determined precisely.

More properly, the second book of Tertullian's tract was probably composed during late 196 or early 
197. Barnes (1971) 55 posits a date between AD 205 and 206 for the first book, while Arbesmann et al. 
(1959) 111 suggests that this book may have been titled De Habita Muliebri.

^  Cf. Varro's etymology of omatus ( toilette set'). He posits a combination of natus and os (quasi ab ore 
natus): fw from this especially is taken that which is to beautify a woman, and therefore this is handled 
with the help of a minor (hùtc enim maxime sumitur quod earn deceat, itaque id paratur specula).

61 Arbesmaim et al. (1959) 111 notes that Tertullian uses the term 'benedictae' (De Cultu 2.4.1, 5.5, 9.4, 
13.5) in reference to these individuals, and that this term was often applied to converts. Cf. Turcan (1971) 
108.
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female cultus and om atus  could be that of any secular writer working within the central 
period of Roman history. These authors convey the impression that women from all walks 
of life engaged in making-up and adorning themselves despite social ideals eschewing a 
contrived look for one more natural. Thus although these theologians reveal much about 
beauty culture in two major centres of the Empire, their comments raise one important 
question about female self-hood that they never fully answer: why did women persist with 
modes of presentation that were usually expected (by men) in the public sphere?

Modem Scholarship
The importance of self-presentation to women in antiquity is a subject yet to be fully 

explored by modem scholars, perhaps because it seems an insurmountable and fruitless 
task. The extant literary and documentary evidence provides little or no record of how 
women perceived their social rôles or whether they regarded their lives as circumscribed 
when they thought about it all.^^ In the main, our evidence represents the literary output of 
educated men who belonged to an extremely small but privileged sector of the population, 
and whose chief concerns were the political, intellectual, and military events of their 
society, current and historical. Women held intrinsic interest for writers only when they 
ventured from their own worlds and impinged upon traditionally male spheres, such as 
politics. We have anecdotes and narratives about exceptional women who earned the 
respect and admiration of élite male writers, or provoked acerbic comment by virtue of their 
unconventional behaviour, that is, deviating from the culturally Hxed rôles of women.*^  ̂
Funerary inscriptions describe paragons of Roman womanhood, but these are usually 
formulaic or idealised and represent only the sector of the population which could afford to 
set up a memorial to a beloved mother or sister.*^ We fare little better with legal evidence.

A problem first acknowledged by Rnley (1965) 59.

Respected women: see tbe younger Pliny on his devoted young wife Clalpumia (Ep. 4.19.2-4), on tbe 
tragedy of tbe Helvidiae sisters, both of whom died in childbirth (Ep. 4.21.1-2), on tbe valor of Ariia. wife 
of Caecina Paetus (Ep. 3.16.3-6), and on tbe untimely death of Minicia Marcella who, though not yet 
thirteen, displayed all the qualities of a wise and dignified woman (Ep. 5.16.1-7). Unconventional women: 
see Sallust on Sempronia and Fulvia (Cat. 23-28), Cicero on Clodia (Pro Caelio) 55-57, Valerius Maximus 
on Afiania (83.2).

^  Epitaphs which fvovide descriptions tend to stress the devotion and obedience of the wife to her husband 
(e.g. C/L 1.2.1221, 3.3572, 6.1779, 8.23808, 13.1983), her deftness at spinning and weaving (e.g. CE 
63.4, 1988.14,492.16), her modesty and chastity, and her prudent management of the household (e.g. CIL 
1.2.1211, 6.16090, 14.1826 10230).
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for the simple reason that there is always some disparity between theory and practice, or in 
the case of Roman jurisprudence, between what the law actually stated in matters involving 
women (legacies, guardianship, and child custody) and what actually occurred. When 
using visual material as evidence for women's lives we need to be aware of what modem 
scholars have referred to as gaze theory'. Women in Roman art, the argument runs, are 
often depicted from the point of view of the men who commissioned the works, and the 
artists who executed thera.^^ Or so some scholars assume because we have little or no 
evidence to the contrary.

Scholars have devoted much time and energy during the last three decades or so to the 
study of Roman women, examining issues that directly or indirectly explain their position 
in the Roman family, their legal status and capacities, and their economic rôles and 
contributions.^ Much of this work substantiates the traditional view of their socio
economic limitations, but the subject of cultus and omatus as integral to womanhood and to 
public as well as private constructions of femininity has not been fully explored. Early 
surveys of beauty culture were sometimes general (Carcopino’s Daily Life in Ancient 
Rome), occasionally comprehensive (Balsdon's Roman Women: Their History and 
Habits), and largely descriptive.^^ Their chief contributions lie in the fact that the authors 
brought together diverse literary evidence for evidence for cultus and omatus. Carcopino 
made no pretensions to writing a detailed account of women's lives, but Balsdon integrated 
his survey with an account of the women of Roman society. He mapped out a history from

65 Brown (1993) 240; Richlin (1992) xvi.

66 Select sampling; Hopkins (1965a), (1965b); Rawson (1974); Pomeroy (1975); Treggiari (1976), 
(1979a), (1979b); Beard (1981); MacMuUen (1980b); HaUett (1984); Lee (1984); SaUer (1984); Gardner 
(1986a), (1986b); Rawson (1986); Shaw (1987); Cantarella (1987); Dixon (1988); Bradley (1991); Evans 
(1991); Noy (1991); Pomeroy (1991); Rawson (1991); Treggiari (1991); von S laden (1991); Brown (1993); 
SaUer (1994).

67 In this section discussion confines itself to works published in English. There are, however, several 
works published in French and Italian that may also be characterised as general and descriptive. Sensi 
(1980-1981) explores the connection between bodily ornamentation and social status, focussing chiefly on 
the types of garments and hairstyles worn by under-age and adult women in public and religious contexts. 
Rosati (1985) is in the Grst instance a literary commentary on Ovid's Medicamina Faciei. The commentary 
includes appendices that address the views of other ancient authors, most notably Pliny the Elder, Galen, 
Juvenal, and Pseudo-Lucian, but does not graille with the question of what women were actually trying to 
achieve by their beauty practices. Robert's (1988) study of 'modes' is primarily an examination of the 
emergence of modes in Republican Rome and the reason for their emergence, which he attributes to a 
human need to imitate. His discussion of fashions in clothing (p. 47-77) focuses almost entirely on articles 
of dress peculiar to men and women (that is, toga and stola); it makes little or no attempt to come to grips 
with women's motivations for self-presentation.
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the mythological period of the she-wolf which first suckled Romulus and Remus through 
to the virtuous and disreputable women of the Imperial period, producing something akin 
to histoire événementielle. Sulpicia, wife of the consul Fulvius Flaccus, and Quinta 
Claudia were admired for their chastity; the scortum nobile, Hispala Faecenia, was 
commended for revealing the secrets of the Bacchanalia to the authorities in 186 BC; 
Sempronia, accomplished and spirited is alleged to have supported Catiline in his attempt to 
depose the government of 63 BC; and like mother, like daughter, Fulvia high-handedly 
involved herself in the political intrigues of her husband Marcus Antonius. Livia, Julia, 
Messalina, Agrippina the Younger, senatorial wives who followed their husbands into exile 
or death as a result of political disgrace, and the matres castrorum, all emerge from the 
pages of Roman Women-, but their actions and behaviour inspired little speculation from 
Balsdon as to what they were about or why they behaved the way they did.

Given Balsdon's focus on the privileged women of Roman society, his analysis of 
beauty culture belies the very nature of everyday life for a great many women.^ Women’s 
lives, despite the paucity of their choices, can hardly have focused solely on the pampering 
of hair and skin, or on the careful selection of attire according to social engagements. 
Certainly this would not have been possible for ordinary women—slave and freed, lower 
and middle class'—comprising the bulk of the female population. By reason of their 
social situation, they led lives which were less constrained but more arduous than those of 
their upper-class counterparts. To reconstitute the lives of these women is extremely 
diffîcult, as Balsdon noted. He was hampered in this respect by the heavy élite-urban bias 
of the textual evidence, but realised that the careful selection and analysis of scraps of 
evidence such as funerary reliefs and inscriptions could bring these women to life.^^ His 
knowledge of the literary and material evidence for women's omatus is evident in his 
descriptions of the kinds of clothing they wore, trends in hair-styles and preferences in 
colour, the care given to the nurturing of lovely complexions, and the diverse potions used 
in this pursuit He was sensitive to the moral prejudice of satirists like Martial and Juvenal,

Despite Balsdon's familiarity with the textual and material culture of Roman antiquity, which he 
employed neatly in the second hadf of his book, the ordinary women of Rome seldom came into view, apart 
from glimpses of women of so-called 'objectionable' character: prostitutes, courtesans, concubines, slave 
and breed women. Balsdon tended to obscure the daily reality for the women of Roman society at large, 
because he was preoccupied more with the marital and sexual status of women and less with the social and 
economic hardships they encountered.

69 Balsdon (1%2) 16-17.
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and moralists like Seneca and Pliny the Elder, recognising that their work cannot be taken 
at face value. Yet Balsdon seldom tried to interpret their comments, revealing instead the 
limitations of his own antiquarian approach to women's history with such remarks as: 
'[the] arranging of her hair naturally occupied a large part of a woman's time and thought'; 
'[the] towering splendour [of the Flavian hairstyle] was to be viewed from one direction 
only, the front, and women must have manoeuvred at social gatherings, to keep out of 
view the ridiculous anti-climax which the backs of their head constituted'; and [in] pagan 
Rome only the Vestal Virgin was forced to suppress a sigh, knowing that such vanity was 
not for her'.^O

Thirteen years elapsed between the publication of Balsdon's Roman Women and Sarah 
Pomeroy's pioneering book. Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves, which appeared in 
1975. The intervening years were fruitful, for they had a profound effect on the writing of 
women's history. Where Balsdon's approach was antiquarian, Pomeroy's was feminist. 
Balsdon endeavoured to examine the habits of women, but like his predecessors in Roman 
society he tended to write about the women who conformed or deviated from narrowly 
deHned rôles; or he generalised about women of the lower classes. Pomeroy's book, 
conversely, was very much the product of the feminist and civil rights movements of the 
1960s and early 1970s. The feminist movement aimed to make contemporary western 
society more conscious of the problems faced by modem women, vis-à-vis issues such as 
pay and employment equity, a woman's right to physical autonomy, and social attitudes 
that were deemed injurious to women. The civil rights movement, similarly, forced 
contemporary western society to reconsider its treatment of people of colour, not simply on 
the subject of segregation, but on many of the same issues raised by femininists: equality 
in the eyes of the law, discriminatory employment practices, and social attitudes toward 
marginalised groups which created harmful stereotypes. And the causes taken up by both 
these movements encouraged ancient historians to re-evaluate approaches to their own 
discipline, with the result that they began asking different questions about Greek and 
Roman society. For Pomeroy, this meant trying to determine what ancient women were 
doing while their male counterparts were actively engaged in politics and warfare. She saw

^9 Balsdon (1962) 253,256, and 261. And as far as tbe beauty culture of the lower classes was concerned, 
Balsdon could only observe tbe following (p. 224): "Prostitutes {scorta, meretrices, lupae) were to be 
encountered in Rome and in all Italian cities and were no more difficult to recognise in Roman antiquity 
than in tbe modem world. Many of tbem were foreigners, women from Syria and Egypt Tbeir faces were 
heavily made up, they wore no bands in tbeir hair and tbeir clothes.. were usually in outrageously bright 
colours'.
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this as a much needed area of study because both ancient and modem histories have tended 
toward the political, military and intellectual, obscuring the record of those people who 
were excluded by sex or class from participation in the political and intellectual life of their 
societies'll

Like Balsdon, Pomeroy sets the stage for her study of Roman women with an 
examination of the evolving rôles of Greek and Egyptian women in the Hellenistic period. 
Here, women are seen to be doing everything but spending countless hours at their 
dressing-tables or awaiting the arrival of bridegrooms. She too is at pains to recount the 
accomplishments of élite women, such as the Macedonian queens Olympias and Arsinoe, 
but she recognises the need for explaining the slowly evolving competence' of women in 
many areas of daily life. Financial responsibilities for women were on the rise: 
documentary evidence from Delphi shows an increasing number of women manumitting 
slaves, and contracts from Delos indicate that women were, albeit with the help of male 
kin, borrowing money and taking on contractual obligations of all kinds. At the same time 
we have evidence that greater numbers of women were gaining access to education, both 
intellectual and p h y s i c a l .^2 Turning to ancient Rome, Pomeroy demonstrates how the 

expansion of the middle and late Republic dramatically affected the lives of women in 
Roman society. Periods of prolonged warfare sometimes forced husbands to be absent for 
extended periods of time leaving women to assume many responsibilities previously 
shouldered by men, such as the management of family business or estates. Or women 
found themselves bereft of husbands and other male relatives, who were casualties or 
prisoners of war, placing them in leadership rôles. The loss of husbands and fathers 
through war enriched many women who, along with other family members, inherited a 
portion of the deceased's estate. After Cannae (216 BC) especially, rich and well- 
connected women often found themselves without a male relative to whom they were 
accountable (Liv. 22.56.4-6). But by 214 BC, on Livy's evidence (24.18.13-14, 34.5.10, 
34.6.14), the state had taken steps to prevent widows, single women, and wards from 
becoming wealthy in this fashion, by legally confiscating all funds of such individuals and 
depositing them in the state treasury. Opportunities for women to participate directly in 
Roman society did not improve enormously as the Republic turned to Empire. As before, 
women continued to fulfill their rôles as wives and mothers, and to carry out their religious

Pomeroy (1975) ix.

72 Pomeroy (1975) 122-124; 130-131; 136-137.
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duties. A greater number of women now possessed immense wealth in their own right, 
and were able to dispose of it more or less as they wished, despite the existence of 
guardianship {tutela) but within the rigid hierarchy of Roman society, the position and life 
courses of women remained essentially the same.

Although Pomeroy describes the lives of women in Roman antiquity with a vigour and 
thoroughness not found in Roman Women, omatus is one aspect of their lives which she 
treats summarily. Adornment and dress are discussed in the same breath as sumptuary 
legislation, a feature of the Republican era which she sees as reflective of the increasing 
emancipation of women.73 Apart from the subject of sumptuary legislation in Republican 
Rome and its intended effect on women, Pomeroy does not investigate the use of cosmedcs 
or the rôle of omatus in female self-presentadon.^'* She is aware of one result of displays 
of wealth among women of the upper classes, but does not pursue the issue at length. 
Given the scope of Pomeroy's study (a general survey of women in Greco-Roman 
antiquity covering nearly 1500 years) it would have been impossible for her to address 
every aspect of women's lives in depth. Nevertheless, it seems odd that the subject of 
female self-presentadon has been taken up only sporadically by later scholars, especially in 
view of Pomeroy's shrewd observadon that the affluence affected by an élite Roman 
woman redounded to her own reputadon among other women as well as men'.^^

A typical discussion of om atus  and self-presentadon in post-Pomeroy work (if it 
appears at all), is found in the muld-authored Women in the Classical World. The 
professed aim of this coUaboradve effort is the compiladon of written and visual evidence 
for the lives of ancient women which is then set in its proper social and historical context 
The end product is a source-book that gives equal weight to both textual and art historical 
evidence, and which the authors recommend be read alongside a social history of women, 
such as Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves.^^ Like its predecessors. Women in the

73 Pomeroy (1975) 181.

Pomeroy is concerned mainly with bow to interpret tbe conditions of tbe lex Oppia, passed in 215 BC. 
She contends that tbe law was designed to maintain decorum in an atmosphere of near hysteria. It was not 
an attempt to curtail tbe extravagance of women. Rome bad suffered one of its most devastating military 
defeats ever at Catmae and tbe adversities of tbe Hannibalic war generally bad raised serious doubts about tbe 
paxdeorum.

75 Pomeroy (1975) 181-182.

76 Fantbam (1994) vii.
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Classical World treats the issue of sumptuary legislation, particularly the Oppian and 
Voconian laws, and to a lesser extent the comments directed toward women by the 
protagonists of the famous debate over the abrogation of the Oppian law (195 BC)— M. 
Porcius Cato and L. Valerius. Attention is thus given to the famous speech by L. Valerius, 
who pleads for repeal on the grounds that women cannot participate in political or military 
life and so should be permitted certain freedoms when it comes to adorning themselves: 
Cosmetics and adornment are women's decorations. They delight and boast of them and 
this is what our ancestors called women's estate' (Liv. 34.7.8). The arguments of Valerius 
are followed closely in the source-book by an excerpt from Plautus' Aulularia (498-550) in 
which a young bachelor disapprovingly describes the contents of a wealthy woman's 
dowry—almost entirely clothing and baubles. More passages follow from ancient authors 
in which the economic capacities of affluent Roman women, and the anxiety of some 
Roman males at the growing power of women is made plain. Despite the available 
evidence, however, the authors have little to say about the high value placed on omatus by 
women, or the fact that these women, especially older wives, were used by their husbands 
or male relatives as indexes of affluence'.^

The integration of the material remains in this source-book for women's lives is an 
interesting departure from the manner in which many historians traditionally utilise 
archaeological evidence, that is largely for illustrative purposes.^* In this instance, 
however, the analysis of remains for dress and make-up is rather superficial. The authors 
make special note of toilette articles which have been found at Pompeii, the well known 
Neumagen relief depicting a woman surrounded by a small retinue of hand-maids who help 
her with her toilette (Fig. 13.12), and an example of a Phrygian door-stone (Fig. 13.7) a 
type of funerary marker showing the objects specific to both a man's and a woman's 
world. Typically, the latter include a mirror, a comb, slippers, a ball of wool and a 
spindle, and occasionally other accoutrements. Analysis of this evidence is limited to 
statements such as '[wjomen did decorate themselves'...both sculpture and paintings reveal 
norms for women’s appearance, and cosmetic jars and jewellery, earrings, pins, and 
golden hairnets provide specific evidence'. With respect to a well-known wall-painting 
from Pompeii (Fig. 12.9) meant to represent a well-turned out and ostensibly literate young

77 Fantbam (1994) 262-264.

78 Balsdon (1962), Finley (1965), Pomeroy (1975) for example, all used engaging images of women in 
tbeir wofk, butof tbe tbiee only Ptxneroy attempts to use visual ait as an indicator of cultural change.
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couple, the authors simply remark that 'such an image locates a woman in the world that 
combines very old traditions—marriage and female beauty as natural and necessary—with 
the notion of female competence' C u l t u s  and omatus are not examined to any extent, 
nor are their contributions to female modes of presenting the self and Roman constructions 
of femininity ever mentioned.

An important legacy of feminist scholarship is that it has brought us to the realisation 
that gender is a social construct, that the idea of a man or of a woman is not defined by 
biology alone, but also by society and culture.^^ Once scholars came to this realisation 
they were impelled to examine gender issues further. Sex and gender studies have 
influenced the direction of contemporary research considerably, particularly on issues of 
the self. Scholars have moved beyond mere questions of masculinity and femininity, and 
have concentrated on self-fashioning and self-presentation.^^ The most recent example of 
the latter is the study with which this work began. Making Men. Long before Gleason, 
however, Natalie Kampen used art historical evidence to shed light upon the search for 
personal identity among women of non-élite status, the product of which was Image and 
Status: Roman Working Women in Ostia. Specifically, Kampen examines reliefs from the 
ancient port town of Ostia depicting women engaged in a variety of occupations. As an art 
historian, Kampen is interested chiefly in establishing a relationship between the style and 
execution of the Ostian reliefs and those in the native Italic and provincial traditions; but she 
is also intrigued with what she deOnes as the female work imagery' of the Ostian reliefs, 
and with what this imagery may communicate about the individual they commemorate. 
Kampen freely admits that the iconography of working women has been the subject of 
analysis by many scholars, but she feels there is a need to grapple with one issue in 
particular, the question of whether the Ostian reliefs document the public rôles and 
personal status' of the deceased.^^

Kampen creates a typology of the reliefs which depict women engaged in a variety of 
occupations. There is some stylistic variation among the representations, but they fall

79 Faniham (1994) 341.

80 Burke (1993) 50-51.

81 The study of which was first initiated by Goffman (1958) and then expanded in Greenblatt (1980), a 
highly regarded study of self-fashioning as it applied to certain Renaissance males.

82 Kampen (1981) 15.
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essentially into one of six categories: nutrix or child care worker, food service worker, 
poultry vendor, vegetable vendor, shoemaker, and midwife or obstetrix.^^ She then 
divides the images into two methods of presentation, the subordinate and the literal work 
image. The former presents work as one small, and thus subordinate, aspect of the life of 
the deceased. Often it is a single part of a greater whole incorporating secular, religious, 
and mythological imagery (see for example the various biographical sarcophagi in her 
catalogue). This mode of presentation on funerary monuments, in Kampen's opinion, is 
practiced largely by the élite or upwardly mobile of society. The second maimer of 
presentation differs maricedly, in that the worker is shown anecdotally. In other words, we 
see the worker engaged in her daily business as vegetable vendor selling her produce, or as 
nutrix hovering over her small charge. The imagery of the funerary monuments clearly 
reveals something about the deceased and about the centrality of work in the lives of lower 
and upper class women. To Kampen’s mind it was essential for élite women and those in 
prosperous families to demonstrate the origins of their prosperity—but among the images 
which can be attributed to these social strata one seldom finds on funerary monuments a 
portrait or small vignette of the deceased presiding over the running of the business nor do 
we see her engaged in the supervision of her household.^ With the literal work images, 
however, the role and importance of labour in the creation of identity is evident. Among 
the lower classes work was a necessity, it was valued, and it became perforce a means of 
communicating to society the identity of the deceased.*^ Although Kampen emphasises 
here the way in which work helped create a social identity, her study suggests that Roman 
women from all walks of life were conscious of self-presentation, and that in death it was 
important that some statement be made about who and what they were.

This desire for social identity, and its close association with self-presentation is a theme 
taken up by Sandra Joshel in Work, Identity and Legal Status. Joshel's objective is to 
survey the extant occupational inscriptions from the Roman world, in order to understand 
how certain individuals conceived of themselves. She is not concerned with individuals 
who held public office, such as apparitores, senatorial or equestrian ofricials; nor does she 
include the various slave and freed individuals who were employed in the Imperial

83 Kampen (1981) 33-86. 

8^ Kampen (1981) 132. 

85 Kampen (1981) 131.
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household. Her evidence is a control group of nearly fifteen hundred occupational funerary 
inscriptions (1262 for males and 208 for females), from the late first century BC to the late 
second century AD. For the most part, the individuals commemorated in these epitaphs 
were either self-employed or wodced in the marketplace.^ Joshel acknowledges that we 
have no reliable way of telling whether the individuals commemorated in the epitaphs 
reflect even remotely the actual work force in Rome under the High Empire, because her 
evidence is limited and does not constitute a representative body of evidence for the nearly 
one million inhabitants of the city during this period. She feels, nevertheless, that those 
individuals who recorded their occupations in their epitaphs display a certain self- 
consciousness about the rôle of work in their existence'.*^ Joshel interprets the 
occupational statements as a subtle counter to the bias of social attitudes towards work and 
those who performed it—principally slave, freed, and freebom individuals without the 
financial means to enjoy a leisured existence. Slaves in the familia urbana, for example, 
who mention job titles in their epitaphs, make a clear statement about their rôle within the 
household and the importance of their labour despite their servile status: the master's 
leisured existence was not possible without their labour. As she puts it: job title asserts 
the slave's physicality and activity against a master's passivity and dependence and quietly 
resists the depersonalization defined by the loss of physical integrity'.^* For the freed 
individual job title meant something slightly different. Epitaphs and monuments 
themselves made statements about freed individuals, and about how they achieved 
prosperity through labour.

Like the working women of Ostia, the workers and labourers commemorated in 
Joshel's study found a way to express who they were, and in the process articulated some 
sort of dignity of place' for themselves.^^ And for these liminal individuals, the 
construction of an identity through job title may have been the only means of establishing 
an identity distinct from their legal and social one. Women of all backgrounds, in a sense, 
were in a comparable situation. Participation in society was limited and their identities were 
based in the main upon the men to whom they were related. This leads us back to the

86 Joshel (1992) 16.

87 Joshel (1992) 17.

88 Joshel (1992) 165.

89 Joshel (1992) 169.
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question of omatus and self-presentation. Was a woman's cultivation of a personal style, 
through make-up and adornment choices, a form of self-presentation designed to meet an 
established notion of femininity, or was it meant to counteract some sort of social 
prejudice?

Joshel's work is based on epigraphical evidence it is very much driven by cross- 
cultural, feminist, and anthropological studies, all of which have helped to shape her view 
of marginalised individuals in Roman society. This inter-disciplinary approach, which 
attempts to illuminate the world of the silent members of Roman society, is only one 
example of the way in which the scholarship of the last two decades has been influenced by 
the liberalism v/hich grew out of the 1960s. The development of contraceptives in the late 
1950s and early 1960s also contributed to the rise of gender studies in that it gave western 
society pause to reconsider its deOnitions of sexuality. The liberal spirit which pervaded 
the research of succeeding generations has made it possible for scholars to deal more 
frankly with issues concerning the body. As an illustration of the progression towards 
body history, we might think about the difference between Balsdon's and Pomeroy's 
treatments of contraception in Roman antiquity. Balsdon reduces the subject to the single 
claim that we know very little about contraceptive methods in ancient Rome, where 
Pomeroy devotes several pages to discussion of contraceptives, their efficacy, and 
alternatives to unwanted pregnancies.^

For an indication of the direction which body histories have taken in recent years we 
might consider Aline Rousselle's Pomeia, in which the long-exalted human body of Greco- 
Roman art is examined in the context of late antiquity, where it proved an insurmoimtable 
impediment to the accomplishment of God's will' for many Christian individuals. 
Rousselle concerns herself chiefly with what she calls ordinary behaviour and conceptions 
of the body, and how this behaviour shaped intellectual notions of the body; in other 
words, she takes as her principal focus the social background to emotional or sexual 
relations'.^ ̂  Rousselle never really considers modes of presenting the self in her study, 
particularly in the form of cosmetics and adornment, but her discussion of women’s 
productive and reproductive systems suggests possible ways of looking at the topic of self- 
presentation, personal identity, and beauty culture. She surveys the medical literature from 
antiquity: the works of second century physicians Soranus, Rufus and Galen, and that of

^  Balsdon (1962) 196. Pomeroy (1975) 166-169. 

Rousselle (1988) 2.
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the fourth century practitioner, Oribasius. Rousselle deduces from it that gynaecological 
theories of the second century AD developed in such a way as to beneHt men. Information 
on women's productive and reproductive systems as found in the Hippocratic Collection 
was derived in great part from consultations with Greek women on how their bodies 
reacted to such things as menstruation, pregnancy and menopause. Greek women 
examined themselves, or each other as required, sharing information on remedies for 
various women's ailments, for contraception, and for abortion. Roman women, in 
contrast, had no need of such information-sharing, because Soranus and Rufus had the 
Hippocratic writings at their fingertips, which they could consult when making diagnoses. 
Thus women had less control over their bodies than their Greek counterparts, because the 
flow of information was controlled chiefly by m en.^

Rousselle also considers gynaecological information against the background of the 
Augustan marriage legislation, which placed enormous pressures upon men and women of 
child-bearing years to marry and procreate or place inheritance at risk. For her, the 
stipulations of the Julian and Poppaean-Papian laws and the recommendations of 
physicians like Soranus point to complete control of women's bodies by fathers, husbands, 
and society at large. Rousselle believes that Roman women resented the external controls 
placed upon their productive and reproductive systems and that their response can be seen 
by the way in which they refused to accept the effects of numerous pregnancies on their 
bodies. Roman women replied to the control of their bodies, in the first instance, by doing 
their duty by their fathers and husbands, i.e., by consenting to marriage—very often at a 
tender age, and then by bearing children. Once their social and familial obligations were 
fulfilled, Roman women attempted to take responsibility for and assume control of their 
own bodies. To Rousselle’s mind, this resistance took the form of refusing to breast-feed 
their infants and taking medicines to dry up their breast milk because they had no wish to 
ruin the shapeliness of their breasts through the feeding of children. They refused to have 
more children, as the law required, and so used contraceptive measures and took 
abortifacients to end unwanted pregnancies. But the resistance of Roman women can be 
seen most clearly, in Rousselle's view, in their preoccupation with the maintenance of trim

Rousselle (1988) 40. The intended audience of Soranus' gynaecological text, in Rousselle's view, can be 
deduced from section tides: Up to What Time Females Should Be Kept Virgins', How to Recognise 
Those (Z^able of (Zdnception', and 'What are the Signs of Approaching Menstruation'. These sections were 
designed essentially to provide men with guidelines for choosing a wife, and for teaching them how to 
recognise the time when their daughters might be physically suited to marriage. Cf. Rousselle (1988) 32.
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figures and their aversion to putting on excess weight (a primary result of p r e g n a n c y ) . ^ ^  

While there is little evidence to substantiate Rousselle's argument that women tried in a 
sense to reclaim their bodies by refusing to nurse their children and so forth, her work 
suggests another way perhaps of looking at make-up use and adornment among Roman 
women. Not only could they be an expression of self hood, but also an expression of 
control over a body which was otherwise controlled by society. Rousselle, however, 
never regards making-up or the choices made about apparel and ornamentation as a form of 
behaviour which might reveal something about Roman attitudes toward the female body, or 
constructions of femininity, or notions of sexuality, despite her familiarity with early 
Christian theologians such as TertuUian and Cyprian, who provided apparel guidelines for 
the women of their churches.

This inclination toward using the body as a sort of social sign-board is an idea 
proposed by Peter Brown in The Body and Society, Men, Women, and Sexual 
Renunciation in Early Christianity. His focus is the life-long commitment to celibacy made 
by Christian men and women of the first through fifth centuries AD, a practice which he 
sees as reflective of the way in which the ancients conceived of the body. Throughout 
much of antiquity, Greek and Roman writers struggled with the issue of how to reconcile 
or to integrate the desires of the body with the calm, deliberative, rational mind. How did 
one strike a balance between severity and tolerance, or reach a state of what Brown calls 
benevolent dualism ',^ the state in which the mind accepts the weakness of the flesh yet is 
still able to minister to its needs. Like Rousselle, Brown never asks what prompted men 
and women to beautify or to alter their appearances; instead he concerns himself with the 
change over time in attitudes toward the body, and how it came to reflect the new social 
order created in part by the advent of Christianity. What concerns him most is not the 
actual numbers of Christian women, and men for that matter, who embraced the notion of 
sexual abstinence within their marriage, often after rearing children, or the way that they 
encouraged their children to remain virgins. Rather, he wishes to discern the driving force 
behind vows of celibacy—what prompted individuals to pursue the course they did. 
Brown is also interested in the prevailing conditions of the second century which spawned

93 Rousselle (1988) 43-46; 52. Cf. Treggiari (1991) 60-80 and McGinn (1998) 70-84 on the Julian and 
Poppaean-Papian laws.

94 Brown (1988) 26.
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the great corpus of literature—both medical and philosophical which concentrated on 
control of the body—of which Clement of Alexandria was a parL^^

While the studies by Brown and Rousselle emphasise the female body as a reflection of 
changing social mores in Roman antiquity, they give no attention to the use of make-up and 
adornment practices despite the available evidence. Material remains in the form of 
mummy portraits showing richly attired women suggest that the physical aspect of self
presentation, that is cosmetic practices and adornment, was very much a part of the ethos 
which governed society during the Roman Empire. From painstaking surveys of textual 
sources, Balsdon and others have provided a good deal of information about specific 
beauty regimens and forms of dress and jewellery which enjoyed great favour among 
Roman women. Yet discussion of women and beauty culture is usually consigned to 
general surveys of women in Roman antiquity.^ And studies of women and self-hood, 
like those of Kampen and Joshel, have only just scratched the surface of this topic. So 
there is need of a marriage or synthesis of the two approaches if we are to attempt an 
understanding of what prompted women to take so great an interest in their appearances.

As a subject of legitimate enquiry, Roman beauty culture has held little interest for 
scholars until recently.^? Green's 1979 article compiles detailed evidence for women's 
self-presentation through an investigation of the beauty advice volunteered by Ovid in the 
mock-didactic Medicamina Faciei Fetmneae'^^ but his aim is to ascertain whether Ovid's 
prescriptions were simply a lyrical retelling of old wives' tales or whether they offered his 
readers tangible results. Green contrasts the seemingly frivolous recipes of Ovid with the 
pharmacological advice of the Elder Pliny, whose erudite observations and intellectual tone

95 Brown (1988) 11-17. Cf. Gleason (1995) xxv.

96 There are exceptions to this rule. See for example the following books and journal articles which 
consist, in whole and in part, of discussion of Ovid’s Medicamina Faciei, and his beauty and wardrobe 
advice in the A n  Amatoria. Sensi (1980-1981); Watson (1982); Rosati (1985); Kinder (1987); Robert 
(1988); Leary (1990); NIkolaidis (1994).

97 The fact that little attention has been given to this subject is also surprising given the available evidence 
on women and modes of self-presentation, but especially so when it is realised that throughout Greco- 
Roman antiquity female grooming habits acted as a lightning rod for criticism of female behaviour 
generally: Alexis. Fr. 103 PCG.G; IG 5.11390; Lysias. Erat. 14-15; Xenoph. Oec. 10.2-10.8; Achilles 
Tatius, Leucippe and Clitophon 38.2.

98 Devoted to determining the efiicacy of Ovid's skin care regimen. Green (1979) 383 enlists the help of 
Madame Halina Pradzynsld a European sldn-care specialist of an up-market Austin spa, and her chemist 
husband.
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present a decidedly different picture of Roman concerns in the area of body care. Skin-care 
regimens were taken very seriously and some of Ovid's recipes, which Green corroborates 
with information from Pliny, proved fairly beneficial. Green, however, is less concerned 
with what this evidence says about social attitudes, wishing to know instead if modem 
readers have misinterpreted the seriousness with which Ovid dispensed his beauty advice, 
and by analogy the advice in his Ars Amatoria.^

Wyke's 1994 article exploring the rhetoric of making-up is the first serious attempt to 
interpret Roman attitudes in relation to women's adornment practices. The texts she 
examines are not confined to a single genre but range widely from philosophical to satirical 
to historical: the works of Plato and Seneca, the physician Galen, Plautus, Ovid, Martial, 
Juvenal, and Livy, whose version of the debate over the repeal of the Oppian legislation is 
the chesmut of adornment discourse. Each text, in its own way, used the bodies of women 
to define femininity as well as social and sexual identity, as Wyke's reconstruction of the 
archetypal painted and perfumed woman illustrates. Generally, Wyke maintains, women 
were regarded as false creatures, mere reflections which they themselves constructed with 
the aid of the mirror. Their dissimulation reinforced social notions of females as the 
inferiors to males; an image of otherness' consistent with the Roman sexual and gender 
hierarchies.^*^

Rhetorical discourses, while illuminating, do not tell the complete story of women's 
behaviour with respect to cosmetics and adornment Adornment rhetoric certainly drew on 
historical reality, as male authors disclose through their satirical accounts of female omatus 
or body care regimes. The construction of femininity which emerges here, although valid, 
is an entirely male-centred one.^^l ignoring the experience of real women, it makes no 
allowance for the presentation strategies of women in disparate social groups: the prostitute 
whose professional success could depend on her physical appeal, and the woman of élite 
background whose body publicised her wealth and connections. Narratives of

99 Cf. Richlin (1995) 208, n. 26.

100 Wyke (1994) 146-148.

191 See Richlin (1984) 67 who points out that pejorative stereotypes in Roman satire say more about their 
authors than the authors' subjects.

192 There are only three instances, as Richlin (1995) 194 has noted, which make distinctions between 
prostitutes and resectable women: Sen. Con. 12.7, 2.7.3-4; Juv. 6.131. Compare Richlin (1984) 68 on 
the lack of class distinctions in satire.
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adomment deHned a male ideal of female morality, but they do not explain what women 
tried to accomplish by making up and adorning their bodies.

Richlin's 1995 article provides a glimpse of real' female behaviour by utilising many 
of the same texts as Wyke and a number of others besides. Her investigation covers much 
of the same ground, but Richlin follows Green in giving greater consideration to the beauty 
treatments and make-up recipes contained in Pliny's Natural History. At the root of the 
beauty practices of flesh and blood women—not the stereotypes of literary creation—was 
the belief that the female body was in need of transformation' or repair'. Repair was 
linked with recognition of the female body as repugnant; doubly so when beauty products 
of a vile nature were applied to i t  There was a need for concealing what was repellent 
Richlin illustrates this revulsion for the female body, generalised further to the made-up 
body, by pointing among other things to Ovid's description of the cosmetic jars (pyxides) 
which littered a woman's dressing table (Ars 209-234). They were full o ifaex  or scum, 
in fact runny scum; oesypa (grease from wool); deer-marrow paste; as well as ash, 
saffron, and chalk p o w d e r  . 105 Ovid cautioned women to hide these jars from lovers 
because they contained revolting products which the women applied to their faces. 106 But 
Richlin's views raise some questions. If Ovid's comments are to be taken as a reflection of 
wider social opinion, why do representations of these containers appear on funerary 
monuments for women? The funerary altar (cippus) of Poppaedia Secunda, a particularly 
fine example of a woman's monument, is unusual in the number of items depicted but not 
in the kind: a mirror, a comb, a parasol, a pair of slippers, two unguent jars and an open 
cosmetic box.m^ Side by side, the honorific iconography and the stereotypes disseminated 
by rhetoric and satire seem to be at odds with one another,

103 Wyke (1994) 148 also touches on this problem when she characterises the relationship between texts 
and real Roman women as 'relatively arbitrary'.

104 Richlin (1995) 186 end 205, using as a model Bartky (1991) 40.

105 Richlin (1995) 189.

106 This theme of dissimulation recurs in the Remedia Amoris (351-356) when Ovid advises young men 
who wish to fall out of love to visit their girlfriends early in the day; at this time they will find their 
girlfriends in the midst of applying foul concoctions to their faces. One look and love will quickly fade.

107 For descriptions of the cippus of Poppaedia Secunda see Appendix 1, nos. 10 and 89.

108 This discrepancy between social ideal and real' behaviour is not unique to women and issues of self- 
presentation. Consider the female virtues ennumerated in commemorative inscriptions. It is difficult to
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Conclusion
In this chapter I have examined some evidence on women's use of cosmetics provided 

by Clement of Alexandria, and surveyed how modem scholars have dealt with this 
particular topic of women's history. The Paedagogus was an invaluable resource for early 
Christians, encouraging spiritual growth and setting out precisely how the newly converted 
were to conduct themselves in diverse social situations. Ideally, their behaviour at home 
and in street would speak to their faith. But where Clement seems to be setting guidelines 
of propriety, he in fact wrestles with an issue of greater import for Christians: how to 
reconcile the human desire for self-expression with the regimentation that was an intrinsic 
part of Christian faith. Symptoms of this desire abound in Clement's descriptions of 
beauty culture, where he is troubled by the ethics of making-up, chiefly the deception it 
involved, and the expense and time devoted to maintaining a stylish appearance. Clement 
was not alone. The various facets of self-presentation that attracted his critical eye offended 
the sensibilities of moralists in secular society, who believed that women ought to possess 
an intellectual and emotional depth that was unmatched by physical attractiveness. Indeed, 
tension between self-expression and regimentation occurred whenever women did not 
abide by the construction of femininity set down by Roman gender ideology. Textual 
evidence of this tension is found throughout and beyond the four hundred years 
traditionally taken as the central period of Roman history, and the reaction of the social 
critic to this tension is almost predictable. For modem scholars the task is to reconcile the 
evidence of moralists, as represented by Clement, with the remaries of other writers who 
convey the sense that cosmetics were widely wom despite the fact that there was no place 
for them in normative constmctions of femininity. As my survey of modem scholarship 
has shown, this is a task that has not yet been fully dealt with. As a method of enquiry we 
can, in the next chapter, engage a set of questions elicited by Clement's prescriptions for 
women's sartorial success: i) how typical is prescriptive literature in a given historical 
period? and ii) what do we know about actual female behaviour in light of conduct 
literature and how should we interpret it? The objective in succeeding chapters is to build 
on such questions, and on Clement's representation of femininity, by studying both literary 
and visual texts for women's beauty culture at greater length, in an effort to establish what 
the 'display' aspect of cosmetics and adornment afforded Roman women.

reconcile these virtues with the lived reality of Roman women. How much time was actually available for 
wool-working?
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Chapter Two

Interpreting Femininity: the Literary Evidence for  Cultus et Omatus

...almost every girl left school with only two ambitions—to return at 
the first possible moment to impress her school fellows with the glory 
of a grown-up toilette, and to get engaged before everybody else.

Vera Brittain, Testament of Youth

Introduction
Epictetus, an imperial freedman writing under the High Empire, says (Ench. 40) that 

men judged Roman girls to be women once they attained the age of fourteen. Realising that 
they were destined to be the 'bed-fellows of men', girls began to beautify themselves and 
to hope for finding a husband. To Judge from these observations, as Roman girls emerged 
from adolescence they had a clear sense that the path to sexual and social success lay in 
their appearance. For many Roman women this emphasis on appearance began in fact in 
early childhood with the ministrations of the midwife. Soranus, the Greek physician who 
dispensed medical advice to parents and child-minders during the reigns of Trajan and 
Hadrian, provided detailed instructions on the proper method for swaddling (Gyn. 2 .IS) 
and massaging (Gyn. 2.30) newborns. In Soranus' view, massage enabled the midwife to 
induce, if not actively mould, the malleable body of the newborn into a state that met a 
culturally defined aesthetic, while swaddling fostered specific gender traits.^ When 

binding the chests of male neonates, midwives were to ensure that the bands applied a firm, 
even pressure. When binding the chests of females, they were to wrap the bands more 
Hrmly still but to leave those around the loins slack, a practice that produced, it was 
thought, the desired female form (Gyn. 2.15.3).^ Physiological differences between the 
sexes were stressed by other means once swaddling bands were removed and children 
began to develop. Short tunics and closely cropped hair were wom by toddlers and small 
children, blurring gender distinctions somewhat, but toys emphasised the special attributes

1 Belief in massage extended to shaping the child's head so that it was neither too elongated nor pointed 
(Gyn. 233.5); redefining a flat nose unless it was aquiline in which case only an overly prominent tip 
needed correction (Gyn. 234.3); massaging the sides and undersides of the infant's buttocks to create the 
hollows which provided a well rounded shape (Gyn. 2333).

2 Gyn 2.15.3: ...eôJipcnéotEpov ydp eoxiv èm yovoïKâv toôto x6 o%ûpa. A form frequently seen 
in erotic paintings from Pompeii: Clarke (1998) pi. 6-7, fig. 49,59 (exaggerated), 63, 76 (Venus), 78, and 
Grant (1975) pp. 52, 146, 152, 154-156, 160, 164. Compare also Soranus' belief (1.35) that women 
capable of conceiving could be identified by their fleshy loins and flanks.
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of each sex and said something about gender rôles. Dolls possessed the physical features 
of adult females—moulded breasts, delineated pudenda, narrow waists, wide hips—as 
well as coiffures reflecting the fashions of various eras. Earrings, bracelets, necklaces, and 
clothing were available for dressing dolls. In marked contrast, action figures such as 
gladiators and soldiers were given non removable uniforms, shields, and sometimes 
swords.^

The expectations inherent in Roman child-rearing practices are significant. Soranus' 
prescriptions demonstrate genuine concern for the healthy physiological development of 
children and reflect cultural ideals of the male and female form—standards which were 
reinforced during playtime. Play with dolls may have engendered different patterns of 
behaviour in girls from those in boys, but among them certainly was identification with the 
body and cultivation of the practices of adult females, whose beauty routines (bathing, hair
dressing, adorning, and dressing) were re-enacted daily and especially on festive occasions 
such as weddings—the rite de passage of Roman girls.^ Instruction in personal hygiene 
and attire formed part of a boy’s general training, but to the Roman way of thinking, 
grooming and adornment were firmly linked with femininity.5 Thus, when Crepereia 
Tryphaena, a girl from an affluent freedman family (or possibly descended from a 
freedman) died, in addition to the elegant ivory doll placed among her burial goods was a

3 Short hair on girls: CIL 6.19007 (description of five year old Geminia Agathe); Doxiadis (1995) pi. 39 
for the funerary portrait of five year old Demos. Female dolls: Elderldn (1930) figs. 23, 24a-b, André 
(1991) figs. 30, 58. Soldier and gladiator figures: Topperwein (1976) pi. 73, no. 495, Dardaine (1983) PI. 
7a-d, André (1991) Fig. 28. For a catalogue of children's toys see Sbumka (1993).

4 For this celebration elaborate arrangements of the hair and the assumption of special dress were part of the 
day's festivities. The bride's toilette: (Zarcopino (1941) 95-96; Balsdon (1962) 181-182. Cf. Treggiari 
(1991) 163 who notes that men too were expected to turn up neatly groomed. The strong association 
between femininity and self-presentation was reinforced in religious contexts too where girls, once they had 
become women, toihed and adorned female cult staoies or participated in adornment rimais related to the 
cult Bathing, dressing, and adorning of cult stames: Ov. Fasti. 4.133-160 (Venus); Apul. Met. 11.8 
(Isis); Aug. Civ. Dei. 6.10 (Juno and Minerva). We might compare here, too, the observations of 
Rousseau (1979) 367 of girls at play: Observe a little girl spending the day around her doll, constantly 
changing its clothes, dressing and undressing it hundreds and hundreds of times, continuously seeking new 
combinations of ornaments—well or ill-matched, it makes no difference ...her taste is not yet formed, but 
already the inclinatioo reveals itself.'

5 Elementary school texts, designed in the first instance to hone the grammar skills of young boys, give us 
a sense of the boys' daily routine, part of which included washing and dressing before breakfast, on which 
see Dionisotti (1982) 97-98, and Shelton (1998) 145-146.
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small box constructed of bone and ivory containing two child-size combs, a little silver 
mirror, and a tiny spindle.^

Make-up had no place in the construction of femininity, as pejorative characterisations 
of women's toilette practices well demonstrate. These very statements, however, conHrm 
the existence of a thriving beauty culture in which make-up, dress, and adornment served 
as techniques of femininity—as a means of crafting the female self. This chapter aims to 
explore the diverse products used in cultus (skin and hair care), and evidence for their 
manufacture, as a way of assessing the use of cosmetics at different social levels. Attention 
is also given to ornatus (dress and adornment) as an integral element in constructing 
femininity. When viewed within the context of Roman society, it becomes evident that 
female self-presentation involved a technology, or techne, that women turned to their own 
purposes. Textual sources usually stress the artifice and deception of cosmetics, warning 
men to give the made-up woman a wide berth,? and rarely acknowledge that feminine 
display could be and was used for reasons other than trolling for men. Omatus and cultus, 
it will emerge, became a sort of women's language which was used within their own 
gender and social groups to speak about self, rank, and achievement.

Contextual Background: Female Comportment
On the whole, descriptions of hair, jewellery, and clothing fashions in the textual 

record are anecdotal rather than comprehensive, but we know much about make-up and 
therapeutic skin products thanks to the writings of Ovid and Pliny the Elder. More difficult 
to ascertain is the existence of a uniquely Roman beauty culture and the historical point at 
which this culture began to flourish. The conventions foimd in Plautus, writing at the turn 
of the third century BC, are the earliest evidence of female omatus in Latin literature and 
there is no mistaking the way male society generally perceived women's habits at that time. 
Plautus parodies the conventions of the era by staging a scene of the Mostellaria in the 
dressing-room of a meretrix, throughout which a young courtesan and her much older maid 
quibble {Mos. 258-278) about the propriety of rouge (cerussa), perfume (unguentum), and 
various kinds of cosmetics (aliae ojfuciae). In the Truculentus, the cantankerous slave of

® Virgin et al. (1990) nos. 220.9-220.14.

? Wyke (1994) provides an excellent discussion of male fears of the adorned woman. Make-up and 
adornment as deception: Prop. 2.18.23-30; Hor. Epod. 12.10-11; Sen. De Consol. 16; Mart. 6.12, 
8.33.17-22, 12.23.
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the same name bandies words with Astaphium, the maid of a courtesan much admired by 
his master. Truculentus chastises the girl {True. 289-294) for scenting her hair, applying 
chalk {creta) to lighten her skin, and staining her cheeks {buccas tom belle purpurissatas) in 
a manner which he reluctantly admits is becoming. And the dialogue in both scenes 
compares with the remarks of the slave Syrus, the lead character in Terence's Heauton 
Timoroumenos, who commends {Hau. 287-290) women who dress for themselves: they 
take a minimalist approach to self-presentation, eschewing rouge and elaborate hairstyles 
for clean faces and loose-flowing tresses.*

The problem with citing Plautus and Terence as evidence of beauty culture in the middle 
Republic is one of accuracy: how precisely do their comic dialogues convey Roman ideas 
of femininity? The female habits summarised and their predominantly negative reception 
may have been imported from Greece through the comedies the playwrights used as 
models.^ Satirical portraits of the female toilette were a staple of the Greek comedian's 
repertoire, whose housewives, hetairai, and sexually voracious older women enhanced 
their complexions (èvxcrpimiéviiv) and rouged their cheeks (épu0pôxepov).lO Yet it is 

difficult to imagine that Roman women had no cosmetic techniques of their own devising 
prior to the arrival of Hellenistic culture in Italy. ̂

Literary sources for the period preceding Plautus— Livius Andronicus, Naevius, 
Fabius Pictor, Ennius, and Pacuvius—are silent on the subject of women's cultus. Livy's 
sweeping narrative of Roman history includes a description of a debate leading to the repeal

* Ashmore (1908) 121 notes a problem with the text at Hau. 289. He gives the text as, turn omatam ita 
uti quae omantur sibi, nulla mala re interpolatam muliebri. This reading does not diminish the strength of 
Syrus' argument.

^ On the debt of Roman to Greek comedy see the fundamental studies of Fraenkel (1922) and Jachmann 
(1931). Cf. Segal (1968) 2-7 and Williams (1968) 285-290. Terence is generally thought to remain truer 
to the Greek models in terms of staging and meter, on which see Williams (1968) 285-290 and Goldberg 
(1986) 12-15.

Ar. Eccl. 732, 878, 904, 928, 1072; Lys. 44, 48, 149; Nu. 245; Plut. 1064. Fragmentary evidence: 
Hub. CAP II, p. 198, no. 98; Antiph. CAP H, p. 71, no. 148, Alex. CAP II, p. 329, no. 98, Men. CAP 
m, p. 166, no. 546.

11 Claimed by Dayagi-Mendels (1989) 44, probably following Forbes (1965) 40-43 who implies that this 
was so. Also implied by GrifGn (1976) 92-93, foltowing Marquardt (1886) 603, with respect to clothing 
and hair fashions in the late Republic.
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of the lex Oppia in 195 BC,^^ and this debate provides some sense of how Romans 
visualised femininity. Two tribunes proposed the abolition of the twenty-year-old law 
which limited women's possession of purple clothing and gold, and prohibited them from 
riding in carriages within the city. Arguing for repeal, L. Valerius contended (34.7.9) that 
since women could not participate in civic life and thus had no opportunity to acquire the 
normal omamenta of public office, their accomplishments ought to be acknowledged in 
some other fashion. His solution was to compensate women by letting them display their 
own feminarum insignia: elegant appearances, adornment, and apparel (munditiae et 
omatus et cultus). As Valerius cleverly pointed out, previous generations of Romans 
(maiores nostri) had recognised the inequity of the women's situation and made these same 
concessions. There is no way of assessing the accuracy of Livy's account, and no means 
of gauging the degree to which the morality of Augustan society, when the account war- 
written, obtrudes in his version of the second-century deliberations. But Livy's second 
century' conception of womanhood is consistent with other characterisations of femininity 
found in literature of the second and first centuries BC.

Valerius' remarks compare, for example, with Terence's characterisation of female 
om atus  in the Heauton Timoroumenos, and especially with an anecdote of Terence's 
contemporary, the Greek nistorian Polybius. Polybius came from a prominent Achaean 
family and in the aftermath of Pydna (168 BC) was summoned to Rome and detained as a 
political hostage for over fifteen years. Despite his internment Polybius moved freely 
within society and this privilege enabled him to observe élite Romans at first hand. His 
friendship with Scipio Aemilianus brought Polybius within the orbit of an eminent Roman 
family and allowed him to describe how Aemilia, wife of Scipio Africanus Maior, travelled 
the streets of Rome on her way to religious gatherings for women. She rode in an elegant 
carriage, dressed sumptuously, and was accompanied by a splendid train of servants 
bearing precious utensils for the ceremony. Polybius gives no account of Aemilia's

1^ Allhough we have numerous fragments of speeches by Cato, not one of these pertains to the repeal of 
the lex Oppia. For arguments on the authenticity of Cato's speech and Livy's sources consult Briscoe 
(1981) 1-3 and 39-^3.

Fib. 31.262-9; ouvépcavE 8è ri|v AipiXiocv, xoûxo ^v ovopa xq xpoetptipAvq yuvmiri, 
pEYoXopEpfi xf|v nEpioxooiv ë%av èv xonq yuvoiKEiotK; È^éëotq dxc ouvtiiqimcutocv x0 pitp Kod 
xq tuxB ZKinitDvoq' %(oplq y à p  xoû REpt xô o û p a  kgcL xf|v dntivriv KÔopov koù xà Kocvâ koù xà 
noxtipia KOÙ xctXXa xà xY|v Buolocv, roxe ôpyupô, Roxè Së %ptxtô, RÔvxa 
ovvE^oXotSOEi Kaxà xàç èxi^ocvaç è^éSovç ccùxq, x6 xe xmv Rou&mcmv Kod xô xdàv otKExmv 
xûv RopERopëvtov RXfiBoç ôkôXouBov i(v xoûxoiç That Aemilia was making her way to religious 
gatherings is suggested by the xà Kovd or baskets which were used in sacrificial rites, on which see 
Walbmk (1979) 503.
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appearance beyond the opulence of her apparel and appurtenances, which is not to say that 
her face was free of make-up. He is concerned, in the first instance, to convey something 
of the reputation and affluence of Aemilianus and his family, which he accomplishes by 
focusing on the ornatus of Aemilia, whose richly clad body reflected the social and 
economic prosperity of the Scipionic family, i'*

The idea that omatus and cultus were integral to femininity is frequently expressed in 
the work of prose-writers and poets of the late Republic and early Empire and is often 
linked with conflicting notions of femininity: the woman of good character exercises 
restraint in self-presentation while the morally bankrupt woman is immoderate. Lucretius 
concludes the fourth book of the De Rerum Natura with a description of a muiiercula 
(1278-1282) who recommends herself to men in spite of her ill-favoured looks. Her 
nearness, cleanliness, and demure ways appeal in a manner unlike that of the woman who 
perfumes herself excessively, repelling her lover and causing her maidservants to snicker 
behind her back (1174-1176). Cicero wrote an essay on the decline of oratory for M. 
Junius Brutus in which he equated the elegance of an unaffected writing style with an 
unembellished woman; once she discarded her pearls, make-up, and curling tongs, only 
elegantia and munditia remained {Orat. 78-79). The creative arrangement of Pholoe's 
tresses together with her tinted face disappointed Tibullus because true charm, as he firmly 
but gently pointed out (1.8.15-16), derived from other sources. Propertius was more 
indignant, calling make-up turpis, and sharply warning (2.18d.25) women not to tamper 
with nature: ut natura dedit, sic omnis recta figura est.

Cultus and om atus  loomed large in the minds of these writers, a preoccupation 
encouraged to some extent by the spread of Greek culture during the middle and late 
Republic.^^ Luxury garments, ornaments, and perfumes were imported from the eastern

The import of adornment for women of rank is suggested by two other episodes from Republican history 
as told by Diodorus Siculus and Livy. Following the sack of Rome in 387 BC, relates Diodorus 
(14.116.9), the matronae surrendered their gold ornaments as part of the war effort and in return for their 
personal sacrifice received the privilege of riding through the city in chariots. Livy (26.36.5) claims that in 
the year 210 BC senators voluntarily replenished the treasury by donating gold, silver, and bronze coin, 
retaining only what was deemed necessary for their families: a ring each for husband, wife, and child, bullae 
for sons, and an ounce of gold for wives and daughters.

Cf. Richlin (1995) 190 who agrees with Brown (1987) 296 that the muiiercula is not perfuming her 
body but fumigating her vagina.

Cosmetic terminology and literary style: Wiseman (1979) 3-8; Wyke (1994) 145.

See (jriffin (1976), Wyke (1994), and Dench (1998).
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Mediterranean in vast quantities, for displays of conspicuous consumption, and are witness 
to the vigour of Hellénisation. Greek culture left its stamp upon the language of omatus 
and cultus too, as the hair-dressing and make-up terms transliterated by Latin poets 
indicate: corymbion, galericulum, galerus (all used in reference to wigs), calliblepharon 
(eye and eyebrow make-up), psilothrum (depilatory). It has been said that Romans 
arrogated this vocabulary from the skilled slaves of Greek language and culture who were 
brought to Rome and set to work serving the personal needs of wealthy owners, a logical 
assumption in light of Roman enthusiasm for the refinements of its eastern neighbours. 
We should acknowledge, however, that there may have been some borrowing of 
adornment terms' between Romans and Etruscans, although philological parallels between 
Latin and Etruscan words for toiletries are harder to come by. The Latin phrase mundus 
muliebris, a blanket term for women's accoutrements, is sometimes connected with an 
Etruscan mythological figure, Munthuch, who may be a personification of Adornment'. 
Munthuch is identiHed as the hair-dresser figure who attends to the toilette of Malavisch 
(Helen).20 In any case, Romans had their own vocabulary of grooming during the mid 
first century BC and probably well before. In his treatise on grammar and syntax, 
published circa 43 BC, Varro supplied etymologies for calamistrum, discerniculum, 
speculum, and pecten (Var. L  5.129). Calamistra (curling tongs) were known and used in 
Plautus' day {Cur. 577), and the earliest occurrence in Latin sources of discerniculum, an 
instrument used to part women's hair over the forehead, can be traced to a lost comedy of 
Lucilius.21 Varro placed (L 5.129) all these items under the general heading of mundus

Hairdressing terms: Griffin (1976) 93. Griffin (1976) 92-93 speculates that these terms were in use by 
the late Republic. I can find no examples of their application in the work of any of the Augustan poets, 
although they were definitely in use by the time of the Elder Pliny. Ovid {Met 3.665, Fast. 1.393), 
Propertius (2.30b.39, 3.17.29, 4.6.3, 4.7.79) and Tibullus (1.7.45) use the word corymbion, but only 
where corymbion signifies ivy-berry clusters; although these are sometimes wom about the head in the 
manner of a wreath.

19 Griffin (1976) 105 provides an appendix containing the names and occupations of Greek domestics in the 
imperial household. Among the offerings found in CIL 6: Hygia the obstetrix (4458), the ornatrix 
Dionysia (8880), Chloe the puerorum ornatrix (33099), and Galene the unctrix (4045). Cf. Treggiari 
(1976) where slave-womcn of Greek language and culture are well represented in her lists of servants and 
responsibilities in great households. On the Roman slave supply: Bradley (1994) 31-56; Scheidel (1997); 
Harris (1999).

29 Thomson de Grummond (1982) 181.

^1 LuciL Frag. 1095: euplocamo digitis discemiculumque capillo. Lucilius was bom near (Dampania 
about 180 BC and died in N^les in 102/101 BC. It is worth pointing out, too, that in fourth-century BC 
Etruscan representations of women engaged in their toilette, women or their hairdressers sometimes hold
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muliebris, or women's equipment, on the theory that they helped to beautify women, thus 
reiterating the ideological link in Roman thought between femininity and appearance.

On balance, literary sources provide ample evidence for a conception of womanhood in 
which the consummate female was impeccably groomed and presented. Attempts to trace 
the origin and development of this model are hampered by the insoluble problem of primary 
sources for the early and middle Republic. The bulk of our evidence for ideals o f female 
dress and adornment is confined to the late Republican and Imperial periods, thus 
compelling us to draw tentative conclusions for earlier periods. These efforts are also 
hampered by the fact that conceptions of womanhood in classical antiquity generally 
excluded women from active participation in the citizen community, relegated them mainly 
to the domestic sphere, and attached considerable value to the female who was pleasing to 
the eye and morally proper.^ Although these features of womanhood were cross cultural, 
precepts of comportment could and did diverge—a fact that was not lost upon Cornelius 
Nepos. Eager for his readers to understand something of the nuances of Greek and Roman 
culture, Nepos cited a few examples in the Praefatio (6) to his Lives, of codes of female 
conduct. Roman women accompanied their husbands to convivia, enjoyed the run of the 
house, and appeared in public as they pleased. Greek women were more constrained, 
attending dinner-parties only with relatives and conHning themselves to the women's 
apartments igynaeconitis) when non-kin males were in the house. So while Hellénisation 
may have introduced Roman women to new cosmetic therapies, or prompted the adoption 
of skin and hair care methods thought more effective,23 there is every reason to think that 
Roman women possessed a beauty culture of their own before expansion brought Greek 
culture to their doorsteps.

long narrow objects which may be the Etruscan equivalent of the discerniculum, if not the perfume stick 
used for anointing the hair. For illustrations see: Daremberg and Saglio (1926-1929) 63-64; figs. 101- 
102, 105; Beazley (1947) pi. 19.2; Thomson de (jrummond (1982) fig. I l l ;  Bonfante (1986) fig. 1.14. 
Such implements are seldom seen in Greek hair-dressing scenes.

^  The following is a select sample of predominating attitudes. Appreciation of pleasing appearance: Var. 
R. 2.10.6-8, Catul. 43.3; Col. 12.1.1; Sen. Dial. 6.10.1, Ep. 33.5; Tac. Ann. 4.3, 15.59.8; Hot De 
Pulchr. 1 (cf. Clem. Paed. 3.64). Specific attributes: Ter. Eu. 311-318, Ov. Ars. 1.621, 3.279-280, 
Rem. 339; Fs. Luc. Am. 26. Presentation: Cic. Orat. 79; Lucr. 4.1278-1282; Phaed. 17; Sen. Suas 
2.7.3; Plu. Afor. 145E-F, Mor, 693B; Tert De Cultu passim; Cyprian. De Habit, passim; Macrob. Sat. 
2.5.5.

This melding of beauty customs compares well with the experience of West African slavewomen in 
nineteenth century America. They continued their own hair-styling traditions such as plaiting hair into 
com-rows and wearing head-wraps, and incorporated European and Native American practices such as 
colouring the cheeks with crushed berries (Peiss [1998] 13).
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Contextual Background: Male Comportment
The view that Roman gender ideology supposed cultus and orrmtus to be techniques of 

femininity can be approached from another angle, and that is by considering the literary 
sources that criticise men for behaving in immanly ways: those who pressed or were 
perceived to press the limits of masculinity.^ Gender ideology dictated that men engage in 
cultus only in a limited way and in ornatus not at all, because fashionable wardrobes, 
Gnery, and carefully arranged hair were a woman's concern. Impeccable presentation was 
not out of the question for men. Regard for the complexion and general appearance was 
crucial for public figures, as Roman orators well knew (Cic. Off. 130-133). But masculine 
grace was meant to derive from a body made vigorous by frequent exercise (Ov. Ars. 
1.513; (Juint. Inst. 8. pr. 19, 8.3.6).

Men who aspired to an elegant look needed to adopt a casual pose—forma viros 
neglecta decet (Ov. Ars 1.509). Apparel and footwear had to be clean and to fit properly; 
hair and beard had to be trimmed by a professional hand; nails and nose hair were to be 
neatly clipped; and breath and body odour were not to offend through lack of attention. 
Everything else should be left to coquettes and men of doubtful sex.^^ TertuUian would 
have agreed with such sound advice, since in his view the toilette practices of extravagant 
males constituted shaping and trimming the beard too precisely, styling and tinting the hair, 
and covering the first signs of grey—in addition to using women's make-up to hide down 
on the body and pumice to d ep ila te .T ertu lU an  was concerned less with the issue of 
masculinity and more with propriety, believing the Christian male's appearance should be 
testimony to his religious conviction and to the modesty that God demanded of the faithful. 
Nevertheless, his conception of the ideal male's self-presentation very much resembled the 
notions of masculinity proposed by pagan writers.

Gleason's study (1995) of male self-presentation during the Second Sophistic amply demonstrates social 
attitudes toward 'questionable' males. But see too the evidence assembled by Tracy (1976), and more 
recently the comments of Richlin (1995) 203-204.

Ov. Ars. U 14-522: Sit bene conveniens et sine lobe toga:\lingula ne rigeat, careant rubigine dentes\ 
nec vagus in laxa pes tibi pelle natet:\nec male deformet rigidos tonsura capillos:\sit coma, sit trita barba 
reseaa manu.\Et nihil emineant, et sint sine sordibus ungues.Mnque cava nullus stet tibi nare pilus.\Nec 
male odorati sit tristis anhelitus oris:\nec laedat naris virque paterque gregis. Compare also Ovid's 
comments at Ars. 1.723-729 and Rem. 679.

^  Tert. De Cultu 2.8.2: ...barbam acrius caedere, intervellere, circumradere, capillum disponere etiam 
colorare, canitiem primam quamque subducere, totius corporis lanuginem pigmento quoque muliebri 
distringere, cetera pulveris cuiusdam aspritudine levigare...
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The man who flirted with social disaster by transgressing the bounds of his gender, 
whether pathic or simply foppish, was a prime target for satirists and moralists. Cinaedi, 
men who behaved like women sexually and allowed themselves to be penetrated by other 
males, were most vulnerable. Petronius' character Encolpius was accosted by such a man 
at his lodgings, and in an evocative portrayal of the cinaedus (23) we gain a sense of the 
effeminate male's appearance and how this was received: great drops of paint hung like 
gum on his forehead and came trickling down the wrinkles of his cheeks like rain on a 
naked wall'.^^ In his second satire, Juvenal conjured up a fanciful picture of cinaedi at 
home, attired in blue checks, hair in gilded snoods, busily making-up their eyes (2.93-97; 
6.019-22). Elsewhere the bellus homo was depicted as overly concerned with his hair— 
curling it, arranging it prettily, and sleeking it with perfumed oil (Mart. 3.63; Suet Nero 
51). He was also preoccupied with keeping his body smooth; this, despite the fact that 
normal' males were known to use depilatories too. Pliny the Elder objected to the 
widespread use of psibthra  among the men of his day because he regarded depilatories as 
women's t h i n g s . ^ *

Males who demonstrated too much devotion to their looks could expect to be 
reproached by their peers. Cicero's highly coloured description (Har. 44) of Clodius' 
transvestite antics—his saffron robe, strophium, purple hose, and feminine shoes— was 
designed to illustrate Clodius' immorality by casting aspersions on his manhood, an attack 
typifying the treatment of men who did not comply with the standards of male behaviour. 
The younger Pliny disapprovingly referred {Ep. 2.11.23) to Hostilius Firminus as a man 
who was always comptas et pumicatus. Aulus Gellius reports (Gel. 6.12.5) that Scipio 
Aemilianus took P. Sulpicius Gallus to task for his choice of attire and body care, declaring 
that his mode of presentation was tantamount to that of the cinaedus who adorned himself 
before a mirror, smelled of perfume, trimmed his eyebrows, and smoothed his body.^^

27 Petr. 23: Profluebant per frontem sudaniis acaciae rivi, et inter rugas malarum tantum erat cretae, ut 
putares detectum parietem nimbo laborare. Compare Horace {Epod. 12.10-11), Martial (2.41.11-12), and 
Pseudo-Lucian (Am. 39) and their scurrilous descriptions of women with streaky faces.

2^ Among the personal effects of Commodus which were sold at auction by Pertinax after his death, in an 
effort to raise money fw donatives, were Samnite pots used for heating the resin that was used for keeping 
men's bodies smooth (SKA. Pert. 8.5-6; cf. CD 74J .4-5). Clement implies that dépilation was fairly 
common among men and women, for he laments {Paed. 3.15.4) the fact that the towns are full of pitch- 
plastereis', smoothing the bodies of effeminate males.

29 Cki. 6.12.5: Nam qui cotidie unguentatus adversum speculum ometur, cuius supercilia radantur, qui 
barba vulsa feminibusque subvulsis ambulet.
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Suetonius claims that Augustus used hot nutshells to smooth his legs {Aug. 68), and that 
{Otho 12.1) that Otho used facial masks and celebrated the rites of Isis clad in a linen 
gown. Herodian remarks (4.7.3) on Caracalla's penchant for wearing a blonde wig. Dio 
provides an interesting description of the powdered and rouged Elagabalus (80.14.4). And 
Athenaeus' symposiasts are entertained by stories of corrupt easterners—Sardanapalus 
(12.528e-f; cf. DS 2.23; Plut. Mor. 336C) and Demetrius of Phalerura (12.542d)— who 
adopted feminine habit, make-up, and mannerisms. All were examples of men who 
behaved badly precisely because they behaved like women, and who, in the end, forfeited 
their place in respectable society.

Omatus: Dress and Adornment
If a woman felt uneasy about the appropriateness of her dress she need not have 

worried; more than one Roman male was ready to advise her. As we have seen, TertuUian 
had the newly converted Christian women of Carthage in mind when he composed his De 
Cultu Feminarum, a tract which dealt exclusively with suitable modes of presentation for 
good Christian women. Like other patristic writers, most notably Clement but also 
Cyprian, TertuUian had much to say about women's fashion and body care, yet he never 
composed an equivalent tract for men, suggesting that he viewed omatus as largely a 
woman's affair.^O Christian theologians were not the only writers to conceive of omatus in 
this way. There was a signiHcant disparity in Ovid's fashion advice to the sexes. A 
woman's polish demanded energy, time, and money. Attention had to be paid to clothing 
shades accentuating eye and hair colour, and to fabric textures and accessories that 
minimised or concealed deficiencies of figure {Ars. 3.189-192,267-270, 273-274). With 
men Ovid was succinct: ensure your toga is immaculate and weU cut, that your shoes fit, 
that your shoe-straps are snug, and your shoe-buckles are free from rust {Ars 1.514-516). 
Insouciant elegance was the look to strive for and males who contravened the guidelines 
were piUoried ruthlessly by their own sex.^l Martial ridiculed (2.43, 2.46) the man with 
the brightly-coloured wardrobe, and was adamant (1.96) that no self-respecting male

The extent of Tertullian's advice to men is found at De Cultu 2.8. In the Paedagogus, Qement addresses 
male and female cultus and omatus, but his advice to women far outstrips his advice to men. Cyprian (De 
Habitu Virginum) has nothing to say on the subject Later theologians—Gregory of Nazianzus, Jerome, 
John Chrysostom, and Zeno of Verona—concentrate on female cultus and omatus as an index of morality.

Other cases in which writers equate efiieminacy with bright apparel: Pers. 1.32, Stat Sil. 2.1.132-134, 
Juv. 2S7, 3.81; Clem. Paed. 3.15.1-2.
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would condescend to wear violet or scarlet in public. These colours were reserved for 
women.

The intimate relationship between dress and femininity found expression in Roman 
law, in legal definitions of vestimenta virilia and vestimenta muliebria— the clothing wom 
by male and female heads of households, as well as their children and staff {Dig.
34.2.23.2). Vestimenta muliebria were defined in part by what they were not. Masurius 
Sabinus (floruit first half of the first century AD), as cited by Ulpian, the Severan jurist, 
described women's clothes as those garments a man could not properly wear without 
impugning his masculinity: robes, wraps, undergarments, head coverings, belts, turbans, 
coverlets, and m an tle s .T u rb an s  were in fact permissible for men (Dig. 34.2.23.2), but 
only on condition that they were used for sensible rather than ornamental purposes (quae 
magis capitis tegendi quam orrumdi causa sunt comparata). Sabinus emphasises the dual 
nature of women's apparel—utilitarian and aesthetic—when he says that turbans and head
dresses constitute jewellery and not clothing when women wear them venustatis et omatus 
causa (Dig. 34.2.26).^^ The contrasting functions of male and female apparel reflect a 
gender Ideology in which cultus is something men practice out of practicality but women 
perform for more trivial reasons.^ Put simply by Clement, society granted women a more 
sizeable wardrobe in deference to their weaker natures (Paed. 2.107).

The extent of a woman's apparel provided great comic material. Plautus listed in mock 
horror the variety of tradespeople required to equip a woman,^^ and Terence complained 
about the dozen or so ancillae needed to maintain wardrobe and mistress alike (Ter. Hau. 
452). Plautus' list of merchants is long, indicating perhaps a fashion trade of considerable 
proportions in the early second century BC. In reality, types of garments evolved little 
during the central period of Roman history. Specific articles denoted rank or status within

Paul's reasoning follows a sinular line (Sent. 3.6.80, Dig. 34.2.33): Veste virili legato, ea tantummodo 
debebuntur, quae ad usum virilem salvo pudore virilitatis attinent. Pomponius is more explicit (Dig. 
342.25.9), including in bequests of muliebria the clothing of infants, girls, and teenagers, because all those 
of the female sex are classifîed as women.

33 Compare the evidence of Columella, whose well organised storeroom (12.3.1) contained women's 
apparel for festival days, but men’s apparel for war and solemn occasions (item dierum solemnium 
omatum).

34 On gender differences with respect to clothing see Gardner (1995) 381-382.

3^ Aul. 508-522: fuller, tailor, goldsmith, woolen worker; dealers in flounces, lingerie, veils, dyes, and 
balsam-scented footwear, slipper and sandal-makers, belt-maker, sash-maker, weaver, lace-maker, saffion- 
dyer.
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the community and there was little reason to tamper with well established customs by 
which the privileged strata were clearly delineated.^^ The Roman inclination for strict 
hierarchies naturally resulted in distinctive female attire too. Although fieebom girls were 
recognised by the tunic and toga praetexta wom in the manner of boys, the freebom 
married woman and the liberta married to a Roman citizen were identified by the floor- 
length sleeveless stolae they wore over their tunics (FesL 112.26). They also veiled their 
heads with a palla whenever they left the house. Ingenuae and matronae, moreover, wore 
white woolen bands in their hair, similar to the vittae used in religious contexts to 
demarcate ritually pure objects.

Haute couture in Roman society was governed by the interplay of rich fabrics and 
vibrant colours. Garments were made from wool, linen, silk, and bombazine, a twill fabric 
sometimes comprising a silk-cotton mix {Dig. 34.2.23.1), with the quality of the textile 
varying according to one's ability to pay. Fine wool came from Apulia and the Po Valley, 
flax linen from many regions of Italy. Domestic textiles competed with similar products 
from Spain and Gaul but were certainly no match for the luxury linens and damasks 
imported from Egypt Silk came from the Greek and far East, but its price was handsome 
and merchants generally sold it in the form of thread, so it is hard to imagine any but the 
most wealthy women assuming the diaphanous vestes Coae mentioned by moralistic 
writers.^* Fabric textures were varied by tight weaves, loose weaves, the addition of gold 
embroidery, or brushing which created a downy nap (PI. Epid. 230-233); and specialists 
created opulent fabrics that were worked in intricate patterns, prints, and figures (Plin. 
Nat. 8. 196).

Women of rank were expected to have a wardrobe suited to their position within the 
community—and more properly their husbands. When C^intilianus could not equip his 
daughter with the appurtenances and clothes reflecting the rank of his future son-in-law, his

Members of the senatorial and equestrian classes wore purple bands (lotus clavus and cmgustus clavus) on 
their tunics. Candidates for public office donned the snowy-white toga Candida, and magistrates and 
religious leaders assumed the purple-bordered toga praetexta. These bands are especially conspicuous in 
painted portraits from Roman Egypt Doxiadis (1995): 16. 26, 30, 35, 38, 56, 61, 74, 88, 2, 7, 19, 38. 
40. 45 (males); 27, 29, 36,40,4 Ï  44,48, 51-54, 59, 63, 72-73 (females). Many of these same portraits 
appear in Walker and Bierbrier (1997). For additional examples see Pariasca (1969), (1977), (1980) passim.

Gardner (1986) 251-252 argues against the notion that the toga distinguished adulterous women, but see 
the claims of Sebesta (1994a) 48 and more recently McGinn (1998) 156-171.

38 Silk garments: Prop. 1.22; Hor. S. 1.2.101; Tib. 2.3.53, 4.29; Ov. Ars. 2.298; Sen. ad Hel. 16; 
Qem. Paed. 2.107.2-5; CD 4324.2. Silk thread: Sebesta (1994b) 71.
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friend Pliny generously contributed to her dowry (£p. 6.32).^^ Quintilianus' daughter and 
the modestly well-to-do could purchase luxury fabrics from any of the purveyors of fine 
garments and purple-dye who occupied the Vicus Tuscus. For women of humble 
background, many of whom could barely eke out an existence, fashion inevitably came 
second to life's necessities.'*^ How these women obtained their apparel is unclear. 
Clothiers (vestiarii) in the market-place sold garments of different qualities, or a woman 
might patronise the rag men (centonarii) who mended old clothes and pieced together new 
ones from odd bits of fabric. Alternatively, there were vendors near the Tiber quays who 
sold a serviceable Apulian wool suited to slave clothing (Mart. 9.22.9; 14.127, 129) and a 
twill fabric for labourers which was imported from Gaul (Mart. 14.143). Skill in spinning 
was a much admired attribute of ideal women, although alleged to be in decline in affluent 
households by Columella's day (Col. 12. praef. 9-10). Home spuns could serve the 
woman whose circumstances did not allow for ready-mades, and who may in any case 
have been doing piece-work at home to bring extra money to the household. This was the 
situation of an unfaithful housewife in Apuleius' Metamorphoses (9.5) who chided her 
husband for his idleness. She claims to have spun wool night and day so that they could 
afford a little lamp oil.'**

At a time when basic clothing fashions changed little, the use of colour became integral 
to style. Forphyrio (floruit early third century AD), equated bright clothing with prostitutes 
and vulgares mulieres, and thought that Roman matronae could be recognised by their

Dress and adornment as part of a woman's identity: PI. Men. 120-122; Plb. 31.26.6 and DS 31.27.4; 
Liv. 34.3.9, Val. Max. 2.1.5; Tac. Ann. 16.30-31; Pin. Mor. 12; Dig. 34.2.13 and 34.2.30. See 
Treggiari (1991) 341-342. On the identity of Quintilianus see Sberwin-White (1966) 398.

'*** Juvenal's evocative description of a poor man (3.147-151) might also be taken as highly representative 
of the shabbiness of a poor woman's clothes: 'And what of this, poor man gives food and occasion for jest 
if his cloak be tom and dirty; if his toga be a little soiled; if one of his shoes gapes where the leather is 
split, or if some fresh stitches of coarse thread reveal where not one, but many a rent has been patched'. 
Quid quod materiam praebet causasque iocorum omnibus hie idem, si foeda et scissa lacema, si toga 
sordidula est et rupta calceus alter pelle patet, vel si consuto vulnere crassum atque recens linum ostendit 
non una cicatrix.

'** Sebesta (1994b) 69-70. Centonarii: these individuals were sufficiently numerous in Rome by the 
Augustan period to form a guild of their own (CIL 6.7861-7862), and are attested elsewhere in Italy (CIL 
1.1457) and throughout the Latin West. Home-spuns: Dig. 34.2.18.2; Frank 5.201-203; Treggiari 
(1979a) 69; Kampen (1981) 121.
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white garments.'^^ But from the middle Republic at least there was considerable diversity 
of colour in a woman's wardrobe, provided that she had the ability to pay for it. Plautus 
made Epidicus scoff at the weaves and vibrant hues of female dress: azure blue, marigold 
yellow, saffron, sea-green, golden brown, and brownish y e l l o w . '* ^  Ovid recognised (Ars. 
3. 187-188) that different hues flattered different women and so advised them (Ars. 3.170- 
173) to be mindful of the shades most complementary to their complexions. Blue, yellow, 
green, brown, gray, and rose, and all the colours of spring-flowers were theirs for the 
asking (Ars. 3.185-187; cf. Plin. H N. 21.45, Clem. P aed . 2.108.4). Clement 
disapproved (Paed. 2.108.4) of such preferences and deemed the colour choices of the 
affluent set in Alexandria—violet, green, rose, scarlet, saffron, and purple—as suitable 
only for pagan mystery rites.

Pliny reports (Nat. 21.45-46) that three colours and their kindred shades conferred 
dignity upon a wearer: red, amethyst, and murex purple (rubens, ante thystinum, 
conchy Hum).^ Initially yellow (luteum) carried connotations of respect, but since it had 
been granted to women for their wedding veils it was not included among the most 
important colours (principales). The principales were wom by both sexes (communes 
maribus ac feminis) and it was this joint use (societas) that bestowed respect Implicit in 
Pliny's remarks is a gendered notion about the use of colour which parallels the clothing 
distinctions of the jurists; that is, men's use of colour is largely practical whereas women's 
use of colour is frivolous. Pliny acknowledged (Nat. 22.3) that men and women had 
equally perverse motives for wearing purple: the matrona for beguiling her lover, the 
corruptor for seducing married women. The corruptor behaved in the same manner as the 
effeminate man in gaudy dress and both were detested by Roman writers. The behaviour

Porph. on Hor. 1.235: Utique possint et vulgares mulieres etiam meretrices candidae esse, sed ad 
vestem aloam, qua matronae maxime utuntur, puto relatum esse. Seneca concurs ( Nat. 7.313). No self- 
respecting matrona would wear the bright colours associated with prostioites.

PI. Epid. 230-233: tunicam rallam, tunicam spissam, linteolum caesicium\...caltulam aut crocotulaml 
...cumatile aut plumatile, carinum aut cerinum... Cf. PI. Aul. 510 and 514, where he mentions the 
flammarii and molocinarii, the dyers of flame and lilac-colouied cloth.

^  The garments worn by sitters in the Fayum portraits are suggestive of the range of colours and colour 
harmonies achieved by dyers (Doxiadis [1995] and Walker and Bierbrier [1997] passim). They also 
correspond closely to the luxury' shades described by Pliny the Elder (Nat. 21.45-^). More detailed 
treatment of Roman dyes and their sources may be found in Forbes (1965) KXl-127, and Sebesta (1994b) 
68-69.
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of the matrona, however, underwrites general suppositions about female cultus. It was 
conducted with meretricious intenL'*^

In thinking about colour as a device enabling men and women to create a polished look, 
some thought must be given to the availability of dyed fabrics among the general 
population. The geographic expansion of Rome's empire during the last two centuries of 
the Republic brought Rome into contact with new dye sources and dyeing techniques, but it 
is difficult to tell whether this technology made dyed goods more affordable for the vulgus 
ignobile. Kermes, a vibrant red dye with connotations of status described by Pliny (Nat. 
9.141,16.32), derived from a source which demanded careful harvesting; it was produced 
in Galatia, Lusitania, Africa, and the Greek East by female insects feeding on holm-oaks.^ 
It must surely have been beyond the rinancial means of most Romans, although Sardinia 
produced an inferior grade of this dye which could not have fetched as high a price as 
grades from other provinces.'*^ Dealers did obtain dyes from competitive sources: 
Transalpine Gaul duplicated Tyrian purple and other colours from organic products (Plin. 
Nat. 22.3), and the North Africans according to Cyprian (De Habitu 14) used herb juices. 
Although the harvesting techniques of some dyes such as kermes commanded high market 
prices, the evidence suggests that dyes could also be had more cheaply and that individuals 
who stood outside the most affluent social groups may have been able to buy dyes or 
vividly coloured textiles at a reasonable price.'** Thus, given the range of colours available 
for clothes, women had a choice in what they put on their bodies, and in making that 
choice, they expressed their individuality.

In the male view, the absurdity of female apparel was exceeded only by the great 
extravagance of adornment: it was difficult to know where the woman began and the

*̂5 See for example: M. Mos. 249-269, Poen. 217-248, True. 289-294, Tib. 1.8.9-16; Ov. Fast. 4.309; 
Phaed. 4.5; Petr. 126; Sen. Con. 1.2, 2.7; Juv. 6.151, 6.461-473; Plu. Mor. 140C, 142A; Clem. Paed. 
3.10.3-4; Tert De Cultu passim; Cypr. De Habitu, passim.

^  Forbes (1965) 102 and Sebesta (1994b) 71.

Sebesta (1994b) 67 indicates that two other status dyes, puniceus (scarlet) and ferrugineus (the colour of 
the purple hyacinth), derived Grom shellfish caught on the shores of Tyre and Phoenicia and these may have 
been cheaper alternatives.

Reinhold (1971) 283 argues, for example, that the use of purple, widely regarded as an 'élite' colour, was 
prevalent even among the lower classes although they hâl to content themselves with inferior quality 
products. Cf. the evidence of AGrican-American slaves, many of whom recalled in interviews conducted in 
the 1930s that their female kin developed dyes Grom organic sources. Frank Gill listed these sources as red 
oak bark, walnut bark, laurel leaves, and even clay (Rawick 6: 149).
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jewellery left off (Plin. Nat. 33.40; Clem. Paed. 2.122.2). When the banker Lycos (PI. 
Cur. 433) purchased a young girl in the maricet in Epidaurus, he bought her with her aurum 
et vestem as if the girl, her ornaments, and clothes were one, a manner of purchase which 
compares with gendered ideas of gold and jewellery found in legal texts. Jurists defined a 
woman's omamenta as the items she used for decorating herself: earrings, bracelets, small 
bangles, rings (but not signet rings), and all the things acquired for no other reason than 
adornment—nisi corporis omandi causa {Dig. 34.2.25.10; Paul. Sent. 3.6.84). To these 
were appended headdresses, turbans, half turbans, the pearl hairpins which women 
normally possess, and saffron coloured hair-nets. Men do not enhance their appearances 
and no mention is made of masculine omamenta; yet vulgar Trimalchio, ostentatiously 
displaying his bracelets and rings (Petr. 32) was not unusual among Roman males (Plin. 
Nat. 33.39).‘*9 Thus, although the jurists are not explicit, the underlying assumption 
seems to be that adornment is a woman's practice, a habit no doubt attributable to their 
feeble natures, and thus a natural aspect of their femininity.

With few exceptions, male writers disapprove heartily of female ornament, and it goes 
without saying that women's taste for adornment brought financial ruin to husbands and 
lovers alike. In an assessment of the absurdity of luxury, Pliny the Elder (Nat. 13.20) 
remarked that perfume was the most foolish for it lasted only a short time whereas 
jewellery could prove useful, for it might easily pass to one's heir. Most writers, however, 
ignored the practical uses of jewellery. We hear nothing of women like Eunoia and 
Isidora, named in papyri from Roman Egypt, who used their adornments in times of 
financial need as surety for ready cash {P. Oxy. 1.114; P. Coll. Youtie 2.96). Eunoia had 
pawned a number of items, among which were armlets and a necklace, and had requested 
the assistance of a friend in redeeming her property. Isidora, a seller of trinkets, pawned a 
pair of gold earrings for 24 drachmae. Male writers focus squarely on exorbitant costs and 
female foolishness. The great fortunes hanging from women's earlobes caused physical 
damage and in extreme cases the ornament could be fatal. A distraught lover mourned a 
girlfriend who perished as the result of a scratch from her serpent bracelet {CIL 6.5302), 
probably from septicaemia. If women could not think of the dangers to their own health.

The range and variation in Roman jewellery is far too extensive to be discussed here. Collections of 
ancient jewellery testify to Roman tastes in gold, silver, and gem-stones, for which see Higgins (1961) and 
Marshall (1969), together with Henig (1981). Tastes in ornament can also be detected in mummy portraits 
from Roman Egypt (Doxiadis [1995] passim) and Palmyrene funerary sculpture (Stout [1994] fig. 5.3 is 
particularly fine example). For women's jewellery specifically see the examples in Walker and Bierbrier 
(1997) nos. 183-220.
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TertuUian reminded them theatrically of the poor souls labouring in the gold and silver 
mines on their behalf {De Cultu 1.5.1).50

Like clothing, adornment was integral to upper class identity—not only as signs of 
conspicuous expenditure but as maries of status.^^ The size of personal collections is hard 
to estimate because accounts of female adornment are often exaggerated by writers using 
the the real and imagined opulence of omatus as metaphors for social ills. The sheer cost 
of precious metals and gemstones would imply that jewellery was an indulgence of the 
monied classes, an assumption borne out by texts censuring the vulgarity of women like 
LoUia Paulina, who appeared at an engagement party wearing jewels valued at forty million 
sesterces (Plin. Nat. 9.117). LoUia may have been unusual even by the standards of her 
own class, but élite women certainly had the economic capacity to acquire expensive 
pieces.

How typical, on the other hand, was the slave-girl whom Lycos purchased with her 
trinkets and clothes? And to what extent did women of the lower classes possess a few 
baubles of their own? By the terms of her dotal contract, a young woman of Tebtunis 
brought to her marriage a robe worth sixty drachmae, a pair of gold earrings, a gold 
choker, silver bracelets, and a variety of other items, one being the sum of two hundred 
silver drachmae {P.Mich. 2.121 recto 4.i). This dowry is not considered sizeable and 
analysis of other dotal contracts from this moderately large village in Roman Egypt, which 
cannot necessarily be taken as representative of the Empire as a whole, points to women of 
modest income possessing at least a few bits and pieces of je w e l l e r y .5 2  What the contracts

For jewellery as dotal property, see BGU 4.1103, BGU 4.1104, PMich. 2.121 recto 4 i, P.Ryl. 125, P. 
Ryl. 154, P.Mich. 7.434 , P. Kron. 52, P. Oxy. 1273, P.Coll. Youtie 2.67, PSl.6.730, VM 4.4.9, Dig. 
23.3.10 pr. See further Frank 2.474. The papyri from Roman Egypt cited range in date from 13 BC to AD 
260. Earrings: Ov. Med. 21-22; Hor. S. 2.3.239-242; Petr. 55, 67; Sen. Ben. 7.9.4; Plin. Nat. 9.58, 
9.106, 9.103, 9.117, 9.121, 12.84; Juv. 6.457-460; Tac. Ann. 3.53.5; Clem. Paed. 2.129.3, 3.56.3; Tert. 
De Cultu 1.9.3. Death by adornment: Courtney (1995) 194 for commentary on CIL 6.5302. He also 
mentions a follower of Cybele (Stat Theb. 10.171) whose death was attributed to the same cause.

Roman males on official government business originally wore a gold ring. By the Julio-Claudian era 
these rings were increasingly made fiom iron, and wearing them was the privilege of fieebom males who 
boasted fortunes of at least 400,000 sesterces (Plin. Nat. 33.32). Freeborn boys wore the bulla, freebom 
girls the lunula, and betrothed women wore iron rings without stones (Plin. Nat. 33.12; Tert Apol. 6.4). 
Individuals of distinguished lineage, according to Plutarch {QR 282A), wore lunulae on their shoes.

Hopkins (1980) 342. His examination of the dotal contracts fiom Tebtunis, dating to AD 42-46, 
reveals a range in dowry size between 18 and 1600 drachmae. He conjectures fiom this a village economy 
that was steeply stratified and internally differentiated'. We might also note the employment contract of 
three castanet dancers {P.Com. 9). In adUtkm to wages and board, their employer agreed to safeguard any 
gannents and ornaments they brought with them for their six-day stint
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do not tell us is how accessible these items were to women while they were married. The 

authorities in Euhemeria, for example, received a petition for the return o f valuables stolen 

by a building contractor {P.Ryl. 125). The plaintiff had hidden them in the walls of his 

home for safe-keeping and forgotten about them— for nearly forty years. When his house 

was under renovation, the builder allegedly foimd and expropriated a box containing a pair 

of gold earrings, a lunula, a pair of silver bracelets, a necklace with silver ornaments, and a 

sum o f money. If a woman did not have access to gold, silver, and gems, because o f her 

rinancial situation or because she did not have regular access to the pieces in her dowry, 
costume jewellery was an alternative. Lead was used for imitation jewellery; cheap rings of 

iron and bronze were gilded (Plin. Nat. 33.6, 33.23); and counterfeit gems of superb 

quality were circulated, much to Pliny's annoyance (A/ar.37.197-200), by individuals who 

boldly wrote instruction manuals on how to produce good quality fakes.^^

Cultus: Skin-Care, Make-up, and Hair-Care
Devotion to self-presentation fostered a beauty culture in which there were two avenues 

to success: cosmetic therapy and make-up. How frequently women subscribed to either of 

these approaches is difficult to assess, as is the extent of male participation. Therapeutics 
were the most socially acceptable, for they entailed proper care of skin and hair that 

produced physical appeal without illusion— a result any m oralist could not fail to 

appreciate. Make-up was roundly condemned as the strategem of undesirable women. 

Ovid and Pliny the Elder were exceptional in their approval.^ Ovid tutored women in skin 

care, gave away make-up tricks, and did not scruple to explain the ways in which women 

could disguise reputed figure flaws {Ars. 3.267-274).55 Pliny saw women's interest in

Lead jewellery: Higgins (1961) 42. On three occasions Martial refers (4.61,9.59, 10.87) to a sardonyx 
as verus—genuine—implying that false ones were in circulation. See also Pliny's explanation (JNat. 35.49) 
that amlaris, a white pigment made from a mixture of white earth and glass stones and used by painters, 
was so named because of its similarity to the rings of the lower classes (e volgis anulis). TertulUan ( Ad 
Mart. 4.9) claims glass beads were used as imitation pearls.

^  Two stereotypes of the undesirable woman are the libertine and the ageing woman. Libertine: PI. Mos. 
249-269, Poen. 217-248, True. 288-302; Sen. Con. 1.2, 2.7.3-4; Juv. 6.151 (on Messalina's behaviour); 
Plu. Coniug. 142a; Tert De Cultu 2.5.2, 2.5.5., 2.12.2; Prudent Hamartig. 258-276. The repellent 
ageing woman: Hor. Carm. 2.14.3; Prop. 3.25.11, 4.5.59; Tib. 1.8.41, 2.2.20; Juv. 6.142-145; Mart 
3.72. 3.76, 8.33.17, 9.37; AP 11.408.

Reactions to women's beauty conventions could well be mixed. The evidmce firom Roman society is 
not explicit but from Greek society we have the example of Euphiletus, the murderer of Eratosthenes. He 
was mildly surprised to find his adulterous wife with a powdered face (Lys. 1.14), but only because she was 
meant to be in mourning for a recently deceased brother. In any case, be did not feel compelled to question
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make-up and skin care as something of a fa it accompli. He disapproved yet furnished his 
readers with sensible recipes enabling them to create products at home, in some cases from 
the plants in their kitchen-gardens (Nat. 20.2). Pliny's incentive for communicating these 
recipes was the same as his reason for explaining alternate methods of dyeing fabric (Nat. 
22.4). By means of kitchen remedies Romans could curb luxury and eliminate the need for 
expensive creams and lotions. His remarks suggest that information on skin-care and 
make-up had a sizeable audience within Roman society. And when examined more 
closely, Pliny's evidence reveals that women were not alone in managing their 
complexions.

Galen argued that therapy (skin and hair care) and make-up constituted separate 
practices (12.434). Therapy (KoopTituch xéxvri) was beneOcial, virtually a branch of 
hygiene, and aimed to promote healthy skin. Thus it was within the realm of legitimate 
medical practice. Make-up (KopportKfi %6%vn) was deleterious and stood outside the sphere 
of serious medicine, for the toxic substances employed to heighten the complexion and 
colour the hair subverted general health (12.434).5<5 The generic terms medicamina and 
medicamentum often hamper efforts to differentiate between the two streams in our textual 
sources. They denote the moisturizers and exfoliants used in skin care, but are used 
equally of preparations which alter skin-tone, mask imperfections, add colour to the eyelids 
and hair. Medicamentum signifies any type of curative, as well as substances which the 
Romans called venenum (poison) and the Greeks ^dpponcov (Dig. 10.2.4.1; S0.16.236.pr. 
4).57 This kind of confusion is well represented in Latin sources in Pliny's Natural 
History, which provides an exceptional picture of ancient cosmetic technology. He gives 
the contents of Book 20 as, medicinae ex his quae in hortis seruntur, medicines which can 
be obtained from garden-plants' (Nat. 1.20), and side by side with remedies for irritations 
such as acne, scurf, and chilblains, are recipes for youthful looking skin, tooth powders.

her. See also an epigram attributed to Meleager (floruit 100 BQ, in which he claims (AP 5.19) to be in 
love with a girl who wears powder and rouge.

56 Koonnxiicfi téxvq ov6 Kopponirii xé^vri: Grillet (1975) 13-18; Virgili (1989) 11. Wyke (1994) 
146 attributes a gender prejudice to Galen's separadon of therapy and make-up.

57 Medicamina: Ov. Med. 67 and 77, Ars. 3.205; Petr. 126.2; Luc. 3.238; Mart. 3.3.1; Juv. 6.472; Plin. 
Nat. 9.133. Medicamentum: fto. Aur. l.p.8; FesL p. 364M; Sen. Dial. 7.7.3; Tert De Cultu 2.13.7. 
Pliny alone of the Latin authors occasionally uses {Nat. 1.34,20.12,27.111) the word smegma in reference 
to facial creams for women, a term used widely by Greek writers in connection with cleansing and 
purifying. On Greek usage, see for instance the opiiYiiaTa yopixa prescribed by the pharmacist 
Dioscorides (5.126) and Aetius {latrik. 8.6 J l )  for a opûypa of Qeopatra's devising.
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deodorants, and make-up, culled from the pharmacists, agriculturalists, and physicians 
Pliny consulted.^*

Cosmetic therapy, unlike cultus, was not as deeply imbued with gender notions except 
when poets and moralists consciously asserted a connection between the outré and 
women's beauty rituals. The aim of therapy was to treat skin ailments, problems with the 
hair such as baldness and dandruff, and enhance the complexion. Alcyoneum, oesypum, 
and nitrum were three products frequently used in treatment. Alcyoneum was a balm said 
to be obtained from the sea as foam, mud from the ocean floor, the flotsam on beaches, or 
birds' nests. When mixed with Attic honey it adhered to the body easily. Oesypum, or 
lanolin, the greasy residue that accumulated in unwashed wool, formed a base for 
medicinal and cosmetic emollients, and worked especially well when mixed with Corsican 
honey. Nitrum, bicarbonate of soda, and aphronitrum, foam of soda, acted as erodents 
and were effective in cleansing and exfoliating the skin, thus keeping it smooth. The 
general efficacy of these sodas was well known and the history of their usage can be traced 
at least to the sixteenth century BC, to a papyrus containing recipes for transforming the 
skin and beautifying the face.^^

Various earths (terrae) can be added to the list of ingredients for cosmetic therapies, 
although writers are often vague as to their application and effect. Clays and chalks from 
different areas of the Mediterranean were washed, dried in the sun, and divided into 
lozenges for domestic use and export Dioscorides, and Pliny following him, attributed 
medicinal properties to Samian and Eretrian earth. Chian earth possessed these same 
qualities and kept the face and body generally wrinkle-free and clear; if one wished it could 
be added to the bath instead of nitrum. Pliny is gender specific about the use of Chian 
earth, indicating that women found it very useful for the skin (usus ad mulierum maxime 
cutem), perhaps as a beauty mask. The milky white earth of Selinunte was a constituent of 
skin preparations after the manner of Chian earth, but was also excellent for touching up

One of these aulhorilies may have been the Empiricist physician Herakleides of Tarcntum (floruit 85-65 
BC), the earliest example we have of writers firom the Roman period who wrote a treatise on cosmetics. 
Galen cites Herakleides extensively. Pliny mentions (Nat. 120) a Heracleides among his list of sources 
but it is not clear whether this Herakleides and Herakleides of Tarenium are one and the same. Cf. Ricblin 
(1997).

Alcyoneum: Cels. 523.19D; Dsc. 5.118W; Plin. A(or. 32.8. A detailed explanation of halcyon sources 
is found in Green (1979) 386, n. 49. Oesypum: Ov. Med. 78, Ars. 3.213, Rem. 354; Dsc. 2.74W; Plin. 
Nat. 12.74; 29.115, 30.28. Nitrum and aphronitrum: (Zael. Fam. 8.14.4; Ov. Med. 73; Cel. 5.18.2, 
5.18.7B 5.19.4; Dsc. 5.113W; PUn. Nat. 20.66, 22.125, 31.105; Mart 14.58.2. The Edwin Smith 
Surgical P^ynis: Breasted (1930) 490-491; Forbes (1965) 16.
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whitewash on plaster walls (Nat. 35.194). The multi-purpose vine earth, ampelitis, was a 
key ingredient in emollients, eye make-up, and hair dyes. Among the white earths was one 
identified as Cimolian (a shade of which also inclined to a purplish blue) that found its way 
into pharmaceuticals; it was associated less with beauty concerns and more with skin 
irritations like psoriasis.^

Among laymen Pliny provides the most comprehensive information on dermatological 
care, and his advice illustrates the range of skin conditions Romans treated. Pliny advises 
on serious irritations such as scabies, mange, and psoriasis, but addresses also 
imperfections such as tattoo-marks {stigmata),^^ scars {cicatrices), acne (papulae), spots 
(maculae, vitia), and freckles (lentigines).^^ Treatments were prepared from organic 
substances readily available in maricets, vegetable gardens, and rural settings. Wild turnip 
mixed with equal parts of ground vetches, barley, wheat, and lupines helped to smooth the 
skin on the face (20.10); coriander cured freckles when mixed with a little vinegar (20.71); 
and an ointment of dried root of creeping mint restored scars to their natural colour (20.55) 
as did radishes (20.27). Formulas for improving the complexion focused on smoothing 
the skin (extendere, levare) through exfoliants and the application of emollients, ridding the 
skin of wrinkles (erugare), imparting brilliance or enhancing skin colour (nitor, color 
melior), and making the skin whiter (candor). Onions as part of a normal diet promoted a 
healthy complexion (20.42), garlic made the body's colour more rosy (20.56), gourd roots 
dried and ground into a meal were used as an exfoliant (20.10), grains of caccalia mixed

60 Samian and Etrelrian: Dsc. 5.152-153W; Plin. Nat. 35.191-192. Chian: Dsc. 5.155W; Plin. Nat. 
34.194. Selinusian: Dsc. 5.155W; Plin. Nat. 35.46-48. Ampelitis: Dsc. 5. 161W; Plin. Nat. 35.194. 
Cimolian: Dsc. 5.156W; Plin. Nat. 31.118, 35.195.

61 Stigmata: see McGinn (1998) 163, citing Jones (1987).

62 Enipüons (acne): Nat. 20.66, 20.71, 20.165, 22.155, 23.160, 26.150, 28.109, 30.30, 31.115, 35.196. 
Reckles: Nat. 20.9, 20.71, 20.103, 20.105, 20.162, 20.183, 21.183, 22.49, 22J2, 22.84, 22.98, 22.124,
22.156, 23.23, 23.89, 23.126, 23.154, 23.163-164, 24.24, 24.63, 24.100, 24.145, 24.186, 27.137,
28.109, 28.187-188, 30.29, 31.122, 32.85, 32.87, 32.97-98, 32.140. Freckles are undesirable says Pliny 
(Nat. 28.188), because the authorities be consulted recommended that individuals with freckles not be 
permitted to participate in magic rituals. Scars: Nat. 20.4, 20.27, 20.125, 20.142, 20.157, 21.166,
22.156, 23.7, 23.23, 24.77, 26.150, 27.106, 27.112, 28.65, 28.139, 28.187, 28.235, 28.245, 29.125,
30.109, 30.120, 32.24, 32.37, 32.127, 33.110, 34.166. Spots: Nat. 20.9, 20.11, 20.103, 20.125, 
20.142. 20.248-249, 22.84, 22.98, 23.23, 23.85, 23.89, 26.163, 27.44, 28.75, 28.89, 28.109, 28.132, 
28.186, 29.40, 30.28-29, 32.84, 32.98, 33.110, 36.140. Stigmata: Nat. 25.173, 25.175, 26.22, 30.30. 
Sunburn: Aar. 20.163, 28.183.
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with melted wax took away wrinkles (26.163), and small snails dried (calcined?), crushed 
into a powder then mixed with bean meal imparted whiteness to the skin (30.127).*^^

Certain medicaments, or at least those portrayed as repellent, were the tricks of 
disreputable women. Juvenal is scathing (6.462-465) in his account of an adulterous 
woman. She bids her husband goodnight with a face smeared with a repulsive beauty 
mask resembling bread dough, yet greets her lover with a face freshly scrubbed. Juvenal 
derides this woman for using a facial pack, and yet the only other references in Latin 
literature to the use of such masks involve a male. Suetonius (Otho 12.1) and Juvenal 
(2.107) paint an unflattering picture of Otho, alleging that this narcissistic—and by 
extension inept— leader used a similar compound on his face. References to such masks 
are few and far between in textual sources, although Pliny's numerous formulae for healthy 
skin include facial packs which call for dried lupines or gourds ground into a flour or meal 
{Nat. 20.12; 22.155). He recommends them as a treatment for acne but does not attribute 
their use to women specifically.

Another therapy which excited opinion came from Nero's handsome but ill-fated wife 
Poppaea who trusted in fomentation with asses' milk. Naturally this required that a 
significant number of she-asses be milked daily for the purpose, and Dio (62.28.1) sets the 
number at five hundred. Poppaea's beauty regimen launched a trend, according to Pliny 
{Nat. 28.183), which saw some women bathing their cheeks in asses' milk seven times 
daily— "keeping carefully to that number'. Horace and Clement profess horror at the 
application of crocodile dung {crocodilea) but drekapotheke, the term modem 
anthropologists assign to excrement therapy, was a common practice among healers in 
Mediterranean and Far Eastern cultures. Galen's De Simplicium medicamentorum  
temperamentis ac facultatibus, contains a chapter (xi. 12.307-308) entitled Concerning the 
dimg of dappled land crocodiles', in which he claims that their dung brought radiance and 
smoothness to the skin. Pliny reports {Nat. 28.184) that bull dimg brought a rosy glow to 
the cheeks, and calf dung pounded with oil and gum removed discolorations of the skin 
{Nat. 28.185), suggesting that where crocoMea was not available other types of dung were 
substituted.^

63 Clarity; Nat. 20.42, 20.181, 22.75, 23.19, 31.84, 28.109. Colour Nat. 20.56, 23.59, 23.85, 24.106, 
28.184. Preserving: Nat. 20.186, 21.153, 21.159, 22.164, 28.89, 30.29. Smoothing the skin (includes 
anü-wrinkle recipes): Nat. 20.11, 20.20, 22.65, 23.85, 26.163, 28.183, 30.30, 30.127, 31.84, 32.65, 
32.84. Whitening: Nat. 20.160, 28.183, 28.184, 30.127, 34.176.

64 Asses' milk: Plin. Nat. 11238, 28.183; Juv. S. 6.462. Crocodilea: Ov. Ars. 3.269-270; Hor. Epod. 
12.11; Plin. Nat. 28.108; Clem. Paed. 3.7.3; Gal. De simpl. medicament, temp. xi.12.307-308 together
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Freckles, scars, and spots, are the most prevalent of the cosmetic ailments Pliny 
discusses, and his evidence suggests there was a feeling among men as well as women that 
the appearance required constant attention and care.^^ Pliny does defend his decision to 
record a skin whitener and wrinkle-remover, made by boiling the pastern bone of a white 
bull-calf for forty days and nights until it formed a jelly {Nat. 28.184), with the disclaimer 
that women desire such things (fnvolum videatur, non tarn omittendum propter desideria 
mulierum). Yet only eleven of the one hundred and four recipes that Pliny prescribes for 
skin complaints are addressed specifîcally to women or judged to be more efficacious for 
women's skin .^  Equally, of the thirty-four recipes designed to enhance the complexion or 
improve its appearance, only eleven apply strictly to women. These target preservation of 
the skin, how to rid the body of stretch marks and wrinkles resulting from pregnancy (cf. 
M art 3.42), how to achieve wrinkle-free skin of the face, and brilliance of complexion. 
The other twenty-two are gender neutral and on the strength of this evidence it seems 
reasonable to postulate that Romans of both sexes invested time and effort in complexion 
managements^ puny's failure to identify skin-care recipes for men could reflect a general 
understanding among his readers that certain recipes were more effective in treating 
women's skin, a belief that squares with ancient medical opinion on the contrary natures of 
the male and female body, and consequent forms of treatment His silence might also 
reflect society's quiet acceptance of male cultus and skin-care practices when conducted for 
sensible reasons, and when they conformed to normative constructions of masculinity.^

with Hendry (1995) 584, n. 3. Acron, a scholiast on Horace {Ep. 12.10-11), says of crocodilea: Hoc enim 
ad conservandam cutem vet candorem faciendum nudieres uii dicebantur. Crocodilea is one of the few skin 
therapies prescribed only for women. Excrement therapy and its gender specific nature: Von Sladen (1992) 
and Hanson (1998).

Contra Ricblin (1995) 198, who states that 'the majority of Pliny's recipes have to do with women's 
sldn'. Richlin's criteria for identifying these recipes is not entirely clear.

^  See Table 2.1 and 22 below for a complete breakdown.

67 The remarks of Celsus on complexion management cannot be ignored here. He states (6.5.1) that it is 
women who are preoccupied with spots on the face: pimples, heckles and moles. {Paene ineptiae sunt 
curare varos et letaiculas et ephelidas, sed eripi tamen feminis cura cultus sui non potest.) Celsus goes on 
to prescribe treatmaits for blemishes, although he claims—in direct contrast to the evidence Grom Pliny— 
that most people simply disregard Greckks {ephelis vero a plerisque ignoratur). In contrast, Horace implies 
(S. 1.6.66-61) that men as well as women might find spots on the face unattractive (velut si egregio 
inspersos reprehendas corpore naevos).

Lloyd (1983) 58-111; Dean-Jones (1994) 41-109 for a detailed treatment of the female body in Greek 
medicine.
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While cosmetic therapy was in the main organically based, make-up derived from both 
organic and chemical sources. The first was a foundation of white powder, usually lead 
carbonate called cerussa (Greek yipûeiov).^^ Cerussa was obtained in tablet form and in 
addition to its medicinal properties gave women a fair complexion (both by bleaching and 
disguising their own skin colour). Pliny knew that it was lethal {Nat. 34.175).^^ Creta, a 
powdered white clay or chalk was an alternative to cerussa which toned down ruddiness or 
minimised the cast of a tanned face. Writers employ fiicus (*ÛKoq) to signify rouge, but 
fiicus can also mean a colour process in the sense of painting. Minium or cinnabar was a 

probable source of rouge and could be used alone or with base powder (Plin. Nat. 33.119, 
33.124); it too was lethal and individuals working with minium wore masks over nose and 
mouth to prevent the inhalation of the dust (Plin. Nat. 35.122). If white lead and chalk did 
not sufficiently disguise blemishes or other imperfections of the skin, one could resort to 
the application of splenia or alutae, small patches which covered the offending mark.^^

The literary evidence describing eye make-up is often vague, making it difficult to 
determine the style in which Roman women decorated their eyes. Near Eastern women 
applied a colour wash of black galena to their lids and green malachite underneath the eyes, 
a practice said to have its origins in health concerns. Egyptian paintings depict the manner 
of application too; a sweep of colour across the lid in a precise line that extended well 
beyond the comer of the eye.^Z Tertullian's comment {De Cultu 1.2.1) on the eye make-up

69 Green (1979) 385. n. 33. foUowing Shear (1937) 314-317 and Forbes (1965) 235-236. identifies 
cerussa as lead acetate—sugar of lead’—and not lead cartxMiate.

70 Its main centres of production were Rhodes. Corinth, and Sparta (Dsc. 5.88W). Its medicinal properties: 
Dsc. 5.88W. AeL 6 passim, (Zel. 5.19. 5.27. 5.22.7.6.6.12. To my knowledge there is no extant account 
of lead poisoning from make-up in the ancient texts. Schenk (1879) 514 lists the symptoms of a thirty- 
year old female patient suffering firom poisoning related to the use of the lead-based beauty product. "Laird's 
Bloom of Youth': miscarriage, paralysis, slurred speech, constipation, cramps, lead-line along the gums. 
The young woman, who had been using Laird's almost daily for six years, eventually died.

71 The use of cerussa in cosmetic powders dates to at least 12(X) BC in the Near East (Walter et al [1999] 
483). Roman evidence: PL Mos. 258; Ov. Med. 73; Dsc. 5.103.12W; Man. 1.72.6. 2.41.12. 10.22.2; 
Plin. Nat. 34.176; Ten. De Cultu 2.7.3. Creta: PI. True. 294; Ov. Ars. 3.199; Hor. Epod. 12.10; Petr. 
24; Man. 2.41.11. 6.93.9, 8.33.17. Fucus: PI. Mos. 275; Tib. 1.18.11; Prop. 1.2.23, 2.18.31; Priapea 
50.2; Sen. De Vita. 73; Plin. Nat. 11.154, 31.19; QuinL Inst. 2.15.25; Plu. Mor. 142B. 693B; Serv. 
Georg. 439. Splenia: Plin. Nat. 29.126; Man. 2.29.9. 8.33.22. 10.22.1; Plin. Ep. 6.2.2. Cf. Aluta: 
Ov. Ars. 3202 and Larg. 81.

72 Eye-shadow as a preventative: Forbes (1965) 19, Dayagi-Mendels (1989) 36. Walter et al (1999) 484 
say that galena and malachite are among the ingredients mentioned in Egyptian papyri containing recipes for 
inflammation of the eyelids, iris and cornea. Cylindrical containers, or kohl tubes, with residues of both 
ores, have been found in burials dating to 1400 BCX some of which have inscribed on them prescriptions for 
eye problems. Ores were ground on ornate stone palettes. Palettes are not cortunon in the Roman world.
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of North African women suggests they applied shadow or liner in this same fashion 
'nigrum pulverem quo exordia oculorum producuntur', and it may be that this practice was 
common in Italy and the Roman W est Galena, used as a colour wash in Egyptian culture 
well into the Coptic period, is not cited in connection with Roman make-up; Vitruvius 
(7.14.2) says that malachite was very expensive in his day and thus sheer cost may have 
prohibited its use as an eye shadow. Antimony, a silvery-white pigment was used to line 
the eyes and created what Dioscorides (5.84) and Pliny {Nat. 33.102) describe as a wide- 
eyed look: TiXaxwŜ eaApDÇ.̂ 3 Orpiment (golden yellow pigment) and realgar (red ochre) 
had served as eye shadows in Accadian culture; although known to the Romans, they were 
used chiefly in pharmacological preparations. The appeal of reddish-gold eye-shadow may 
be comparable to the use of saffron colour washes on the lids of Roman women (Ov. Ars. 
3.204; Cypr. De Habitu 15).^4

Calliblepharum is the term most commonly used in connection with decorating the eyet 
and brows, and is simply a transliteration of the Greek word for eye and brow make-up. 
In Roman antiquity callibiepharum denoted conditioning ointments for brows and lashes, 
the process by which they were coloured, and in some instances the actual practice of lining 
the eyes. Burnt rose petals (Plin. Nat. 21.123), a concoction of date kernel ashes and nard 
(Plin. Nat. 23.97), or vine earth mixed with other drugs made fine lotions for the brows 
(Plin. Nat. 35.194). An unusual method of colouring the brows called for the application 
of crushed flies (Plin. Nat. 30.134)— a labour intensive venture suited to few but the likes
of Domitian.^5

The last feature of cultus that remains to be discussed is hair-care, specifically, dyes 
and depilatories. Latin invective characterises dyed hair as a peccadillo of Roman women

Grinders designed specifically for cosmetics were conunon in the Latin West, but only one of the 
approximately 300 extant examples has been found outside Roman Britain (Jackson [1992] 167).

Cf. the Fayum portraits: Doxiadis (1995) and Walker and Bierforiar (1997) passim.

74 Near Eastern practices: Forbes (1965) 17-18; Manniche (1999) 135-137. Pliny Nat. 34.177; realgar 
staunches bleeding and was used as a remedy for asthm a and cough; orpiment was used for ingrown nails. 
Cf. Dioscorides (5.121-122) for both orpiment (arsenikon) and realgar (sandarake).

75 Calliblepharum: Wat. Men. 370; Dsc. 1.69W, 1.71-72W, 1.99W, 5.160-162W; Plin. Nat. 28.163, 
28.165, 35.194; Juv. 2.93.-94; Gal. De simpl. medicament, temp, xi.12.62, xi.12.211. De comp, 
medicament second, x.12.734; Ten De Cultu 2.103.
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despite the fact that men were known to try to disguise the signs of ageJ^ Adventuresome 
women resorted to colouring their own hair with a variety of substances, some of which 
were caustic and caused extensive damage when applied too often. A common lament of 
the poets is that lovers' tresses have been ruined by bleaching and dyeing. Individual 
circumstances permitting, women could purchase wigs (corymbia, galeri, galericula) made 
from human hair to obtain a new look without resorting to harsh solutions. Admiration for 
the reddish blonde hair of northern peoples was universal and efforts were made to 
simulate their colouring by rinsing the hair with juice from young walnuts (Plin. Nat. 
15.87). The emulsion which resulted from boiling a certain species of bramble turned hair 
the shade of flax (Plin. Nat. 24.164), while sapo, a Gallic lye bleach made from suet and 
ash, produced similar results (Mart. 8.33.20; Plin. Nat. 28.191). Light coloured hair was 
so popular with North African women that TertuUian chastised them (De Cultu 2.6.1) for 
regretting they were not bom in Germany or in Gaul'. Ladanum  was a multi-purpose gum 
resin imported from Arabia; it was thought especially good as a preservative for dark hair, 
as having the ability to slow hair loss (Plin. Nat. 26.47), and prevent dandruff (Cels.
6.2.2). Products for hair blacking included elder berries {Nat. 16.180), boiled leek skins 
(Plin. Nat. 20.49), all kinds of gall-nut (Plin. Nat. 24.10), and cypress leaves mixed with 
vinegar (Plin. Nat. 24.15).^? Depilatories (yivlwqra) were in great demand among both 
sexes, with drops of vine, tears' of ivy, and rubbing with pumice helping to remove 
unwanted hair.7*

Men disguising grey: Joseph. Ant. 16.233; Clem. Paed. 3.16.3; Tert De Cultu 2.8.2; Aus. Ep. 38. 
Ovid reminds men that they will have to contend with grey hair and wrinkles but the best way to combat 
old age is to develop a good moral character (Ars. 2.117-118,2.121-124,2.143-144).

An idea of the range of women's hairstyles may be obtained from Fumed van Zwet (1956), Virgili 
(1989), VirgiU et al. (1990). Wigs: Ov. Ars. 3.165; Petr. 110.1, Suet Nero. 26.1; Tert De Cultu 2.7.2. 
Wigs from Germany: Ovid Am. 1.14.4; Mart. 5.68, 1426. Hair dye: Serv. Aen. 4.698 quoting (Zato; 
Tib. 1 .8 .41^ ; Prop. 2.18B 23-28; Ov. Ars 3.163-164; Val. Max. 2.1.5; Plin. Nat. 15.87, 16.180, 
20.49 (covering grey), 20.221, 22.62, 24.10, 24.15, 24.94, 24.110, 24.122, 26.160, 27.52, 28.191,
30.134. 32.67; Mart 3.43, 4.36, 8.33.20, 14.26-27; Tert De Cultu 2.6.1; Cypr. De Habitu 14, 16-17. 
Green (1979) p. 391, n. 86 is especially good on the nature of bleaching and dyeing processes in Roman 
antiquity.

78 Depilatories: Var. R. 1.2.26; Ov. Ars 3.19; PUn. Nat. 21.118, 22.34, 23.3, 23.117, 24.79 (it is 
unclear from PUny's description what lacrimae hederae constinite) 26.164, 28.255, 30.41, 30.132, 30.133,
32.135, 32.136, M.178, 35.37, 35.189, 36.155; Mart 3.74.1. The use of pumice was a time-honoured 
method dating back to Mesopotamian society (Forbes [1965] 20). Disapproval of men using depilatories: 
Ov. Ars 1.506; Plin. Nat. 14.123, 26.164; Mart 9.27; Suet Aug. 68; Qem. Paed. 3.19.1-3; Tert De 
Cultu 2.8.
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Availability o f Cosmetic Therapy and Make-Up
Participation in omatus was governed very much by financial resources and leisure 

time, but the demands of cultus were rather different It is true that poor Romans 
subsisting on diets of wheat porridge and beans, were hardly likely to use their meager 
provisions for complexion therapy even when malnourishment and squalid living 
conditions brought them more than their share of skin ailments. But where circumstances 
diminished the ability of the poor to undertake little more than hygienic care (and even this 
may have been a struggle),^^ Pliny's recipes illustrate that cosmetic therapy was attainable 
for individuals at many levels of society. His formulae did not embrace exotic ingredients 
requiring purchase from speciality shops; they were household items easily obtained from 
maricets and vegetable gardens. Pliny himself characterised the vegetable garden as the 
poor man's farm (Nat. 19.52).

Gardens were central to the lives of Romans. They were essential to city life (Cato. 
Agr. 8.2; Var. R. 1.16.3) and located within easy distance of urban communities, 
supplying vegetables for the table and flowers for the garlands used in religious worship.^ 
Produce gardens were fixtures in rural environments with poor country folk symbolised by 
Baucis and Philemon (Ov. Met. 8.646; cf. Juv. 14.165) maintaining small well-watered 
plots. The detailed garden plans of Columella (10 passim) and Pliny (Nat. 19.49-189), 
brimming with vegetables, herbs, and flowers, create a vivid picture of the ideal garden. 
These plans were not wholly suited to urban settings, but many city residents utilised space 
as best they could by sowing both functional and ornamental plants. Vegetable and flower 
gardens of diverse size (the two were combined in antiquity) were contiguous with 
residential and commercial structures in Campanian towns. Adjacent to the Porta di Nocera 
at Pompeii, the remains of a shop-house demonstrate the green space potential for a humble 
member of Pompeian society. Here, a shopkeeper and his family made the most of a small 
plot by intensive planting' of vines, vegetables, fruit and nut trees.*^

79 On the living conditions of die poor generally see Scobie (1986).

^  On market gardens in Latium, for example, see Frank 5.129 and Purcell (1987) 188-189.

SI Jashemsld (1979) 193, and (1993) no. 119. Other kitchen or vegetable gardens in Pompeii and 
surrounding areas: see Jashemski (1993) nos. 28 (Ofiicina Coriariorum of M. Vesonius Primus), 41 
(House of the Ephebe), 65 (House of Menander), 99 (House of Trebius Valens), 106 (House of the Ship 
Europa), 145 (House of Julia Felix), 159 (House of Castor and Pollux), 225 (Casa del Granduca Michele di 
Russia), 234 (House of Pansa), 277 (House of the Faun), 452 (caupona), 463 (House of M. Epidus Rufus), 
519 (House of Obellius Firmus), 553 (Casa con Giardino), 581 (villa rustica), 590 (villa rustica in the 
vicinity of Boscoreale), 624-625 (villa in the vicinity of Stabiae). Cf. Pliny's comment (Nat. 19.52) that 
it was from such horti that the ordinary folk obtained their groceries (ex horto plebei macellum). It is not
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What was a woman's relationship to this garden culture? Women possessed 
considerable knowledge of herbal therapy and they themselves were directly linked in 
Roman medical thought to cures for specific ailments. Remedies for reproductive and 
uterine complaints, fever, numbness, and sunburn, and recipes for depilatories, owe 
something to women's health concerns and those of their families.*^ Therapy was also 
informed by women's experience in the kitchen where they were responsible for preserving 
the produce from garden and orchard. A glimpse of their expertise can be gained from 
Columella's list of the duties of the vilica, the estate manager's wife. The list of items she 
must put up (Col. 12.7) is exhaustive and includes capers, rue, fennel, bryony, leeks, and 
pennyroyal. All were used for care of skin and hair, with potent healing qualities 
{medicatissirm) attributed to rue especially (Plin. Nat. 28.78). Columella explains how to 
make squill vinegar (12.33), a solution which neutralised bad breath, braced the gums, 
strengthened the teeth, and enhanced the complexion (cf. Plin. Nat. 23.59). He sets out 
the proper method for distilling liniment oil (12.54), making quick digestives, and a pesto 
containing ingredients that were also constituents of therapeutics (12.59).^^ In book 10, he 
gives a comprehensive list of plants to be sown in the garden, including more items utilised 
in cosmetic therapy: mandrake, cummin, beet, roses, sorrel, orach, cucumber, gourds, 
and lupines. Cosmetic restoratives, moreover, often called for herbs and vegetables to be 
adulterated with salt or macerated with oil—key ingredients in pickling and preserving.^

entirely clear whether Pliny means these gardens were still the norm in his day. His complaint in 
succeeding passages, that fruits and vegetables have acquired a status' among dissolute Romans suggests 
that be may be speaking of the idealised past White (1970) 49 and Jashemsld (1979) 339 both believe that 
the harvests from these modest spaces could be relatively high.

For female herbalists in Plin, see Elephantis (Nat 28.81), Lais (Nat. 28.81-82), Olympias (Nat. 
20.226), the obstetrix Salpe (Nat. 28.38, 28.66, 28.82, 28.262, 32.135, 32.140), and the obstetrix Sotira 
(Nat. 28.83). Cf. Galen, who gives the names and recipes of two female pharmacists, Origineia (De comp, 
medicament, secund. x. 13.58, 85, 144) and Antiocbis Tloia (x.13.250); two dermatologists, Xanite 
(x.13.310) and Samithra (x.13.311), and one Elephantis (De simpl. medicament, temp, xi.12.416) who is 
the author of a work on cosmetics. For detailed treatment of the powers imputed to the female body, 
especially fluids, in folk medicine and lore see Ricblin (1997), especially 206-216.

Cf. Plin. Nat. 20.66 (leuuce): 20.142 (root of rue); 20.157 (root of pennyroyal); 20.125 (rocket); 20.165 
(caper root); 20.183 (coriander); 23.23 (bryony); 23.59 (squill vinegar).

^  Cf. Plin. Nat. 25.175 (mandrake); 20.4 (wild cucumber); 20.11 (gourds); 20.71 (white beet); 20.83 (wild 
orach) 20.162 (cummin); 20232 (sonel); 22.155-156,32.87 (lupines); 21.123 (roses). We might compare 
the close relationship of food preparation, healing remedies, and beauty recipes in Roman society with the 
kitchen physick' of seventeenth century Ehgland. Popular how-to' botdcs frequently contained information 
meant to help the modem housewife: author unknown, A propre new booke ofcokery (1545); J. Partridge, 
The Treasurie of Commodious Conceits, and Hidden berets and May Be Called the Huswives Closet, o f
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Woraen put up the produce from gardens, tended the gardens (Col. 12.3.6; Plin. Nat. 
19.57), and thus were conversant with the aromas and properties of different botanicals.*^ 
Those who did not superintend a garden, peddle its produce in maricet or street, or work in 
a kitchen might still be acquainted with the garden's healing powers.*^ Consider 
Fundania, the well-educated wife of the polymath M. Terentius Varro. When Varro was in 
his eightieth year, he wrote an agricultural manual for Fundania, feeling that she ought to 
have some knowledge of the business of a farm she had so recently purchased. If we take 
Varro at his word {R. 1.23), Fundania was expected to be familiar with all the crops and 
produce grown on her estate, a responsibility that must have necessitated periodic 
consultation with her vilicus and vilica. Balms and distilled waters were staples of ancient 
health care, serving a variety of ills, and were formulated in house unless circumstances 
permitted their purchase from the market-place. Fundania may have supervised very 
generally the preparation of these home remedies, or learned of them through 
knowledgeable staff,*^ as Columella later relied on the lore and experience of the country 
folk he (or his sources) conferred with in the course of research.^

Healthfiill Provision (1584); author unknown. The good hous-wives treasurie (1588); H. Platt, Delightes 
for ladies (1600); author unknown, A closet for ladies and gentlewomen (1608); G. Markham, Countrey 
contentments ...[and] the English huswife (1615); J. Murrell, A new booke of cookerie (1615); W. 
Lawson, The countrie housewifes garden (1617).

85 \  woman's involvement in garden and Geld could be considerable. Cato {Agr. 143.2) says that the 
matrona is responsible for growing and placing flowers on the family altars. Columella reconunends 
(12.3.6) that the vilica busy herself with wool-working when frost or rain keeps her from Geld-work. 
Elsewhere he advises that a woman's access to cucumber and gourd patches be restricted because she has the 
ability to inhibit the growth of green-stuff; indeed, a menstruating woman could kill tender shoots simply 
by looking at them (11.3.50-51; cf. Plin. Nat. 19.176).

86 Female fruit and vegetable vendors: Tteggiari (1979a) and Kampen (1982) with references.

In the tragi-comedy Elvira, or. The Worst Not Always True, penned by the Earl of Bristol in 1667, a 
maidservant is instructed to carry out the distilling tasks of her employer. The mistress asks her to gather 
store of fresh orange flowers, and then carefully to shift the oils in the perfuming room ...; to do it well 
will take you up some hours; but tis a work I oft perform myself (Best [1986] xl-xli). The expectations 
for Fundania might well have been comparable to the self-professed expertise of Lady (Zaiherine de Bourgh, 
the domineering land-owner in Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice. She maA» it her business to dispense 
advice to her tenants on all household and horticultural matters—whether they wished it or not

88 Columella shows (113 .61) that he considered the knowledge of agricultural labourers together with his 
own personal experience, qualifying instructions for preserving root vegetables and fniit with the phrase, ut 
rustici dicunt, as the country folk say'. He uses variations on this phrase throughout his work. Rustici 
appellant: 2.4.5, 2.9.10, 2.9.14 , 4.24.10, 5.4.1, 6.133, 8.5.4, 12.19.3. Rustici vacant: 2.4.8, 2.10.33, 
3.10.5, 3.13.11, 3.17.2, 3.18.4, 4.12.2, 4.24.4, 4.32.4, 5.1.5 {provinciae Baeticae rustici), 6.37.10, 
6.38.3, 8.8.7, 9.4.2, 11.2.60, 11.2.71,11.3.43, 12.10.1. Cf. Richlin (1997) 204.
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Perhaps Fundania maintained a commentarium or notebook of health and beauty aids 
after the fashion of Cato the Elder {Nat. 29. IS). Élite women could be conversant with the 
preparation of therapeutic ointments quite apart from any wisdom acquired from skilled 
slaves or freedmen and women. Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy XU, reputed beauty, and 
author of a cosmetics guide written circa SO BC, was after all quoted by medical 
authorities.^^ Illiteracy was high among Roman women and this condition militates against 
the existence of recipe-books among a significant portion of the female population 
(although it does not preclude a husband or slave maintaining a notebook on a woman's 
behalf). An oral tradition of cosmetic technology was probably the norm for most women 
(as it was for gynaecological treatments), one combining medicinal and aesthetic therapies 
that they acquired from female kin, or through the free exchange of information with 
friends.^ Individual circumstances naturally dictated the formulation of products at home. 
Lupine facial masks, soda scrubs, or rose oil moisturizers could be realised in the kitchen 
with produce harvested from gardens, purchased in markets, or gathered from the 
wildflowers and plants of the countryside.^^ Modish treatments such as bathing with 
asses' milk or fomenting with crocodilea must have been the luxury of the well-to-do, 
undeniably a maik of status. Drekapotheke was widely practiced in the ancient world, but 
the fact certainly that crocodiles were not native to Italy or the Roman West meant their

Two of her sldn ointments, one containing cerussa, the other Cimolian earth, were thought sufficiently 
reliable to be repeated by physicians of the Late Antique period: Aetius of Amida in his latrika and Paul of 
Aegina in his Epitoma Median. The latter reproduced Cleopatra's formula for curly hair. Cleopatra and 
medical writers: Gal. De comp, medicament, secund x. 12.403, 432, 446, 492; Aet. Int. 6.56.27-34, 
8.6.31-34; Paul. Epit. 32.1, 5.19.1 (antidotes for asp bites). Paul and Aetius borrowed freely from Galen 
and Oribasius, but the recipes recorded by the latter are not, to my knowledge, extant in the works of the 
former. At least there are no direct attributions. The possible exception may be the formulation for curly 
hair quoted by Paul. Galen (De comp, medicament, secund x. 12.445-446) discusses the issue of curly hair 
but his recommendations seem to be those of the Syrian doctor, Archigenes of Apamea. Forbes (1965) 44 
says Qeopatra's treatise was quoted by Nicolas Myrepsos, doctor to the thirteenth cenmry emperor Joharmes 
Dukas Vatatzes.

^  Hanson (1990) 310. For homespun beauty traditions in the modem historical period, see The Elixirs of 
Nostradamus, first published in 1552 by the astrologer, which contains recipes for pomades, tooth powders, 
soap, hair dye, sldn clarifiers and lightencrs, along with jams, jellies, and marzipan (Boeser [1996]); see 
also Peiss (1998) 12-16, 172-173.

91 Jashemsld (1979) 332. Quite apart from the markets every community relied upon for a steady supply 
of fruit, nuts, and produce, many of the weeds and flowers used in sidrr-care (sorrels, mint, buttercups, 
clover, geraniums, mallows, hypericum, carrot, chrysanthemums, brambles, and poppies) grew wild in the 
countryside of Campania and the same must have been true of other areas in Italy and the Latin West
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dung had to be imported from elsewhere.^^ Nevertheless, women could be expected to be 
very independent in the household management area, and it is plausible to assume that they 
could exercise independence over how they appeared and how they took care of their 
bodies. There was, again, a great range of therapeutic and cosmetic choices available to 
them and in the choices they made women expressed their individuality and femininity.

TertuUian declared (De Cultu 2.1.3) that make-up was used universaUy by women in 
secular s o c i e t y A l t h o u g h  he overstates his case, it is evident that any woman with the 
necessary income could procure organic and chemical make-up products in markets.^'* 
Exactly where these items were sold is not entirely clear, but a comment from the Severan 
lawyer Marcian provides a clue. A senatus consultum established that pigmentarii were 
liable for prosecution, under the Cornelian law concerning murderers and poisoners, for 
careless distribution of toxic substances, expressly hemlock, salamander, monkshood, 
pinegrubs, or a venomous beetle, mandragora, or Spanish fly.^^ Of the poisonous material 
Marcian lists, only mandrake and hemlock were used in cosmetic therapy, at least 
according to the evidence from Pliny. Mandrake helped with the removal of scars, chiefly 
the stigmata found upon runaway slaves (Plin. Nat. 25.175), while hemlock seed was used 
as a sort of post-depilation treatment and said to inhibit hair re-growth (Plin. Nat. 30.132). 
Interestingly, this regimen was speciUed for the armpits of young boys who were perhaps 
destined for sexual purposes.^

We know nothing of harvesting methods for crocodilea, nor how women outside Egypt obtained it

Cf. Methodius (Smp. Prel. S-6), Bishop of Olympus in the late third century AD, who has a female 
symposiast express surprise that another guest's face bore no evidence of make-up nor any hint of 
artificiality (cf. X. Mem. 2.1.21).

^  It should perhaps be noted that pedlars may also have visited women in their homes. This much at least 
is suggested by Ovid {Ars 1.422; Rem. 306) and Horace (0. 3.6.30), and Seneca (Haase, Frg. 52=Jer. 
Adversus lovinianum 1.47) all of whom mention pedlars visiting women, although they do not specify 
what (beyond sexual favours), these men may be selling.

Pigmentarii were vendors of unguents and paints, an odd combination to modem minds perhaps, but 
some of the pigments used by Roman painters were also as curatives, as Pliny points out {Nat. 35.32, 
35.34, 35.37-38) in his discussion of Greco-Roman painting. Pigmentarii are few and far between in 
textual evidence: Cic. Fam. 15.17.2, Larg. 22.7, Vitr. 7.11 (he mentions a Puteolan banker named 
Vestorius, an acquaintance of Cicero's [Att. 14.9.1,14.12.3] who manufactured pigments as a side-line), 
CIL 6.9673, 9795. Dig. 48.8.3.3: Alio senatus consulta effectum est, ut pigmentarii, si cui temere 
cicutam, salmandram, aconitum, pituocampus, aut bubrostim, mandragoram et id, quod lustramerui causa 
dederit cantharidas, poena teneantur huius legis.

Elsewhere Pliny says {Nat. 32.135) that dépilation with blood, gall, and liver of tunafish was used by 
the obstetrix Salpe to prepare slave-4mys for market
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Women in search of make-up and artists in need of supplies patronised the same 
establishment. Pliny's overview of Greco-Roman painting furnishes us with much 
information about the spectrum of colours available from vendors and the sources from 
which these colours derived. It is thus an invaluable resource. Cerussa was one of four 
white pigments used by painters, a second was melinum. Imported from the island of 
Melos, melinum is not associated with face make-up in the literary sources but did serve as 
a therapeutic in the maimer of Eretrian earth and acted as a depilatory (Plin. Nat. 35.37). A 
very inexpensive white, anularis vilissimus, enabled artists to bring a luminous quality to 
the faces of women they painted. Anularis was a blend of creta (a face powder) and 
vitreous stone (Plin. Nat. 35.48). Cirmabar or minium gave high colour to an otherwise 
pallid complexion (Plin. Nat. 35.33) and made Latin inscriptions easier to read (Plin. Nat 
33.122). Constantly thinking of ways to be frugal, Pliny explains that cerussa adulterated 
with red ochre and burned resulted in sandyx or vermilion, a cheap replacement (half the 
cost) for the pigment sandarach (Plin. Nat. 35.40). It could easily have substituted for 
rouge where women did not have access to organic sources such as alkanet root.^^

The woman who visited a pigmentarius for make-up items would find available a range 
of imported and domestic paints. Pigments of tine quality came from Egypt and the Greek 
East, although efforts were made to find less expensive alternatives.^* Lead ore was a 
principal export of Spain (Dio. 5.36.3; Strab. 3.2.10), Rhodes traded a high grade cerussa 
(Plin. Nat. 34.175; Dsc. 5.88W), and neither commodity was exorbitantly priced.^ The 
sandarach that Pliny describes as a low-cost alternative to minium  cost five asses per 
pound, slightly more than a drink of Falemian wine at one establishment {CIL 4.1679)— if 
we trust the graffiti scrawled on the wall of the bar. A woman's expertise in the kitchen, 
however, meant that a desire for make-up could be satisifled without serious expenditure at 
the paint-dealer's establishment Rouge could have been concocted by the same process 
painters developed for manufacturing artificial colours with chalk. Vitruvius describes

^7 For material evidence of the pigments used by painters see the paint saucers' discovered by Petrie in the 
burial of a painter Grom Hawara (Walker and Bierbriar [1997] No. 278). The orange-red colour has been 
identified as minium or lead oxide. See also Barbet et al. (1997) for more general discussion of the use of 
such materials for paints as well as make-up.

Pigments from the Greek East: Strab. 12.3.40, Plin. Nat. 34.177, Vitr. 7.7, Dsc. 5.150W (realgar); 
Dsc. S.104W, Vitr. 7.7 (orpiment). Pliny says {Nat. 35.39) that realgar and .«andarach are not imported by 
the Romans from the Red Sea area, and goes on to explain that they have developed a method maldng their 
own sandarach (a flame colour).

^  Lead as an inexpensive commodity: Frank 5205, n. 50; Higgins (1961) 42.
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(7.14.1) a relatively simple formula that called for nothing more than boiling flower 
blooms, squeezing the emulsion through a cloth, and then mixing with chalk in a mortar. 
Make-up for eyes and brows was even easier to devise, and a woman need not leave the 
house; ash from a Ore (favilla) or soot from a lamp (fuligo or dopdXn) woriced equally well 
and no one need be the wiser.^^ Although it is tempting to dismiss Tertullian's claim as 
little more than exaggeration, the textual evidence strongly suggests that beauty culture was 
affordable for many women in a way that omatus was not.

Conclusions
The broad picture of cultus and omatus that emerges from our literary sources is one in 

which women are the principal players, devoting countless hours to their appearances, 
spending countless hours before their mirrors, and expending enormous sums of money on 
modes of presentation as they impoverish the males to whom they are related. Yet women 
were expected to manage the physical self conscientiously in order to attain the ideal of 
femininity set down by Roman gender ideology. Anterastilis and Adelphasium, two sisters 
obtained by a leno in the Poenulus, knew they would fail to captivate once they failed to 
cultivate a refined appearance (PI. Poen. 217— 247), and this knowledge apparently kept 
them prinking' from dawn to dusk. Cyprian, writing nearly four hundred years after 
Plautus, urged young Christian women in the De Habitu Virginum to shun make-up, 
ornament, and tawdry apparel for the pious style of plain hair and dress. These authors 
approached cosmetics and dress from radically different points of view, but for the meretrix 
and the Christian virgin the motivation for self-presentation was the same. Each woman 
had to abide by the dictates of her social milieu in order to achieve success.

In reality, the relationship between ideals of comportment and individual compliance 
must have been fraught with tension. Throughout the four centuries conventionally known 
as the central period of Roman history, women's make-up products and apparel went 
largely unchanged, as did the unrelenting scrutiny of the means by which women 
interpreted femininity. As men wrote resolutely about the pernicious side of beauty culture, 
the adorned body's dangers', so women apparently adhered to their rituals. Censure

Favilla: Ov. 4m 3.203; Petr. 126.15; Pliny ATar. 26.118, 24.128. Fuligo: Dsc. 5.16M62W; Plin. 
Nat. 28.163; Juv. 2.93; Gal. De comp, medicament, second, x.13.260; Clem. Paed. 3.7.3; Tert. De Cultu
2.5.2. The way in which artists of the Fayum portraits have rendered the eyes of women strongly suggests 
that eye-shadow was relatively common among the women of Roman Egypt (Doxiadis [1995] passim: 
Walker and Bierbriar [1997] poTJim. Cf. Grillet [1975] 117-118).

101 Wyke (1994) 146.
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dismissed non-conformists (of both genders), sustained social values, and soothed the 
apprehensive w r i t e r .  1^2 So stories circulated about the toilette habits of Lollia Paulina, 
Messalina, and Poppaea, vilifying them, upholding ideals of femininity, and bringing 
would-be offenders into line with the precepts of gender ideology. Yet the literary 
evidence, by its very existence, illustrates that trenchant criticism could not stem 
participation in beauty culture during the first two centuries of Empire; and we might fairly 
suppose the same to be true for the last two centuries of the Republic even though our 
sources for this period are less than comprehensive. Indeed, the evidence of women's 
behaviour is strong evidence of women pursing their own goals through ornatus and 
cultus, with the great variety of fashion and cosmetic choices available to them.

In an effort to see beyond the female stereotypes of literature and come to grips with the 
influence of public censure on private behaviour, we might consider two speeches of 
Cicero's which demonstrate how men's looks, carefully tended or not, offered the shrewd 
public speaker with much grist for the declamatory mill. Cicero came before the senate in 
55 BC, in response L. Calpumius Piso's attempt to excuse his behaviour while governor 
of Macedonia (57-55 BC). Cicero played up (Piso 1) certain aspects of Piso's physical 
appearance, hoping to create niggling doubts about his character in the minds of the 
audience: his servile complexion, hirsute cheeks and decaying teeth (color iste servilis 
...pilosae genae ...denies putridi).^^^ With Aulus Gabinius, Piso's consular colleague of 
58, Cicero modified his approach. Gabinius (Red. Pop. 13) wore his hair neatly braided 
and well-oiled, and perhaps worst of all a bum-mark from a curling iron was visible upon 
his brow (15). Piso's looks were coarse and vulgar, those of Gabinius womanly, and both 
appearances smacked of unsavoury character because a man's true nature, as Cicero later 
wrote (Leg. 1.27), could be discerned from his countenance.^^ Cicero spoke against Piso 
and Gabinius on at least two occasions (In Pisonem and Post reditum in Senatu) and had 
mocked their mannerisms previously during his defense of Publius Sestius in 56. How 
effective was such innuendo? The damage to Piso's reputation at least was negligible. His

102 Richlin (1984) 67; Joshel (1997).

103 For Cicero's treatment of Piso generally see Cotbeill (1996) 169-173.

104 i 27: nam et oculi nimis arguti, quern ad modum animo affecti simus, loquuntur, et is, qui 
appellatur vultus, qui nulla in animante esse praeter hominem potest, uidicta mores... This same idea is 
expressed in a nomyihilosopbical setting, specifically Plautus Aul. 717 where Euclio says. 111 trust you, 1 
will, 1 will. Yes, you're a worthy gentleman; 1 can tell it from your face' (tibi credere certum est, nam esse 
bonum ex voltu cognosco). Cf. Corbeill (1996) 31, n. 35.
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political career continued unabated and culminated in election to the censorship in 51 BC— 
the one Republican office, ironically, most concerned with public morality.

A man's appearance could be subjected to public ridicule and held to a physical 
standard exemplifying moral character and masculinity. The outcome of Piso's case may 
have been unprecedented but the implication is clear. Failure to meet a social ideal was not 
always detrimental to one's social reputation. The same must have been true for women 
who thus continued in the face of moral prejudice to re-write and interpret ideals of 
femininity on their own terms, using the techniques of cultus and omatus. Macrobius, a 
late source from well beyond the central period of Roman history, gives us one of the very 
few examples of how women defined femininity. He tells an amusing story about Julia, 
the vivacious and (sexually) energetic daughter of Augustus {Sat. 2.5.5), who angered her 
father by arriving at a convivium immodestly dressed. The following day she came to him 
more suitably attired and received his approbation. Never at a loss for words, Julia 
explained her choices of apparel: the previous evening she had dressed with her husband 
in mind, now she had dressed for her father. *0̂

In the hands of women omatus and cultus were systems of self-expression and more. 
Roman females in all segments of the population could use beauty culture to convey their 
notions of femininity, status, achievement, and perhaps most importantly, their sense of 
individuality. The strong urban-élite bias of the literary evidence necessarily informs us of 
the beauty culture of privileged women in Rome, Alexandria, and Carthage, and their 
impeccably clad and decorated bodies. These women may have popularised certain modes 
of dress, make-up, or cosmetic therapy, but we cannot be certain because the literary texts 

do not afford a thorough assessment of beauty culture at all levels of society (including the 
many rural communities outside the main centres of empire). The cosmetic and fashion 
habits of women in the lower orders are elusive, but meagre evidence should not be taken 
as lack of interest On the contrary, we might assume from Pliny the Elder a high degree of 
interest in cultus, governed of course by individual interest, but made possible by the 
relative ease with which therapy could be undertaken. Clothing and jewellery items were

103 For Cicero's assaults on other male appearances, most notably Fannins and Vatinins, see Corbeill 
(1996) 43-56.

106 Macrob. Sat. 2J.5: ...quantum hie, ait, in filia Augusti probabilior est cultus? Non defuit patrocinio 
suo lulia his verbis: hodie enim me patris oculis omavi, heri viri. For more detailed analysis of Julia as 
portrayed by Macrobius, see Richlin (1992) 72-82.
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more difficult for the financially burdened woman to obtain than ingredients for skin care, 
hair colour, and make-up, but possibilities existed for them nonetheless.

Participation in cultus certainly was not limited to the simple purchase or manufacture 
of cosmetic products; it extended to the purchase of elegant containers for storing creams 
and powders, utensils for grooming, and to the number of skilled servants engaged to 
assist with beauty rituals. To give his audience an idea of the vast array (and absurdity) of 
women's toiletries, Clement turned {Paed. 2.124.1-2) to classical literature and borrowed 
from Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazousai.^^^ He enumerated the banal and necessary 
articles of female life: snoods, hair-bands, a breast-band, a fine shawl, a chiton, hairnets, 
earrings, pendants, anklets, and rings. Also listed are items which Clement would likely 
have considered more exotic: rouge, eye-liner or kohl, camelians, and leather phalli— 
articles that appeared on the dressing tables, or in the private apartments of women in Italy 
and the Roman West. Clement's disapproval of extravagance also extended to the large 
numbers of slaves dedicated to the self-presentation of their mistress: one was responsible 
for mirrors, one for hairnets, and another for combs {Paed. 3.26.3).

Toiletries and clothing items akin to those in the Aristophanes fragment were among the 
possessions of Roman women, especially those with the financial means. Ovid pokes fun 
{Rem. 354; cf. Luc. Amor. 39) at the array of mysterious containers cluttering a woman's 
dressing table, and satirists derived great comic mileage from the notion that eyebrows and 
other facial features were 'kept' in a box (Petr. 110; M art 9.37). It is not surprising to 
find that the Severan jurist Paul established {Sent. 3.6.83) for testamentary purposes 
exactly what constituted the mundus muliebris, a blanket term for those articles which 
enabled a woman to present an impeccable appearance in society: mirrors, containers for 
oils, basins for water, and unguent vessels. His definition suggests that these toiletries

Zupdv, Kdtoircpov, yoXi5a, Knpoffnjv, Xlrpov, itpoKdpiov, ù%8oipouç. ^itpô, dvoSijpaxa, 
e/XOTKJOv, oXcdpov x6v fiaO îv, yipuGiov, pvpov, idanpiv. oxfxS^i', ôiao6oo4)ev5ôvnv, KdXumio, 
^Koq, REpi6épm’, ûicorpdpiiaxa, xpu^oxolimpiv, èXXépopov, icEKpv^aXov, àpncxovov, 
xpv4npct> Rop\)4éc ^uo-dSo, %ixmva, pdpoSpov, iyicuKAov, Koppéxpiov. xà péyioxa 5" oûk 
dpnKa xoijxajv. dxa xl S i ô i ^  &dXi8ov, «Adoxpot, poAôxiov, ^ p u q ,  %Ai5âvo, JCEpôvoç, 
à|i^5éou;, oppouç néSoç. o^paVi5aç, dAûoeiç, 5aK%Aiouq, KaxGotXdopaxa, Kop^ôAYaç 
dncSéopoix;. éAfogouq. odp&rx, ÛRoSepiSoç, èXncrnpou;, dXXa nôXX* & xi. This passage does not 
actually appear in modem editions of the Thesmophoriazousai. For text, translation, and commentary of 
this fragment see Edmonds (1958) 662-665.

198 Stni. 3.6.83: Mundo muliebri legato, ea cedunt, per quae mwidior mulier lautiorque efficitur, velut 
speculum conchae situli, item pyxides unguenta et vasa, in quitus ea sunt: item sella talnearis et cetera 
huiusmodi. Paul's definition is the first extant interpretation, but evidence from the Digest demonstrates 
that jurists of the Republican and early Imperial periods (Q. Mucius Scaevola. P. Alfenus Varus, M. 
Antistius Labeo, and Masurius Sabinus), were constantly dealing with definitions of women's
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were fairly ordinary and were by the time of Clement considered the province of women, 
despite the fact that some of the items were probably used by men for simple grooming 
tasks.^^ The notion that these items comprised the insignia of women, and women alone, 
found its way into Roman art, forming part of the iconography of female funerary 
monuments. It is the goal of the following chapter to examine the extent to which omatus 
became a symbol of femininity and emblematic of women's lives in the Roman world.

accoutrements. Gardner (1995) 380, notes that the Latin word muliebris is used in legal sources 'only in 
connection with certain material objects, i.e., those adornments, jewellery and clothing conventionally 
regarded as exclusively or primarily for women's use'. For material evidence of cosmetic containers, some 
of which may have been relatively inexpensive, see Kleiner et al (1996) nos. 118-119.

109 Mundus muliebris: Var.L. 5.129.1, Phaed. 4.5.21, Col. 12.3.1, Sen. Sat. 1.17.10, 7.31.2-3, Tert. 
Fem. 1.4. Cf. Gardner (1995) 381 comments on this implicit gender differentiation' with toilette articles, 
noting that the jurists do not concern themselves with definitions of men's toiletries anywhere in the 
Digest.
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Table 2.1 : The Elder Pliny's Remedies for Skin Complaints

PROBLEM MÀLË PËMÀLE NÉUTkÀL TOTAL
eruptions Ô Ô 11 11
freckles 0 2 j ) 25

scars Ô I 25 26
spots 0 8 18 26

sugmata 0 Ô 4 4
sunburn 0 0 2 2
TOTAL 0 11 42 104

Table 2.2: The Elder Pliny's Recipes for Skin-Care

FOR MALE FEMALE NEUTRAL TOTAL
clarity ' T Ô 6 6
colour 0 0 6 5

preservmg 0 3 3 6
smoothing 0 ■ 5 " ■ 7 12
whitening 1 3 I 5
TÔ tÀL 1 11 22 24
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Chapters

Depicting Femininity: the Iconography o/Omatus

...her cbeeke well died is (he idoil she doth so much adore. Too much 
love of beautie, hath wrought her to love painting: and her love of 
painting hath transfonned her into a picture.

Thomas Tuke, The Picture of a Picture or 
The Character of a Painted Woman

Introduction
Evidence for women’s involvement in omatus and cultus appears not only in literature 

but also in art. One of the best known examples of a Roman woman engaged in cultus 
appears on the Eltempaarpfeiler, a Treviran funerary pillar for a married couple, where a 
tax-coUection scene involving a man and a tableau of a woman having her hair arranged 
form part of the decorative programme (fig. 3). Scholars have characterised funerary 
reliefs of this kind as visual texts which affluent Romans employed in mortuary contexts as 
affirmations of their prosperity and social standing. A husband's hard work and business 
acumen enriched his family. Specifically, his industry furnished his wife with the leisure 
to conduct her grooming, a personal staff to assist her, and elegant toiletries. There are 
various types of representations that show an intimate connection between women and 
omatus and cultus. Another more prevalent image, found on tombstones and in sepulchres 
for women, comprises those items that Roman jurists classified as the mundus muliebris— 
the toiletries many women used on a daily basis.

In this chapter 1 examine a body of funerary monuments portraying these kinds of 
representations and ask what relevance they have for the study of women and self- 
expression. These memorials come from Italy and the Roman West, and are sufficiently 
numerous that they allow a typology of adornment scenes to be created and discussed.^ 
Because this evidence has roots in earlier Greco-Roman and Etruscan art, the chapter 
begins with an overview of omatus and cultus scenes in earlier art sources. Discussion of 
the monuments will then raise questions of whether women wanted to be represented in 
idealistic poses, or whether such representations were simply the work of men. Two 
arguments will be made. First, that these artistic scenes conform to ideas of womanhood 
as established by dominant male tradition, and second that these traditional ideas

1 An inventory of these monuments may be found in Appendix 1.
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nonetheless allowed certain categories of women, especially those from the lower classes, 
to assert themselves as individuals.

Depicting Femininity: Greek Art
Depictions of women at their toilette or with objects denoting a facet of womanhood 

were not peculiar to Roman culture. Long-held cultural beliefs that ideal women possessed 
certain desirable qualities, among which was physical appeal, found expression in the 
visual arts of the Mediterranean basin at least as early as the Old Kingdom period in Egypt 
(2423-2065 BC), where women are shown grooming themselves with the help of servants. 
A typical example is a sunk-relief fragment from the tomb of Queen Nerferu with Nerferu 
having her tresses attended to by the royal coiffeuse, HenuL^ The queen is distinguished 
by the ornate collar around her neck, while graceful arms and a portion of the face are all 
that remain of the servant standing behind the queen, reaching up to tidy her mistress' hair. 
Variations on this theme are found much later in Greek and Roman art, raising the question 
of whether the image was transmitted from one culture to another, or whether it developed 
independently in each. As an artistic motif, the ritual of omatus—making-up and hair
dressing—was probably not unique to Egyptian, Greek, or Roman society, although one 
tradition may have influenced another in terms of the manner in which the image was 
rendered.^

The genesis of the grooming scene in Greek art cannot be discerned precisely, but 
schematic images existed at least from the sixth century BC, evolving into more complex 
representations by the Classical period. Two examples from the intaglios of gems— one 
from the early Archaic period, the other from the second half of the fifth century BC— 
imply such a development. The earlier of the two, a linear engraving of a woman kneeling 
awkwardly at a basin as she washes her hair, contrasts sharply with the more complex 
image created by Dexamenos of Chios. Dressed in a flowing chiton, a woman sits upon a

^ See Riefstahl (1956) pi. 9, for (he Nerferu relief (with bibliography). On the companion to this relief, 
which depicts a hairdresser braiding a lock of hair, see Fazzini (1989) No. 17, and Riefstahl (1956) pi. 7. 
Toilette scenes in Egyptian arc Stevenson-Smith (1981) fig. 155, Lange and Hinner (1957) no. 83, and 
Riefstahl (1956) pi. 13, for a sunk-relief of Queen Kawit having the curls of her wig arranged by a 
maidservanc Lange and Hinner (1957) no. 150; and Groenewegen-Frankfort and Ashmole (1971) pi. 2, for a 
wall-painting of two serving girls assisting a woman with her toilette.

 ̂Riefstahl (1956) 17 claims that hairdressing scenes, most of which appear in Middle Kingdom arc are not 
strictly reflections of daily life. She believes that these scenes together with the mirrors that frequently 
comprise tomb finds in the sixth through twelfth dynasties have ritual significance connected with the cult 
oflbthor.
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low stool attended by a maid holding a chaplet and mirror. Engravings of women stooping 
as they pull on chitons, as they examine themselves in mirrors, as they wash their hair, and 
prepare for the bath, were worked on gemstones meant for pendants and set into rings. 
The identity, status, and actions of these females are not entirely clear, but they may 
represent Aphrodite emerging from the bath or dressing her hair after birth from the sea. 
The goddess' affinity with feminine beauty is a natural one. Comely and irresistible to 
divine and mortal males, she presented the Greek world with the quintessential model of an 
attractive female. So much so, that representations of Aphrodite and handsome mortal 
women absorbed in their grooming rituals came to form part of the iconographical 
répertoire of Greek painters and sculptors.'*

The well-presented woman is a persistent and pervasive figure in the daily life imagery 
of Greek vases of the sixth and fifth centuries BC. Red-flgure artists of the late Archaic 
period show an interest in the personal hygiene of both sexes, but have a particular 
fondness for scenes of women attiring themselves or preparing for a sponge bath. These 
representations usually appear among scenes of quiet domesticity: women spinning and 
weaving, or mothers playing with their children. Toilette articles establish private and 
familial environments, as on a lekythos by the Nikon Painter, active during the early 
Classical period. A mirror and ewer fill the background between a woman holding a sash 
(or the taenia used to decorate funerary monuments) and a young servant holding a small 
casket Suspended from hooks on the wall, these items convey a sense of interior space 
where activities such as the bridal toilette were conducted—perhaps the women's quarters 
of the Greek home. The bathing of the bride is a common motif on vases handled largely, 
although not exclusively, by women: the lebetes gamikoi and loutrophoroi sometimes 
given as wedding gifts, the hydriai used for water collection, and pyxides, the small jars 
used to store unguents. Grooming scenes even appear on funerary vases (lekythoi). Since 
women presided over the care and mourning of the deceased, the presence of this motif is

'* Archaic gem: Boardman (1970) 145, fig. 189. High Classical gem: Boardman (1970) pi. 467. 
Boardman notes that the engraving of Mika reflects the composition of funerary reliefs for women which 
began to appear in Athenian cemeteries just after the mid-fifth century (p. 195). Cf. Richter (1967) flg. 
346. Gemstone usage: Boardman (1970) 13. He suggests that women probably valued them more as 
pieces of jewellery than as signets. See also a number of other toilette scenes on gems and seals firom the 
fifth and fourth centuries BC in Boardman (1970). Women dressing: Colour pi. 217.1 (Eros tying 
Aphrodite's sandal), pi. 549-550, 584-585, 594, 638, 710, 736 (the female figure in this instance is 
identified as Aphrodite), 859. Washing hair fig. 189, pi. 706, 712, 858. Looking in a mirror pi. 467, 
592. On usage see Boardman (1970) 236. Association with Aphrodite: Boardman (1970) 145.
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not surprising, nor is the fact that this iconography extended to another medium of 
sepulchral art^

Commemorative monuments assume a variety of forms (osteothiki, urns, stelai, altars, 
sarcophagi) and their decorative programmes incorporated a variety of carved reliefs that 
reveal sculptural and technological developments; they also act as sources of information 
about interpersonal relationships and social hierarchies. An exceptional example of a 
Classical tombstone (stele) is the monument dedicated to the memory of Hegeso. On this 
naiskos-stylc marker the deceased sits upon a klismos set within an architectural frame 
indicative of a small shrine. She faces but seems oblivious to the young maid standing 
before her. Hegeso's hair is elegantly waved and her chiton envelops her body in the 
sensual manner of the Parthenon sculptures. Except for the fillet in her hair, she is 
unadorned and seems to contemplate the necklace she has withdrawn from a casket held by 
her maid. The necklace is now missing. Traces of paint on this stele and others like it 
suggest that details of this sort were rendered in paint One interpretation of this gesture is 
that it symbolises a leave-taking; Hegeso takes one last look upon her jewellery before final 
release from the temporal world. Women selecting a piece of jewellery from a trinket-box 
or holding mirrors are a recurring theme on Attic stelai, and examples from the eastern 
Aegean are witness to the popularity of this image along the coast of Asia Minor. The 
uniform composition of the markers suggests they were brought from quarry to workshop 
in a crude state and then personalised after prospective buyers had an opportunity to make a 
selection from a pattern book, or peruse the woricshop's inventory

 ̂Boardman (1991) 217. In illustration nos. 4, 109, 224, 382, all vases of the late Archaic period, women 
are shown swimming, bathing, and dressing. See also Robertson (1992) figs. 36, 232, and Keuls (1983) 
Hg. 14.15. Of special interest is the comment by Robertson (1992) 224, that of the 22 small hydriai 
ascribed to the Washing Painter, who worked during the High Classical period, only one does not t ^  the 
personal hygiene of women as its principal subject. A mote extensive treatment of women and bathing 
may be found in Ginouvès (1962). For the problems encountered when trying to determine the status of 
women in bathing scenes, i.e. fireebom, slave, or demi-mondaine, see the sensible discussions of Robertson 
and Beard (1991), Bérard (1989), and Williams (1983). Nikon painter Boardman (1991) illustration no. 
365. Setting: Boardman (1989) illustration no. 70 provides another example of this convention on a 
lekythos executed in the manner of the Pistoxenos Painter, here a mirror seemingly hangs on a wall behind 
a woman cradling a child in her aims. See also illustration no. 261, a lekythos by the Achilles Painter. 
On the difficulties of distinguishing between mirror and distaff, another implement commonly found in 
scenes of domesticity, see the interesting discussion in Keuls (1983) 216-221, with figs.

^ For the Hegeso relief see Richter (1950) fig. 429, Friis Johansen (1951) fig. 5, Lullies and Hinner (1960) 
fig. 187, Stewart (1990) Og. 477. For discussion of gesture in such reliefs see Braemer (1959) 121. Other 
reliefs casket reliefs which may be compared with the tombstone for Hegeso: Lullies and Hirmer (1960) 
Ggs. 202-203, Stewart (1990) fig. 478 (grave relief firom the Piraeus); Pfiihl (1977) no. 66 (stele of woman 
firom Rhodes); Pfiihl (1977) no. 81 (fragment of a stele with only the maid (?) extant); Diepolder (1965) taf. 
41, Friis Johansen (1951) fig. 457 (stele for Ameinokleia); Richter (1950) fig. 3C)6 (stele for Glykylla);
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Like sculptors. Classical vase painters continued to interweave cultural notions of 
gender and physical appearance with myths of beautiful women. The energetic friezes 
adorning vases of this period often depict the judgement of Paris, or Aphrodite in the 
company of her lover Adonis, interspersed with women ornamenting themselves and 
gazing into mirrors. The identities of the latter, mortal or divine, are not always evident 
The toilette of Aphrodite especially sustained the interest of Greek artists in the fourth 
century BC, but depictions changed maikedly with the creation of Praxiteles' Aphrodite of 
Knidos. Mirrors and lavers no longer created a sense of moment for the viewer as they had 
in earlier renderings of the goddess. The setting now arose from the hydria draped with 
her clothes, and from the body language of the goddess caught in a state of dishabille. This 
new mode of depiction caught and held the interest of sculptors in the late Classical and 
Hellenistic periods, and from about 340 BC onward vignettes of the goddess emerging 
from or preparing for her bath and arranging her hair became widespread.^

Depicting Femininity: the Arts o f Magna Graecia and the Italian Peninsula
From the mid-eighth to the early sixth century BC, the Greeks colonised the large area 

of Southern Italy and Sicily known as Magna Graecia. Exactly what impression Greek 
immigrants made on the indigenous peoples of the region initially it is difficult to say, but

Friis Johansen (1951) fig. 6 (stele for an unknown woman, from the Palazzo Ducale in Venice); Richter 
(1950) fig. 427, Lullies and Hirmer (1960) figs. 140-141, Stewart (1990) fig. 305 (Giustiniani stele); 
Diepolder (1965) abb. 1 (fragmented stele a l^  to Giustiniani); Richter (1950) 132, cited but not illustrated 
Fuchs (1979) taf. 567 (stele for Philis of Thasos); Diepolder (1965) abb. 7; Diepolder (1965) taf. 21 and 
Friis Johansen (1951) fig. 78 (tombstones for unidentified women). See too some examples of mirror 
reliefs: Diepolder (1965) taf. 10, Richter (1950) fig. 549 (fragment of a stele for an unidentified girl); Friis 
Johansen (1951) fig. 19 (stele for Mika and Dion); Fantham (1994) fig. 3.2 (stele for Pausimache); 
Diepolder (1965) abb. 5 and taf. 11 (two fragmented stelai)', Claiimont 0993) 2.590 (stele for Selino). C)n 
the selection and purchase of tombstones see Kurtz and Boardman (1971) 137.

^ Painted representations of Aphrodite; Boardman (1989) illustration nos. 244 , 362, and 285. Sculptural 
representations: Richter (1967) fig. 187, Fuchs (1979) taf. 234, Stewart (1990) fig. 503-505. Praxiteles' 
influence as reflected in the (Zapitoline Aphrodite: Richter (1%7) fig. 212-213, Stewart (1990) fig. 52. 
Other variations on this theme: Aphrodite of Rhodes, with pyxis (?) at right knee; Lullies (1960) fig. 
273, Fuchs (1979) taf. 335, Stewart (1990) fig. 808. Aphrodite of Arles, with mirror (?) in left hand: 
Richter (1950) fig. 685, Fuchs (1979) taf. 233, Stewart (1990) 501. Aphrodite by DoidaLses of Bithynia: 
Richter (1950) fig. 764, Fuchs (1979) taf. 334, Stewart (1990) fig. 720. Cf. Pliny NH 36.35, on the 
attribution of the latter. 'Venerem lavantem sese Daedalsas..." Among the artists and their works listed in 
his discussion of Greek sculpture, Pliny mentions a statue by Praxiteles of a woman putting a bracelet on 
her arm {SH 34.70); and Apelles apparently made a statue or statues of women adorning themselves 
’adomantes se feminas' (NH 34.86). Cf. Boardman (1970) 206, who indicates that women depicted on 
fourth century gemstones have a mote Praxitelean look to them. See especially the cornelian gem in pi. 
592.
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the long term effects were significant. The trade spawned by colonisation proved a 
powerful means of Hellenising Etruscan, Sicel, and other native Italian cultures. Settlers 
brought their preferences for Hgured pottery and sculpture to the new settlements, and 
while the colonies were in their infancy these tastes were satisfied through vigorous trade 
with mainland Greece. Extensive trade in pottery between Greece, Magna Graecia, and 
Etruria lasted until nearly the last quarter of the fifth century BC, and there is more than 
enough evidence to suggest that Athens provided the colonial potteries with red-flgure 
artists and vase prototypes until the South Italian potteries came into their own. Constant 
contact between colony and home-city ensured the transmission of current trends in all 
aspects of Greek culture, and the artistic orthodoxies of Archaic and Classical Greece 
resonate clearly in the arts of pre-Roman Italy.*

In South Italian red-flgure, as in Attic, the activities of daily life provided painters with 
much subject material. The red-fîgure artists of Magna Graecia are best known for their 
theatrical scenes. Apulian, however, the most prevalent of the South Italian fabrics, yields 
numerous images of women with mirrors and cistae in the company of nude youths and 
erotes. They perform rites at funerary altars, reside in naiskoi, and relax among friends or 
women of their household as they bathe or prepare for a wedding.^ More unusual are 
detailed scenes of the type on a pelike by the Sisyphus Painter, in which two naked 
women, perhaps having finished their bath, are preoccupied with their toilette. One kneels 
as she carefully combs the tangles from her hair, a mirror on the ground before her. The 
other stands next to a laver wrapping a hair-band about her head. A third woman, perhaps 
a servant, stands fully clothed beside the laver, holding an alabastron.^^

In sharp contrast to the subject material of South Italian vase-painters, toilette images 
appear rarely in the extant remains of native Italian cultures. A tomb from the third century 
BC necropolis at Cumae contains a painting of a well-presented woman sitting upon an 
ornate chair. Mirror in hand, she is attended by a maid holding an alabastron and a basket

* For a concise account of the Hellénisation of the arts in this period see Brendel (1995) 111-117. On 
colonial potteries see Salmon (1982) 20; Ttendall (1989) 17; Arafat and Morgan (1994) 113.

^ Youths and erotes: Trendall and (Zambitoglou (1978) pis. 20.1, 213, 41.1-2, 45.6, 48.1, 50.1, 61.3, 
65.4, 803, 113.1. See also Trendall and Cambitoglou (1978) pis. 23.2, 30.3, 643, 140.1, and Trendall 
and (Cambitoglou (1991) 92.1-4 for wedding scens. For bathing scenes see: Trendall and Cambitoglou 
(1978) pis. 7.1,41.4, 58.3,137.6,143.1. For naiskos scenes: Trendall and Cambitoglou (1978) pi. 63.1,
125.3, 128.3, 151.3; TrendaU and Cambitoglou (1991) pis. 27.1-2. 34.1-2, 47.1, 58.1, 58.3, 59.5. For 
examples of bathing and bridal toilettes in other fabrics see: Trendall (1989) 365,413,417,426,432,447.

See Trendall and (Cambitoglou (1978) pi. 7.1.
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of pomegranates. The tableau does not suggest a toilette ritual: the maid does not arrange 
her mistress' hair although the woman does look into the mirror she holds in her hand.^^ 
The relative dearth of toilette scenes is somewhat surprising given the presence of Greek 
artists in Italy and the powerful influence of Greek art as a whole during the Classical and 
Hellenistic periods. Art historians and archaeologists speak of a Greek koine that existed at 
this time, a functional language of styles and conventions employed universally by artists 
on mainland Greece and those areas drawn within the orbit of Greek culture. Scarcity of 
evidence, however, should not preclude the inclusion of the toilette scene in the Italian 
artistic répertoire. Due consideration must be given to the deficiencies of the archaeological 
record for pre-Roman Italy and the historical events that affected this record.

One example illustrates this point Etruscan power in central Italy and Campania during 
the sixth century BC was significant Trade with the Greeks overseas and in Southern Italy 
flourished and the results of this commercial success can be seen plainly in the arts, whose 
look and feel are essentially those of Archaic Greece. Etruscan fortunes took a dramatic 
turn in the fifth century, during which these rich and powerful people witnessed first hand 
the beginning of Rome's ascendancy. Rome was not the commanding force that eventually 
was to unify Italy, but its position in Latium strengthened after initial clashes with the Latin 
League. In 474 BC, a fleet from Syracuse soundly defeated the Etruscans in a naval battle 
off Cumae, inhibiting trade for the next twenty five years. Veii and Rome waged war 
intermittently throughout this century, disrupting communication and the flow of trade 
between the Etruscans and their trade partners to the south. The cumulative effect of these 
external conflicts appears in the archaeological record. Tombs, a distinctive feature of 
Etruscan culture, decline in number and the richness of their decoration; the quality of

H For a description see Salmon (1967) 142-143. Illustrations of this tomb painting may be found in 
Maiuri (1951) 22; CAH 4 Supplement (1966) 77, fig. B; Sieingrâber (1991) taf. 23.2. Two other 
examples of women regarding themselves in mirrors have been found at Etruscan Capua, according to 
Reinach (1922) 243, nos. 2 and 4, but be gives no indication of their dates. Steingrdber (1991) indicates 
that five toilette scenes are found in funerary contexts in southern Italy, three in (Campania and two in 
Lucania (see his unnumbered and untitled table for exact locations). Steingrdber does not provide 
descriptions, but comments that toilette scenes, along with prothesis and mourning scenes, were typical 
representations for women. See also a painting from the Tomba Bruschi in Tarquinia, illustrated in 
Thomson de Grummond (1982) figs. 112-113, of a young woman holding a mirror into which an older 
woman gazes.

See for example Bonfante (1977) 158, on the link between South Italian vase painting (principally 
Apulian) and the decorative motifs of Etruscan mirrors. In his discussion of the chronology of southern 
Italian tomb paintings, Steingrdber (1991) 6 regards the high point of the Italian tomb paintings as the 
early fourth through mid-third century BC, and conunents that there was also a flowering of the art in 
several areas on the periphery of Greek culture: Macedonia, Thrace, south Russia and Alexandria.
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burial goods and other items that comforted the deceased in the afterlife diminishes; and the 
general quality of Etruscan sculpture is poor.^^ The quality of the material remains from 
the fourth century, a time of greater stability, improves markedly. Greek pottery is more 
ubiquitous for the better part of this century, there is a spate of monumental building, and 
the arts seem to thrive once more.^^

There are indications that native artists used this motif. Almost all signs derive from the 
metalworir and sepulchral art of the Etruscans, and are limited to the fourth through second 
centuries BC.^^ Bronze mirror backs have elaborately engraved scenes with mythological 
women having their hair dressed; the myths of Turan and Atunis (Aphrodite and Adonis), 
as well as the judgement of Paris are common themes. Typically, the central figure holds a 
mirror in her hand and is encircled by a number of attendants who arrange her curls or 
adjust her stephane, as in the toilette of Malavisch (Helen). In characteristic Etruscan 
fashion, the women are very well clothed and jewelled. Few depictions of mortal women 
with grooming articles are extant in Etruscan sculpture and fewer still in the plastic arts. A 
second or Hrst century BC terracotta statuette of a girl plaiting her hair was found near 
Chiusi, and ash urns from Hellenistic Volterra with portraits of their owners reclining 
banquet-style on the lids, are the principal examples. Several urns portray impeccably 
attired women holding mirror cases or compacts in their right hands, the square cases 
propped open to reveal the small circular mirror inside. The few sarcophagi executed in 
this style date to the early second century BC and, chronologically speaking, are well 
removed from the conventions of Attic and South Italian visual arts.^^

Toreili (1986) 55 56. Cf. Frederiksen (1984) 128-129, but see also Cornell (1995) 225 who dismisses 
the theory that the 'fifth-century crisis' ariected select areas. Evidence of this crisis can be found in the 
material cultures of Magna Graecia, Campania, and the Etruscan littoral, which may help to explain why 
the toilette scene motif is seldom seen in the graphic arts of Campania and Etruria during this period.

l'  ̂Archaeological evidence: Toreili (1986) 57. Historical analysis of fourth century events: Harris (1971) 
41-49.

f ̂  Bonfante (1986) 157, fig. 1V.89, claims that the toilette of Helen, along with the judgement of Paris, is 
depicted on the Boccanera Plaques from (Zerveteri, making this one of the earliest representations of the 
toilette rihial in Etruscan art (550-540 BC). Helen presumably stands at the far right while behind her are 
three women, two carrying perfume bottles and the third a pyxis. Cf. Brendel (1995) 156-157, who 
interprets the procession as tte wedding of Peleus and Thetis, and the three women as goddesses bearing 
gifts. Because of the problems of interpretation I have not included it in the general discussion of Etruscan 
toilette scenes.

Depictions of myth in Etruscan art: Bonfante (1977) and (1986) 240, Hgs. 1.14; Thomson de 
Grummond (1982) lCO-128; Brendel (1995) 365, following Beazley (1947) 9-10, with figs. Statuette from 
Solaia (near (Zhiusi): Busch (1969) No. 179. Ums: Cristofani (1977) no. 102 and 133; (Zateni (1986) no. 
96, 98, 108,110, 142, 153.
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Consider the sarcophagus of Seianti Hanunia Tlesnasa. She is resplendent in a chiton 
belted just under her breasts and gathered at each shoulder to create a sleeveless effect; her 
himation is drawn over her head. The Etruscan partiality for jewellery is evident: an 
armlet, a bracelet, a torque, a stephane, pendant earrings, and several rings comprise her 
adornments. Hanunia reclines on her left side and resting on the up-tumed palm of this 
hand is an ornate mirror case. Her right hand grasps the edge of her mantle, a gesture of 
modesty performed by newly married and well-bred women alike. The colour enhancing 
the portrait reflects the Etruscan taste for brightly painted statuary, and gives Hanunia a 
youthful vitality. This energy is most apparent around the eyes, which are painstakingly 
lined and shaped, an accent seldom seen in Greek fimerary portraiture. A sense of vigour 
surrounds the Ggure of Larthia Seianti, too, who is well coiffed, richly adorned, and 
recumbent in the manner of her kinswoman. Strictly speaking, these two sarcophagi 
belong to the second phase of Etruscan art, a period when the Etruscans had ceased to be a 
commanding presence on the Italian peninsula and had joined other native peoples in 
Rome's shadow. ̂  7

Summary
In the arts of Greece and pre-Roman Italy the precisely rendered images of the female 

toilette, and of the articles employed in its service, reveal an undeniable link between 
grooming, femininity, and ideal women. Gestures vary slightly, and changes in apparel 
and hairstyle echo the fashions of different historical periods, but the composition of these 
scenes remains relatively consistent over time. Images from painting are stylised, 
idealised, and male-constructed, produced in woricshops by the men who dominated their 
profession. The visual recitation of conventional female rôles and responsibilities 
(religious worship, wool-working, child care, adornment), silently reinforced the 
normative behaviour of ideal women, just as representations of symposia bespoke the 
sexual purpose of marginalised women such as hetairai. Thus, we know more from this

Hanunia Seianti's sarcophagus: Bonfante (1986) fig. IV.43, Brendel (1993) fig. 322. On the dating 
(189-180 BC) of this sarcophagus and the silver toilette articles accompanying the deposition: Serra 
Ridgway (19%) 327. Larthia Seianti's sarcophagus: Sprenger (1983) pL 270-271 and Bonfante (1986) 
fig. IV.44. Second phase of Etruscan art: Bianchi Bandineili (1970) 9; Bonfante (1986) 272; Serra 
Ridgway (1995) 489. We might also note the images found on the thini-century BC sarcophagus of an 
Etruscan couple, Ramtha Visnai and Amth Temie (see Thomson de Grummond [1982] fig. 115). Ramtha 
is depicted with a train of male and female servants along with her feminine accoutrements: parasol, 
jewellery box, a second box with a loop handle that may have contained her mirror, comb and other 
toiletries.
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iconography about male society's conception of female comportment than women's own 
standards of dress and adornment Gynaeconitis tableaux of women in sensuous chitons, 
chatting as they dress their hair, do not accurately portray the realities of daily life for the 
majority of Greek women, who lived in cramped quarters and worked long hours to 
support and care for their families.

From the point of view of cosmetic use, adornment iconography may also be 
characterised as sanitised'. Ideal females are demure and pleasing to the eye, and artists 
emphasise this conception by portraying women with mirrors that they use to ensure that 
hair is tidily arranged, the face clean, or clothes neat They are never seen to apply facial 
make-up because cosmetics were not included among the beauty practices sanctioned by 
gender ideology (cf. X. Oec. 10.2-13). On commemorative monuments the same holds 
true. These are not toilette or hair-dressing scenes proper maids do not actively dress or 
adorn their mistresses, nor do women always look into the mirrors in their hands. 
Servants, mirrors, and small chests symbolise women's wealth, their beauty, or perhaps 
evoke a sense of pathos as the deceased seem to occupy themselves with the mundane tasks 
they performed while they were alive. There is not the slightest hint of powder and rouge. 
Women do not apply make-up nor have it applied by maids. The commemoration of a 
practice that ran counter to culturally defined modes of female behaviour would have been 
completely inappropriate.

Depicting Femininity in Roman Art: Introduction^
The gender precepts that shaped the idealisation of toilette iconography in Greek and 

Etruscan society are very much in evidence in Roman art, most notably in the paintings that 
derive from the Campanian towns once influenced by Greek culture. Greek dominance in 
this area was strong until Oscan incursions brought dislocation to the urbanised 
communities of Campania in the late fifth century. The more socially and politically

Interpreting Classical images of womanhood: Pomeroy (1975) 143-145; Robertson and Beard (1991) 
21-26.

For images Grom Egyptian art of women applying cosmetics: Forbes (1965), figs. 3-4; Mannichc 
(1999) 140. Cf. Virgili (1989) fig. 7, who provides a schematic drawing of an undated and unprovenanced 
vase painting that may depict make-up application.

From here on aO numbers given in parentheses, unless otherwise stated, refer to individual entries in the 
inventory (Appendix 1). Bibliography is provided for each image. Authors and sources cited three or more 
times have been abbreviated, and short forms may be found on p. vii.
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complex of these towns eventually recovered from the Invasion, and through the fourth 
century, a nascent Campanian culture, comprising elements of Greek and Etruscan cultures 
but adapted for an Oscan milieu, came into its own. The political unification of Italy at the 
close of the Samnite Wars (290 BC) brought Campania formally under Rome's aegis, but 
only after the Social War (91-87 BC) did the parochial character of the region change 
dramatically. Sulla compelled the recalcitrant allies and their adherents to become municipia 
of Rome as punishment for their behaviour. The political independence of towns such as 
Pompeii and Herculaneum became forfeit and a Roman form of government was imposed, 
initiating a synthesis of Greek, Campanian, and Roman cultures that had probably begun 
some time before.^l

Little evidence of Greek panel painting survives from the fifth and fourth centuries BC, 
but the works left by artists of the late Republican and early Imperial periods demonstrate 
an adherence to the principles of Greek painting. A triclinium panel from the Villa di 
Arianna at Stabiae (no. 4), and a decorative panel on an amphoriskos by the Ere tria painter 
provide an excellent comparison. In each painting a woman, her hair long, loose and 
curling on her neck, sits on a low stool. Each holds a mirror in one hand and a lock of hair 
in the other; but where the young Greek woman is presented as something of an ingénue, 
dressed in a chiton that veils but does not entirely disguise her body, the Roman figure is 
clad only in a mantle draped discreetly across her lap. The composition of the paintings 
and the poses of the women are markedly similar in spite of the nearly four hundred years 
separating them. The essential difference is one of clothing, with the nudity of the Roman 
Ogure signifying perhaps that she is Venus, the goddess whose state of undress 
emphasised her beauty and frank sexuality.^

Depictions of Venus occur in a variety of media and it is plain from them that goddess 
and mortal woman alike shared specific poses. Elaborate variations on the Villa di Arianna 
image were found in other Campanian wall paintings now known only from the cursory 
descriptions and schematic drawings of nineteenth and early twentieth century scholars. In 
these compositions, the fully or partially-clothed goddess was distinguished by her ornate 
throne, her repose (relaxing while attendants styled her hair), and by the presence of

Campanian culture; Salmon (1967) 50; Frederiksen (1984) Chapter 6; Cornell (1995) 346. 
Constitutional form and administration of the new municipia: C^bba (1994) 127-128.

On the indebtedness of Roman painting to Greek see Ling's succinct discussion (1991) 5-11. Eretria 
Painter Boardman (1989) no. 232.
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amorini assisting the omatrices. The elegantly clad young woman in a panel from the great 
frieze in the Villa dei Misteri (no. 3), has been identiHed variously as an initiate of the 
Dionysiac mysteries, a bride, or Venus. She arranges her hair with the assistance of an 
older woman, but the diminutive Eros Hgure fulHlling the role of mirror-bearer {ad 
speculum) contributes to the vaguely mythological feel of this scene. The silversmith who 
crafted the fourth century chest that formed part of the Esquiline treasure (no. 7) juxtaposed 
an image of Venus in the pose of the Stabiae figure, with a representation of a mortal 
woman, possibly the Proiecta' for whom the casket was made. Appropriately for a mortal 
woman, Proiecta is fully clothed and attended by servants bearing toiletries and towels; she 
holds a p>Tcis instead of a m i r r o r . 23

Scholars may be JustiHed in characterising these as scenes of ritual adornment, 
considering how closely mortal beauty, divine beauty, and Roman religious practice were 
entwined. Dedicated to Venus, the month of April began with the ceremonial grooming of 
the goddess' cult statue. Women from all walks of life {matresque nurusque et vos, quis 
vittae longaque vestis abest) attended the goddess in her temple, removed the garlands and 
golden necklaces adorning her, bathed, dried, and decorated her anew (Ov. Fasti. 4.133- 
160). According to Augustine (C. D. 6.10), who quotes Seneca, similar cleansing and 
omatus rites were conducted for Juno and Minerva by ritual hair dressers who mimed the 
smoothing and styling of their tresses; other handmaids stood by with mirrors. The sacred 
toilette of Isis, witnessed by the ass Lucius (ApuL Met. 11.9), formed part of a dazzling 
processional that ushered in the festal day of the Great Mother. Female acolytes clothed in 
pure white garments and carrying mirrors were followed by other servants carrying ivory 
combs and performing a pantomime of a hair-dressing ritual. The omatus rites emulated 
the grooming tasks women performed daily—for themselves, for their clients, and for their 
m i s t r e s s e s . 2 4  The signiHcance of the Campanian toilette scenes may be open to

23 Tableaux of Venus' toilette: Reinach (1922) 62, nos. 2,6.9. Villa dei Misteri frieze: Maiuri (1931); 
Clarke (1991) 94-111. One notable feature of this depiction is the likeness between the faces of the 
coiffeuse, her charge, and the woman in the tomb painting from the Cumae necropolis described earlier. 
Roughly two centuries have elapsed between the painting of the Samnite woman and that in the Villa dei 
Misteri, but the manner in which the faces are rendered—the elongated noses and somewhat pursed lips— 
reveals a Campanian style which is distinct from the classicising depictions of women seen elsewhere in 
Roman art Pioiecta images: Shelton (1981) 26-28, pl.2.

24 As a side note, it is interesting how cosmetics intrudes into the religious sphere in Greek society. IC 
5.11390, is a dress and make-up code for participants at the festival of Demeter.
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interpretation, but they demonstrate that ideals of femininity and female self-management 
were reinforced in both public and private settings.

The repetition of specific details— the presence of mirrors, gestures of modesty, 
kinship with Venus through shared poses—combined to reinforce the canon of female self
presentation. By this standard, the ideal woman was attractive, well dressed, and 
expended time and energy making herself so; she was also a woman whose Hnancial 
situation afforded the leisure to engage in omatus and to employ slaves or servants to assist 
her, like the matrona in a stylised scene from Herculaneum (no. 1). This woman wears the 
costume of a respectable Roman matrona: a tunic gathered at the shoulders (or perhaps a 
stola) and over this a palla that is drawn up over the head and grasped at the edge in her left 
hand, a gesture performed by newly married or respectable females like the Seianti women. 
A girl (probably one of her daughters) leaning upon the arm of the matron's chair is 
similarly clothed and adorned, but her head is not veiled, in keeping with her status as a 
puella ingenua. At right a finely accoutred young woman is in the midst of having her hair 
arranged by a servant; and to the left of the simply clothed omatrix is a short round table 
upon which sits a white fillet, laurel sprigs, and a small box resembling a cosmetic or 
jewellery case (to be discussed b e l o w ) . 2 5

We know nothing of the painting's original context, nor is its theme listed in Pliny's 
great catalogue {Nat. 36) of ancient genre scenes, but it invokes the domesticity and 
attention to self-management demonstrated by women in Greek vase painting. Mother and 
daughters enjoy each other's company as the girls dress for the day, or the mother may 
counsel them in the propriety of adornment and coiffure. In other paintings it is not 
necessary to identify the partially or scantily clothed female figure, or the woman attended 
by am orin i.^^  Whether these were mortal women emulating the goddess or 
Aphrodite/Venus herself, the standard of beauty and self-presentation to which Roman 
women should or did aspire is clear. The toilette scenes included in the decorative 
ensembles of Campanian houses serve as visual reminders of the blending of Greek and 
Roman cultures, and of the existence of a pictorial koine that reiterated modes of female

^  The presence of fillets and laurel sprigs on (be table have prompted one scholar to characterise the setting 
as the preparation of a religious initiate who is distinguish from the females around her by a pool of 
light—even though puellae ingenuae customarily wore white bands in their hair. Ritual dressing of 
initiate: Kraiker (1953-1954) 135 and 145.

The young woman in the panel from the Villa di Arianna (no. 4), for example, has been identified as 
both a mortal woman and as Venus.
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behaviour and notions of femininity. Moreover, their installation in triclinia indicates that 
they were not strictly for private consumption; public and private life intersected frequently 
in such rooms where family members and guests convened. To a certain extent, the same 
can be said of the scenes when they appear in sepulchral contexts.

Omatus Iconography in Commemorative Contexts: an Inventory
Commemorative art provided Romans with an opportunity to assert their identities, 

explain how they conceived of themselves, and how they wished to be perceived by 
posterity. To explore more fully the means by which omatus imagery was invoked for 
these purposes, an inventory has been prepared of images of toilette scenes from 
monuments found in Italy and the Roman West. This inventory is not meant to be 
exhaustive and conHnes itself chiefly to published remains. There were few opportunities 
to examine monuments first hand. Nonetheless, the material remains assembled firmly 
establish the prevalence of the toilette motif in sepulchral art over a three hundred year 
period, demonstrating that conceptions of femininity predicated on a woman's appearance 
changed very little over time. Discussion of the inventory needs to be prefaced with more 
general comments about the criteria for image selection, the geographical and chronological 
distribution of the reliefs, and the types and costs of memorials used by the general 
population.

The images covered have been drawn from a broad range of sources: exhibition 
catalogues, publications of museum acquisitions, catalogues of provincial sculpture 
covering collections from western and central Europe, and genre studies such as Amedick's 
examination of sarcophagi with biographical episodes. A number of monuments have not 
been formally published and are known only from the summary descriptions appended to 
the publication o f their dedicatory inscriptions in the C/L.^^ For the purposes of 
comparison, the reliefs that form the core of this assemblage are supplemented by omatus 
images from other media: painting, pottery, metalwork, and mosaics. As a result, the 
inventory has four sections; the first comprises representations from different media (nos. 
1-8) and the second through fourth parts correspond to a typology of depictions. The first 
image type is the so-called mundus muliebris (nos. 9-49). The second is a portrait of a

These monuments wiil be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. Further, three reliefs (nos. 91,96-97) 
are known only from their late nineteenth and early twentieth-century catalogue descriptions.
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woman holding a toilette article (nos. 50-85); and the third is an elaborate toilette scene 
(nos. 86-100).

The memorials from Roman Italy come from various communities in the central part of 
the peninsula, with only two examples originating in the north: Aquileia (no. 53) and 
Gallia Cisalpina (no. 63). A cluster of toiletry reliefs derives from an area bordered on the 
north by the Via Salaria, the main thoroughfare that expedited the salt trade between Ostia 
and the east coast of Italy, and in the south by the Via Valeria. Several other examples have 
been discovered in the vicinity of communities on or within easy access of the Adriatic 
coast (nos. 10, 27-28, 37, 51). Two monuments from Dalmatia (nos. 11 and 62) are 
included with the Italian reliefs. Their provenance, strictly speaking, is east of Italy but 
their form and content warrant incorporation with the Italian evidence. For example, the 
stele erected by Titia Nicarium for herself and her tailor-husband (no. 64), who may have 
been natives of Dalmatia or Italian émigrés, closely resembles funerary portraits of married 
couples from Italy; Latin is the language of the dedication and the nomenclature of the 
couple distincdy Roman. Dalmatia's location on the periphery of the Greek East rather than 
at its centre suggests that members of the local population were highly susceptible to the 
influences of Roman culture.

Nearly half the images in the inventory derive from the western Empire, and are widely 
dispersed throughout Africa, Aquitania, Britannia, the three Gauls, Germania Superior, 
Hispania, and Pannonia Superior. Aquitania and Gallia Belgica show the highest 
concentration of representations, but these numbers are relatively meagre (ten and thirteen 
memorials respectively). There were undoubtedly differences and similarities of artistic 
tradition among local cultures. The images were also subject to the artistic influences of 
Rome, and the possibility of cultural fusion inevitably brings into question the suitability of 
the provincial material to the study of women's self-presentation in Roman society.^* We 
have no sure method of quantifying the exchange of social and artistic ideas, but some 
textual and material evidence argues for assimilation to Roman culture by provincial élites.

From the beginning of the Augustan period the inhabitants of Gaul, for instance, 
displayed a willingness to adapt to new forms of education, new customs, and modes of 
dress that were introduced through contact with Roman culture. Tacitus reports {Ann. 
3.43) that during the revolt of the Aedui, early in the principate of Tiberius, the rebel leader

^  A summary of the geographical diffusion of inventory images may be consulted in Appendix 1, Table 
1.1, and a summary of monument types by region in Table \2 .
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Julius Sacrovir seized a group of young Gallic nobles, who were being educated at 
Augustodunura, to ensure the cooperation of their parents. Few details of school curricula 
in Gallia Lugdunensis survive, but young provincials, like young Italians, undoubtedly 
received instruction in Latin language and grammar, classical literature, and oratory. 
Further, togate portraits began to appear on provincial funerary monuments (nos. 57, 59, 
61, 65, 70-71). The official language of commerce and administration in the western 
Empire, Latin was also the language of commemorative inscriptions and these inscriptions 
possess certain features that may communicate something about how provincials conceived 
of themselves. Nomenclature, and specifically the use of the tria nomina, may denote 
citizen status, and so may ages at death, names of dedicants, and special attributes of 
honorands.^^ The use of Latin inscriptions on monuments can hardly be taken as 
irrefutable proof of assimilation to Roman culture; but at the very least we can say that 
honorands and commemorators were sensitive to Roman custom and practice.^

Images from the Greek East are excluded from this study for two reasons. First, 
monuments from mainland Greece in the Roman period are rare compared with Asia 
Minor, a relatively rich source of mundus muliebris iconography.^^ Two collections of 
eastern stelai yield seventy-five examples or variations on this theme, and added to these 
are the numerous images cited in Waelkens' monograph on the 'Tursteine' or door-stone 
memorials that were popular with the inhabitants of P h r y g i a . 3 2  Secondly, there is the

On the continued reception of Roman culture, consider the cmnments of Drinkwater (1983) 86, who 
argues that the impact of the Constitutio Antoniniana on the life of the average inhabitant was 
insignificant, because the majority of people to whom the possession of Roman citizenship really opened 
up important doors had either acquired it, or illegally assumed it, by the early third century’. Western 
schools: Marrou (1956) 296-298; Bonner (1977) 157-158; Wightman (1985) 56. Favorinus as the product 
of the provincial educational system: Gleason (1995) 3-5. Nomenclature: MacMuUen (1982) 238-239. 
Nomenclature and iconography: Wightman (1985) 57.

MacMuUen (1982) regards the very act of setting up an inscription as a habit acquired from the Romans 
by native peoples in the west; to be read with Meyer (1990), Morris (1992) 156-173, and Woolf (1996). A 
surtunary of the inscriptions appearing on monuments in this study may be found in Appendix 2.

31 I have found only one published example firom mainland Greece, a relief of a young girl holding a 
mirror. The memorial has been dated to the Classical period by some scholars, but her coiffure, the so- 
called Melonenfrisur which was parted front to back in several rows and gathered into a chignon, argues for 
an Im pe^  date. Clairmont (1%3) 384, 5.1.471 provides pertinent information. From Sparta come two 
other reliefs. They are the most detaUed of aU extant mundus muliebris reliefs from the Roman period, but 
their interpretation is problematic given the leUgious context in which they were found. See WaUter 
(1989).

The total sample is not enormous but given the artistic heritage of this imagery, it demands greater 
documentation arid analysis than the scope of this dissertation affords. See Pfuhl and Môbius (1979) and 
WaeUtens (1986). Ad^tionaUy: Pfuhl and Môbius (1977), as well as Levick (1988) and (1993).
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formidable task of classifying the remains from the eastern Empire. The tombstone of 
Marcia Antonina, with its frontal portrait resembling those produced at Rome in the late 
Republic, is a case in point Marcia Antonina wears a tunic and mantle, her head is veiled 
{capite velato), and she grasps the edge of the mantle in her hand. Her portrait is bordered 
on the right by representations of a comb, mirror, and small chest none of which are to 
scale.^^ What elements of this woman's portrait and tombstone are peculiarly Roman?

Marcia Antonina lived in Asia Minor during the second century AD. The region had 
been part of the Empire for nearly three hundred years, since the bequest of Pergamum to 
Rome (133 BC). Yet, the composition and style of Marcia's tombstone is paradigmatic of 
Hellenistic memorials for women, in which architectural frames characteristic of naiskoi 
encompass portraits of the dead; solitary women sit or stand with heads cast down; others 
are attended by maids holding personal effects (folding mirrors, trinket-boxes, wool 
baskets, and spindles); or possessions fill the shelves that have been set into the 
backgrounds of these tableaux.^ The Hellenistic version of woman and servant is clearly 
a variant of the heavily stylised Classical adornment theme, where the quiet contemplation 
of the deceased creates a sense of pathos for the viewer.^^ The imagery on Marcia's 
tombstone echoes these compositions, but its frontality betrays familiarity with the 
conventions of Roman relief portraiture. The inscriptions that accompany many of these 
stelai shed no additional light on the personal history of the deceased; the names are usually 
Greek (Theopila, Aphrodisias, and so forth) and formal status indicators such as we often 
find in Latin inscriptions are rarely present. Consequently, it is more difficult to draw

Doorstooes do exist in the funerary art of the western provinces [see for example Toynbee (1971) fig. 77- 
78], but they do not include toilette articles. The doorstone motif was known aid used by artists in Roman 
Italy, but not with the same vigour as those in Asia Minor. On the use of this motif in Italic funerary art 
see the concise discussion in Davies (1978).

Stele for Marcia Antonina: Pfuhl and Môbius (1977) nr. 427, taf. 71; Richter (1966) 114, no. 582. 
Richter's description of the monument differs slightly from that of Pfuhl and Môbius'. The object which 
Pfuhl and Môbius identify as ein gro6er Kamm', Richter identifies as a roll of scrolls'. The former 
interpretation seems most plausible. Compare similar representations of combs on funerary monuments 
from Roman Asia Minor in Pfuhl and Môbius (1977): nr. 475, taf. 77; nr. 884, taf. 130; nr. 931, taf. 140; 
and also Waelkens (1986) nr. 214, taf. 11; nr. 272, taf. 33; nr. 332, taf. 48; nr. 357, taf. 49. Hand gesture: 
Brilliant (1963) 45. The brief inscription, damaged at left, reads: Mopicia Avxc&veiva ^tjoocoa Ixi) i^ ' 
litiva. Compare Marcia's portrait with the freedwomen found in Kleiner (1977) frgs. 11, 21, 23c, 37, 56, 
69, 89, 91.

^  Monuments with these characteristics: Pfuhl and Môbius (1977) nr. 429-431,435,441-442,469, 507, 
751, 890-892, 906-907, 909, 921, 923,938, 944, 963-972.

35 Riis Johansen (1952) 19-20.
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conclusions from eastern monuments about participation in cosmetic culture within 
different social groups, or to determine the purpose for which women in the Greek East 
employed their icoopn^Kfi and Koptu>nicf| té^voti.^

Finally, to the best of my knowledge, almost nothing in the way of toilette imagery 
survives from Republican Italy or the western provinces during the Republic; at least there 
are no examples that can be dated securely. Explanations for the dearth of material are not 
easy to come by. It is possible that toilette motifs were not widely known to funerary 
sculptors until the early Imperial period, although their presence in the visual arts of 
Southern Italy and Etruria, at a time when Rome's dominion was virtually unchallenged, 
argues against such speculation.^^ Perhaps a more sensible answer is to be found in 
Roman customs for disposing of the dead. From approximately 400 BC until the late first 
century AD, Romans preferred to cremate rather than inter their dead. The practice was so 
firmly entrenched in mortuary culture that Tacitus, writing in the first quarter of the second 
century AD, was led to remark in his description of Poppaea's burial {Ann. 16.6) that 
cremation was a Romanus mos. Receptacles {cineraria) designed to hold the ashes of the 
deceased were made from both costly and inexpensive materials—alabaster, marble, 
terracotta—and were as richly carved or as unpretentious as their owners desired. They 
offered less, however, in the way of a substantial field for decoration than the sarcophagi, 
stelai and large arae (altars) that gained in popularity during the transition from cremation to 
inhumation.^

Eighteen reliefs can be securely dated and these belong to the first and second centuries 
AD. Although the central period of Roman history often provides a neat frame of reference 
for analysis, the chronology of the inventory was extended to accommodate material from 
the third century (nine reliefs), much of it provincial. Dates for the latter are somewhat

According to Sberwin-Wbile (1973) 408, it is virtually impossible to derive from the IG or any otber 
Greek epigrapbic corpus, a picture of wbat tbe Roman citizenship meant to tbe inhabitants of the eastern 
provinces. A notable ertce^on is tbe province of Lycia from which Sberwin-Wbite (1939) 408 draws 
conservative conclusions about the attitudes of tbe élite to tbe Roman citizenship.

37 Of datable remains in tbe inventory, only four examples belong to tbe early first century AD: tbe ara of 
Herennia Doris (no. 9), tbe cippus of Poppaedia Secunda (no. 10), and two portraits of unidentified women 
(nos. 50-51). Tteir imagery comprises the mirrors and small containers normally associated with women 
according to tbe definitions of Varro {L 129) and tbe jurists {Dig. 34.2.1).

38 For surtunary discussions of inhumation and cremation: Toynbee (1971) 39-42; Morris (1992) 31-69. 
Tbe conunents of Cicero {Leg. 2.56) and Pliny {Nat. 7.187) imply that throughout tbe Republic 
inhumation was tbe preferred method of interment among certain élite families, but as a matter of course 
wealthy Romans were usually cremated.
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problematic as many reliefs have been poorly conserved or languished in harsh climactic 
conditions; this is especially true of the monuments assembled by Espérandieu in the early 
part of this century. These monumenta are fragmentary and their attendant inscriptions 
barely legible. Representations, moreover, have been well removed from original mortuary 
contexts where other burials or depositions accompanying markers might have permitted a 
more accurate assessment of date.^^

A traditional method of dating portraits and figured reliefs of different genres, by hair
style, cannot be applied to toilette scenes with any degree of precision. The central figure, 
the domina, is always in the midst of having her hair arranged, and the coiffures of 
domestics tend to be functional rather than fashionable, consisting of a simple nodus or 
top knot (see no. 90). If we use the Noviomagus Treverorum reliefs as examples (nos. 
89-90, 95), the dates of which are reasonably certain (mid-third century), we could 
conjecture an imprecise chronology for other provincial reliefs by virtue of similarity. This 
approach places the provincial evidence within the same time-frame as the friezes from 
Arretium and Ostia (nos. 89-90). Limited success in dating has been achieved with a few 
portraits of women with toilette articles; they are sufficiently well-preserved to suggest 
dates of the Hadrianic and Antonine periods (nos. 57-62).

The chronology of the mundus muliebris reliefs is more problematic; only six of forty- 
one reliefs are securely dated and there is no standard configuration of objects that might be 
used to draw parallels between monuments of known date and those without. The four 
reliefs from Alba Fucens, for example (nos. 30-33), display a kinship in the sort of 
toiletries shown but not in the pattern of arrangement. A very general chronology for the 
toiletry reliefs might be established by considering the inscriptions to which they are 
frequently appended. Studies of the epigraphic habit in the Roman Empire indicate that 
production of inscriptions grew and nourished during the first and second centuries AD, 
crested in the early third century, and then declined rapidly in the second half.'^ It might 
be more sensible, given that thirty-nine of forty-one reliefs are accompanied by a dedicatory 
inscription, to locate these reliefs within this time-frame.

The result perhaps of the practice in late antiquity and the modem historical period of salvaging 
serviceable blocks of stone for building projects. The two-part relief from Uxellodunum (no. 98), for 
example, was discovered in a transept support during the restoration of the town's cathedral.

Dating of Gallic reliefs: Braemer (1978) 203. Epigraphic habit: MacMuUen (1982) 243-244; Meyer 
(1990) 74; Woolf (1996) 22.
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Commemorative Monuments: Types and Costs
Just as funerary monuments from Italy and the Roman West exhibit variations on 

toilette iconography, so monuments themselves assume different forms—from ornate 
sarcophagi to plain altars, and simple plaques. All these monuments evince a keen desire, 
on the part of Romans, to commemorate themselves and their families. Even the 
impecunious found ways to venerate their dead: they were cremated and the remains placed 
in earthenware jars that were set in the ground, with simple tablets to mark the burial site. 
Numerous examples of this practice have been found at Ostia, where unpretentious 
memorials are humble affirmations of a life lived. At the other extreme were grand 
monumenta such as the tomb of Atistia, the wife of the freedman M. Vergilius Eurysaces. 
Although intended for Atistia, detailed friezes chronicling her husband's success as a 
professional baker and serving as an index of his wealth and personal prestige {auctoritas), 
embellished the tomb. Between the earthenware pots and the ambitious tombs were a range 
of monuments that suited the tastes and diverse financial circumstances of patrons in Italian 
and provincial society. Tombstones (stelaï), for instance, were very popular with freed 
slaves in Italy in the late Republic and early Empire, but were superseded by altars {cippi) 
as the first century drew to a close. About the same time, tombstones found new 
acceptance among the residents of northern Italy and the West, introduced by soldiers and 
itinerant merchants. In the provinces, stelai eventually became the memorial of choice for a 
non-élite, and in some cases non-Roman, clientele.'*^

The transition to inhumation witnessed the adoption of new containers, sarcophagi, 
adorned with intricate motifs and friezes depicting a variety of mythical and realistic events. 
Some scholars attribute this change to a desire of both patron and artist for a larger field of 
decoration and to the growing acceptance of Christianity that taught resurrection of the 
soul. Gravestones and altars were the more conventional memorials used to mark the final 
resting place of the deceased. Typically, stelai were two-dimensional stone slabs erected 
over a burial plot, although evidence from Ostia and elsewhere indicates that reliefs 
resembling the shape and design of tombstones were placed within sepulchres or set into 
their exterior walls. Elsewhere, aediculae designed to accommodate a protome or life-size 
effigy of the deceased took pride of place on stelai with the epitaph relegated to a small die

^1 A summary of monument types may be found in Apendix 1, Table 1.2. Burial jars: Toynbee (1971) 
50; Walker (1985) 10. Ostian evidence: Calza (1940) 44-46; Duncan-Jones (1974) 131. Eurysaces' 
monument: Kleiner (1992) 105-109. Monument types and their patrons: Braemer (1959) 121; Heiner 
(1987) 19-28; Zanker (1988) 291-295; Kampen (1994) 128.
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or panel. A maricer peculiar to Roman Italy, used chiefly in the north near Aquileia, is 
four-sided but shows a propensity for decoration on a single side only (no. S3). In 
contrast, pillar stelai of the Treviran region of Gallia Belgica (nos. 89-90) provided viewers 
with four different prospects: they were worked on all sides with gendered scenes of daily 
life and portraits of the honorands. Cippi were used in similar fashion too. Often located 
inside the tombs of community notables, these solid blocks functioned as altars over which 
libations to the dead were poured on feast days such as the Parentalia or the Lemuria (Ov. 
Fast. 2.533-535 and 4.421-426). Arae, on the other hand, usually constituted receptacles 
for ashes.‘*2

Since the preferred modes of commemorating the dead in Roman society were 
tombstones, altars, and sarcophagi, the issue of who could afford a marker inevitably 
arises. Duncan-Jones has produced a cost-analysis of memorials based upon the 
expenditures listed in funerary inscriptions from North Africa that he compares with 
projected salaries of military officials and soldiers. From this he deduces that the sums 
expended on memorials were governed largely by personal preference. At least this was 
the case for the men of legio III Augusta, who are well represented in the inscriptions 
Duncan-Jones studies. Analysis of Italian expenses reveals a greater range of costs, but 
here expenditure is linked more often to social standing and less to individual opinion of 
what constituted an appropriate marker. Sailer and Shaw acknowledge that the purchase 
price of funerary monuments was higher at Rome than in Africa, but the existence of 
funerary collegia  and the stipend conferred on the urban plebs by Nerva may have 
sufficiently defrayed the cost of a marker, putting proper commemoration within the reach 
of modest Romans. Of the sixty-four inscriptions in our inventory none contains records 
of expense, but many of these probably date to the second century AD, a time when the 
practice of publicising monument costs had all but disappeared.'^^

Finally, it is important to bear in mind that the erection of a marker cannot always be 
taken as proof of an individual's economic status, for we have no way of measuring how 
seriously heirs, who were often responsible for erecting a proper memorial or carrying out 

the wishes of the deceased, regarded their duties and obligations. At one extreme there

Transition from cremation to inhumation: Kleiner (1992) 256; Morris (1992) 33, 42-51. The most 
comprehensive discussion of monumenta is still to be found in Toynbee (1971) 245-268.

43 Roman Africa: Duncan-Jones (1974) 79. See Table 1.2 in particular. Evidence from Roman Italy: 
Duncan-Jones (1974) 127-128. Cf. Monis (1992) 164-166; Sailer and Shaw (1984) 128.
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might be dereliction of duty, at another zealous devotion. Pliny the Younger, for example, 
was outraged that the heir of Verginius Rufus neglected his responsibilities and allowed the 
modest tomb of a great Roman soldier, the man who had defeated the barbarian leader 
Vindex, to remain unHnished ten years after his death (£p. 6.10.3-5). At the other 
extreme, it was entirely possible that the heirs might feel so strongly about ritual 
commemoration, that they willingly incurred a financial burden in order to ensure the 
deceased was properly remembered.**^

Commemorative Monuments: Iconographical Traditions
The tombs and sarcophagi of élite Romans have always possessed a certain éclat for 

scholars, and thus their iconography is well documented and analysed. From these 
studies, for example, we know that coincident with the growing popularity of sarcophagi 
came the recurrence of mythological friezes, particularly scenes from well known myths. 
The myths depicted were often intended as portraits of the deceased individual: women 
appeared as the loyal Alcestis who was rescued from the underworld by Herakles after 
agreeing to take her husband's place there; men appeared in the guise of Meleager who 
saved Calydon from the wild boar. Funerary portraits carved in the familiar pose of a 
deity, were a favourite of élite women, perhaps following the practice of imperial females. 
Portraits of women in the guise of Ceres, Diana, Fortuna-Tyche, Isis, and Venus attempted 
to impart something of the exceptional qualities of the deceased.**^

Memorials for upper and lower class Romans shared certain characteristics, among 
which was a taste for biographical relief sometimes referred to as the vita humana. These 
memorials were not without precedent: extant stelai from the Classical and Hellenistic 
periods anticipate Roman images of the deceased going about their daily lives. The life- 
course of an élite male, whose civic responsibilities included military service, might 
comprise a series of episodes: he battles his enemies, he shows them clemency, and then 
he appears in an intimate moment from life such as the dextrarum iunctio. The clasping of 
hands by the newly-weds is indicative not only of the marriage ceremony and the close

**** On the Pliny letter see Woolf (19%) 25. Monuments as a reflection of economic and social status: 
Morris (1992) 166. Cf. Cannon (1989) 438 on tbe flnandal burden of mortuary practices among the poor 
of Victorian England.

**5 Alcestis: Wood (1978), Fantham et al. (1994) 371. Meleager D'Ambra (1988). Divine guises: 
Wrede (1981); Kleiner (1987).
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bond between the couple, but in the context of funerary art may symbolise a take-leave."*^ 
These decorative schemes were not always biographical episodes in the literal sense; they 
also exemplified important virtues that comprised part of the Roman aristocratic ethos: 
pietas, dementia, and concordia.

Increased interest over the last thirty years, has improved our understanding too of the 
iconography of the lower orders of Roman society. The iconography of non-élite Romans 
often took the form of work representations, specifically the profession of the deceased. 
These images were popular in Italy, until about the late second century when they began, 
inexplicably, to decline; but about the same time they became increasingly prevalent in the 
northern and western provinces. Reliefs from Ostia depict a doctor attending a patient, a 
midwife helping to birth a child, and merchants and vendors, male and female, going about 
their business; in the provinces soldiers and tradesmen are the individuals represented most 
often. More reductive images, simple likenesses of tools or writing implements, also 
symbolised the deceased's occupation or spoke to his or her personal accomplishments, in 
the same way that the generalised symbols of the coronae dvicae  and laurel wreaths 
connoted the public service of the élite. Within this vast iconographical milieu we may 
locate the hair-dressing scenes and toiletry reliefs from Italy and the Roman WesL'^^

Image Type I: the Mundus Muliebris
These images are the most common in the inventory and usually comprise an 

assemblage of the mundus muliebris/^ Roman jurists placed mirrors, containers for oils, 
pyxides, and bathing chairs under the aegis of toiletries, characterising the mundus 
muliebris as articles that enabled a woman to effect an impeccable appearance. The legal

Not all scholars believe that the joining of the right hands symbolises a leave-taking; the gesture may 
signify the reunion of two individuals in the afterlife. For the joining of hands on Greek funerary 
monuments see Johansen (1951) 53ff; on Roman monuments see Kleiner (1977) 24-25.

Bianchi Bandineili (1970) 51-105 theorises about the rise of a popular art in Roman society of the late 
Republic and early Empire. Later studies that were influenced by the kinds of questions Bianchi Bandineili 
asked are those of Kleiner (1977) who snidied the funerary reliefs of prosperous freed individuals and their 
families; and Kampen (1981), who focused on issues of personal status as reflected in commemorations of 
artisanal and working women. Biogr^hical episodes: Wood (1978) 510; Koch (1982) pi. 93-94, 97; 
Kampen (1994) 115. Occupational reliefs: Kampen (1981) figs. 28, 40, 43, 58-59. Reductive images: 
Zimmer (1982) passim, Zanker (1988) 276. Diffusion of woA images: Kampen (1981) 82-83 and (1994) 
128.

Analysis of the toiletry reliefs is necessarily discussion of the reliefs from Roman Italy given the 
geographical distribution of the evidence. See Appendix 1, Table 1.1.
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definition of women's accessories did not specify combs, parasols, sandalia, hair needles 
and pins, or curling irons, but such items were evidently considered the province of 
women nevertheless. The iconography is clear on this point even though literary and legal 
texts provide few descriptions of women's toiletries. Varro's etymology (L. 5.129) of the 
mundus muliebris is essential for clarifying the objects represented on monuments and 
provides a good starting point for discussion.

Varro believed the mundus muliebris to encompass items for personal care: comb and 
mirror, calamistrum and discemiculum. Combs and mirrors are ubiquitous on women's 
memorials (thirty-five of forty-one toiletry reliefs have representations of one or both 
items). Mirrors comprise round or oval shaped pieces set into long narrow handles. Two 
precisely executed examples are indicative of the ornate styles of actual mirrors. The mirror 
belonging to Caecinia Digna and Numeria Maximilla (no. 12) has a scalloped rim 
characteristic of filigree work; the mirror for Julia Maximilla (no. 14), a middle-aged 
woman from Aquitania, has a detailed engraving of a woman's head on its surface, finely 
curled flanges (no. 14), and decorative details at the base of the handle. The image in the 
mirror may be the deceased herself, or indicative of the mirror back, where it was usual for 
highly wrought images of women, erotic scenes, or myths to constitute part of the overall 
decoration. Circular mirrors also appear in toiletry reliefs (nos. 10-11) and the illustrations 
reveal that they were stored in square or round cases comparable to the mirrors resting on 
the up-tumed palms of the Seianti women. Combs are generally double-edged with large 
teeth along one side and small teeth along the other.'*^

Styling aids such as calamistra (curling irons) and discemicula (for parting the hair) are 
more difficult to distinguish. Literary sources remark on but do not describe calamistra, 
and to my knowledge they are not among the published remains of Roman beauty culture. 
On two monuments (nos. 12 and 49) scholars have identified long slender objects tapering 
at one end as curling irons, but how these differ from discemicula, the utensils used for 
parting the hair, is not entirely clear. To work efficiently discemicula may have been much

49 Compare the shape and style of mirrors depicted in the occupational relief for a mirror-maker in Zimmer 
(1982) no. 181 and see Lloyd-Morgan (1978). For decorated mirror backs: Ward-Perldns and Claridge 
(1979) no. 58, for an image of a woman; Virgili et al. (1990) fig. 35 for an erotic scene similar to those 
found on moulded Anetine ware. Kleiner (1987) 255 thinks that mirrors may be associated with the 
goddess Fottuna, but provides no explanation. Cf. CIL 621963, a marble tabula with an object resembling 
a mirror and inscribed with the name Tyche'; and CIL 9. 2194, a tablet inscribed Fortunae Duel, and 
bounded by representations of a mirror and patera. Comb of Modestina: Jenkins (1986) fig. 32. For 
Etruscan antecdents, particularly square or rectangular boxes containing mirrors, see the examples in 
Thomson de Grummond (1982) figs. 29-33.
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more slender than the calamistra  carved in these two reliefs, and it is possible that 
discemicula, because of their general shape have been confused with hair-pins (see no. 
20). Still, the presence of these styling accessories together with more banal items such as 
combs and mirrors reflects their association with the female toilette and their 
characterisation as women's appurtenances.

A variety of toiletries mentioned by textual sources and depicted on women's 
memorials must have been staples in Roman households, and not limited to toilette 
p u rp o se s .S p o o n s  were needed to remove ointments and powders from containers, and 
spatulas were useful for applying salves (nos. 11, 19,21, 33). Boxes like the pyxis on the 
stele of Severa (no. 19) are rare in toilette imagery, but literary texts leave no doubt that 
these cylindrical containers held make-up, therapeutic products, and unguents. Needles 
for sewing and arranging the hair are part of the mundus muliebris, but are not easily 
distinguished because the scale of images on a single monument may vary (nos. 23-24, 
32). On the aedicula from Dalmatia (no. 11) the objects comprising the toiletry frieze are 
cleanly executed, but the cathedra, mirror case, and perfume bottles have identical 
dimensions. In this instance the sculptor clearly meant to depict a sewing needle, for the 
needle's eye is carefully delineated. Many implements are not so distinct and with the 
complications of scale the needles might well be interpreted as the much larger acus crinalis 
(no. 20), used to style the hair or hold chignons and other hair arrangements firmly in 
place. From Juvenal it also emerges (2.93-95) that the acus was an applicator, used to 
apply colour washes to the eyes and brows. He says this in connection with the toilette

For individual collections of toilette accessories see: Flinders-Petrie (1927), Carandini (1977), Riba 
(1986), Virgili (1989), VirgUi et al. (1990), Cool (1990), Settis (1992).

Pyxides as cosmetic boxes: Cic. Pro Cael. 61 (the box belonging to Clodia); Ov. Ars. 3.210, Rem. 
353; Petr. 110; Sen. Suas. 2.21. Bone, ivory, wood, and bronze pyxides with little more than incised 
decorative elements: Virgili (1989) fig. 77-78; Virgili et al. (1990) nos. 164-166,194-195, 221.5-221.6, 
221.18. All the Virgili examples date to the first two centuries AD. Kleiner and Matheson (1996) nos. 
118-119 have pyxides of opaque glass and wood, ascribed to the early first and third centuries AD. Richlin 
([1995] 91) claims to follow Wyke ([1994] 143-144) in saying that make-up boxes were decorated with 
scenes of women applying make-up. The focus of Wyke's discussion are the caskets with hair-dressing 
scenes that formed part of the Esquiline treasure (no. 7). As far as I am aware, depictions of women 
applying make-up do not appear on any of the caskets in the Esquiline treasure nor on the much smaller 
boxes containing medicamenta. Staiidard motifs are the muses, amorini, and Venus as the patron of 
women's physical concerns (Virgili et al. [1990] 102).
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ritual of the cinaedus he so despises, but there is every reason to think that women used 
needles for the same purpose.^2

Perfume vials {alabastrum, ampulla, balsamarium, guttus, lekythos, unguentarium) 
typically assume a globular or pear-shaped form. Oil and unguent bottles of various sizes 
were used at home and slipped into toilette cases for use at the baths.^^ Severa's memorial 
(no. 20) has a highly unusual representation of a tabulam unguentariam, a small rectangular 
unguent case (the only example in the inventory). Compacts were principally female 
accoutrements, and to judge from a well-preserved example from the Via Cassia in Rome, 
they came in various shapes and materials. An ointment compact in the form of a seashell, 
carved from amber and secured at the hinge with gold threads, was found among the burial 
goods of a young girl. Analysis of organic residue from the compact verifies that it held a 
purplish dye, possibly a form of rouge.^

Slippers {sandalia, soleae) of a simple sole and thong construction are a common 
feature of toiletry reliefs. This was the footwear of choice at home for women who could 
afford more than a single pair of sandals. Sandalia were also taken to the baths to protect 
feet from overly warm floors.^^ Items that occur only rarely are the stylus and an object

Juv. 2.93-95: Ille supercilium madida fitligine tùiaunüolbiqua producit acu pingitque trementis\catollens 
oculos. Courtney (1980) 137-138 provides numerous referrences to the manner in which women applied 
colour to eyes and brows. Cf. Festus (9) who indicates that needles were used by sarcinatrix and omatrix 
alike. The construction and style of Roman hair-pins is well represented in Cool (1990) and Virgili et al. 
(1990), nos. 196-217.

For perfume containers see: Petr. 60.3, Plin. Nat. 9.113, Mart 11.8 (alabastrum); Petr. 78.3, Plin. 
HN. 20.152 (ampulla); Var. L. 5.124, Mart 14.62, Juv. 7.130 (guttus). Inventory examples: 10-12, 16, 
22-23,25, 29, 32,36,45,47,69. An excellent idea of the range of shapes and sizes may be obtained from 
Virgili et al. (1990) nos. 49-124. Cf. The late Republican or early Imperial wall-painting from the Villa 
Famesina in Rome, of a young woman decanting perfume from a globular shaped bottle into one 
resembling a small alabastron (Virgili et al. [1990] no. 42, fig. 20).

S'* Virgili (1989) fig. 81; Virgili et al. (1990) no. 222.2, fig. 21. See also VirgUi (1989) fig. 80 for a 
similar compact from Taranto. Barbet et al. (1997) 51-52 comment that sheU-shaped containers with 
purplish-blue residues have been found in hellenistic tombs for women, particularly in tbe region of 
Taranto. On the chUd's burial: Scamuzzi (1964) 278 and Toynbee (1971) 41.

SS Goldman (1994) 116; see also her definitions of sandalia and soleae (p. 246). Cf. the sandals worn by 
the woman supervising the toUette of her daughters (no. 1) which seem Ul-suited for walking in the streets; 
and Bartman (1999) fig. 105 for a portrait of Livia wearing a similar pair. Waelkens (1986) 12 regards the 
sandals engraved on funerary stelai from Dorylaion and Nakoleia in Phrygia as representing the footwear 
found in one's palaestra IdL Examples in inventory: nos. 10,12-13,15-17, 21, 25, 27-28, 32, 35-36, 41, 
45,47. Although toUetries are conspicuously absent in the representations of personal effects found in the 
fourth-century Tomba dei Rilievi, at Cerveteri, it is worth noting that a pair of slippers rests upon a foot 
bench next to a bed. It is difficult to tell whether the sandals are those worn by women at home. See the 
illustration in Cristofani (1965) tav. 20.1; Hamblin (1975) 67-68; Boitani et al. (1975) 173.
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identified as a perula or small sac. The pairing of stylus and grooming articles (no. 48) is 
incongruous as toiletry reliefs tend not to mix disparate items. The perula  from the 
sarcophagus of Septimia Lyde (no. 33) may in fact be a hair-net {reticulatum), similar to 
those worn by women in Campanian wall paintings. Snoods are not without precedent in 
sculpture from the Roman period. The middle-aged woman immortalised by a bronze 
portrait head of the Trajanic era, wears the reticulatum; and two reliefs associated with the 
second century sanctuary of Eleusinian Demeter at Kalyvia (Sparta) feature hair-nets 
created by the sprang method that was popular in the Greek E a s t^

Cosmetic boxes or jewellery cases (cistae) appear in five of the mundus muliebris 
reliefs, and were used for storing beauty utensils and supplies (nos. 9-10, 16, 28, 32). 
Their design and function can be deduced from actual examples, two found together with 
an ornate sarcophagus of second century date at Callatis in Moesia Inferior, the other in 
Campania. They were rectangular, moderately sized (18.5 x 13.5 x 11.4 cm), constructed 
of wood, and occasionally inlaid with bone or ivory to create aesthetically pleasing 
accessories. Interiors were compartmentalised to keep supplies, implements, or jewellery 
well organised. Keyholes are found on the outside of these boxes (but are not usually 
among the details illustrated) indicating that the contents could be secured at the owner's 
discretion. A chest on the cippus of Poppaedia Secunda (no. 10) corresponds to the shape 
and design of these boxes, its lid propped open to reveal small cylindrical containers: kohl 
tubes, balsamaria or perhaps receptacles for medicamenta. The Callatis chest held two 
pyxides that were used for make-up. Analysis of the organic residue revealed a red powder 
with trace amounts of calcium, magnesium, salt, iron, and copper.^^

Three-legged cylindrical caskets also appear among the mundus muliebris. In 
construction and style they are related to the metal cistae of Etruscan design and may be 
compared with the ornate Ficoroni cista made at Rome during the fourth century BC by an

Depictions of hair-nets: Mottahadeh (1984) 204-205, with references to the Campanian evidence; Virgili 
et al. (1990) figs. 18, 35-37. Mottahadeh also comments (p. 206) that a 'qrrang' wool hair-net, dated to the 
first century AD, was found at Vindonissa, a military installation in Germania Superior. Kalyvia reliefs: 
Walker (1989) 133. Sprang technique: Williams (1985).

Callatis chest: Virgili et al. (1990) figs. 43,44, Settis (1992) fig. 235-236; Campanian chest: Virgili 
(1989) fig. 84. Cf. Cooney (1976) 100-101, no. 1060, for second or third century examples of glass make
up jars found together with a wooden box, with four interior compartments, at Akhmim in Egypt. 
Representations of toilette boxes in Roman painting: Kraiker (1953-1954) fig. 106 and Virgili et al. 
( 1 ^ )  no. 46. Barbet et al. (1997) 39-40, mention an iron box, found in a Grst-cenniry tomb of an affluent 
Gallic woman, which contained among other things several rock crystal instruments, two bronze spoons, a 
basalt palette, two bone handles of brushes, along with a sm all brorize box of tints.
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Oscan craftsman, Novios Plautios. An inscription on the lid indicates that Dindia Macolnia 
gave the chest to her daughter either as a wedding gift or a funeral offering. Inside were 
the items of the woman's toilette: mirror, comb, scent jars, rouge pot, and pieces of 
jewellery. The container on Herennia Doris' memorial (no. 9), ascribed to the late first 
century BC or early first century AD, corresponds to the design of the Ficoroni cista and 
was probably modelled on actual containers used during the Republican and early Imperial 
periods which were often given as wedding presents. The first century aedicula from 
Kapljnc (no. 11), a cippus for a comb-maker and his wife (no. 13), and the toiletry relief 
for Claudia Lexis and her relatives (no. 16), have containers with handles that match the 
example from the altar of Herennia Doris. The two latter are undated, and it is tempting to 
place them within the same time-frame as the dated examples.^

The toiletry reliefs that became standard adornments for funerary monuments 
represented the items used by real women in the day to day crafting of their appearances. 
These accessories were manufactured from expensive and inexpensive materials—silver, 
ivory, bone, wood, iron—making it likely that simple unadorned toiletries were within the 
financial capacity of a wide segment of the female population. Sculptors appropriated these 
accessories, as it were, rendering their likenesses in stone and creating visual statements 
about women that could be apprehended on different levels. Toiletries could be said to 
symbolise cultural notions of female self-presentation. The objects refer principally to 
grooming, especially styling of the hair; allusions to make-up are few. Plainly, however, 
they are the tools of the woman who crafted her appearance according to her own personal 
tastes or to the dicta of gender ideology.

On another view, the mundus muliebris represents the tools of the omatrix, the beauty 
professional who plied her trade in town. Nostia Daphne and Cleopatra in the Vicus 
Longus (CIL 6.37469), and PoUia Urbana in the Campus Martius {CIL 6.37811; cf. PI. 
True. 405-410) are examples. The omatrix might also be one of a corps of servants who 
performed tasks of a personal sort (clothes-folder, overseer of the wardrobe, mirror bearer.

Ficoroni cista: Bianchi Bandineili (1970) 17, figs. 17-20; Felletti Maj (1977) 57; Sprenger et al. (1977) 
145, fig. 232-233. An inscription on the lid of the cista found at Piaeneste rea&: Dindia Macolnia fileai 
dedit Novios Plautios med Romai fecid, Dindia Macolnia gave [me] to her daughter, Novios Plautios made 
me at Rome'. Cf. a Praenestine cista of third-century BC date, containing a toilette scene in which a nude 
woman holds a mirror in one hand and a discemiculum or perfume wand in the other (see Thomson de 
Grummond [1982] fig. 111). Similarly, one of the attendants of Ramtha Visnai, in the fiieze depicted on 
her sarcophagus (Thomson de Grummond [1982] fig. 115), carries a small box with a loop-handle that 
appears comparable to the Ficoroni and Praenestine cistae.
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masseuse) in the households of Roman grandees like the Volusii.^^ Only once in the 
inventory does mention of a woman's occupation coincide with an illustration of the 
mundus muliebris. The memorial belongs to the slave-woman Cyparis (no. 20) and 
appended to the inscription are a comb and a hair-pin. Funerary reliefs for tradespeople, 
found in many parts of Roman Italy, depict the deceased engaged in their professions or 
more simply with the tools of their vocation comprising the decoration: a butcher from 
Amitemum with an assortment of carving knives; a baker from the region of Bolsena 
whose monument displays among other things a small quern for grinding grain; and a faber 
pectinarius who lived in the vicinity of Chieti, whose tombstone depicts the long-toothed 
combs used for carding wool along with a few toilette accessories belonging to his wife.*^

On conjugal monumenta toiletries sat abreast of images representing male professions; 
in our inventory they are mason, comb-maker, and muleteer (nos. 12-13, 27). The hair
dressing equipment on the lower left face of the altar for the Ferrarii (no. 12) neatly 
balances the tools of a mason on the right: ruler, perpendiculum, square, and délabra. In 
their own way, each assemblage memorialised and publicised the expertise and useful 
employment of the honorands. Ferrarius was a maker of buildings; his wives, Caecina 
Digna and Numeria Maximilla, were omatrices.^^ Occupational reliefs not only defined 
gender rôles, they carved out social identities for these individuals who, like so many 
others in Roman society, would have remained nameless because they lacked the personal, 
political, and economic prestige (auctoritas) of privileged Romans.

On a third level, toilette accessories in mortuary reliefs may be regarded as signiHers of 
the social milieux assigned to men and women by gender ideology. Broadly speaking, the 
public sphere was the world of men who were employed outside the home and who 
enjoyed full participation in civic life: they voted, stood for government office at state and 
municipal levels, and filled the chief religious ofHces. A woman's sphere was defined in

Personal servants: Treggiari (1975a). Compare Plautus' enumeration of personal servants in the 
Trinummus (252-254): vestispica, unctor, auri custos, flabelliferae, sandaligerulae, cantrices, cistellatrices, 
nuruii, renuntii raptores panis et peni.

^  Zimmer (1982) 103, no. 13; 119, no. 30; 203, no. 148. Tbe citations firom Zimmer are only a small 
sample. Monuments for trades and small businessmen are found throughout his book. Cf. Joshel (1992) 
on the importance of occupation-title in epitaphs for slaves and former slaves.

This metaphor is not unknown in Roman culture. Philolaches, the protagonist of Plautus' Mostellaria 
(120) regards parents as the builders of their children—purenxer fabri liberorum sunt. Consult Zimmer 
(1981) for numerous examples of male occupational tools on funerary monuments.
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two ways. Fertility played a vital rôle in the formation of a woman's social identity. Since 
social values were framed in the language of the conservative male élite, for whom 
auctoritas and dignitas were paramount, and for whom marriage and children served 
personal and familial ambitions, a wife's or daughter's ability to conceive and carry a child 
to term was highly valued. Care of the body that conferred respect and prestige upon a 
woman was a natiual corollary of her social rôle according to Roman gender ideology 

Further, the sandalia imply that a woman's world was bounded by the walls of the 
domus. Affluent women involved themselves in the life of the community as patrons of 
public works and holders of minor religious offices, and women of the lower orders spent 
a good deal of their day outside their houses and cramped apartments, shopping for food, 
carrying water, or working to support their families. But in a perfect world, the world of 
the monied and privileged élite, a wife remained at home bearing children, performing the 
duties of the lanifica, and supervising her household staff. While at home, she wore thin- 
soled sandals or slippers rather than calcei, the sturdy boot-like footwear that was worn out 
of doors. Aulus Gellius (13.22) relates how a leading citizen of Rome tartly reprimanded a 
group of young senatorial males for wearing sandals in the street instead of the traditional 
and more dignified ankle-high boots that signified their rank. Plutarch claims (QR 27 IE) 
that the slippers dedicated in the Temple of Sanctus on behalf of Gaia Caecilia, wife of a 
Tarquin, were a symbol of love of home. Together with images of toilette articles, 
representations of sandalia were part of an elaborate representational system, rooted in 
social practice, that reinforced conventional gender rôles and constructions of 
womanhood.*^^

Image Type 2: Portrait with Toiletries
Recognition of female beauty or skill at self-management found another mode of 

expression in funerary art, one that echoed Greek and Etruscan visual narratives of 
feminine ideals. Discussion of the Roman idiom, as it appeared on gabled stelai and 
memorials with aediculae, is chiefly an analysis of provincial remains. Only eight of the 
thirty-four inventory examples come from Italy. Normally, this image type assumed one of 
two forms. The most popular was a bust-length or standing portrait of a woman with 
toiletries in her hands; the other (50-51, 65, 73, 75) saw portraits of honorands set into

<52wyke(1994)142.

On women in public see: MacMuUen (1980b); Forbis (1990); Boatwright (1991); Delia (1991).
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niches adorned with representations of toiletries. Although western woricshops produced 
most of the portraits under discussion, one can see that they are connected in form and 
content to Classical and Hellenistic models. In style they belong to the vernacular' art that 
evolved from the Etruscanised portraiture produced at Rome in the late Republican period. 
These portraits are notable for their lack of idealisation. Carved in relief and in the round, 
mainly for an ex-slave clientele, the portraits are more naive than their Greek counterparts, 
but the toiletries articulate culturally entrenched beliefs about women's self-presentation.<^

The frontality and soberness of our earliest portraits locate them firmly within the 
family-group relief tradition. On the memorial for Caius Licinius Mancia (no. 50),65 the 
three-dimensional protome of a female, capite velato, is flanked by two males; the folds of 
their mantles envelop their right arms in the conventional arm sling' pose. A folding 
mirror of the type seen on Hellenistic stelai and two articles of jewellery occupy the spaces 
between the niches to the woman's right and left; masculine attributes such as the 
omamenta of public office, a stylus, or book-roU, are conspicuously absent.*^ On the 
Pisaurum relief (no. 51), feminine ideals coalesce neatly in the combination of toilette 
articles and mature woman in the traditional pose of modesty (pudicitia) that was common 
to Greek and Italian portraits of the late Hellenistic period. The use of such personal items 
for ancillary decoration seems odd considering the obvious reserve of group portraiture, 
and the fact that more dignified objects symbolising professional or religious offices— 
military insignia, writing implements, Isiac sistra—were the norm. Provincial sculptors 
used this same portrait and article configuration too; the undated cippus from Arelate (no. 
65) and the bust from Andematunnum (no. 73), an early oppidum  along the road to 
Augusta Treverorum, typify the reliefs produced in Italy for a libertine clientele.

Italian relief portraits with toiletries are rare. Their scarcity in Italy might be ascribed to 
the decline of the stele type at the end of the Augustan period, precipitated by a change in

^  Style and clientele: Gazda (1973) 855-856; Kkiner (1977) 5-7; Kampen (1994) 128.

Kajanto (1965) 106 identifies 'Manda' as a cognomen of Etruscan origin, and notes that the 'influence of 
Etruscan nomenclature' was most noticeable among the Republican senatorial élite.

^  The mirror corresponds to the Hellenistic folding type (der Klappspiegel) used on monuments from Asia 
Minor. Consisting of two identical halves which are hinged in the middle, or a single round surface set in a 
case of metal or wood, these mirrors are held open by maids assisting mistresses with their toilette. 
Compare the Etruscan minors dated to 1(X) BC by Pochmarsld (1988), Abb. 1-2, 6-7, as well as the 
examples in n. 48 above.
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client tastes to altars and more impressive commemorations.^^ The ambitious sculptural 
plan in the second century tomb of the Valerii, a libertine family, well illustrates the 
increasing eagerness of the upwardly mobile to adopt the mortuary practices of the Roman 
élite. Among several statues found in this tomb, located in the Vatican necropolis, were 
two standing females (nos. 55-56) dressed in the uniform of respectable matronae—tunics 
and mantles. Modelled in stucco in the limettes of the portrait niches are mirrors, cosmetic 
cases of the Callatis type, and balsamaria. Two heroic standing males balance these 
portraits, and they have religious and writing paraphernalia depicted in the lunettes above 
their heads. The scale of the tomb is such that it could accomodate family, descendants, 
and household. Its grandeur, sculptural programme, and the incorporation of distinctive 
visual imagery bespeaks the personal achievements of individual family members, 
emphasising their success and elevation— from slave origins to affluent Roman citizens.^ 

Representations of women holding mirrors were used on commemorative monuments 
in Italy as early as the first half of the first century AD. Women do not gaze into their 
mirrors nor actively engage in grooming, indicating that these are not formal toilette scenes. 
Maia Severa (no. 53), for example, sits upon a cathedra, her feet upon a footstool, holding 
a mirror with a filigree rim in her right hand and a bird on her lap. Maia's memorial 
typifies the stele preferred by the inhabitants of northern Italy, but her pose is that of 
Classical (and Hellenistic) women like Hegeso seen earlier. Additionally, it bears a marked 
resemblance to the poses of females in painted omatus scenes from Campania; especially 
the paintings from the Casa delle Vestale (no. 2) and the Villa di Arianna (no. 4) that are 
thought to represent Venus. Titia Nicarium (no. 64), depicted together with her husband, 
differs considerably from Maia. Titia's right arm encircles her husband's shoulders and 
her left hand grasps the edge of the palla that has been drawn up over her head. Titia's 
pose follows that of women in group-family sculpture, but here the artist combined the 
gesture of modesty with a small mirror. Titia's left hand grasps the mirror and her veil, an 
awkward configuration that does not permit her to look into the mirror.^

67 On the decline of stele portraits see; Kleiner (1977) 6; Kleiner (1987) 545-554; Kampen (1994) 128.

68 Tomb of the Valerii: Guarducci (1953); Toynbee and Ward-Perkins (1957).

69 Women holding mirrors on Classical and Hellenistic monuments: Pfuhl and MObius (1977) and Pfiihl 
(1979) passim. Cathedrae and klismov. Richter (1966) 101-102, figs. 505-508. On birds as a symbol of 
life in funerary art of the ancient world: Braemer (1959) 119.
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The ungainly placement of arm and hand holding the mirror is also an idiosyncrasy of 
provincial portraits. On western stelai, three dimensional portraits were set into shallow 
rectangular niches. The standard arrangement was an unaccompanied frontal half or full 
length portrait of the deceased, who looked out at the viewer rather than at the mirror she 
held in her hand. References to Venus imagery are apparent here as well, but awkwardly 
executed.70 Axula, for example, holds her right arm across her body so that the mirror 
rests against the left side of her chest (no. 57); the mirror grasped in the right hand of the 
woman from Gallia Lugdunensis is placed to the right side of the head and slightly above 
eye-level yet the deceased looks straight out at the viewer (no. 66); and the mirror in 
Pupilla's right hand is held away from the body, and up and to the right of the head while 
she looks straight ahead (no. 67). The provincial sculptor may have been forced to adapt 
his composition to a relatively small space, as his Italian counterpart modiHed the arm 
sling' of togate portraits to accommodate the hand clasp in renderings of the dextrarum  
iunctio; but this idiosyncratic placement also parallels the configuration of female portraits 
with mirrors rendered by Greek sculptors.^^

In terms of dress, provincial women, like Italian, wear ankle-length tunics and mantles, 
possibly as marks of citizen status, but the pallae do not veil the head. Priscilla (no. 61), a 
young Burdigalan woman, wears such apparel. Her dress and sober air call to mind the 
portraits that appeared on the Italian tombstones of freed slaves. On other stelai, women 
wear a form of local costume. Long vertical incisions from right shoulder to waist on the 
protome of Pompeia Marituma (no. 58) simulate the heavy folds of the robes worn by 
Gallic rustici of the late second century. Details of this distinctive costume are fully 
preserved in the full-length portrait of Aveta (no. 60): her tunic, like that of the girl beside 
her, falls in thick folds to her mid-calf, the sleeves are long and full, and terminate in 
gathered cuffs. A different costume consisted of an ankle-length, short-sleeved, or 
sleeveless tunic with a shorter overdress that was gathered with a belt just under the breasts 
(nos. 66-67, 74, 76). It is difficult to know whether attire should be interpreted as an 
indicator of citizen status or ethnicity. Some portraits are accompanied by inscriptions, but 
formal status indicators that might reveal the legal position of the honorands do not occur in

70 Inventory nos. 75-83 are unpublished. Their descriptions in the CIL offer only elementary information: 
identification of monument type, figures, and subsidiary decoration. Based on the information provided by 
the editors of the CJL they conform to image type 2.

71 Braemer (1959) 44; Nerzic (1989) 232. Ann sling adaptation: Kleiner (1977) 172.
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these texts Regina's portrait (no. 76) was obviously made to specification, and belongs 
more properly to the funerary stelai of the eastern Empire where toiletries together with 
wool-working implements symbolised female accomplishment Regina occupies a wicker- 
chair, a distaff and spindle cradled in her lap. A wool-basket, unusual for western 
monuments, sits on the ground to the left of her chair; she opens a cosmetic box on the 
ground to her right According to her epitaph, Regina was the wife and freedwoman of a 
Palmyrene émigré, Barates, whose ethnic customs plainly dictated the funeral apparel and 
adornments of his wife: she wears a long-sleeved robe with deep folds, the ends of the 
sleeves are tucked into heavy ornate jewellery cuffs, and she wears a necklace.^^

Portraits of honorands with toiletries seem to be modelled on representations of Venus 
at her toilette, like those found in Greco-Roman painting. The conjunction between mortal 
women and Venus, a potent symbol of femininity, is a natural one and is found in other 
forms of funerary a r t  Honorific statues of mature matronae in the guise of the goddess 
began to appear in the late first and early second centuries AD. Modelled after the Venus 
pudica, these statues, with the heads of mortal women and the body of the goddess, 
formed part of the tomb ensembles of imperial freedwomen and members of the Roman 
élite. They seem ill-suited to a dignified setting even though family members and friends 
were the main visitors to the tomb, but the nudity of the matrona served a Roman ideal. 
Venus was the arbiter of women's physical concerns— beauty, sexuality, fertility—and 
honorific portraits of the easily recognisable pudica type conveyed the matron's capacity to 
fulfill her responsibilities as wife and mother. Thus although the mirror may stand as a 
symbol of the attention that the honorands devoted to their appearances, the adoption of a 
divine pose assimilates women with the goddess whose own physical appearance 
represented the Roman standard of female beauty and femininity

72 Gallic dress on (be Burdigalan monuments: Braemer (1959) 71 and 116-117. Cf. Nerzic (1989) 232- 
233. The second costume may be compared with the apparel of freedwomen in a series of reliefs from 
Noricum, for which see Kriiger (1970) taf. 42, Picottini (1977) taf. 5, UbI (1979) taf. 28.

73 On Palmyrene jewellery and dress in funerary portraits see: Stout (1994) fig. 5.5; Goldman (1994) 165, 
figs. 10.4-10.5.

7'̂  For honorific statues of women in the guise of Venus (probably following the practice of imperial 
women) see: Kleiner (1987) 85; Kampen (1994) 126-128; D'Ambra (1996); Bartman (1999) 20. Cf. 
Robertson (1975) 392 and Bonfante (1989) 566-569 on female nudity in Greek art. Robertson describes the 
decision to portray Aphrodite bathing as 'motivated nudity'. The study of the nude male form, without 
regard for context, was a well-established tradition among Greek artists, but this manner of representation 
was never extended to women. If an artist wished to portray a woman without her clothes he needed a 
reason for doing so.
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The shared pose of mortal and divine female may have been used for another reason. 
Descriptions of physical appearance occurred only rarely in commemorative contexts. 
Lattimore pointed out in his discussion of popular themes in Greek and Latin epitaphs that 
beauty might be indicated', but was seldom reproduced'. A number of commemorative 
inscriptions confirm the accuracy of his assertion: the female virtues listed habitually are 
obedience, modesty, chastity, fecundity, and proGciency in working wool. Departures 
from these formulaic attributes are noteworthy. The two patroni who survived Allia 
Potestas (CIL 6.37965) marked the passing of their freedwoman with an encomium 
comparable to those of Murdia (CIL 6.10230) and Turia (ILS 8393), yet unconventional in 
its fulsome description of Allia s loveliness. Similarly, the husband of Macria Helike 
claimed that his wife's beauty rivalled that of the goddess Aphrodite, a flattering but 
curious tribute considering that Macria and her husband were Christians (Kaibel 727). The 
epitaphs for Allia and Macria are unusual by epigraphic standards, but female beauty did 
not go unremarked in mortuary contexts. The portrait with toilette articles expressed in 
simple but eloquent fashion the esteem for beauty that honorific inscriptions generally
Iacked.^5

Image Type 3: the Toilette Scene
The standard configuration of the toilette scene is a woman seated in a high-backed 

chair with a patterned texture indicative of wicker construction.^^ Her feet rest on a 
rectangular foot-stool. Clothing comprises a long tunic and mantle and the woman's 
repose distinguishes her from the female figures grouped around her. Typical dress for the 
servants consists of long-sleeved, calf-length tunics gathered at the waist with a sash, and 
ankle-high boots. The hair is gathered into a chignon (nodus) arranged on the top of the 
head; a functional rather than fashionable style. One of the maids stands behind the chair 
styling the occupant's tresses. The others stand before the central figure carrying the

75 Lattimore (1962) 295-299. Specific examples: (Zhp. 1, n. 63. The late third century epitaph for Allia 
Potestas reads in part: Her skin was white, she had b ^ tifu l eyes, and her hair was gold. An ivory glow 
always shone from her face—no monal (so they say) ever possessed a face like it'. Cf. HorsCall (1985) 256. 
The hinerary text of Macria Helike dales to the second or third century and reads in part She had looks like 
golden Aphrodite, but she also had a simple soul dwelling in her breast She was good and abided by all 
God's laws'. Both translations are taken hom Lefkowitz and Fant (1982) nos. 47 and 50.

76 Richter (1966) 101 notes that this type of chair began to appear in Roman society in the second and 
third centuries AO. Thirteen of the toilette scenes in the inventory depict a wmnan seated on this type of 
chair, and among the accoutrements depicted on the aedicula from Kapljnc (no. 10) is a wicker chair. 
Regional styles and dress: Nerzic (1989) 232-233.
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articles required for omatus: mirrors, perfume vials, receptacles for water. There are of 
course variations on this format: a woman may sit on a stool rather than a chair (nos. 87, 
96, 99), like the young woman in the Villa di Arianna panel (no. 4), or have a single 
servant attend her (nos. 86,95). On monuments which seem to commemorate husband as 
well as wife, toilette scenes were sometimes matched by tableaux of men engaged in 
business (nos. 88, 90-91,99), a visual demonstration of the way in which Roman society 
was divided along gender lines.^7

Activity rather than passivity characterises the Roman interpretation of the toilette scene. 
On Greek monuments, mistress and maid keep company and the conceit of Koo^n'^KTi 
Té%vn is conveyed through the presence of grooming articles, but these reliefs rarely 
possess the vitality of the painted or sculpted image found in the Roman visual arts. It is 
impossible to say where and when the synthesis of the painted and sculpted image came 
about. The two Italian reliefs (nos. 89-90) assigned to the mid-third century are 
reminiscent of painted Campanian tableaux of much earlier date (nos. 1-3) which include 
portrayals of Venus in the company of attendants and amorini. At the centre of the 
Arretium panel (no. 89) a knot of servants surrounds a seated woman; one holds a cosmetic 
box and the other a large round mirror that allows the woman to monitor the progress of the 
omatrix stationed behind her chair. Nearby two women interact with a small child. Two 
more, one of whom carries a patera, carry on a conversation. At far right, are two 
additional female figures holding unidentified o b j e c t s . T h i s  episode exudes domesticity 
and feminine virtue in the manner of Greek vase paintings, as does the Isola Sacra relief 
(no. 90) where a small child pulls at the knee of the central figure. Moreover, the 
similarities between the toilette scenes of early and late Imperial date suggest that the image 
may have been re-interpreted well before the second century, possibly as early as the 
beginning of the first

Modem interpretations of these grooming scenes relate them to ceremonial occasions. 
Kampen regards the Italian events as the ritual adorning of the bride or the preparation of a

The illustrations depict the following: three labourers bundling wood or rags (no. 85); a group of men 
conducting business (no. 88); a tax-collection scene (no. 89); and a landowner taking in rent from his 
tenants (no. 97).

78 The date of the Arretium frieze (no. 87) is problematic. Amedick [(1991) 108, Taf. 107.1] assigns it tc 
the second half of the third century AD, based on its similarity to the fourth century omatus rituals she 
briefly discusses. Kampen [(1981) No. 37, Fig. 75] ascribes a second century date, probably on stylistic 
grounds, but this is not clear. I accept Amedick's assessment.
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religious initiate; Amedick argues for a private ceremony meant to accentuate the reputation 
otfama  of an individual. She supposes the activities represent the late Antique practice of 
staging processionals with servants bearing expensive toiletries, a form of competitive 
display that symbolised the economic and hence the social prosperity of the deceased or her 
family. She says nothing about who wimessed the pageant or where it was performed. 
For maximum effect, one could argue, the procession should have been conducted in a 
public setting, on the way to the baths for example, as portrayed in the vestibule mosaic at 
Piazza Armerina. In such a setting, an individual's reputation and status could well have 
been enhanced in the eyes of those who observed her progress through the streets.^^

The presence of wicker chairs, however, and the small children under foot argues for 
an intimate setting within the Roman domus. We have no clear idea of where the mistress' 
toilette (or the procession hypothesised by Amedick) might have taken place, because room 
function in domestic architecture is notoriously difficult to establish.^O If we judge from 
the floor-plans of Campanian houses, rooms were cramped and could not easily have 
accommodated a crowd on the scale of the Arretium and Isola Sacra reliefs, except perhaps 
in the atrium. Despite the variety of activities occurring in this area— the dominas 
conducted business and held interviews with his clients, guests were received, children 
played— the atrium  may well have provided a pleasant place for the toilette when not 
occupied by other members of the household. The Gallic reliefs (nos. 87-88, 91-96, 98- 
99) virtually identical to the Italian, with only minor adaptations of composition and figurai 
arrangement, shed no additional light on the location of the woman's toilette.

Assimilations between honorand and Venus, the goddess who promoted beauty, 
sexuality and fecundity, may be at the root of the toilette iconography, as suggested above; 
but it is difHcult to know how to characterise the Belgic relief (no. 96) that departs 
maricedly from the formulaic toilette ritual. The heads of the central figure and servant are 
missing, but a woman rising from bed and beginning to dress for the day is clearly visible.

79 Kampen (1981) 89. Amedick (1991) 109. I can find no reference to (be private rinial mentioned by 
Amedick in any of the textual material from 200 BC to 400 AD. Piazza Armerina mosaic: Dunbabin 
(1978) 202. Tlie figures in this mosaic and in the exedrae of the frigidarium have been identified as 
members of the imperial family of Maximian or Maxentius.

Scholars have attempted to determine room function by considering floor and wall treatment, or by a 
room's proximity to important areas of the house, such as the atrium. Without the presence of 
distinguishing characteristics such as the built-in benches of the triclinia, or the ovens of a kitchen area it is 
sometimes impossible to determine room use. Oarke (1991) on decorative ensembles; Wallace-Hadrill 
(1994) on the articulation of the house.
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A strophium, the cloth strip worn by women to bind their breasts, lies across her lap. At 
left stands a vestiplica or clothes-folder with a robe draped over her arms. The contours of 
the chair adjacent to the bed are those of the wicker chairs found in grooming reliefs. This 
scene has no equal in Roman sculpture, but the conceit may be compared with one found 
on the disci of mould-made terracotta lamps, where amorini assist Venus in tying her 
strophium.^^ The remains of an inscription, now so fragmentary that the names of 
honorand and dedicant are obscured, indicate that the relief was part of a memorial. 
Ésperandieu's reconstruction of a Treviran pillar situates this relief beneath a typical hair
dressing scene. The match is a practical one based strictly upon subject matter; yet it is 
difficult to visualise this bold scene on a public marker, and harder still to imagine a woman 
or her family selecting an image that might be perceived as indelicate unless motivated by a 
divine reference.^

To come to a better understanding of the toilette scenes and to gain a clearer sense of the 
status of the women memorialised by them, we need to think about Roman attitudes toward 
work {negotium) and leisure (ptium). The attitudes that informed the renderings of the 
toilette scene were the product of an élite social group that had prospered enormously in the 
middle and late Republic. Generally, the idea of manual labour offended the sensibilities of 
privileged Romans who found it appropriate only to their social inferiors. They held 
management of one's estates and participation in the business of law or government as 
perfectly proper since this kind of participation was voluntary. Superior economic 
circumstances gave the rich man the freedom to engage in legal and political affairs as he 
desired, and therefore only property-owners enjoyed personal and economic autonomy. In 
reality, of course, individuals of non-élite rank possessed sizeable fortimes offering 
comfortable standards of living that rivalled those of land-owners. But in the view of 
aristocratic Romans these fortimes were obtained at a formidable cost Freeborn and freed 
merchants (negotiatores), in the course of conducting business and amassing wealth

Clothed images of Aphrodite appear in Greek art bat not in the context of toilette scenes. See the 
examples in UMC nos. 830,833, 836, 839, 874, 1564,1566-1567,1569-1570. Venus motif: Deneauve 
(1969) No. 415; Goldman (1994b) 235, Fig. 13.27. Goldman has experimented with a strip of cloth eight 
inches wide and seventy inches long in an effort to understand just how the strophium may have been 
wrapped for maximum support Her efforts suggest that women required help with \be wrapping as the ends 
had to be brought around the body from the back so that each long end crossed in front supporting the 
breasts. These ends then continue around the sides to the back, where they are nicked inside the wrapping to 
be held securely in place'.

Espérandieu (1915a) 333. Temes' descriptions [(1988) 209] of the Eltem and Avituspaarpfeiler do not 
include the cuUus scene.
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resorted, or so élite opinion held, to flattering their clients and lying to complete sales. Elite 
writers characterised this behaviour as servile, for the slave's path to freedom lay in his or 
her ability to display obsequium— dutiful respect—for an owner. The land-owner, in 
marked contrast, was not dependent on the caprice or the bénéficia of others and so 
regarded such behaviour with contempL*^ Idleness was equally repugnant to élite 
sensibilities and throughout the central period of Roman history privileged writers were 
concerned that free time be used constructively (Cic. De Off. 3.6; Sen. Ep. 16.3; Plin. Ep. 
1.3.3). The otium to pursue self-cultivation, to create an urbane persona through writing, 
reading, or the study of high culture, set individuals in the élite stratum apart from the great 
mass of humanity, compelled to work out of economic necessity, and limited in the time 
they could devote to self-improvement.*^

How does the élite formulation of leisure relate to the woman who lived in comfort, 
with free time of her own, yet was denied active participation in civic life? What of women 
like Calpumia, Pliny's wife, or Ummidia Quadratilla who, Pliny tells us (Ep. 7.24.5), 
used to amuse herself with board-games and pantomimes during the idle hours' that 
women had to fill. Gender ideology directed that women be appropriately attired and 
coiffed; in moralising discourse omatus and cultus qualified as time-wasting devices. Ovid 
was unusual in encouraging women to devote time to self-presentation (Ars. and Med.)-, 
but surely a higher form of personal improvement was expected of senatorial and 
equestrian women by the value system perpetuated by their own social group. As a 
prominent decorative element of a funerary maricer, what would an omatus scene say about 
these women? References to achievement in marriage or motherhood are understandable, 
for the élite woman's success depended very much on her productive and reproductive 
potential. The symbolism of books, may or may not signify her literary accomplishments, 
but they aligned her with an exclusive social group that placed a premium on leisure time 
well spent Indeed, Pliny was excessively proud {Ep. 4.19.2-4) of the fact that Calpumia 
busied herself with the study of literature (albeit his) and music. Appearing in the guise of

Treggiari (1980); (janisey (1981); Joshei (1992) 62-69. Textual evidence for attitudes toward work: 
Cic. De Off. 1.150-151 (a catalogue of various sordid' occupations); Suet Aug. 2.3,4.2, Otho 1.1, Vesp. 
1.2-4; Mart 359. 3.99; Juv. S. 1.101-106, 3.41ff; DC 46.4-5, 7.4.

Toner (1995) 24-29 with textual references.
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a goddess such as Isis or Venus also allied a woman with a particular social group, a group 
which observed and emulated the fashions of the imperial households.*^

On the other hand, omatus iconography was entirely appropriate to women in what we 
might call a sub-élite stratum. To prosperous free and freed women, the toilette ritual may 
have constituted evidence of economic progress and self-cultivation. The former slave now 
luxuriated in the leisure that resulted from her changed circumstances. She enjoyed the 
fruits of her husband's business acumen: the purchase of a personal staff to assist with her 
toilette, the purchase of make-up and cosmetic therapies to improve her appearance, and the 
free time to devote to self-presentation. Equally, her newly won prestige was the 
culmination of her own hard work.*^ Toilette scenes were not always accompanied by 
male work images suggestive of a conjugal monument, and memorials frequently fail to 
provide information about the honorands because inscriptions are fragmentary or missing 
altogether. Only two of the fifteen toilette scenes in the inventory were found together with 
inscriptions, and in both cases the texts are so poorly preserved that we know nothing 
about the honorands. Social status is conjectured on the basis of monument type, and 
complexity and subject matter of iconography; an interpretation remiitiscent of Veblen's 
theory of the leisure class in nineteenth century America.*^ Some women undoubtedly 
selected and paid for monuments that reflected part of their own experience as managers of 
their physical selves. These same monuments also publicised an important social and 
perhaps personal achievement: their ability to present themselves as refined and elegant 
women.

Conclusion
Roman iconography of female self-presentation assumed many forms, from painted 

and sculpted toilette scenes to simple portrayals of the mundus muliebris, suggesting that 
Romans looked upon grooming as a woman's concern. The literary evidence presented in

For a catalogue of literate women depicted with book-roUs and writing implements see D. Tkach, The 
Literate Woman in the Roman World', University of Victoria, unpublished M.A. thesis. Portraits of 
Romans in the guise of divinities: Wrede (1981).

The authors of a current study of women in antiquity [Fantham et al. (1994) 375] regard the rôle of the 
seated female in grooming scenes as subordinate to thie males in the occupational reliefs that sometimes 
accompany them; specifically they stale, 'her inactivity brings him status'.

Theories of competitive display: Veblen (1899); Boas (1966); Bourdieu (1984) with Burke (1993) 67-
68 .
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the preceding chapter pointed to this fact and the visual evidence presented here confirms i t  
More problematic is the manner in which the toilette iconography should be interpreted. 
The fact that it occurred routinely in honorific contexts, as afGrmations of women's 
dedication to self-presentation, or symbols of female techne, demonstrates that omatus 
attained a high degree of respectability, an esteem that stands in marked contrast to 
moralising discourses where the adorned woman is a wastrel, expending leisure time and 
income on her beauty pursuits and her desire to attract male attention. We need, therefore, 
to consider the factors or conditions that may have motivated women and their 
commemorators to use this iconography.

In her seminal article on the rhetoric surrounding cosmetics and adornment, Wyke 
discusses the idea of the adorned woman as a work of art, a luxury object crafted 
ultimately for man's possession and pleasure'. For her, this theory is borne out by the 
parallels between the rhetoric of adornment that characterised omatus and cultus as acts of 
vanity engaged in by leisured women, and the toilette scenes representing the actual process 
of female self-construction. Additionally, she points to the toiletries decorated with images 
of the adorned female (hairpins, mirror backs, containers) as evidence of the intimate 
connection between women and craftsmanship.^ Her assertions about the fashioning of 
women may well be true in some instances, but the audience to which the crafted woman 
was presented need not necessarily have been male. A woman's self-transformation could 
have been of interest to other women. Roman women may have participated in beauty 
culture because it afforded them an opportunity to articulate status and social position 
within their own gender group through the clothes they wore, the hairstyle they chose, the 
adornments they displayed. Toilette iconography, then, gives us a picture of women as 
independent agents woridng on their own behalf to promote their own personal prestige.

To clarify this point we might consider the characterisations of power as understood by 
two scholars of the modem era. In a discussion of historical studies of power, 
relationships, and social theory, Peter Burke points out how scholars have a tendency to 
convert the concept of power from something abstract into something concrete. In the 
course of using loaded terms such as ruler', ruling class', 'politicial élite', many scholars 
fail to acknowledge power differentials and nuances of power within a given society or 
period. The feminist scholar, Linda Gordon, has identiGed this same problem in the study

88 Wyke (1994) 142-144. Toiletries with images of adorned women; Virgili et aL (1990) nos. 196-200. 
Compare Wyke's cmnments with Brown's (1998) 14-18 remarks on the 'male gaze'.
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of women's history: because women had less power, scholars seem to think of them as 
powerless. These scholarly tendencies have shaped what little analysis of Roman cultus 
and omatus has been conducted to date. Ideas drawn from theories of competitive display 
and conspicuous consumption formulated by sociologists and anthropologists drive studies 
of women's self-presentation and in the process minimise women's displays of power.*®

Consider the circumstances of the woman who had formerly been a slave. She had 
acquired her freedom through purchase or the beneficence of her owner, yet she retained 
the stigma of her slave origins through her name. To a degree, participation in beauty 
culture could diminish this stain, for she was free to assimilate herself to the omatus of 
freebom women, dressing as they did and styling her hair in the same fashion. Unlike élite 
women, whose beauty practices came under the close scrutiny of male writers, the 
freedwoman may have been able to take greater liberties with her make-up, dress and 
adornment, constructing an appearance that agreed with her own philosophy of sartorial 
femininity. Freedom to participate meant that when in public she could engage in the 
competitive displays described by our textual sources (Plb. 31.26-27, Liv. 34.7), thus 
acquiring a modicum of personal prestige. She might in the process draw attention to and 
convey something of her physical attributes to a male audience, but within her gender 
group self-assertion through self-presentation amounted to a competitive act—however 
small.®^

Attempts to explain the behaviour of Italian and provincial women, or to know what 
women were trying to communicate through the imagery that appeared on their funerary 
monuments are complicated by the fact that the voices of women are silent. Inscriptional 
evidence, however, may be of help. The epitaphs that accompany many of the monuments 
in our inventory have never, to the best of my knowledge, been studied or published as a 
unified body of material. These inscriptions, which are the subject of the following 
chapter, demonstrate that beauty culture was not the preserve of élite women or, as literary 
texts and modem scholars often imply, those women involved in the sex-trade. The 
personal histories revealed in these texts provide information about legal status, community 
offices and responsibilities, and intimate relationships. They also offer us an impression of 
the way in which one construction of femininity affected the lives of women. A desire to

*® Gordon (1986) 23-24, Burke (1992) 76. Cf. Kampen (1994) 14: power never operates in 'simple or 
linear’ ways.

Anthropological view of self-presentation as a relationship between the self and the social body: 
Cannon (1991) 145; Hodder (1991) 13-14; Craik (1994) 153-175.
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meet or at least lend the perception of meeting one standard of femininity is evident in this 
group of texts. This desire was not confined to a particular social, economic, or ethnic 
group. Women from all social backgrounds and the families who honoured them in death, 
favoured a unique iconography that was emblematic of a woman's femininity and thus her 
character.
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Chapter Four

Inscribing Femininity: the Evidence From Epigraphy 

Amazing Progress of Colored Race—Improved Appearance Responsible

Radiale an air of prosperity and who is to know if your purse is lined 
with gold or not?

Oklahoma Eagle, March 3,1928

Introduction
When Julia Basilia, a young woman from Corfinium, died at the age of seventeen, her 

husband Aurelius Pardus honoured her memory by purchasing a large sarcophagus on 
which he had her epitaph inscribed.^ Julia's husband was not alone in his bereavement 
The inscription, no more than six lines on one side of her sarcophagus, reveals that she 
also left behind her mother Julia Basilissa and one Flavius Fortunatus who was almost 
certainly her father. To the left of Julia's epitaph stands a representation of a mirror and to 
the right a comb and a pair of soleae, the footwear often worn by Romans at home. Her 
immediate family relations apart, what can we learn about Julia's life? The shared nomen 
of the two women may indicate that they were of servile origin but manumitted together by 
a master named Julius. Julia Basilissa may have been freed before her daughter, and then 
given her daughter whom she subsequently freed, or her daughter might be ingenua but 
illegitimate. Whatever the case, it is clear that Julia Basilia did well for herself. She 
married and her family became sufHciently prosperous to afford a large sarcophagus for 
Julia when she died.

The choice of burial container and its decoration suggest something about the deceased 
and her family too. Appearance mattered. It mattered in terms of the family's ability to 
provide a suitable memorial for a loved one, and it mattered in terms of what the family 
wished to say about Julia as a woman. If she had died suddenly, a funerary monument 
could have been needed on short notice. If the inventory or decorative styles of the local 
atelier supplying sarcophagi were limited, then the choices of its clientele were restricted 
too. Whether the family selected a memorial based on the range of products available, or

 ̂ For a description of the monument see Appendix 1, no. 22. For additional discussion of Julia Basilia's 
family see the Table Notes at the end of tûs chapter. CIL 3237: luliae Basiliae coniugil duicissimae 
feminae quaeivixit annis XVlIAurel Pardusimaritus et Flavius Fortunatus etUulia Basilissa filiae karissimael 
b. m. posuer.
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whether Julia's sarcophagus was made to their specifications we cannot know. But one 
fact is inescapable: the images on the sarcophagus reflect an idea of womanhood that was 
widely accepted and understood in Roman society.

Julia's epitaph with its depictions of toilette articles— mundus muliebris—is typical of a 
small but tantalising body of inscriptions which have yet to be thoroughly studied as a 
coherent body of material. The significance of this material cannot be overstated. The 
monuments on which hair-dressing scenes appear are often without dedications that might 
identify the deceased and provide us with some sense of the social status of the women 
commemorated. Yet greater consideration must be given to the identity and status of these 
honorands in an effort to determine the extent to which ideals of femininity crossed social 
and economic boundaries. The inscriptions support the perception that beauty culture was 
the vocation of affluent women, but they also add another dimension to this observation 
suggesting that women of humble and servile backgrounds, individuals traditionally under
represented in our material and literary evidence, also participated in beauty culture or 
wished to create the illusion of participation.^ The purpose of this chapter is to reconstitute 
something of the lives of the honorands, and after general remarks on the nature of these 
inscriptions, to examine select commemorations which give us an indication of the 
individuals using toilette iconography.^ With the information gleaned from the personal 
histories contained in this study we may be able to shed further light on how femininity 
was constructed in Roman society, how widely (or not) these ideas were disseminated and 
perpetuated within Italian and provincial society, how constructions of womanhood 
affected women in different social groups, and how women expressed themselves.

The Inscriptions: General Introduction^
Before moving to a study of personal histories, we need to set out some of the general 

characteristics of the inscriptions concerned, their format, the criteria by which they were 
included in this study, their social function, and their geographical distribution. There are

^ Compare Sailer and Shaw (1984) 128: Though the Roman leisured classes are no doubt over-represented 
in our samples, those identifiable as members of the senatorial, equestrian, or curial classes constitute only 
a fraction & the commemorated'.

^ Funerary texts for honorands not discussed in the text may be found in the Table Notes at the end of this 
chapter.

^ A summary of the inscriptions discussed in this chapter may be found in Appendix 2. All numbers given 
in parentheses in this chapter correspond to the entries found in Appendices 1 and 2.
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sixty four relevant texts. They commemorate seventy-three females, and are most easily 
accessible in the CIL volumes devoted to Italy and the Roman West. There the inscriptions 
are not generally accompanied by photographs or schematic drawings of the images 
appended to them, although several have been published elsewhere together with their 
monuments.^ When revising funerary inscriptions with subsidiary decoration, such as 
rosettes or toilette accessories, the editors of the CIL often wrote the Latin word for the 
object in its approximate location on the monument. The epitaph for Julia Basilia (no. 22) 
looks like this:

lUUAE BASILIAE CONIUGI 
DULCISSIMAE FEMINAE QUAE soleae
VDCIT ANNIS XVn AUREL PARDUS 

speculum MARTTUS ET FLAVIUS FORTUNATUS ET
lULIA BASIUSSA FILIAE KARISSIMAE 

pecten B M POSUER

Since information about the inscriptions is concise rather than comprehensive, the 
identification of objects comprising the mundus muliebris and the objects held in the hands 

of the honorands rests entirely with the editors who examined the memorials first-hand. 
The poor condition of many monuments compelled them to rely on the work of earlier 
compilers to verify images.^ The difficulties of distinguishing the features of badly eroded 
inscriptions is well demonstrated by the epitaph for Asteris, a slave-woman of luvanum 
(no. 21). The editor concluded that a mirror was one of three implements carved on her 
memorial; he was less certain about the other two but conjectured a comb and spoon. 
Combs appear frequently on women's monumenta and commonly with mirrors, so we may 
be confident in the identification of this object. The tentative identification of the spoon is 
reasonable given that it is accompanied by another article nonnally associated with the 
mundus muliebris, that is, the mirror.^ We also know from previous discussion that

5 Inscriptions from published monuments: nos. 9, 10, 12-16, 18, 50, 54-61, 63-65, 67-68, 72-73, 76.

^ Sandys (1919) 20-33 describes the work of the various compilers.

^ The chronology of the inscriptions is a thorny issue, as noted in the preceding chapter in relation to the 
monuments. 1 accept that most if not all date to the second and third centuries AD, which is consistent 
chronologically with most of the monuments examined in the preceding chapter. Further, the expression 
Dis Manibus or Dis Manibus Sacrum, which occurs in nineteen of forty-two mundus muliebris 
inscriptions, is believed to be a commonplace of epitaphs of the second through fourth centuries. There are 
exceptions to this rule, but they are rare. For two examples see Gordon (1983) 40-41. On the problems of 
e p ig r^ c  dating generally see Sandys (1919) 200-203; MacMuUen (1982); Meyer (1990); Morris (1992) 
156-173.
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Roman jurists applied the term mundus muliebris to accoutrements enabling a woman to be 
mundior et lautior.^ The accessories appended to many funerary inscriptions are those 
specified by legal experts: mirrors, cistae, perfume and unguent containers. Smaller items 
such as combs and hairpins, which are elements of mundus muliebris iconography, rarely 
drew the attention of Ulpian, Paul, and their predecessors.^ This is probably a reflection of 
their relatively low worth (in most cases) rather than a sign that the jurists, who were 
concerned primarily with legacies of value, did not regard them as feminine accessories.

The decision to include or exclude a particular inscription from this study is based on 
two simple criteria. First and foremost, a woman must be the principal honorand or named 
among those for whom the monument was erected. Funerary texts reveal, for example, 
that husbands sometimes established memorials for themselves and their families of their 
own accord and sometimes jointly with their wives, as in the case of T. Poppedius Callidus 
and Octavidia Genialis (no. 23). The epitaph contains the phrase 'vivi sibi et suis', 
indicating that the couple established the monument for themselves and their family while 
they were still alive. Here a woman is both honorand and dedicant together with her 
husband, although representations of toiletries predominate. The second qualification is 
purely iconographie: an inscription must be accompanied by representations of one or 
more items which Romans regarded as the mundus muliebris. I have included here 
inscriptions associated with portraits of women accompanied by toilette articles, of which 
there are twenty-five: five are from Italy (nos. 54-56,63-64,77) and the rest are from the 
western provinces (nos. 57-61, 65, 67-68, 72-73, 76, 78-85). ̂ 0

To understand more fully the capacity of these inscriptions to communicate messages 
about women's self-presentation and femininity, we might begin by considering the rôle of 
monuments, and what one scholar has termed monumental writing', in the life of the 
community. On one level, these short biographies of the deceased, with records of

^ Paul. Sent. 3.6.83 and Dig 34232.7; Ulp. Dig. 34.2.25.10. Other uses of the tenn mundus muliebris: 
Col. 123.1, Phaedr. 43.21, Sen. Nat. 1.17.10, 7.31.2-3, Var. L. 5.129.

^ Only Ulpian (Dig. 34.225.10) lists a hairpin, in this case an acus cum margarita, among the ornaments 
of women.

It should be noted that of all the inscriptions surveyed in CIL, only two examples were found of men 
holding mirrors (CIL 12.1308,13.5447). In both cases the inscriptions are fragmentary and shed no light 
on the identities or occupations of the individuals. Cf. Ésperandieu (1908) 1122, for a funerary relief, 
unacccompanied by an epitaph, of a male figure holding a mirror.

"  Woolf (1996) 24.
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ancestry, achievements, personal attributes, and relationships, were meant for private 
consumption. Tombs and grave sites provided grieving family members with a measure of 
comfort, offering relatives an opportunity to visit with the deceased whenever they wished 
or on special religious holidays. At the Feralia, the festal day marking the end of the 
Parentalia (Ovid. Fast. 2.533), families gathered at the tombs of the dead to make sacrifices 
and partake of a ritual meal; and during the Rosalia Romans attended the tombs of their 
ancestors to deck them with garlands and flowers. Dedicatory inscriptions make clear that 
these festivals were of great importance. That the Parentalia was seen as an important 
religious holiday is demonstrated by an inscription from Ambarri in Lugdunensis {CIL 
13.2465), revealing that one resident of the town set aside half an acre of vineyard for the 
purpose of its celebration.^^ On another level, funerary markers were destined for public 
consumption, for leaving some record to posterity. Cicero, in a passage from the Tusculan 
D isp u ta tions  (1.51), implies as much. He includes funerary monuments and 
commemorative inscriptions among the things that men consider when they think of their 
own posterity: the fathering of children, the honouring of a name, the adoption of sons, 
and the careful drawing up of wills.

Depending upon their location, these monumenta  might be seen by a variety of 
individuals from town notables to mendicants. Roman law forbade interments within city 
or town limits at least from the time of the Twelve Tables (Cic. Leg. 2 .2 3 .5 8 ),^^ with the 
result that the roads leading to and from most communities in Italy, were lined with tombs 
and other kinds of memorials. At Rome, for instance, a vast necropolis was located 
outside the Aurelian Wall between the Porta Salaria and the Porta Pinciana. Excavation of

Cherry (1995), in a response to Meyer (1991), argues from a study of funerary inscriptions from 
Lambaesis and Theueste, that sentiment and family affection—not heirship—were the motivating factors for 
commemoration of the dead among Romans and non-Romans in North Africa.

13 Oiher testators specify the times of the year that they wish the proper rites to be performed in their 
memory; most often the stated days are the Parentalia, the Rosalia, and the testator’s birthday. For this 
evidence see the discussion in Clumplin (1991) 164, with CIL 3.707, 11042; 5.2046, 2090, 4016, 4410, 
4440, 5272, 5907,7450, and Farrar (1999) 177-179 with notes. Evidence for the Rosalia is considerable 
but widely scattered.

1  ̂Cic. Tusc. 1.31: Quid procreatio liberorum, quid propagatio nominis, quid adoptationes filiorum, quid 
lestamentorum diligentia, quid ipsa sepulcrorum monumenta elogia significant nisi nos fulura etiam 
cogitare.

13 Toynbee (1971) 48-49, noted two exceptions; the mausoleum of Augustus was erected in the Campus 
Martius, an area outside the pomerium and Trajan’s ashes were interred at the base of his colunm. Cf. 
Morris (1992) 42.
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the necropolis, which was in use from the mid first century BC well into the third century 
AD, has uncovered more than one thousand tombs and approximately twenty-five hundred 
funerary inscriptions. Here, the stratification of society was very much in evidence. 
Architecturally elaborate memorials of leading citizens occupied prestigious locations, while 
the unassuming tombstones and commemorative plaques of the lower orders were relegated 
to places less prominent Elsewhere, individuals recognised for exceptional service to their 
community might be voted, decreto decurionum (CIL 11.6528), a burial plot on municipal 
land immediately outside the town. Statements about tomb dimensions are also important 
for they can tell us whether the plot was situated adjacent to a roadway or whether it 
bordered a street in a cemetery proper, both of which were prominent locations. Tomb size 
is given in only one of the mundus muliebris epitaphs, that of Flavia Tertia (no. 37). The 
dimensions are fifteen (Roman) feet in fronte and fifteen feet in agro. If her memorial was 
erected next to the road on the outskirts of Hadria, presumably it would have been visible 
to anyone approaching or leaving the town. It would also have been visible to anyone 
engaged in the various activities which often took place in the shadow of the city walls: the 
grazing of flocks by shepherds, the cultivation of vegetable gardens, and the gathering of 
townspeople who came to watch the punishment of criminals.

Lush funeral gardens where Romans socialised and exercised with friends and family 
also provided opportunities for viewing monuments. The buffoon Trimalchio entertained 
his guests (Petr. 71) by reciting the speciHcations of the tomb that Habinnas, a lapidarius, 
was building for him. It was to be one hundred feet in fronte, two hundred feet in agro, 
and to encompass a garden replete with statuary, a sun-dial, fruit trees and vines. 
Trimalchio even provided for a custodian, as much to carry out maintenance as to prevent 
his memorial from being defaced. That funeral gardens like Trimalchio's were designed 
for socialising may be inferred by the range of structures and facilities associated with 
them. According to the evidence from epigraphy, dining areas, store-rooms for foodstuffs 
used in ritual meals, sun-terraces, promenades, and pools, were common features of the 
larger funerary gardens.

Rome necropolis: Bodel (1992) 73-75. Burial on municipal land: Dyson (1992) 149. Activities 
outside city wall: Dyson (1992) 153, following Blume, I adimann, and Rudtnff (1848-1852) Vol. 1, p. 21. 
Compare Morris (1992) 46, who speculates on the range of status differences noticed by visitors to the 
street of tombs. Cf. Woolf (1996) 28-29.

^7 On the historicity of Trimalchio, Petronius' literary creation, see D'Arms (1981) 95-120 and Gamsey 
(1981) 371. On funeral gardens generally: Toynbee (1971) 94-100; Jashemsld (1979) Chapter 6; Purcell 
(1987) 188; Farrar (1999) 177-179. Facilities: C/L 6.31852 (accranmodations); 6.15993, 9.1938 (dining-
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Despite the existence of funerary gardens, most commemorative monuments were 
found in cemeteries or scattered along the roadsides leading from most cities and towns, 
where they were open to view by anyone who cared to linger. Of course we have no way 
of knowing how often people did so, but implicit in the petitions which appear on 
gravestones and altars, asking those who pass by not to harm them in any way, is the idea 
that people often did pause to look. Staberia Flora (no. 39), a freedwoman of Capua, 
appeals to those who pass by her monument: I ask you dear passerby, do not harm me' 
(rogo te mi viator, noli mi nocere). For good measure the request appears twice, once on 
either side of the monument face, presumably in the hope that all viatores will comply with 
her wishes. Together, the tombs and stelai crowding the thoroughfares, the funerary 
gardens with their extensive facilities and services, and the holidays devoted to worship of 
one's ancestors demonstrate that the deceased were far from forgotten. On the contrary, 
they formed a signiHcant presence in the community and their memorials were constant 
reminders to the living of the centrality of kinship, social standing, and conformity in 
Roman society.

The Italian inscriptions total forty-two and a significant number come from the many 
communities and road stations hard by or within easy access of the Via Valeria, a main 
artery first built around 303 BC to connect Rome with the colony of Alba Fucens. The 
others are concentrated in two areas: among settlements along the eastern seaboard in the 
area between the Via Valeria and the Via Salaria, and in towns such as Volsinii, Blera, 
Pisae, and Luna, north and west of Rome. Inscriptions from the Roman West are much 
more widely dispersed through Britain, the Gallic provinces, Spain, Noricum, Germany 

and Upper Pannonia. The original location of many of these funerary monuments is 
difficult to ascertain since many were removed from cemeteries and necropoleis for use in 
building projects (no. 37, 43), in later periods.** Some markers have been found within 
church precincts (nos. IS, 29, 31, 38), although the editors of the CIL are not always clear 
on whether they were used strictly as construction material or served in a decorative

rooms) and 6.1600,9681,29964 (tabemae); 629959,11.3895 (paths); 6.31852, 113895 (shops); 133708 
(pools); 631852 (market garden); 6.13823 (vegetable garden and porter's lodge). Cf. the final bequest of 
Junia Libertas (A£ 1940.94), who granted her freedmen and women the use of the gardens, houses and 
shops enclosed in a funeral park.

1* Chapter 3, p. 23. The marker for Restituta (no. 33) may well have been found in its original context; 
the editrxs indicate the find spot was the catacomb beneath the church of S t Victor in Amitemum.
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capacity.^^ Still others came into the hands of affluent Italian families of the modem 
historical period (no. 23, 25, 27); a demonstration perhaps of the dilettantism and the 
passion for antiquities that gripped the European public in the late eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries.

How might we characterise the communities which, broadly speaking, produced these 
epitaphs? The individuals in this study doubtless came from a variety of backgrounds and 
engaged in a variety of professions, and their communities must have been equally diverse. 
We might see the larger and more prosperous towns as microcosms of Rome with local or 
municipal councils, and a town élite comprising wealthy landowners and businessmen 
from whom the local magistrates and religious officials were chosen. The degree of 
prosperity and population of these towns differed dramatically. As an illustration we may 
compare the estimated city populations given by Duncan-Jones. He places the number of 
free and servile inhabitants of Corfinium, a municipium on the Via Valeria, between 2480 
and 2820. Pliny the Younger's home town of Comum on the other hand was far more 
urban, with a population approaching 19,000-22,0(X) (these are approximations only). 
These same communities also possessed servile and libertine populations, which lived 
alongside citizens of modest and poor station.^

Urban centres in the Roman West, like Burdigala, Durocortorum, and Orolaunum, 
were particularly receptive to things Roman, and where native culture met Roman there was 
often a fusion of the two which produced a distinctive culture. Burdigala, for example, an 
international trading-port of long standing at the mouth of the Garonne, was well placed to 
make the most of the opportunities offered by integration within the Empire and would no 
doubt have developed as a prosperous Romano-Gallic township without outside 
intervention. Andematurmum was an early oppidum along the road to Augusta Treverorum 
(Trier) in the north and Durocortorum in the northwest; together they formed part of a trade 
triangle in the early Imperial period. At least ten of the provincial inscriptions have been 
ascribed to communities well connected by major arteries (nos. 14,18,57-61,67, 73, 85),

f ̂  For example, the altar of Gaius lulius Philetus, a freed boy from Rome, was adapted for use as a water 
basin in S. Maria in Dominica in Rome (Kleiner [1987] no. 11).

City populations: Duncan-Jones (1974) 273, Table 7, to be read with his discussion on the methods and 
difficiilties of quantifying such populations (259-319). Cities as social, religious, and administrative 
centres: Ward-Perkins (1974) 8; Gamsey and Sailer (1987) 192.
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and another three (nos. 65, 68, 72) are from Arelate (a veteran colonia), Tullum, and 
Dibio, towns which also enjoyed the beneGts of the western road networic.^^

The Status o f  Honorands and Dedicants: Libertinae
Women of freed status form the most substantial category of honorands in this study 

(twenty-one verifiable libertinae and ten probable).^ From three towns on the Italian and 
provincial models described above, we have inscriptions commemorating married couples, 
erected by libertini who style themselves seviri Augustales?-^ By virtue of their former 
servile status freedmen were barred from municipal office-holding, a time-honoured 
method of enhancing one's social and economic reputation. Exclusion presented the 
freedman with something of a dilemma: how to gain respectability and leave one's servile 
origins far behind. One course of action for affluent libertini was membership in the 
Augustales, which brought civic as well as religious responsibilities. Candidates were 
probably nominated by local decurions, and during their term served the cult of the emperor 
and carried out euergetic duties, such as sponsoring public entertainment or municipal 
works. In return, they received the insignia of public office normally granted to freebom 
officeholders: the fasces and the right to wear the toga praetexta. The husbands of Nonia 
Lucusta, Sextuleia Secunda and Luculla Psamathe all held this relatively distinguished 
position (nos. 15, 30, 77).^^

On the lateral faces of the cippus for Luculla Psamathe and her husband are depictions 
of a man and a woman whom it is tempting to identify as the deceased. The couple are

On Burdigala see Drinkwater (1983) 143, after Étienne (1962) 71. On tbe history of Andematunnum see 
Wigbtman (1985) 152. Trade triangle and road network: Woolf (1998) 89, fig. 4.6. On the inscribing 
classes in Gaul and the character of the towns from which most of the Gallic inscriptions derive, see Woolf 
(1998) 98-105.

22 Certain libertinae: nos. 9, 13, 15, 22-23,26-28, 31-33, 36 (two honorands), 39, 42,45,48, 76-77, 81 
(two honorands). Probable libertinae: nos. 14, 16 (two honorands), 23, 39-40, 42, 46-47, 54 (Cornelia 
Tyche).

23 Taylor (1914) is still a good, concise discussion of the sevirate's titular variations and responsibilities. 
More recent discussion may be found in D'Arms (1981) 126-133, and Ostrow (1990) 364-365. Ambitious 
freedmen generally: MacMuUen (1974) 102-105; Gamsey (1981).

2^ Cf. Temes (1988) no. 184, for an entry on the Eltempaarpfeiler. He makes brief mention of the (act that 
the badly fragmented inscription on the principal register may identify tbe husband as a sevir Augustalis. I 
can find no reference to tûs possibility in other discussions of the monument It should be noted that 
while Sextuleia Secunda is married to a freedman, she is ingenua and wiU be discussed in the foUowing 
section.
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seated, she holding a mirror and he a diptych or writing tablet Libicus is clearly a former 
slave, presumably from North Africa, who refers to himself as 'Gallae filius ', the son of 
Galla. (It is not entirely clear whether this Galla is male or female.)^^ The wife's servile 
origin is alluded to by a mix of names, the Greek Psamathe with the gentilicium Luculla. 
Libicus claims to have discharged the duties of an Augustalis, which means that he was a 
freedman possessed of a considerable fortune. His freedom may have been achieved 
through his writing skills, as amanuensis to his patron, or the appearance of being literate 
may be a conceit—evidence that Libicus contrived to be remembered as an accomplished 
individual.^^ He is the very image of urbanitas, that quality of person and character 
thought to betray one's familiarity with the sophisticated tastes of urban life. The corollary 
of what we might call his urbanitas is the cultus and omatus of Luculla Psamathe, who 
appears as a woman devoted to self-cultivation or skilled in self-management.

Different yet familiar stories are told by the commemorations for Sextuleia Secunda 
(no. 30) and Nonia Lucusta (no. 15).^^ In both instances, the accoutrements of the 
woman's toilette, prominently displayed, make a visual statement about the women's self
presentation that corresponds to the written statements of their husband's achievements as 
Augustales. Thus, the memorials for these couples demonstrate a deep respect for, or an 
understanding at least of the high value placed upon urbanitas by the Roman élite. A 
woman's prestige clearly was defined in part by the social prominence of her husband, and 
by the quality of her physical appearance.^ There was a healthy respect for rusticitas too 
in the idealised musings of agricultural writers, poets, and philosophers, such as Varro, 
Ovid, and Seneca. Yet many of these same writers reveal their prejudice against rusticitas. 
Cicero (Fin. 3.14), for example, in an effort to impugn his enemies, referred to them as 
rustics and country folk'.^9

^  CIL 11.3011: r. Calpurinius GallaeifiUus Libicus\Augustalis\muner[e}functusiLuculla Psamathe\ uxor. 
Tbe editors do not provide a description of tbe furniture upon which the man and woman sit; they simply 
write mulier sedens cum specula and homo sedens cum diptycho.

Libicus' portrait brings to mind tbe painted literary' portraits from Pompeii which may have been 
created for die same purpose, that is to leave tbe impression that tbe sitters depicted were literate and 
therefore cultured individuals. Bibliography for these portraits may be found in Harris (1989) 263, n. 459.

CIL 9.3952: D. M. S.\Tituleius\Successus\sevir Aug.\sibi et\Sextuleiae\M. f. Secundae\coiugi b. m.\p.

28 Gardner (1986) 67.

29 por discussion of tbe tensions between urban and rural: MacMuUen (1974) 28-56. CaracaUa (f. Giess 
40), we may recall, believed that poor diction and boorish manners revealed native Egyptians for the simple
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Beside the memorials for the wives of the Augustales, we may place those of the 
freedman comb-maker L. Sextus Albanus and his wife Sabidia Euche (no. 13).^^ 
Sabidia's toiletries (slippers, a comb, perfume bottles, and a cylindrical cista) occupy the 
face of the monument, while two long-toothed combs symbolic of her husband's 
profession are relegated to the left lateral face. There is also the funerary text of Amaredia 
Lucina (no. 31) to consider. A freedwoman of Alba Fucens who died at the age of 
nineteen, she was memorialised with a cippus erected by her parents (C. Amaredius 
Severus and Amaredia Psyche) and by her patron and probable husband, C. Amaredius 
Aper. This may explain why the epitaph states that Aper consented to have her cippus 
placed in his tomb (in monumento suo)—although such a practice was far from unusual. 
Because Latin texts use the word monumentum to describe different types of memorials, it 
is difficult to know whether Aper's tomb was an expansive structure with space for 
sarcophagi and niches for urns, or a simple enclosure, open to the elements, with a burial 
pit for himself and space for the grave-stones of his dependents.^^

Why were grooming implements chosen to adorn a memorial, when they were 
presumably so common as to be banal?^^ With wealthy husbands holding distinguished

nistics they were. Other examples; Cic. Off. 1.35.129, Phil. 10.10.22; Hot. Epod. 2.41; Juv. 3.67; Apul. 
Apol. 9.1, 10.6, 23.5, 70J .

See Zimmer (1982) Mr. 148: L  Sextu.̂  d L  Albanuslet Sabidiae T. I. Euche v a.

CIL 9.3971: D. M. S.\Amarediae\Lucinae\quae vixit annos\xviiii men. vit, quem (sic) con\didit in 
monumentolsuo C. Amaredius Aper\patronus C. Amaredius\Sewrus et Amaredia\Psyche filiae piissi\mae.

There are other examples in ibis study of libertae who married their patrons. See the monuments for 
Mammia Zee (no. 27), Nunnia Brysa (no. 48), and Regina (no. 76).

Eighteen of forty-one Italian epitaphs (44%) occur with both mirror and comb, and an additional twenty- 
two (54%) reveal evidence of a comb, or a mirror alone or with other toiletries. Cf. the remarks of Gardner 
(1995) 381, concerning the classification of these accessories. She points out that the jurists give little or 
no attention to the same sorts of articles when discussing the testamentary concerns of men. '[Male 
toiletries] are not conceived of as a separate category, one may suggest, because it is simply assumed that 
men's use of such things is purely practical and utilitarian and needs no further comment; when used by 
women, they have purpose beyond tbe mere necessities of cleanliness'. This attitude may stem from the 
fact that while men were expected to present themselves in a clean and well attired manner in public (see 
(Zhapter 2), it would not be acceptable for them to spend long hours at their own grooming rituals, for this 
would reduce them to the level of women. For comparable views we may recall Ulpian's {Dig. 34.2.232) 
definition of women's clothing as 'those acquired for the benefit of the matron of a household, which a man 
cannot easily use without incurring censure' (muliebria sunt, quae matris familiae causa sunt comparata, 
quibus vir non facile uti potest sine vituperatione); and Paul's claim that suitable men's clothing (Sent. 
3.6.80) comprised only those items which a man could use without shaming his masculinity (quae ad usum 
virilem salvo pudore viriliuuis attinent).
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positions in the community, these women were expected to comport themselves in a 
manner befitting their husbands' stature as were the wives of other public figures (Polyb. 
31.26-27; Liv. 34.7; Plin. Ep. 6.32). To what degree women complied with these 
standards or met these expectations cannot be determined; but the symbols of womanhood 
lend the impression that they had the tinancial resources and the leisure to devote to the 
cultivation of their appearances. Consider Ovid's Medicamina Faciei (51-100) in the 
context of funerary monuments and the various jars which appear on them. Ovid provided 
step-by-step instructions on how to create skin treatments from carefully dried, ground, 
pounded, and mixed ingredients, and Green has demonstrated that these compounds were 
fairly effective.^ Barley, eggs, and honey, three of his ingredients, may have produced a 
fine beauty cream but could hardly be spared by women whose families lived at subsistence 
level. Other concoctions required imported products, such as Illyrian iris and frankincense 
mixed with a special salt from Libya, items that certainly were beyond the finances of the 
less well-to-do, even though their expertise in the kitchen may have provided them with the 
skills necessary for drying, pounding and grinding the ingredients these ointments 
demanded. Thus, depictions of cosmetic containers may in some instances speak to the 
status of the individual.

To be an ideal Roman woman was always to be suitably groomed, and the memorial of 
Septimia Lyde (no. 33), a resident of Alba Fucens, implies that she was attentive to this 
need or possessed a certain skill in self-management.^^ She, however, was not 
commemorated by a husband but by her two freedwomen, Septimia Satura and Septimia 
Primigenia, who performed the duties most often associated with the legatees of the 
deceased. Cicero says these legatees (who may or may not be the heirs) were responsible 
for performing the rites for the dead (sacra). He does not say specifically that the setting up 
of a suitable memorial was part of the heir's or legatee's obligations, but it is clear that at 
least some Romans believed this to be among their responsibilites.^^ We may recall Pliny

34 Green (1979).

33 CIL 9.4026: SeptimiaeiLyde\Septimia Saturaiet Septimia Primi\genia patrone\b. m.cLs.f.

3^ Leg. 2.48-49: Quaeruntur enim, qui astringantur sacris. Heredum causa iustissima est; nulla est enim 
persona, quae ad vicem eius, qui e vita emigrarit, propius accedat. Deinde. qui morte testamentove eius 
tantundem capiat, quantum omnes heredes ...Tertio loco, si nemo sit heres, is, qui de bonis, quae eius 
fuerint, cum moritur, usu ceperit plurimum possidendo. Quarto, qui, si nemo sit, qui ullam rem ceperit, de 
creditoribus eius plurimum servet. Extrema ilia persona est, ut is, si qui ei, qui mortuus sit, pecuniam 
debuerit neminique eam solvent, proinde habeatur, quasi earn pecuniam ceperiL
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the Younger's complaint {Ep. 6.10) about the lazy heir of his friend Verginius. Septimia 
Lyde may have had no family to set up a proper monument, particularly if she herself had 
been a slave and separated from her birth parents. Thus, she relied on the loyalty and 
goodwill of former slaves to ensure she was not forgotten. To judge from the number of 
articles depicted her freedwomen seem to have chosen thoughtfully: spoon, comb, 
slippers, hairnet, flask, and mirror encircle the epitaph found on the lid of Septimia's 
sarcophagus. 37

The imagery of Septimia Lyde's monument is consistent with what we might expect for 
a woman of some wealth, but the wording of the epitaph indicates that the libertae paid for 
their patron's monument out of their own pockets. Had Septimia Lyde stipulated in a will 
that she wished her freedwomen to set up her memorial, a perfectly legitimate request in 
Ulpian's opinion {Digest 11.7.3-5), we might expect such phrases as testamento fieri 
iussit, testamento poni iussit, or ex testamento to be part of the inscription.38 Instead, the 
abbreviation d(e) s(uo/a) forms part of the closing line, indicating that the freedwomen paid 
for the monument independently. The women may have been obligated to commemorate 
their patrona, and consulted her on the appropriate form of commemoration and decoration 
before she died. A more likely scenario is that the women chose the monument based on 
current fashions in funerary art and in the knowledge of what symbols exemplified a highly 
regarded aspect of femininity.

Finally, consider the memorial for Psyche Herennia (no. 47), who died at the grand age 
of seventy. Still visible next to her inscription are the remains of a comb and mirror, 
creating the impression that the honorand was sensitive to the visual language of femininity 

and what it might communicate to posterity. Psyche seems to have had some semblance of 
family life despite beginning life as a slave. She was remembered by her husband' 
Cresimus who refers to her as his coniunx, by her daughter Aiecta [sic?], and by her son- 
in-law A l e x a n d e r .39 It is possible that the three commemorators were of the same status as

37 Ten other monuments, commemorating thirteen women, bear elaborate mundus muliebris reliefs 
comparable to that found on the sarcophagus of Septimia Lyde. Two of these women are ingenuae (nos. 10 
and 30), three are incerti (nos. 12 and 49), four can be securely identified as libertinae (nos. 23,26, 32,48), 
three as possible libertinae (nos. 16 and 24) and one as a serva (no. ItS).

38 The pyramid of C. Cestius, for example, was finished in 330 days {ILS 1.917): ...Opus apsolutum ex 
testamento diebus cccxxx ... Testamentary stipulations: (Zhamplin (1991) 175; Keppie (1991) 107-108. 
Sailer and Shaw (1984) also note that the number of slave and freed commemorators in their study of 
approximately 2S,0(X) tombstones was extremely low (5% or less).

39 CIL 11.6998: D. M.\Syceni Eren\nie posuit\Cresimus\coiugi suelet Aiecta fil.\et gener eiul 
Alexander\curandu.\posuerun.\vix. an. LXX. The honorand's names are probably spelled phonetically. An
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the honorand, and that Psyche's gentilicium  applies to them all as former slaves of a 
Herennius or Herennia. Alternatively, Psyche may have been the only freed member of the 
family, and pointed references to personal relationships—coniunx, filia, gener—together 
with the imagery of the monument were meant to create a veneer of respectability and solid 
membership in a community that was in many respects closed to the deceased and her 
family unless they were newly freed. Under Roman law slaves had no fathers, nor then 
did they have a family from which they might derive a personal identity. With the 
indulgence of their owners, slaves could and did form de facto unions—contubemia— from 
which there was issue."^ What Psyche and others like her gained from the use of this 
written and visual funerary language was a personal identity firmly rooted in a family unit 
and an ability, as a respectably groomed woman, to meet Roman ideals of femininity.

The inscriptions examined above make evident the concern of freedmen and 
freedwomen with self-representation. They set up monuments for themselves and drew 
attention to their public service wherever possible, demonstrating a keen desire to be 
regarded as respectable and accepted members of the communities in which they lived. 
Through office-holding the men acquired the prestige which was an essential ingredient of 
one's social reputation and their wives in turn shared this success. Equally, freedwomen 
like the Septimiae testified to their own accomplishments, both financial and social, by 
setting up monuments independently. Not all freed individuals had the economic capacity 
to erect substantial memorials: those for Peticia Cytheris (no. 28) and Staberia Flora (no. 
39) are relatively plain markers with simple imagery. On the whole, it is reasonable to say 
that freedmen and women were proud of their new free status, and they and their 
commemorators created the appearance of assimilation by imitating the ingenui. Imitation 
took many forms, but in funerary contexts we find freedmen and freedwomen adapting the 
monuments of freebom Romans to their own purposes.'*^ They adopted the written

alternative reading of Erennie may be Eiiene, which would suggest that Psyche was in fact a slave. Susini 
(1973) 39-40 attributes these lands of errors to two factors. First, a distracted mason may have mispelled 
the words, and second the individual who placed the order may have been of foreign extraction and his or her 
pronunciation confusing to the scriptor.

'^0 Slave paternity: Buckland (1908) 76; Bradley (1994) SO. Slave families: Bradley (1987) 47-80. 
Contubemium: Rawson (1974); Treggiari (1981).

41 A comprehensive study of this practice is Kleiner's (1977) study of the group funerary portraits from 
Italy.
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language of commemorations, and in the case of freedwomen employed an iconography 
that alluded to freedom from labour, participation in beauty culture, and financial security.

Honorands and Dedicants: Ingenuae and Incertae
Women of certain freebom status (ingenuae) form the second largest category of 

honorands (twenty in total). We have already mentioned Sextuleia Secunda (no. 30) who 
lived in Alba Fucens along with her husband, T. Tituleius Successus, an Augustalis.^^ 
Marriages between the daughters of affluent freedmen and wealthy libertini were common 
within the fam ilia  Caesaris, but one wonders how common they were in smaller 
communities such as Alba Fucens. A freebom woman was undoubtedly an attractive 
marriage partner for a freedman concemed with social mobility, but evidence for this kind 
of mixed marriage outside the familia Caesaris is thin. Weaver studied seven hundred 
epitaphs for couples from the city of Rome, that is couples outside the familia Caesaris, and 
among them found only eight instances of libertinus-ingenua relationships."*^ The small 
sample size from Rome itself suggests that it is even more difficult to assess the frequency 
of these marriages elsewhere. Perhaps a plausible explanation for the relationship between 
Sextuleia and Successus is that she was the daughter of a freedman rather than an 
ingenuus, making this less of a mésalliance.

Flavia Tertia (no. 37), a resident of Hadria, was also ingenua. The brother who set up 
her dedication included the dimensions of her burial plot in the inscription."*"* Given that 
her parents are not listed as dedicants, it may be that Flavia's memorial formed part of a 
large family sepulchre which already held the remains of her mother and father. Just how 
affluent were the Flavii? Flavia's tomb was not comparable to the grandiose burial 
complex constructed by P. Aelius lobacchus (CIL 6.10235), an imperial freedman, but it 
was larger than the parcel of land awarded by the municipal council of Sassina to one of its 
own citizens for a tomb."*  ̂ With the purchase of land beyond the means of most Romans, 
the fact that Flavia's family, or Flavia herself, was able to afford a sizable burial plot must

"*2 Above, n. 28.

43 Weaver (1972) 187.

"*"* CIL 9.5025: Flaviae L  f.\Tertiae\ L. Flavius L  f.lMaec. Valens\sorori p.Un fr. p. jtv in ag. p. xv.

"*̂  CIL 6.10235: ...pedaturamdedit ante tituL p. xxxl antefrontep. xxx et in agro quoq.\ p. centenos. The 
example firom Sassina (CIL 11.6528): in fronte p .xin  agnm p. x.
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have carried a certain cachet The memorial for Aurelia Tertia and her husband L. Veltius 
Bassus (no. 63) possesses only a mirror,^^ but it is balanced on one side by a seated 
female and on the other by a seated male, holding unidentified objects in their hands. This 
imagery is comparable to that on the cippus of LucuUa Psamathe and her freedman husband 
T. Calpumius Libicus, where the couple are posed with implements that spoke to their 
urbanitas.

In marked contrast stands the memorial for Paccia Salve (no. 38), a Capuan woman. 
The filiation in this brief epitaph, no more than a simple tabula, makes clear that she is 
ingenua.^^ The editors identify the objects flanking the commemorative inscription as a 
mirror and lagoenae, narrow-necked pottery vessels. Filiation, of course, is not a fool
proof method of determining status, particularly since there was a decline, beginning in the 
first century AD, in the use of formal status indicators especially among non-imperial 
libertini.^^ Consequently, any conclusions based upon iconography and brevity of 
inscription must be tentative.'*^ Paccia's simple memorial may be compared with those of 
Carosa (no. 68) and Paulina lanuaria (no. 72), both freebom women of the Roman West. 
Although Carosa and Paulina were commemorated with portraits of women holding 
mirrors, their dedications comprised single lines only with their names and indications of 
their status, an important distinction in our view since epigraphers often take the use of a 
single name as an indication of slave status.^

Nine incertae are also found among the honorands in this study (nos. 12, 44,46, 58, 
60,64-65, 80). These are women whose nomen and cognomen are usually given without 
any indication of status (the exception is no. 60). The women were not slaves but we do 
not know whether they were freebom or freed, and there is no proven method of

^ I I 9.79: v p L  VeltiusLf\CanL/Bassussibilet Aureliae TfiTertiae uxroril[— ].

^̂ 7 CIL 10.4269: Paclcjia TL f. Salve.

^  Taylor (1961) 121-122; Weaver (1972) 74 and (1986) 155. Cf. Josbel (1992) 35-39.

The desire of the free poor to live on after death (as it were), is not well attested in this study. We might 
compare Paccia's wish to be commemorated with the desires of another distinct group, gladiators. Sailer 
and Shaw (1984) 127 examined the epitaphs of gladiators from Italy and Spain which reveal that among a 
group of individuals whose life-span could be rather short, there was a desire to leave some record of 
personal relationships. See also CIL 6.10168-10202.

CIL 13.4672: Carosae\Melindi\fil. CIL 13.4459: Paulina lanuaris filia. Slave status: Weaver (1972)
83.
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interpreting such texts. The omission of status was a common practice among freebom 
individuals of non-élite rank (except those who were military personnel). It was also the 
custom among freedmen and women both inside and outside the familia Caesaris. 
Although efforts to ascertain the status of incertae are hampered by the absence of formal 
status indicators, we have other information about the honorands which allows for some 
speculation. Valeria Procula (no. 46), honoured by at least two generations of Cosconii, is 
one example. She may well be an ingenua, possibly even connected with the Q. Valerii 
Proculi who were known for their support of the Luna c a r p e n t e r s . ^ 2  Whether or not 

Valeria was a woman of consequence in the Luna community, the images on her cippus— 
mirror, comb, slippers, and unguentarium—compare with the representations found on 
monuments for libertinae and ingenuae. Similarly, Titia Nicarium (no. 64), set up a 
portrait stele for herself and her husband, the tailor Domitius; perhaps wife and husband 
were tradespeople of Dyrrhachium. The inscription suggests that Domitius predeceased 
Titia.^^ The couple appear in the dress and pose typical of married couples and she holds a 
mirror in her hand. Filiation and reference to a manumittor are absent, but Titia's 
gentilicium  and the fact that she addresses Domitius as husband', suggesting that she 
enjoyed the right of conubium, may reflect her free status.

Pompeia Graphis, another of our incertae, and her husband A. Asurius Sedatus were 
commemorated by their sons (no. 65).^  The family lived in Gallia Narbonensis. There is 
much that is suggestive here of free status. The portraits of the couple are configured in the 
manner of Roman group portraits from Italy, with a mirror set into the background. The 
sons Sedulus and Securus refer to themselves as fili and to Pompeia and Sedatus as their 
parentes. If the honorands were formerly slaves and the boys were bom subsequent to 
their manumission, the use of these familial terms would not be unusual. Again, we cannot 
be certain of the couple's status because from the first century of Empire onward freedmen

For a sensible discussion of the difficulties presented by omissions of status and nomenclature see 
Weaver (1972) 80-86, with reference to the work of Taylor (1961) and Kajanto (1965).

A translation of Valeria's epitaph is extremely problematic owing to the great number of errors. CIL 
11.6994: D. M.\T. Cosconius\Coscomus TacUiusJiuset\Cosconius nelios mairi cari[s}\Valeria Procul[aJ\ 
posui bene mere[nt].\Pyipus carissim{ej. The editors of CIL cmnmenc Cum Valeria Procula v. 7 videntur 
coniuncti fiasse Q. Valerii Proculi pater et filius patroni collegii fabrum tignariorum Lunensium.

Scarre (1995) 37: Domitius sarcinator Titia Nicario coniugilDomitii slarcinatoris ave.

^  CIL 12.762: A. Asurio Sedato Pompeiae GraphinHSedulus et Securus fili parentibus vivi fecerunt.
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and women regularly began to omit references to their legal position. The memorials for 
Pompeia Marituma (no. 58) and Aveta (no. 60) offer identical problems of status 
determination.^^ The full-length portraits of these Burdigalan women are notable for their 
fine detail, yet their epitaphs make no mention of their legal status. Reference to personal 
relationships, relationships which under Roman law applied only to free and freed persons, 
are our only clues: Pompeia was commemorated by her husband, Avete by her mother 
Cintugena.

Honorands and Dedicants: Servae
Viewed against the epitaphs for libertinae, ingenuae, and incertae, commemorations for 

servae give us a clear sense that the visual language of femininity transcended the social and 
economic stratification of Roman society. Alienation could not stem the desire of many 
slaves to leave some record of a life lived, of a relationship, or of an occupation, which 
counteracted in a small way the anonymity that accompanied their status. This much seems 
evident from research dealing with the epigraphic habits of slaves and former slaves,^^ and 
is equally true of the inscriptions under discussion. Five of the seventy-three honorands 
were certainly slaves: Ecloge (no. 16), Cyparis (no. 20), Asteris (no. 21), Silvina (no. 29), 
and Restituta (no. 34). Another three women may well have been of servile status: 
Félicitas Sanbuce (no. 25), Primigenia (no. 35), and Severa (no. 19).^7 The images 
appended to their epitaphs are relatively ordinary: a mirror or comb, and occasionally a 
hairpin, slippers or spoon. Only Severa, a woman of Parentium, commemorated by an 
individual named Hedylus, possessed an elaborate memorial. On her cippus were pyxis 
and spatula, a hair-needle or calamistrum, an unguent compact, and a pair of forceps.

What is most intriguing about these memorials is that they seem to contradict the 
widespread prejudice in antiquity that people of servile backgrounds were physically 
unattractive. The aristocrat Dionysius, a central character of Chariton's romance Chaereas

C/L 13.812: D. MAPompeiae MaritumaeUulius Lentinus marüus\posuit. C/L 13.664: Avete dejunctae 
annorum XXV maieriCintugena posait.

56 Treggiari (1973) 250; Josbel (1992).

Status determination is not deduced by size of monument and sophistication of iconography but from 
several factors; the use of single names for honorand and commemorator (the exception is the Ecloge who 
was commemorated by a freedman); the fact that these names are often of Greek or foreign origins (Ecloge, 
Cyparis, Polydeuces, Syrion); and the presence of terms identifying an individual as a slave (e.g. 
conservas).
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and Callirhoe, tells his servant Leonas that '[it] is impossible for a person not freebom to 
be beautiful' (2.1.5).^* His disclosure follows close upon the revelation that Callirhoe, 
renowned for her beauty, is thought to be a slave. This sentiment may well have been 
widespread within free society, but what are we to make of Horace's reassuring words 
(Carm. 2.4) to Xanthias on his love for a slave girl; or Julius Caesar's acute embarrassment 
(Suet. Jul. 47) at paying an exorbitant sum for slaves with fine figures (servitia rectiora)1 
Inscriptions with attendant toilette iconography demonstrate a certain interest among slave- 
women in beauty culture despite the fact that they may not always have had the necessary 
income to participate fully. The inscriptions also illustrate that servae  and their 
commemorators were well versed in the visual language of femininity.

Among funerary inscriptions for slave-women, as among those for freedwomen, the 
choice of object carved on the monument varied. Personal preferences, the sums available 
for funeral expenses, local fashions, or an atelier's inventory may account for this. The 
epitaph for Asteris (no. 21), which we have already mentioned, is accompanied by a 
mirror, comb, and spoon. Silvina (no. 29),^® contubemalis and fellow-slave of Aepinicus, 
has a mirror and a pair of slippers, while Restituta and Primigenia (nos. 34-35) have only 
mirrors. In contrast, the memorial for Ecloge, who was commemorated together with 
Claudia Lexsis and Claudia Donata, was unusually detailed: mirror, comb, slippers, 
cylindrical cosmetic box and unguentaria.

All of these implements were associated with the refined Roman woman, but what was 
the experience of slave-women with toiletries and cosmetics apart from dressing the hair of 
their mistresses? The toilette articles adorning most monuments were common possessions 
of women, as the grave goods from numerous burials well illustrate. Slave-women in 
humble situations may have owned the most basic of these, a comb say. In more affluent 
households servae perhaps possessed many articles and possibly even those which were 
costly: the cast-offs of a mistress or those purchased from the peculium. Pliny the Elder, 
complaining about the extravagance of his day {Nat. 34.160), remarked that silver had 
become so affordable that even ancillae were now using silver mirrors. How accurately 
Pliny's complaints reflect reality is difHcult to say, but for the slaves who served at

'ajduvaxov' ei\pen, 'dS Lewna', kaloo; e:\nai sw'ma mb; pefuko;fi ejleuvqron'. But see also the 
comments of Varro {R. 2.10.6-8) who suggested that the ideal slave-woman be strong and not ill looking'. 
See Reardon (1989) 17-21 for a detailed discussion of the cultural setting and date (which he accepts as mid 
first century AD) of Chariton's novel.

CIL 9.3875: Silvinaekontubemal \Aepinicus\conservus\b. m. p.
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banquets and escorted owners in public—those like the slaves in a banquet fresco from 
Pompeii or the women in the well-known bath processional from Piazza Armerina—it was 
to the owners' advantage to ensure they were well-clothed and groomed, in every way a 
symbol of their own social standing.^^ The distinction between free and slave had 
necessarily to be maintained at all times, but slave clothing need only be serviceable, not 
expensive or elaborate, just as the well-groomed individual need not be wealthy. A tidy 
appearance in the case of most slaves would sufHce,^^ which is perhaps why Cicero {Pis. 
67) criticised Piso for allowing disheveled old slaves to wait upon guests at his convivia. 
In contrast, Nepos in an anecdote from his Life ofAtticus (13.5), where he is concemed to 
demonstrate Atticus' considerable self-restraint, says that in spite of Atticus' more than 
healthy Gnancial circumstances, his household staff was never extravagantly attired.

How typical of slaves generally, then, were servae who wished to portray themselves 
as well groomed individuals? Their ability to conform to the ideals of free society implies a 
favourable status, one which enabled them to present themselves in a certain fashion, 
surely an impossibility for most female s l a v e s . ^ 2  Under Roman law owners were required 
to provide their slaves with the basic necessities of life—food, clothing, and shelter {Dig. 
34.1.6); but while the law established a basic standard of living for slaves, it also defined 
the limits of an owner's responsibility {Dig. 15.3.3.3). Thus, there could be and were vast 
differences in the material lives of slaves, with those who lived and worked in the grand 
houses of the élite enjoying a superior quality of life than those in more modest situations, 
or those who worked at hard l a b o u r T h e  ragged, scarred, and dirty slaves whom Lucius 
observed toiling in a mill (Apul. Met. 9.12) were hardly in need of grooming implements. 
In stark contrast, the elderly owner of a young slave girl, maimed by a careless donkey- 
driver on her way to a singing lesson, would have had very different expectations for her 
slave in terms of personal appearance {P. Oxy. 3555). As with free and freed individuals, 
it made no difference to the memorials whether slaves actually conformed to standards of

^  On clothing requirements for slaves see Bradley (1994) 87-89,95-100. On slaves as visible wealth' see: 
Josbel (1992) 75.

61 Biadley(1994)98.

62 Cf. the remarks of Bradley (1994) 89: 'Generalisations about the 'typical' material environment of the 
slave in the central periodof Roman history must necessarily be cautious ...yet the evidence described so far 
implies on the face of things a fairly bleak m aterial regime for most Roman slaves'.

63 Bradley (1994) 81.
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tasteful grooming. The point is that these servae wished to be seen as meeting a measure of 
womanhood defined by a society in which they could never fully participate.

Summary
In the main, the representations chosen by freebom women and their families vary little 

from those reliefs for slave and freed individuals except in the actual number of items 
depicted. This specialised iconography formed part of the visual language of Roman 
womanhood and it applied to women of all social and economic groups: the impoverished 
ingenua Paccia Salve, the former slave Herennia Psyche, the socially mobile freedwoman 
Nonia Lucusta. This visual language then was flexible and allowed for a variety of 
readings. How was the iconography interpreted? Within the milieu of the élite these 
symbols spoke of wealth and standing, and of a woman's ability to reflect her husband's 
prestige as well as her own. To a degree, the same was true for those seeking 
respectability. The iconographie choices of freed individuals are clear evidence of their 
ability to understand the value of this visual language and its efficacy in softening the 
stigma of their origins, clear for all to see in the nomenclature of their epitaphs. For 
freebom members of lowly status, deemed ill-bred and somewhat repugnant to polite 
society ,^  the funerary trappings of the élite afforded a modicum of gentility. And for 
slave-women who were utterly excluded from the community under Roman law, the use of 
mundus muliebris imagery demonstrated their aspirations to become integrated into 
established society. They were not citizen women but their funerary reliefs suggest that 

they at least conformed to one aspect of Roman femininity, that of being well-groomed.

Iconography and Age
What, if anything, can be said about age and the use of toilette iconography? We know 

nothing of the circumstances surrounding the deaths of the honorands, except in the case of 
Julia Secunda who was tragically lost at sea with her mother Cornelia Tyche and 
commemorated by Julius Secundus, the distraught father and husband.^^ We know the

^  On élite contempt for perceived social inferiors see MacMullen (1974) 110-120.

This epigram appeared on the right lateral face of the monument: lam datus est finis vitae im\paussa 
malorumivobis quas habet hoc gnatam\matremq sepulcrumUitore Phocaico pelagi vi\exanimatas\illic unde 
Tagus et nobile fiumen Hiberus\vorsum onus vorsum occa\sus fiuit alter et altehstagna sub oceani Tagus 
etVTynhenica Hiberus\sic etenim duxere ollim\primordia parcae. Et nevere super vobis vitalia fila\cum 
primum Lucina daretUucemq animamqueiut vitae diversa dies foret u\naque letHnobis porro alia est trinolde
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age at death for only twenty-three of seventy three honorands. This small sample size, 
drawn mainly from the Roman West (fourteen females), necessarily limits analysis of the 
data. It also prevents us from drawing strong conclusions about the honorands and 
patterns of commemoration in different age groups, in the way that Sailer, for example, 
was able to analyse a vast body of epigraphic material from Italy and the Latin-speaking 
W e s t^  Nevertheless, the range of ages in our study is at once remarkable and telling 
because it demonstrates that age did not dictate the use of this iconography.^^ Three 
women died in their teens (nos. 22, 31, 34), six in their twenties (nos. 42, 60-61, 81-82, 
84), seven in their thirties (nos. 49, 54, 76, 78-79, 83, 85). Three other women died in 
middle age (nos. 14,44, 83) and one at the relatively advanced age of seventy (no. 47). 
The youngest honorands did not outlive their girlhood: Laelia Bononia died aged Gve, 
Volumnia Priscilla aged nine, and Julia Secunda aged eleven (nos. 83,44,54). The use of 
toilette iconography on the memorials for Laelia and Julia is understandable since both were 
commemorated with adult females: Laelia with her grandmother and paternal aunt, Julia 
with her mother Cornelia Tyche (no. 54). Volumnia Priscilla is the only individual 
memorialised by her monument, remembered by her parents, Volumnia Euresis and 
Veturius Adventus.

As indicated in the previous chapter, we can compare the use of toilette iconography on 
monuments for girls with the range of grave goods associated with children's burials. Ten- 
year old Claudia Victoria (C/L 13.2108) was interred with an articulated legionary soldier- 
doll and ivory hairpins; Crepeteia Tryphaena with her doll, doll accessories, and toiletries. 
An eight-year-old girl (not in the epigraphic sample) who died in Egypt, perhaps the 
daughter of a Roman official, was embalmed and then returned to Italy for burial. She was 
inhumed in a large sarcophagus on the Via Cassia; among her possessions were an ivory 
doll, a small perfume container, and a rouge compact The early deaths of Claudia Victoria 
and the Via Cassia girl, like those of Laelia, Volumnia, and Julia, are consistent with the 
grim child mortality regime of the ancient world in which a staggering Rfty percent of

nemine fati\dicia dies leti quam pro\pagare suopte\visum ollis tacito arbitrio\cum lege perenni\sisti quae 
cunctos iubet ad\vadimonia mortis.

66 Sailer (1994) 28-31, Tables 2.2a-h.

67 It spears that in Roman law there were few age categories governing women's personal effects. 
Pomponius (Dig. 34.225.9) includes in bequests of muiiebria the clothing of infants, girls, and teenagers, 
because all those of the female sex, according to him are classified as women.
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children died before the age of ten. As grave goods, the mix of children's toys and 
women's accessories, perhaps odd to modem sensibilities, is not surprising.*^ In a world 
where childhood was accelerated and the law permitted females to marry as early as age 
twelve, social rôles had to be inculcated from an early age. As part of their education, 
young girls, at least those in well to do households, must have received some training in 
the art of self-preseniation.

The well-known painting from Herculaneum in which an elegantly attired and neatly 
coiffed woman supervises the toilette of two adolescent girls (no. 1), may be an artistic 
convention but surely had some basis in reality. Individuals in pre-industrial societies 
generally were formed by being made to identify with their social rôles.^^ Through 
observation, if not through formal training, girls came to understand concepts of 
femaleness; only women wore certain types of garments, only women wore their hair long 
and arranged it in certain fashions; and only women used face powders and eye colourings. 
The fourteen-year-old girls whom Epictetus {Ench. 40) says began wearing make-up once 
they realised that they were destined to be the bed-fellows of men, obviously understood 
one form of behaviour associated with woman in antiquity.

As élite girls received instruction in proper deportment, slave girls and girls of free but 
poor families received instruction of a vastly different kind. Their education was directly 
related to beauty culture, but did not focus on personal presentation so much as the making 
up and adorning of other women. These girls were trained as omatrices. The epitaph for 
Cyparis (no. 20), a hairdresser from the city of Rome, supports this interpretation. She 
was commemorated by an individual named Polydeuces, who referred to her as 'a well- 
deserving hair-dresser' {omatrici bene merenti)^ and who took the trouble to ensure that 
grooming implements adorned her memorial.^O Cyparis, like the young servant in the

^  On child mortality ralîs see: Parkin (1992) 92, Sailer (1994) 25, Bagnall and Frier (1994) 34, Table 2.1 
with caveat Burial goods of Crepereia Tryphaena: Bonlenache Battaglia (1983) 117-118; Virgili et al 
(1990) no. 220. Burial goods for Via Cassia girl: Scamuzzi (1964) 278, Toynbee (1971) 41, Virgili et al 
(1990) no. 222.

Crone (1989) 114-115. The length of time girls actually spent in the company of their mothers is 
difficult to assess. Rawson (1991) 20, on the topic of female education and social role-playing among 
girls, contends that the influence exerted on young girls, by their mothers, was not sufficient to engender 
this type of condition and differentiation'. While this may be true, girls could leant and observe other 
female kin and nursemaids with whom they may have spent tnore time. Cf. Dixon (1988) 143-155.

CIL 6.9727: D. M.\Cypareni or\natrici bene\merenti Polyde\uces fecit. The pair are almost certainly 
slaves as their Greek names and the absence of formal status indkalors suggest To whom they belonged 
we do not know, nor can we determine absolutely the connection between honorand and dedicant. Absent 
are the terms normally used in sepulchral inscriptions—contubemalis, coniunx, maritus—to denote the
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Herculaneum tableaux mentioned above, must have apprenticed early on. Exactly when 
this instruction began we can only speculate, but funerary texts for omatrices working in 
Rome, sometimes in the familia Caesaris, point to the girls being skilled professionals by 
the time they reached their late teens and early twenties. The little omatrix Pieris was only 
nine years of age when she died (C/L 6.9731); An this was twelve (C/L 6.9726) and 
Sperata was thirteen (C/L 6.9728).^^ The tasks set for young girls of Pieris' age must 
have been relatively simple—assisting the older and more skilled girls or fetching 
implements— progressing to more difficult tasks as the girl matured and her manual 
dexterity improved. Thus although status rather than age dictated the slave-girl's capacity 
to participate in beauty culture, she like her freebom and freed counterpart had 
opportunities to learn about Roman constructions of femininity and women's self
presentation.

The fact that age did not strictly shape Roman conceptions of femininity suggests that it 
was not necessarily a woman's own personal appearance which funerary iconography was 
meant to emphasise. There was no distinction between the comely, youthful woman who 
was a pleasure to behold and the woman beyond her prime who was frequently the object 
of derision.^^ Enhanced beauty may have been a product of good grooming, but beauty 
per se does not seem to be the focus of toilette iconography. When appended to women's 
funerary texts, this iconography spoke to their qualifications as cultivated and impeccably 
groomed women regardless of age. In other instances, the iconography might have a 
double meaning: it could speak to the women's skill in constructing the appearance of the 
affluent, as in the case of Cyparis, or it might simply attest to the slave-woman's attempts 
to maintain her own appearance (cf. nos. 20, 28, 33). These concepts applied equally to

marital partners of both free and servile persons. The laner lacked conubium and could not formally marry 
under Roman law, but this did not prevent them from using the terms of marriage. Cf. Dig. 32.1.65.3 
which only speaks of omatrices as being of servile status.

71 Psamate, the omatrix of Furia (C/L 6.9732), died aged eighteen; the Imperial hairdresser Rufina Secunda 
at nineteen (C/L 6.33784); and an unidentifed imperial omatrix died aged twenty-two (C/L 6.8960). Cf. 
Bradley (1991) 103-124. We can compare the ages given in these funerary texts with the ages of the 
children named in apprenticeship contracts from Roman Egypt.

72 See Treggiari (1991) 231-232, on the adjectives most commonly used in tomb inscriptions for women. 
Among the commemorations for 3728 women of Rome and northern Italy, references to appearance are 
notably absent Cf. Ladimore (1962) 295-299. Amorous ageing woman: Hor. Carm. 2.14.3; Prop. 
3.25.11, 4.5.59; Tib. 1.8.41, 2.2.20; Juv. 6.142-145; Mart 3.72, 3.76, 8.33.17, 937; AP 11.408.
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girls verging on womanhood, those who had blossomed into young women, and digniAed 
yet aged women like Herennia Psyche.

Who Chose What For Whom
Analysis of the funerary monuments from Italy and the Roman West fails to answer 

one fundamental question: who chose the monument and what informed the choices? This 
is a difficult issue to tackle, demonstrably so when we consider the epitaph for Julia Basilia 
with which this chapter began. Julia Basilia had three commemorators, and any one of 
them could have chosen the decoration. If Julia Basilia endured a lengthy illness before she 
died she may have discussed her flnal wishes with her family; and if she died unexpectedly 
Pardus may have assumed responsibility for the selection, consulting his in-laws or not. 
Basilia's parents may have felt that a mundus muliebris relief was a Htting tribute to their 
daughter. Or the technical and artistic capabilities of the local workshop may have 
influenced the family's decision. Many ateliers left decorative details on tombstones and 
sarcophagi unfinished, adding the inscriptions only after advising clients of the expressions 
most commonly used.^^ Rather than supervising every aspect of a memorial for a loved 
one, the bereaved may have left the matter in the capable hands of the stonecutter. Given 
the variables in the selection process, then, it might be more profitable to ask who was 
conversant with the visual language of femininity.

The dedicants named in these inscriptions are overwhelmingly male and connected to 
the honorands in a variety of ways, most often that of husband. Sixty dedicants are 
known in total from the inscriptions with toilette iconography; forty-six are male (77%), 
and fourteen are female (23%). Of these males, twenty-eight are positively identified as 
husbands, either legal or de facto, and another three in all likelihood, for a total of thirty- 
two spouse-commemorators (52%).74 Fathers, sometimes together with other family 
members, memorialised their daughters (nos. 22, 31,45, 52, 55,79, 84); sons paid proper 
respect to the memories of their mothers (nos. 28, 48, 65); and at least one brother 
commemorated his sister (no. 36). C. Memmius Ipitus (no. 16), for example, a libertinus

Susini (1973) 47. Range of products offered by stone-masons: Keppie (1991) 12-16. Compare the 
procedure for selecting tombstones in Greek wotksbops: Kurtz and Boardman (1971) 137.

Three women were memorialised by husbands who also happoied to be their patrons: nos. 27, 31,76.
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from Paganica, dedicated a monument on behalf of his fa m ily z ^ S  Claudia Lexsis may be his 
wife but the absence of marital terms makes the relationship difficult to ascertain; Claudia 
Donata is related to Claudia Lexsis but whether as mother or daughter is unclear; and 
Ipitus' parents Ecloge and Nymphius, the slaves of Cornelia Sabina, remained slaves 
despite their son's manumission. Some though not all of the male commemorators must 
have used their own initiative when selecting monuments, based upon their own ideas of 
what symbolised best the reputation of their female kin. Others undoubtedly relied on the 
advice of workshop proprietors or family and friends.^^

Rather unusually, Volcasia Sabina (no. 44), who died aged 50, was commemorated by 
two husbands.77 It has been argued that epitaphs set up for women by more than one 
marriage partner may testify to the existence of polygamous marriages.^* It seems unlikely 
that Sabina, however, was married to both men simultaneously; rather one marital 
relationship terminated before the other began. The first marriage had ended amicably 
enough for Sabina's ex-husband to join in commemorating her, a practice attested 
elsewhere in Latin inscriptions. From the small body of inscriptions under discussion, we 
can also compare the funerary text of P. Ferrarius Hermes and his family (no. 12) with 
Volcasia Sabina's marker.^^ On the former, female accessories—mirror, comb.

CIL 9.3583: Claudiae LexsidilC. Memmius Ipitus (sic)let Nymphio et Edlogeni ComeUiae Sabinae 
ser.\patri et matrüsuis et sibi etlClaudiae Donatae\p. The objects incorporated in the epitaph have been 
drawn schematically in the CIL. a comb, toilette box, mirror, slippers and unguentaria.

Eight inscriptions are set up jointly by men and women, but we have no way of determining whether 
one individual chose the iconography or whether it was decided by mutual agreement See nos. 14, 23, 80 
(where married couples set markers for themselves); nos. 22 and 31 (where a husband and his 'in-laws' set 
up a memorial); nos. 45 and 84 (parents commemorating a daughter); and no. 47 (where a family 
remembers their mother).

CIL 11.2806: D. M.Wolcasie Sa\bine Annius Oaesianus et Malrdus Procululcoiugi b. m.f. v.la. / m. 
V. This formula follows that set out in Treggiari and Dorken (1981) 270, for women commemorated by 
two living husbands.

Polygamous marriages: Rawson (1974) 287. On multiple relationships see the evidence of Kajanto 
(1969) 104-105: CIL 6.35343,142676,4663,4904, 5026. Compare the remarks of Treggiari and Dorken 
(1981) 271 who find some support for the possibility of friendly separation in the Roman concept of bona 
gratia divorce; and Treggiari (1981) 61-62: "Roman manners were not ours, but it seems more believable 
that one husband was divmeed' thm that these were overt bigamous unions'. We might also consider here 
relations between Pliny the Younger and his former mother-in-law Pompeia Celerina {Ep. 1.4); they 
remained cordial enough after the death of Pompeia's daughter and Pliny's subsequent re-marriage, for him to 
visit Pompeia at Alsium {Ep. 16.10).

CIL 11.1471: P. Ferrarius\HermesiCaeciniae Dignaekoniugi karissimaelNumeriae Maximillaekoniugi 
bene\ merenxAet P. Ferrario Prolculo filia et poste\risque suis.
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calamistrum, needle, slippers and ampulla—appeared alongside the tools of a brick-layer. 
That Ferrarius was at some point married to each woman, although not at the same time, is 
suggested by the use of the word coniunx in reference to each woman and the variation of 
the honorific terms for each woman: Caecinia Digna is referred to as a coniunx (k)arissima 
and Numeria Maximilla as coniunx bene merens.

Females appear together with males as dedicators but are seldom named Hrst; a 
reflection perhaps of the rigid social and familial hierarchy in Roman society or of the 
child's illegitimate status.*0 The mother of Julia Basilia, for example, is among those who 
paid tribute to her memory. Amaredia Psyche and Amaredius Severus, the parents of 
nineteen year old Lucina (no. 31), honoured her along with their patron C. Amaredius 
Aper. After Cresimus, Aiecta is named as a dedicator of the marble tablet for her mother 
Psyche Eirene. In a departure from epigraphic conventions, Volumnia Euresis leads her 
husband Veturius Adventus in commemorating their nine year old daughter Priscilla (no. 
45).^^ Should we infer, because Euresis is the first named of the commemorators, that she 
determined what image would grace her daughter's stelel Even where women precede men 
in funerary inscriptions we cannot be sure whether they played key or minor rôles in the 
selection of iconography, or whether personal preferences, tradition, or a combination of 
both governed these choices.

A small number of epitaphs, however, were erected by women for women. The 
libertae of Septimia Lyde (no. 33), for example, were familiar with the visual language of 
womanhood, or well advised by someone conversant with this language, for several toilette 
articles appear on their patron's monument Cintugena (no. 60) commemorated her 
daughter Aveta. Aveta's age at death is given as twenty-five, so it is not clear whether the 
full length portraits of a woman holding a mirror and a young girl holding a basket of fruit 
are meant to be mother and daughter. Rutilia Cinnamis (no. 36) chose for her daughter and 
herself (filiae et sibi) a marker adorned with a mirror, a comb and a pair of slippers,*" 
while Longeia Primigenia (no. 32) hoped to be remembered as a cultivated woman by

*0 Hory (1984).

CIL 11.3354: D. M.\Volunini\ae Priscilllae v. a. ixim. v d. v VoUunmia EuresisWeturius Adventus 
pr. The abbreviation ’pr" may also stand for pater or posuerunt. Compare the funerary text for Pompeia 
Ingenua (no. 84) where the father precedes the mother.

CIL 9.4355: Rutilia T. libACinnamis Rlutiliae Iucun\dae filiae et\sibi fecit. Octavidia Genialis and T. 
Poppedius Callidus (no 23) also say that they set up their memorial jointly, yet the symbols of the 
woman's toilette predominate.
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dedicating a large cippus on which were carved the accoutrements of the dressing table.*^ 
Longeia's epitaph also contains the phrase se viva fecit, indicating that she not only bought 
and paid for the monument, but may have composed the epitaph as w ell.^  But to what 
extent did the majority of women exercise their own initiative when selecting tombstones 
for themselves or other female family members. How many women actually had the 
personal wealth and independence to make such decisions?

An idea of female initiative and economic freedom in the selection of monuments might 
be gained by considering the contributions of women to the civic and commercial affairs of 
their communities generally. The goodwill and generosity (ob mérita) of Laberia Hostilia 
Crispina, a senatorial woman from Trebula Mutuesca, was recognised with a public 
dedication erected around the mid-second century AD.^^ An analysis of the language of 
honorific inscriptions for women by Forbis, reveals that there are only four words used to 
signify women's economic beneficence: munificentia, liberalitas, bénéficia, and mérita 
with mérita being by far the most common. Since other forms of mérita— political and 
legal favours— could not be part of a woman's experience, mérita must refer in these 
inscriptions to civic building projects, munera, or the upkeep of the community's grain 
s u p p l y .  8 6  Forbis also points out that women necessarily performed financial deeds for 
their communities because it became increasingly difficult in the second century AD for 
men of the curial class to do so.8? The inscriptions described by Forbis are clear evidence 
of women's initiative in a single community, but it is important, for our purposes, to 
consider women from other social and economic milieux.

83 Both the monuments for Septimia Lyde and Longeia Primigenia are elaborate in terms of the number 
and type of items represented, and as both are from Alba Fucens it may be that local sculptors permitted 
women to request (Merent toilette articles.

84c/L 9.4001: D. M. S.\Longeia L  l.\Priinigenia\se viva posit (sic). Funerary texts: Sailer and Shaw 
(1984) xx; Harris (1989) 222, n. 238. Harris (1989) 263 speculates that these prosperous individuals were 
at or just below the level of the decurionaie . But compare the comments of Dyson (1992) 153 who argues 
that reader-response orientation of many of these epitaphs suggests a relatively high base level of literacy'. 
For other mundus muliebris inscriptions containing this phrase see: nos. 1, 5, 7,16,21,41-42.

85 a E 1964.106. Laberiae HostiliaeiCrispinae M. LaberilMaximi bis cos filiae\C. Brutti Praesentis\bis 
consulis uxori\mulieres Trebulanae\aere conlato patronae\ob mérita.

86 Forbis (1990) 500-501.

8? Forbis (1990) 494, following Gamsey (1974) 232-238 and MacMullen (1988) 44-49.
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The material remains from Pompeii, for example, provide evidence for the economic 
behaviour of women. Two are particularly well known to us. Julia Felix owned an 
elegantly decorated home with a private bath, and a spacious garden with fish-pools and 
marble bridges. At the time Vesuvius erupted, she was also advertising commercial and 
residential properties for lease (C/L 4.1136).** Eumachia, a priestess of Venus, sponsored 
the construction of a large building, in the forum at Pompeii, that included porticoes and a 
gallery (C/L 10.810). Less affluent women have been identified in shop and tomb reliefs 
from Ostia. Two reliefs in particular, those of a poultry and a vegetable vendor, merit 
some attention.*^ Both women stand behind their counters. Their dress is modest—a 
simple tunic in one case, a tunic and shawl in the other—and their hairstyles are 
uncomplicated compared with the high maintenance styles of leisured women. These are 
working women. Whether they were the proprietors of the shops in which they worked 
cannot be established. It is difficult to imagine, however, that these women and others like 
them did not have some thoughts of their own as to how they would like their memories to 
be perpetuated. This would certainly seem to be true in the case of ante-mortem 
monuments, that is those with the phrase viva fecit indicating that the honorand chose and 
erected the monument while she was living.

Perhaps the clearest example of a woman's involvement with the plans for her own 
funeral is found in the Digest, specifically in a judgement of Q. Cervidius Scaevola's 
(floruit later second century AD) rendered in a dispute between the heirs to a woman's 
estate and a legatee. The deceased's will apparently stated: I wish to be buried as my 
husband deems fit, and whatever I wear for the purpose of burial, I wish there to be put on 
me from my jewelry, two strings of pearls and my emerald bracelets'.^^ Thus, by asking 
who chose what for whom, we find that men as well as women were acquainted with and 
recognised the efficacy of a visual language of femininity. There would always be 
occasions when product availability and sudden death dictated the type and style of

** Jasbemski (1979) 48; Wallace-HadiUl (1994) 106-107.

*9 Kampen (1982) 64-65, Bgs. 1-2. Both reliefs date to the late second or early third century.

^  Dig. 342.40.2: fiinerari me arbitrio viri mei volo et inferri mihi quaecumque sepulturae meae causa 
feram ex omamentis tineas duos ex margaritis et viriolas ex smaragdis. Cf. P. Oiog.11-12, a donatio 
mortis causa dating to AD 213 in which a woman stipulates that her gold bracelets be sold to cover her 
funeral expenses.
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monument purchased; but no matter who supervised the funerary arrangements, it is clear 
that toilette iconography was deemed appropriate to women of different backgrounds.

The Provincial Evidence
In the preceding pages we attempted to analyse the toilette iconography appended to 

funerary texts, in an effort to determine whether the iconography was used only within 
speciHc social groups; that is, by the well-to-do among the freebom and freed population. 
It is evident thus far that use of this imagery was not confined to privileged social groups, 
but that women and their commemorators in all segments of Roman society, no matter how 
prestigious or humble their station, desired that images of the deceased as cultivated women 
be left to posterity. The existence of twenty-two inscriptions from the western provinces 
among this larger body of material, of course, raises the question of whether regional 
cultures possessed their own motifs of femininity or whether the toilette iconography was 
transmitted through contact with Roman culture and used by indigenous peoples who 
wished to be seen as Roman citizens in every sense of the word.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, the provincial epitaphs are widely scattered 
throughout Britain, the Gallic provinces, Spain, Noricum, and Germany and Upper 
Pannonia. They commemorate twenty-five females.^^ On the whole, the provincial 
evidence is remarkably consistent with the Italian. Relationships between deceased and 
commemorator are usually of an intimate or familial nature, as in the cases of Calvisinus 
Serdus (no. 61) and Barates Palmyrenus (no. 76) who memorialised their wives. Cassia 
Flavina (no. 76) who was remembered by her father, and twenty-year-old Pompeia 
Ingenua (no. 84) who predeceased her parents. The range of ages at death supports the 
claim that age did not dictate iconography (no. 49, 60-61, 76, 78-79, 81-85). Here the 
youngest honorand, Laelia Bononia, is five years of age and the eldest is her grandmother 
Samuda, a woman of fifty-five (no. 80). In the provincial texts we see a larger proportion 
of freebom women. Twelve of the twenty-Gve honorands are ingenuae, four are libertinae.

The Spanish texts, although typical of monuments found in Italy and the West, are invaluable for 
fleshing out the study of toilette iconography as a pictorial language of womanhood. Until they came to 
light there was little indication that issues of femininity were taken up in the funerary iconogr^hy of this 
region. I could find only three exanqtles firom this region of monuments bearing toilette iconography (nos. 
49, 78-79). None of these has been published, to the best of my knowledge, apart from their 
commemorative inscriptions.
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five are incertae and in four instances the status of the honorands cannot be known at a ll.^  
One notable feature of the provincial evidence is the appearance of ethnic names, like that of 
the freebom woman of Tarraconensis, Buturra (no. 49), whose unusual name suggests 
local ancestry. Although freebom, Buturra's name does not seem to be a derivation of her 
father's, and it is possible that the names of father and daughter differed because of local 
naming customs.^3

The provincial uiscriptions constitute a small sample, too small to allow extensive 
analysis. It will suffice, therefore, to discuss the two texts which raise the most questions 
about the nature of the provincial evidence. The first is the epitaph for Ulpia Severina (no. 
80) and her husband Famiius Florentinus, a soldier of legio xiiii Gemina, and their four 
children, Fannius, Supera, Florianus, and Floms. Their dedication appears on a richly 
decorated sarcophagus, the funerary container of choice among fashionable Danubians 
towards the end of the second century.^ Small portraits of the couple are found in the 
aediculae flanking the inscription. An individual in military dress stands on the right and a 
female figure holding a mirror at left Severina may have been a peregrina, with whom 
Florentinus cohabiteo while in service. Alternatively, she may have come from a provincial 
family which had received the citizenship.^^

To the minds of Ulpia Severina and her husband it may have seemed natural to portray 
themselves as the Roman citizens they were. Since he is depicted in full military dress, a 
common practice cn funerary monuments for career soldiers, it would have been

We may compare üicse numbers with the Italian figures where thirty-three inscriptions commemorate 
thirty-six women, of wliom seven are or may be of servile stanis, eighteen are freed, three are ingenuae, and 
five are free but of uncertain status.

CIL 2.2970: D. M. a. v. Buturra Biriati fiUia v. a. XXX h. s. Cf. AE (1966) 198. D.M.WuturaUi 
Neo\fil(io) karo. The editors write, regarding this inscription: Le nom de Buturra, sans dont ibérique, est 
connu, et Buturati en peut être un datif...' Knapp (1992) sheds no additional light on the origins of this 
name.

94 CIL 3.14065: Fann. Florentinusimil. leg. xiiii G. et Ulp.lSeverina coni. v.f. s.\et Fannis Florentine 
ann.\xvi et Supere ann. iiii\Floriano ann. ii et Flora ann. i fills. Legio xiiii Gemina was deployed in this 
region permanently from about the time of the Suebian-Sarmatian conflicts of Domitian. For additional 
discussion of Pannonian troop placements sec Mdcsy (1974) Chapter 4. Sarcophagi: Mdcsy (1974) 237 
with pi. 29. Citizenship for provincials by imperial decree: Mdcsy (1974) 137-139. Cf. AlfÜldy (1974) 
76.

95 Campbell (1984) 439-445. If Severina was a peregrina, the inscription may post-date the edict of 
CaracaUa granting citizenship to all members of the Roman empire (AD 212). But if Severina was already 
a citizen at the time she married Florentinus, the inscrqMion may be pre-Severan in date.
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reasonable to portray her as a typical Roman woman, one who devoted time and energy to 
a carefully cultivated appearance. If we assume for a moment that the use of toilette articles 
and hairdressing scenes on memorials for foreign women was not normative in all areas of 
the western Empire, then it had to be imported or borrowed from somewhere. Soldiers 
were often exposed to different cultures, or were themselves native auxiliaries who came 
into contact with Roman custom and tradition in the normal course of service. We have, 
perhaps, in the sarcophagus of Ulpia Severina and her soldier-husband a product of 
exposure to Roman artistic trends as well as Roman mores.

Another illustration of this cultural fusion of native and Roman is the dedication set up 
by P. Laelius Heracla (no. 83), a freedman from Solva, a town given municipal status in 
the Flavian period, in southern Noricum.^ We know little about Laelius, other than that 
he was a former slave and married to a woman of Celtic origin named Samuda, who was 
the daughter of an individual named Muso. The couple had at least two daughters, one of 
whom died at the age of thirty. The third honorand, five-year-old Laelia Bononia, is 
designated nepris, and may have been the child of the couple's son.^7 The inscription is 
bordered by two figures, one a tunicate male, the other a female holding a mirror. Such 
figures are found on monuments from other regions of the western Empire which again 
suggests that specific funerary images could find a receptive audience in all regions of the 
Roman world if they did not exist in the local artistic repertoire already; it is clear that 
toilette articles were constantly associated with women, especially those who were well- 
groomed.

If the purpose of an epitaph was to commemorate the deceased and to make some 
statement as to her character or capacity to meet a cultural norm, we need to consider the 
issue of who could read and understand these funerary texts (an issue which is also 
applicable to the Italian evidence). When we think in terms of the value of inscriptions, 
particularly for making statements about the social and financial success of the deceased, 
inscriptions can be said to have a symbolic power. People passing by the monument need 
not be able to read the condensed history of the deceased, although some undoubtedly

^  CIL 13.5365. P. Laelius P. LMieracla v.f.\sibi etISamudae Afusonisl/. con. pientissimelan. Iv et Laeliae 
P.f.\Secundinae on.lxa et Laeliae\Bononiae nepti an. v.

On nomenclature of the Noricans see AlfSidy (1974) 232-238, Appendix 3. He indicates that Bononia, 
Muso, and Samuda are attested as Celtic names.
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could.^^ The sheer expense of setting up a memorial replete with writing and images, 
however humble or grand, carried a certain cachet. Further, the memorialisation of the 
deceased in a manner that was culturally acceptable (stele, cippus, ara with a dedicatory 
inscription), and in a public location (cemetery, street of tombs, or necropolis) emphasised 
her membership in a community and implied a thorough understanding of conformity. 
Passersby need not be able to read to know that the toiletry or hair dressing representations 
indicated something about the deceased; or that the epitaph sometimes told a story. Text 
and image worked in concert to create a language that Roman citizens, slaves and 
foreigners alike could read and interpret appropriately; a language that was crucial for 
articulating an individual's place within society or a specific group precisely because it 
crossed ethnic, social, gender, and economic boundaries.^

The similarities between the Italian and provincial texts make it tempting to paint a 
picture of a cultural norm of femininity radiating from Rome, crossing provincial 
boundaries effortlessly; but our inscription sample is simply too small to accommodate this 
view, nor would this interpretation necessarily be the correct one. Two dedications provide 
a graphic illustration on this point Sextus Baebius Pudens erected a funerary stone for his 
wife (no. 78) and m o t h e r .  *^0 All were residents of Solva. The names of the honorands 
are well attested in Latin nomenclature, and the wording of the funerary text is formulaic, 
as in the use of the phrase vivus fecit sibi. The problem stems from the fact that we cannot 
know whether Pudens and the two Julias were natives of Noricum or Italian émigrés. 
Moreover, depictions of women with mirrors and representations of toilette articles on 
monuments for women are found across the Roman Empire, as the iconographie survey in 
the preceding chapter confirms. To assume that text and image carried the same 
connotations in all areas of the Empire would be unwise. A more prudent assessment of 
the provincial material acknowledges that some women may have adopted a particular 
notion of womanhood that derived from contact with Roman culture, while for other 
women local custom prevailed. Funerary statues of the Burdigalan women Pompeia

^8 Literacy rales in the Roman Empire were extremely low, according to Harris (1989) 175-193, but while 
many individuals could neither read nor write with great facility, they may have been familiar with their 
letters. Hermeros (Petr. 58) boasts to Giton, for example, that while he may not be the product of an 
expensive education, he does know his lapidarias literas and can do his sums. Cf. Horsfall (1989).

^  On the symbolic power of inscriptions see Harris (1989) 221-222. On association and conformity see 
Woolf (1996) 28.

100 CIL 13.5353: Sex. BaebiwAPudens v.f.\sibi eAIuliae Festae\con. cam. xrv etUuliae Verecundae\ matri.
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Marituma (no. 58) and Aveta (no. 60), portray the women in the long-sleeved tunic with 
heavy folds typical of Gallic rustici rather than the traditional garb of the Roman woman 
(tunic and palla), although their dedications are couched in the familiar terms of Latin 
funerary inscriptions.

Conclusion
Funerary monuments, according to Ulpian, were designed to preserve a memory (Dig. 

1 1 .7 .2 .6 ) ,^ 0 2  and in the view of many Romans it seems monumenta were also meant to 

safeguard an identity, to ensure that future generations were witness to the virtues or 
accomplishments of the deceased. When we consider the nature of the memorials that were 
set up together with toilette iconography we must also consider the nature of the memory 
being preserved. The personal histories discussed in this chapter provide considerable 
information about legal status, community offices and responsibilities, the fusion of 
cultures, and intimate relationships. The texts also offer us an impression of the way in 
which constructions of femininity affected the lives of the honorands. A clear desire to 
meet or at least lend the perception of meeting one of the standards of femininity is evident 
in this group of texts. Desire was not confined to a particular social or economic group. 
Women from all walks of life and the families who honoured them in death favoured a 
unique iconography which they believed emblematic of a woman's femininity, and thus her 
character. The two were intertwined. The images comprising this visual language were not 
moreover the preserve of adult females, but were appended to commemorative texts for 
girls, as the epitaphs of Volumnia Priscilla and Laelia Bononia make clear. Plainly, Roman 
females were aware of certain standards of femininity and aspired to meet them; an attitude 
that was cultivated during childhood, remained with women throughout their lives, and 
attended them even in death.

It emerges that ingenuae, freedwomen, and slaves represented themselves, or were 
content to be represented, as decorous Roman women through the creation of a permanent 
memorial between themselves and their beauty implements. This developed from the way 
in which they were able to present their physical selves in public as they toiled in shops, 
strolled through town or to the baths, and attended a variety of social functions. So, while 
the toiletries depicted on Julia Basilia's sarcophagus may have added poignancy to her early

On the connection between citizensbip and the desire of provincials to commemorate, see Meyer (1990) 
with the comments of Morris (1992) 168, Cherry (1995), and Woolf (1996) 38-39.

102 Cf. Champiin (1991) 174.
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death, as representations of the personal articles she used everyday, there is no mistaking 
the message they were intended to convey. Julia, in the eyes of her family and others who 
passed by her monument was a demure Roman woman despite her humble origins.

The visual and inscriptional evidence for Roman beauty culture strongly suggests that 
women (and their commemorators) used funerary monuments to memorialise a special 
quality of the deceased— her attention to her self-presentation— and to articulate the 
deceased's position within her own social and gender group. The idea of status display 
was not peculiar to women, but was a consequence and a commonplace of life in Roman 
society. In all segments of the population individuals employed status displays to gain 
social acceptance, a sense of membership in the wider community, and most importantly an 
identity. Preoccupations with identity and status which we might characterise as aemulatio, 
have been well studied by scholars in the context of patronage, domestic architecture, and 
oratory: these were the staples of the élite male’s public persona. By their very nature 
these subjects confine the study of self-presentation to a privileged set and a specific gender 
group, ignoring modes of expression among the silent members of Roman society— 
women, slaves, and individuals of non-élite rank. If in funerary contexts women defined 
themselves and their place in society through a visual language of femininity, one 
combining text and image, surely this practice must be a reflection or an extension of their 
habit of articulating place in daily life. In the fifth and final chapter, we return to the literary 
record to search for evidence women's status displays; specifically the way in which they 
employed their cultus and omatus to make statements about femininity and to carve out, 
literally, a place of their own.
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Chapter Five

Contrasting Femininites: Cultus, Omatus and Historical Perspective

Men have bad every advantage of us in telling their own story.
Education has been theirs in so much higher a dgree; the pen has been 
in their hands. I will not allow books to prove anything.

Jane Austen, Persuasion

Introduction
In Terence's play The Self-Tormentor, the clever slave Syrus describes (Heau. 285- 

290) for Clinia, his master's son, what he has observed on a hasty visit to the young man's 
lover. Antiphila, attended only by her elderly companion and dowdy maidservant, was 
working industriously at her loom. Syrus assumed she was in mourning for her recently 
deceased mother since she wore no ornaments, but also observed that she was attired in the 
manner of women who dress for themselves': her hair was unbound and her face free of 
make-up.^ It comes as no surprise to learn that when women dressed for themselves they 
adopted the artless approach endorsed by male writers, yet Syrus's appraisal of Antiphila's 
appearance is quite remarkable. Writers from Plautus to Tertuilian usually emphasise that 
women crafted their appearances with meretricious or ambitious intent, but Terence 
suggests that women had motives for self-presentation different from those usually 
expected (by men) in the public sphere.^

It is difficult to know how much weight we should attribute to an incidental and literary 
remark, but Syrus' comment brings into focus one of the central problems for the study of 
women in antiquity: how do we recover women's attitudes toward self-presentation (or 
anything else for that matter) without the voices of women themselves? Ancient historians, 
unlike those of the modem era, work with limited evidence that contains strong gender and 
class biases. Our sources offer a variety of information about Roman women, but convey 
a male perspective that developed principally from preoccupation with a small and 
privileged segment of the population. Qement's Paedagogus, for instance, tells us more 
about the breed of woman a literate male public desired than about the average Roman

1 Ter. Heau. 285-290: texeniem telam studiose ipsam offendimus\maiiocriter vestitam veste lugubri\—eius 
anuis causa opinor quae erat mortua—\sine aura; rum omatam ita uti quae omantur sibi\nulla mala re 
interpolatam muliebri:\capilluspassusprolixe et circum ccqtudreiectus neclegenter...

^ A fact suggested also by Macrobius' account (Sat. 2.5.5) of Julia's behaviour. See above Chap. 2, p. 42.
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woman. However, Clement’s descriptions of Alexandrian beauty and fashion culture also 
imply that women used adornment to interpret femininity independently of male opinion, 
and literary, iconographie, and epigraphic evidence from Italy and the Latin West strongly 
suggests, as I have argued in preceding chapters, that this mode of interpretation was not 
limited to a particular place and time, nor to a specific stratum of society. The sepulchral 
commemorations erected by women alone for their mothers, daughters, grand-daughters, 
or trusted female servants certainly bring us closest to understanding how real women 
conceived of femininity.

The constraints of working with material that is strongly coloured by class and gender 
have encouraged historians to seek creative approaches to the study of antiquity in order to 
gain a deeper knowledge. In addition to exploiting material culture and quantitative 
methods, ancient historians have also engaged in cross-cultural comparison.^ The latter 
approach is particularly effective for the study of women's self-presentation. First, by 
using an historical perspective, we can contrast the motives ancient writers ascribe to 
feminine display with the opinions of writers in periods that are much better documented. 
During the high Middle Ages and early Modem eras, prescriptive literature for both sexes 
was published at a significant rate. Although predominantly male-authored, this body of 
literature includes one work by the first woman of letters, Christine de Pizan (1364-1431), 
whose evaluation of the personal display of her contemporaries was incisive. De Pizan's 
critique bears striking similarities to the less comprehensive evaluations of classical male 
writers, but also conveys a woman's outlook on the benefits and disadvantages of self
presentation. Second, if we wish to obtain a more complete picture of personal display in 
Roman society, which has hitherto involved only the dominant social groups, we need to 
think about the significance of self-presentation in the lives of the humble and servile. De 
Pizan's work is less helpful on this point, but we can remedy the problem by looking 
closely at the beauty practices of African-American women, both before and after 
emancipation, who regarded transformation of the physical self as a means of minimising 
the stigma of their servile origins. Taken together, the modem evidence helps us achieve a

 ̂ Scholars have come to a better understanding of the economy of the ancient city by analogy with the 
economies of Eurt^iean cities in the late Medieval and early Modem periods; historians of slavery have 
looked to the slave-holding systems of the antebellum United Stales and Brazil to grasp more fully the 
implications of being a Roman slave; and studies of ancient populations rely heavily on the quantitative 
methods of demographers of the modem era. On the ancient city and the use of comparative historical 
models see the sununary in Jongman (1988) 48-55. Materials applicable to the study of ancient slavery; 
Bradley (1994) 185. Aiicient demogra^y: Parkin (1992). On the dangers of historical comparison see the 
sensible caveats of Burke (1993) 21-28, and more pertinently Golden (1992).
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much sharper picture of feminine display at different levels of Roman society, but also 
helps us to realise the centrality of cultus and omatus, as a symbolic system, in the lives of 
Roman women.

Modestia Non Forma: Prescribing Female Behaviour (1400-1800)
The late Medieval and early Modem period were eras of remarkable social, economic, 

and political change. Plague had combined with famine in the first half of the fourteenth 
century to decimate the populations of Europe, helping to set in motion a process of 
transformation. Once plentiful, labour had become scarce and thus placed workers in a 
strong position to demand better wages and working conditions from their employers. The 
land owning élite (as principal employers) refused to be coerced and replied by petitioning 
governments for wage controls, a strategy that fostered seditious activity and compelled the 
government to take repressive action against dissenters. Eventually land-holders and 
woricers found common ground. To ensure that their lands did not lie fallow, property- 
owners made concessions such as granting life-long tenure of land to labourers in exchange 
for annually agreed upon sums, an arrangement that altered the financial circumstances of 
many peasants significantly, and that led over the long term to the emergence of a petty 
land owning class. As this non-aristocratic group and others like them began to grow and 
prosper, it began to clamour for greater political and economic participation, a challenge to 
long-standing privilege felt keenly by the nobility. One strategy the nobility adopted to 
counteract this affront to their prestige was the codification of dress, manners, and general 
behaviour. Aristocratic individuals resolved to distinguish themselves from those whom 
they looked upon as parvenus: the upwardly mobile bourgeoisie who realised that personal 
presentation was instrumental in achieving visual assimilation with the élite. Manipulation 
of fashion modes and etiquette enabled the nobility to define and re define some of the most 
visible marks of status as quickly as the middle classes usurped them.^

Codification of self-presentation took the form of didactic literature, largely male 
authored, that governed a broad spectrum of public and private behaviour. From 1400 to 
1800, writers across England and Europe composed conduct guides for aristocrats of both

^ For a concise account of ibe social, political, and religious upheavals in Europe between 1300 and 1560, 
see Palmer and Colton (1984) 36-66. The late Medieval and early modem period as a time of extraordinary 
change that, along with mercantile capitalism, gives rise to constantly changing styles and modes of dress: 
KOnig (1973) 139; Wilson (1985) 3; Ashley (1987) 25; Jones (1987) 39; Craik (1994) x.
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sexes, together with marriage manuals and handbooks on household economy.^ English 
authors published their own prescriptive works as well as translating popular foreign 
language texts, the first being William Caxton and his version (1484) of Le Livre du 
chevalier de la Tour, a manual of social and religious comportment for women originally 
published in 1372. What began as a trickle in the early fifteenth century became by the late 
sixteenth a steady stream, with professional writers and booksellers publishing English 
editions of French, Greek, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, and Spanish instructional books for 
both sexes. By the 1650s, over half the English language books for women were 
instructional in content (eighty-five), offering women—and men who had the care of 
women— practical advice on midwifery, cookery, comportment, education, and apparel. 
Little more than a century later, books on conduct and domestic management for the ideal' 
woman, outnumbered books specifying the desirable qualities of her male counterpart. 
Maiden, married woman, widow, or nun— conduct literature had something to offer 
women of all marital and social statuses.^

These handbooks stressed, among other things, that personal appearance was a 
reflection of character, a theme redolent of the prescriptive literature of antiquity. An 
interest in classical literature which began in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth 
centuries, and flowered in the sixteenth, furnished writers with models for deportment 
manuals. Both ancient texts (typified by Xenophon and Clement) and newer writings 
precisely defined rôles for women, recommended a modest approach to dress, and

 ̂ The seminal work on instructional literature for women in the Middle Ages is A. A. Hentsch's De la 
littérature didactique du Moyen Age s'adressant spécialement aux femmes (Cahors, 1903). To date, I bave 
not seen a copy of this text An excellent overview of prescriptive literature for women written between 
1475-1640 is found in Hull (1982), which contains basic and supplemental annotated lists. Hull is 
occupied with the broader question of a 'female literature' and so focusses less on the social impetus and 
purpose of conduct books, but her survey is nevertheless compelling. Cf. Crawford (1985) 234-263 for a 
provisional list of books published by women, although not necessarily for women. On courtesy books for 
men, see the comments of Curtin (1985) 3 9 6 -^ .

^ The genre was common to European culture generally. Discussion here confines itself chiefly to 
published material from English society. (Zaxton's The Book o f the Knight of the Tower (1484) was 
followed by others such as Stephen Scrope's version of Le Livre des fais d’armes et de chevalerie {The Bake 
of Knyghthode)-, Sir Thomas Hoby's translation of Baldesar Castigliooe's The Bock of the Courtier (1561); 
Geœge Pettie's translation (1581) of Stefano Guazzo's La civil conversatione; and N. N. London's English 
edition (1639) of Jacques DuBoscq's popular social and educational guide for women entitled The Compleat 
Woman. Hull (1982) 1-37 ptovitles a general introduction to the character and content of this emerging 
instructional literature. Eighteenth century conduct literature: Annstrong (1987) 98-99.
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characterised interest in cosmetics and adornment as the vocation of the idle and immoral.^ 
Consider Geoffroy de la Tour Landry's view of female instruction. Solicitous of the moral 
welfare of his three daughters, he provided them with a manual of religious and social 
conduct^ In a series of conversations and edifying stories he stressed the value of female 
silence, chastity, humility, and obedience, treated the dangers of marrying beneath one's 
station, and pointed out the punishments due to women who altered their looks. In the tale 
on pretension, a woman who wastes time in arraying herself for church receives a visit 
from the Devil—an event which plunges her into temporary madness.^ This intimate link 
between female vanity and the Devil is hardly surprising. Long before de la Tour Landry, 
TertuUian had blamed {De Cultu 1.2.1) fallen angels for introducing women to artifice, a 
nodon clearly inherited by later cultures.

During the Renaissance conduct literature became less severe in tone than that of late 
Medieval society, in some cases advocating greater independence of thought and acdon for 
women in the area of self-presentation. CastigUone's The Book o f  the Courtier (1528),

 ̂The most explicit example of the link between the two traditions is Thomas Tuke's A Discourse Against 
the Painting (uui Tincturing of Men and Women (1616), in which he quoted liberally the texts of classical 
writers and Christian theologians alike to defend his position on the nature of cosmetics.

* De la Tour Landry borrowed from the anonymous Miroir des bonnes femmes or Miroir au preudes 
femmes (Mirror for Noble Women), a collection of moral exempta composed about 1300 that relied heavily 
on Biblical literature for models of female behaviour. His work enjoyed oithusiastic receptions in England 
and on the Continent, for which see Oflbrd (1971) xxxviii-xxxix; Hull (1982) 31; Ashley (1987) 33 and 38, 
n. 22; Régnier-Bohler (1988) 391.

^ There was a ladylwhiche had her lodgyng by the chirchelAnd she was alweye acustomed for to be long to 
ataye herlAnd to make her fresshe and gaylin so moche that it annoyed and greved moche the parson of the 
Chkcheland the parysshens ...And somme said softely. god sende to her an euyll syght. in her myrroure that 
causeth us this day. and so oftymes to muse & to abyde for her. & tbenne as it plesyd god for an ensample. 
as she loked in the Myrroure she sawe therin the feiideiwhiche shewed to her his hynder parte so fowle and 
horryblelthat the lady wente oiite of her wytteland was al demonyak a long tyme ...And therfore this is a 
good ensamplelhow me ought not to be so longlfor to apparayle ne to make her gaye'. Text is from 
(Zaxton's translation, Capitulo xxx, as found in Offord (1971) 53.

Cf. Genesis 6:102, Book of Enoch 8.1.3. The relationship is bluntly articulated in a fifteenth century 
woodcut by the German artist Albrecht Dürer entitled. The Vain Lady Sees the Devil's Posterior in Her 
Mirror. Illustration of Dtireris woodcut: Strauss (1980) 55; Dolan (1993) 229. Düreris print is comparable 
to the emblemata of an tmknown seventeenth century Dutch artist entitled Seeven Duyvelen Regeerende 
Hedendaagsche Dienst-maghden {The Seven Devils Ruling Present-Day Maidservants), as illustrated in 
Schama (1987) fig. 223. Here the maidservant sees her own reflection in the mirror, but the Devil assists 
with her toilette. Brathwaite's frontispiece for The English Gentlewoman (1631) provides a contrast to the 
German and Dutch prints. It comprises several representations of the desirable qualities of women, and in 
the panel captioned 'Decency' a modestly dressed woman, whose chief adornment is a chaplet of flowers, 
holds a mirror in which she sees her own reflection. See Hull (1982) 33 and Aughterson (1995) fig. 4.
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published more than a century after Le Livre du chevalier de la Tour, exemplifies the 
transition from frank improving tale to a gentle, more sophisticated discourse. Conceived 
as a series of philosophical debates between reflned men and women on the qualities most 
desirable in the ideal courtier, CastigUone's book offered cosmopoUtan Italians—especiaUy 
those with social and political aspirations—expUcit guideUnes on education, poise, and 
dress. He rejected the heavily painted and adorned woman, but held no serious moral 
objections to make-up itself, conceding that a Ught appUcation was permissible provided a 
natural look was maintained. He even invited his female discussants to think for 
themselves about the consequences of cosmetic use.^^ Outwardly Uberal, his advice did 
not lack the moral tone that usually distinguished conduct literature. The classical 
commonplace of a female sexuality that threatened masculine virtue Uved on in the 
Renaissance imagination. Artless simpUcity, CastigUone informed women, held the 
greatest appeal for men who are always afraid of being tricked by art'.^^

Where European authors had composed works for a largely aristocratic audience, 
seventeenth-century English writers modiHed prevaUing standards of deportment to make 
them relevant for different segments of the population. Growing public resentment in 
sixteenth-century English society (as in European) of the sumptuary standards of the 
dominant classes intensified observation and analysis of female display, the results of 
which can be seen ir the spectrum of opinion surrounding cosmetics, forms of dress, and 
forms of behaviour appropriate to women in different social g r o u p s . G e r v a s e

i i Bull (1967) 86-87: 'Surely you realise how much more graceful a woman is who, if indeed she wishes 
to do so, paints herself so sparingly and so little that whoever looks at her is unsure whether she is made-up 
or not, in comparison with one whose face is so encrusted that she seems to be wearing a mask'. 
CastigUone's education: Bull (1967) 12-13; Hull (1982) 32; Jones (1987) 42-43.

Select classical examples: Clem. Paed. 2 and 3 passim; Cypr. De Habitu 9; TerL De Cultu 1.4.1. 
Male fears about the adorned female body persisted well into the twentieth century. On July 14,1908, The 
Globe and Mail reported chat a Canadian legislator had introduced a bill designed to curb feinale stratagems. 
Mr. Gleim of Whitfield declared the bill necessary after vacationing at a summer resort, where he was tricked 
into making an offer of marriage to a woman with enhanced ruby lips'. Using the British ParUameniary 
Act of 1770 as his model Glenn drafted a bill which made void any marriage contracted by a woman who 
had seduced any unsuspecting male subject..by scents, paints, powder or perfumes, cosmetics, artificial 
teeth, false hair, iron stays, corsets, pads or padding, hoo^ or high-heeled shoes, low-cut waists, Ungerie, 
lace, variegated, drop-stitch or rainbow hosiery or by any other deceitful means or artificial practices'. 
British ParUamentary Act of 1770: Guim (1973) 124; Peiss (1998) 26.

13 Italian and French writers also wrote for different classes: in 1421 L. Battista Alberti composed but did 
not publish Libri della Famiglia, an instructional book for the wealthy Florentine commercial class; G. 
Bruto, La Institutione di una Fanciulla nata nobilmente (1555) which appeared in EngUsh in 1579, courtesy 
of Thomas Salter, advocated complete rejection of aristocratic practices in favour of sensible instruction and 
sound moral values; in the Discorso della virtu feminile, e donnesca (1582), Torquato Tasso pointed out for
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Markham's audience for The English Houswife (1615), a manual of household 
governance, comprised the wives and daughters of the modest country gentleman. 
Wenceslaus Hollar's Omatus Muliebris Anglicanus or the Severall Habits o f  English 
Women (1640), contained illustrations only of twenty-six ensembles representing apparel 
for élite, middle class, and wage-earning women. Moderates differentiated between 
make-up and cosmetic therapy which they regarded as less offensive and part of every 
good huswife's' expertise. Staunch conservatives (often Puritan writers) still insisted that 
cosmetics, regardless of purpose, were the hallmark of lewd women and condemned the 
immorality they promoted. Yet in spite of the new focus on classes of individuals and 
behaviour, male essayists continued to determine the standards of female behaviour and to 
employ the pedestrian themes of their predecessors: the woman whose vanity brought 
economic hardship to her family and who neglected domestic responsibilities (more 
classical truisms) never faded from view.

The social aim of conduct discourse evolved dramatically during the late seventeenth 
and early eighteenth centuries, as writers began to focus on the creation of a harmonious 
domestic environment Manuals no longer explained how to create the woman whose 
appearance matched and extended the public prestige of male kin, or who was expected to 
stand as an exemplar of fashion and morality. Instead they ascribed social and moral value

the Duchess of Mantua, to whom he had dedicated his book, that he did not write for the wives of average 
citizens. Sixteenth century critiques of female comportment Hull (1982) 32-34; Jones (1987) 52-57. 
Compare Dolan (1993) 229 on the rhetoric of anti-cosmetic treatises in Renaissance England.

Countrey Contentments, the companion to The English Houswife, explained for the modest independent 
landowner—that is, men whose more serious imployments will not afford them so much leisure' and who 
must draw their pleasure into a more streighter circle, proportioning an hower or two in the morning for 
the full scope of their delights'—how to attain the high style of the gentry. Excerpt from Jones (1987) 62, 
but see the comments of Hull (1982) 44-45. Best (1986) xxvii suggests that Markham may also have 
hoped to reach the wives of wage-eamers. For an illustration from Hollar see Hull (1982) 66.

^5 Pace paint insulted the Creator, they argued, for implicit in Christian doctrine was the notion that 
neither woman nor man possessed the privilege of self-construction. Thomas Tuke adopted this view in A 
Discourse Against the Painting and Tincturing of Men and Women (16K5) as did Dod and Cleaver in A 
Godly Forme of Householde Gouemment (1617). Treatises on beautifying and cosmetics that echo the 
Puritan position: John Hynd, The Mirrour o f Worldly Fame (London, 1603); Joseph Swemam, The 
Arraignment o f Lewd, Idle, Froward, Unconstant Women; or. The Vanitie of Them, Choose You Whether 
(London, 1615); John Williams, 'A %rmon of Appareil' (London, 1619); Richard Brathwait, The English 
Gentlewoman, Drawne Out to the Full Body (London, 1631), Ar't asleepe Husband? A Boulster Lecture 
(London, 1640); Thomas Hill, Natural and Artificial Conclusions (London, 1670); John Wecker, 
Cosmeticks; or. The Beautifying Part of Physick. By Which All Deformities o f Nature in Men and 
Women Are Corrected, Age Renewed, Youth Prolonged, and the Least Impediment, From a Hair to a 
Tooth, Fairly Amended (London, 1660).
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to the domestic expertise of women, and the new woman' came to symbolise a rejection of 
aristocratic ideals. At the same time, there was a blending of audiences for these manuals. 
Normally, subjects such as cookery, domestic economy, and daily devotion were treated 
independently; but as The Young Ladies Companion or. Beauty's Looking-Glass (1740) 
makes evident, writers had come to address a host of topics relevant to female instruction 
within a single volume. Conduct literature aimed increasingly to provide practical guide
lines which ensured that men acquired wives thoroughly versed in the running of a 
household. It no longer sufficed for the compleat' woman to be well-presented and 
schooled; she had also to be conversant with every facet of the governance and economy of 
her household.

The function of advice literature remained consistent across a four hundred year period: 
as arbiters of feminine display and conduct male writers sought to educate women as well 
as the men who had responsibility for them. I* Constructions of femininity were, however, 
a different story. The re-working of ideas in response to social, economic, and political 
impulses caused a notable shift in the analytical context for femininity. Typically, 
discussions had taken place within the context of status; that is, they focussed on the visual 
differentiation of the socio-economic groups comprising society. By the close of the 
eighteenth century, these discussions had begun to take place within the framework of 
gender. A woman's sphere now contrasted sharply with a man's: his world embraced 
politics and business, her world was wholly domestic. Within the realm delimited by the 
boundaries of home and kitchen, a woman had responsibility for the rearing and proper 
instruction of children, and care of family morality and refinement. By the turn of the 
eighteenth century writers could allude to a model of feminine domestic behaviour, unlike 
writers of the preceding century who had been compelled to devote considerable space to 
the articulation of this same model because it had not then passed into the domain of 
common sense .

Annstrong (1987) 104-105.

17 Hull (1982) 31-70; Jones (1987) 63; Annstrong (1987) 96-100.

1* Comportment texts habitually addressed the men responsible for women, not women directly; see 
Aughterson (1995) 67-69. Thomas Jeamsaa (Artificiall ̂ ibellishments; or Arts Best Direaions: Howto 
Preserve Beauty or Procur It) was an exception: The design Lady of the Book is not to make any addition 
to Your spotles[s] features, but to borrow that from You which it promiseth to others. Beauty and 
Splendour.' Jeamson (1665) n.p.

19 Annstrong (1987) 105.
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Christine de Pizm  and the 'Drama o f Woman'
In the instructional literature written between 1400 and 1800 women's voices are 

virtually silent.^o A notable exception is the unblinking observer of French culture, 
Christine de Pizan, who composed a work of prudence mondaine for women grounded 
upon three virtues: reason, rectitude, and justice.^^ Her book is indispensable for 
thinking about feminine display in historical perspective for it provides a view which has 
no Roman equivalent It is difficult to believe that literate Roman women—the doctae 
puellae—were never impelled to compose a treatise on a subject that played a central rôle in 
their lives. Medical texts mention the beauty book of Cleopatra^Z and Plutarch (Mor. 
145A) says his wife Timoxena wrote a treatise on personal adornment for Aristylla (cf. 
FHG 3.520). Plutarch's claim is easily believed given that his letter to Timoxena on the 
death of their small daughter (Consolatio ad Uxorem) is composed in a style that 
presupposes some familiarity with literary culture. Knowledge of this culture may have 
acquainted Timoxena with the Hellenistic tradition that encouraged compositions on female 
conduct and morality by well-educated women.^3 por example, a Neopythgaorean 
woman, Perictione, gave advice on female behaviour. Her work stressed avoidance of

Of course there were exceptions. Isabella Whitney, a single woman working in London as a domestic 
and struggling to make a living, published two collections of poems in the 1570s (which included A Sweet 
Nosgay of Pleasant Posye and The Copy of a Letter Lately Written in Meeter by a Yonge Gentilwoman: to 
Her Unconstant Lover),ia which she set down the responsibilities of the married woman; and in 1675 
Hannah WoUey (The Accomplished Lady’s Delight) provided practical advice on a multitude of household 
tasks, including the manufacture of beautifying physick. Until the eighteenth century, however, and the 
development of a greater female consciousness, as demonstrated by the work of Jane Austen, Fanny Bumey, 
Charlotte Smith, and Mary Wollstonecraft, few women turned their hands to treatises on self-improvement. 
Whimey: Jones (1987) 53. Eighteenth century female writers: Armstrong (1987) 103. (Dn growing 
female consciousness in the eighteenth century see Smith (1983) 19-45.

2 J The translation of Le Livre de trois vertus used throughout this chapter is that of Willard and Cosman 
(1989). Our first students must be those whose royal or noble blood raises them above others in this 
world. Inevitably, the women, as well as the men, whom God establishes in the high seats of power and 
domination must be better educated than others. Their reputations will lead to great woAhiness in 
themselves and in others. They are the mirror and example of virtue for their subjects and companions. 
The first lesson, therefore, will be directed at them—the queens, princesses, and other great ladies. Then, 
step by step, we will begin to explicate our doctrine for womm* of the lower degrees, so that the discipline 
of our College may be useful to all’ (p. 70). And again at the beginning of Book H: Our lesson in this 
second part of the discourse is addressed to ladies, demoiselles, and other women, those who live at the court 
of a princess to serve her and to maintain her estate and likewise those who live on their own lands and in 
their own castles or manor houses, or in enclosed or open cities. We insist that this doctrine applies to 
...all women' (p. 149).

22 Gal. 12.403,432,446, 492; Ps. Gal. 14233, Frag. 60.1; AeL lat. 6.5627-34, 8.6.31-34.

23 On Timoxena's treatise see: Pomeroy (1984) 68-71; Pomeroy (1999) 55 and 80.
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ostentation in dress and adornment, restraint in food and drink, and toleration of a 
husband's sexual peccadilloes. Perictione also cautioned women against the use of 
stratagems (make-up, rouge, perfumes, and hair-dye) by employing a virtue as ornament 
metaphor: The beauty that comes from wisdom and not from these things brings pleasure 
to women who are well bom’. 2^

Like Timoxena, de Pizan was well placed for her literary enterprise. She was bom into 
an affluent Italian family which placed great store in education. As a small child, de Pizan 
moved with her family to France, where her father took up a position as astrologer and 
physician to Charles V. From an early age she was exposed to a varied artistic and 
intellectual life, although her scholastic training did not begin in eamest until after the death 
of her husband. Married at fifteen to a man whom she truly loved, de Pizan suddenly 
found herself widowed at age twenty-five and responsible for three small children, as well 
as her own widowed mother and a niece. Her husband's estate, about which she knew 
little, was in disarray. Alone and without male relatives to counsel her, de Pizan sought 
solace from the emotional and psychological strain of her misfortunes by immersing herself 
in writing and study, and within ten years of her husband's death had gained considerable 
notoriety as a poet During this time she also engaged in a programme of self-study, 
introducing herself to classical authors as well as contemporary scholars.

A thirst for knowledge and a talent for writing led eventually to a number of 
publications that reflected the depth and breadth of her erudition, among them the well 
known Le Livre de la Cité des Darnes?^ Intensely aware that women were much maligned 
by the ancient and medieval literary traditions, de Pizan mounted a defence of her sex by 
recounting tales of feminine rectitude and offering examples of women's contributions to 
society and culture.26 On the heels of this apology followed Le Livre des trois vertus, a

2̂ * For Perictione's treatise see: Thesleff (1965) 142-145 (text); Pomeroy (1984) 67-72 (translation and 
discussion); and Treggiari (1991) 194-195.

23 De Pizan wrote on the body politic, the nature of love, and human integrity. She engaged in a spirited 
debate on the nature of women with a distinguished poet and misogynist, wrote a biography of her father’s 
employer Charles V, as well as a book of weaponry and knighthood {Le Livre des fais d'armes et de 
chevalerie) for which she is said to have consulted a French translation of Vegetius" De re militari. Willard 
(1984) is the standard biography of Christine de Pizan. For the debate with Jean de Meun especially see the 
comments of Richards (1982) xxxi-xxxii and Willard (1984) 73-133; Gottleib (1997) 279-283.

26 Willard (1984) 135; Blumenfeld-Koskinski (1997). Her book was modelled after Augustine's City of 
God but inspired by Boccaccio's De MuUeribus Claris, which had been translated into French in 1401. De 
Pizan drew her material from myth and history, and from pagan and Christian stxriety. Some of the women 
she lauds are: Penthesilea for coming to the aid of Troy (1.19); Ceres for inventing the art of cultivating 
the earth (1J3535); Pamphile who discovered the art of weaving and dyeing silk (1.40); Esther for saving her
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social and moral guide that explained how to cultivate the qualities most beneficial to the 
utopian community of ladies.^? She spoke on subjects of special relevance for women, 
such as arrangements for the instruction of children (1.15), management of personal 
Hnances and revenues (1.19), appropriate behaviour for widows (1.23; 3.4), and 
preservation of feminine virtue (1.26)— issues which surely derived from the difficulties 
that ensued after her husband's untimely death.^

From her advice on feminine display we gain an unusual view of class consciousness 
and economic competition among women. French society of the fifteenth century was 
sharply stratified, and although de Pizan was sensitive to this she saw no need to tamper 
with the established order. Conventional beliefs about social mobility and identity run 
throughout each of the three books comprising Le Livre des trois vertus. Speaking to 
women of different estate, age, and marital status, she reiterated the necessity of observing 
class boundaries and claimed that only strict observance could preserve order and curb the 
unhealthy competitive tendencies that afflicted French soc ie tyC om pe t i t ion ,  moreover, 
could be minimised only if the upper classes acted as models of restraint for those beneath 
them. 'Grammars' of dress and adornment clearly existed, but many women modified or

people from Haman (2.32); Clotilda who converted her husband King Clovis to the Christian faith (2.35); 
Claudia Quinta for her virtue (2.63); and several women martyred for their Christian beliefs and later 
canonised (34-3.5,3.6-10).

Willard and Cosman (1989) 39. De Pizan's advice was meant to have practical application, for it was 
dedicated to eleven-year old Marguerite de Nevers, wife of France's future king and granddaughter of de 
Pizan's patron, the Diike of Burgundy.

^  With her closest male relatives in Italy, she alone had defended her husband's estate from predatory court 
officials and dishonest associates. Unable to afford a suitable dowry for her daughter, she became 
resourceful, enlisting the aid of high-ranking friends and arranging for Marie to enter a prestigious 
Dominican convent near Paris. Likewise, she saw to her son Jean's future by securing him a place in the 
household of the Earl of Salisbury who was well connected in the court of Richard n. See Willard (1984) 
42-43.

To de Pizan's way of thinking there were sharp distitKtions between and within classes: 'As 1 have said 
several times, the wife of a labmer in the Low Countries has equal status with the wife of an ordinary 
artisan in Paris; but the ordinary artisan's wife does not have the importance of a burgher's wife, nor does 
that woman, in turn, have the social status of a demoiselle. The demoiselle is unlike a lady, the lady 
dissimilar to a countess or duchess, and neither of these is comparable to a queen. Each ought to maimain 
her proper place in society and, along with this, her particular lifestyle. But these rules are not at all well 
observed today in France, nor, regrettably, are many of the other old, good, once typical customs' (3.3). 
Consider too de Pizan's advice to propertied and bourgeois women (3.2): 'She who belongs to the 
bourgeoisie and wears garments appropiate for a gentlewoman, and the demoiselle who sports what a lady 
should wear, so on up the steps on society's ladder, clearly overstep the bounds of propriety'.
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patently ignored them for reasons of their own.^O It was common for princesses and 
demoiselles to be accoutred with the robes, headgear, and ornaments corresponding to 
their station in life' (1.11), she said, but the wise princess would be vigilant of the garb and 
adornments of her court attendants and ensure that their appearances reflected the modest 
standards of their mistress.^ ̂

De Pizan realised that enforced sumptuary restraint would prove unpalatable in élite 
circles, for women as well as their husbands and male kin were highly competitive. 
Husbands viewed elegantly apparelled wives as extensions of their personal prestige and 
deliberately encouraged ostentatious display; or so de Pizan assumed when she adopted a 
male point of view.32 She claimed to be familiar with the bickering of aristocratic women 
and how they manoeuvered continually for precedence in court,^^ but also observed 
women vying for precedence at assemblies and weddings. Perhaps most offensively, they

De Pizan's grammar of fashion comprises a relatively simple body of rules. She reconunends dress that 
is neither ostentatious, tight, nor provocative—that is low-cut (1.18, 1.23, 2.11). As an example to her 
readers of outrageous superfluity' she describes a tunic made by a Parisian dress-maker for a rather vain 
woman from the country, that required five ells of brocade (much of which trailed on the ground) and 
bombard sleeves which skimmed the ground (2.11).

31 To assure that all aspects of her court are equally estimable, the wise princess will make certain that her 
ladies' gowns, and headdresses, although suitably rich and handsome, are also modestly stylish, neatly 
maintained, and proper for the occasion—no arrogant fashion, suggestive low-cut necklines, or similar 
outrages. Hence, the wise princess must watch over her attendants in all matters, just as the benevolent, 
prudent abbess does in her convent Thus disrepute will not circulate abroad, in town, or elsewhere' (1.18).

32 'I am more a gentleman than he, so my wife should precede his'. The other will think, Txit I am richer', 
or I hold more important office', or T have greater pretentions to grandeur, so I will not allow his wife to 
be honoured before mine (2.12).

33 'Why should my lady favour this one or that one more than myself, or prefer her to take her more into 
her confidence? Am I not of equal lineage, or more noble than she, even if she is better dressed? I am 
wiser, more gentle bom, and better suited to be where she is. She came up from nothing. She is ignoranL 
She isn't worthy. She is so forward, so obviously obsequious, however, could my lady have advanced her, 
or given her such rewards or such status? ...But I will stop it if I can. I will get ahead of her in the end. I 
know how. I know such and such things about her. What I don't know I will invent. At the very least I 
will add some spice to what I know. I will act fast before I let her get further ahead of me . She wants to 
outdo others, pushing them behind her...I simply will not put up with this any longer. She wants to put 
herself in my place...! will not let her do it!' (2.S). Cf. de Pizan's comments on the temptations which can 
overwhelm the young princess: Is there any lady greater than you in this world, any more worthy? ...Don't 
you have the r i^ t to walk ahead of all others? Neither this exalted woman nor that one can be compared to 
you, though both may be married to princes. You are richer, you come from a better family; you are held 
in higher esteem because of your children, are more feared, more renowned, more respected because of your 
lord's power...[Njo one accomplishes anything without great financial resources. Therefore, amass treasure 
to carry out your intentions. Money is women's best friend and the surest means to any possible 
end...Think only enticing thoughts to amuse yourself. For whom will you be pretty? You must Mve just 
such a robe, such ornaments, such jewels, such gorgeously wrought, newly fashionable apparel' (1.3).
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jostled in church as they advanced toward the altar during the Offering—even coming to 
blows when outdone by rivals (2.12). To de Pizan's way of thinking, such women were 
nothing short of absurd: they impoverished themselves through extravagance and 
disgraced themselves before their fellow citizens. 'Nothing is more ridiculous' she wrote 
candidly, than to see a woman pretending to a great, exaggerated status when one knows it 
is not really her own, and that she does not possess the means for maintaining it' (2.11).

Rivalry was not unique to the dominant classes: noble women (2.11) and petty 
Lombard retailers alike were guilty of pretension. Conceit and snobbery infected a broad 
spectrum of the population, from the great to the low' (3.3). De Pizan singled out wives 
of merchants—rich Parisian ones and those of humble retailers in different regions of 
France—as particularly susceptible among the lesser ranks to sartorial impropriety. They 
attired themselves in other people's costumes', adopting another's estate rather than being 
content with their own'(3.3), a practise she deemed d i s h o n e s t W h e n  she addressed 
wives of artisans (3.8), female domestics (3.9), and women of light morals' (3.10), her 
primary concern was not physical but moral presentation. Such women, of course, derived 
benefit from her advice on self-transformation, but de Pizan plainly felt that disadvantaged 
women required little in the way of apparel beyond what was serviceable and clean. 
Advice to lower-class women consisted of urging them to assist their husbands in 
business, to exercise restraint in pleasures of the body (sex, food, and drink), and to recite 
their Pater Nosters faithfully. As for the wives of simple laborers and the poor, she 
remariced that it was unnecessary to deny such women fine clothes and accoutrements— 
they are well protected from all that' (3.12).

On the surface, de Pizan's counsels differ little from those of male authors in either 
ancient or early modem conduct literature.^^ Much of what she has to say about feminine 
presentation is underwritten by a Christian ethic emphasising the high social value of 
female virtue. Thus, the portrait of female vanity and competition that emerges from Le

'Such displays are out of ail proportion, coming from presumption rather than good judgement lliey 
gain scom rather than admiration, for though these women take upon themselves the status of great ladies 
or princesses, by no means are they really such, and they cannot be called so. Certainly, they do not lose 
the name 'merchant's wife" (3.3). This absence of decorum was common to commercial classes in other 
parts of Europe too for she twice mentions the rivalry among women of the same class in Italy who tended 
toward more extravagant display. De Pizan willingly conceded, however, that it was less cosUy to maintain 
an elegant appearance in Italy tlum in France where fashions changed armually (2.11; 3.3).

She adopts, for exanqtle, the virtue as ornament metaphor I f  every noble lady and indeed every woman 
knew how beaming good bearing is, she would make a great effort to acquire it over every other omamenL 
No jewel enhances her so gready' (1J27; cf. 1.2).
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Uvre des trois vertus is hardly flattering. But this portrait should not surprise. Although 
sensitive to the social and historical treatment of women, de Pizan was very much 
influenced by the dominant gender ideology of her day (patriatchalism), and we fall prey to 
anachronism if we expect to see a feminist perspective of women's lives here.^^ Her 
sumptuary advice did differ in a proto-feminist way from that of male writers, for the latter 
tended to assume that surface reflected soul and that if clothes were provocative, 
ostentatious, or loud, dissipation naturally followed. Moralists also insisted that feminine 
display was primarily for the benefit of men. But de Pizan's address to the wives of 
burghers and city officials ran counter to these notions. She recommended that women 
adopt a simple mode of dress to stop rumours of promiscuity, stressing that provocative 
apparel was not synonymous with libertine behaviour: 'Even though a woman may be 
inspired only by good will and has neither a wicked act nor thought in her body, the world 
will never believe it if she is indiscreet about her clothes. False opinions will be formed no 
matter how good she is in reality' (3.2). Her counsels had a moral edge, but were 
pragmatic and designed to protect from censure women who were guilty of nothing more 
than stylistic infractions. Significantly, she said little about feminine display being for male 
benefit, implying im tead that women—like those who elbowed one another in church in 
order to secure a more prominent place—were intent on impressing other women by their
mode of adommenL^^

The social function of the impeccably presented female and the value of her appearance 
in consensual economic competition (including competition for marriage partners), two 
themes de Pizan touched upon, would not be taken up again by female writers until the late 
eighteenth century.^* Until that period there is scant evidence that women challenged 
cultural perceptions about their modes of presentation, much less the circumscribed nature 
of their daily existence. Female writers may have felt but did not acknowledge that a 
woman's social worth resulted flom her productive and reproductive capacity, or that civic

36 GotUeib (1997).

37 Admittedly, women who vied for distinction in court or church must have been sensible of attracting 
male attention. For unmarried women especially drawing the notice of males might help in the search for a 
suitable marriage partner, and the contracting of a suitable marriage could lead ultimately to social and 
economic elevation De Pizan says little about this, however, focussing instead on the cultivation of moral 
conduct

38 At that time there emerged a developing female consciousness of women's relationship to society and a 
growing sense of women's social itisigi^cance. Sitiith (1983) 19-45.
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pardcipation was limited along with career opportunities apart from those available through 
the church. If this attitude toward women's existence prevailed in the fifteenth century, 
how did women achieve a sense of self or independence in a position of dependency and 
social invisibility? Did they care? The answers to both questions are found in Le Livre des 
trois vertus. As the highly-principled de Pizan urged that feminine appearance be a 
window onto Christian character, her contemporaries circumvented the restrictive 
boundaries of their social rôles and found through personal display a means of articulating 
rank and expressing self.

The use of feminine display in this manner derives in part from the so-called drama of 
woman'. Social and legal conventions in patriarchal societies generally regard woman as 
Other and deem her non-essential in relation to man. This condition of alterity coupled with 
narrow definitions of the spheres of activity appropriate to women (principally child-rearing 
and house-keeping) combine to deny women the freedom to realise their aspirations 
through full community participation. Seeking other means to achieve personal satisfaction 
and social validation, women look to the one area of their lives in which they are more or 
less completely autonomous—personal presentation.^^ In fifteenth-century French society, 
care of children and household management undoubtedly gave many women a sense of 
accomplishment, but the elegantly dressed and adorned body enabled them to realise other 
ambitions according to de Pizan. First, self-presentation helped them attain a position of 
preeminence within their own peer and gender groups and secondly, if they stood outside a 

dominant social group the well-presented body helped them gain membership in a society 
to which they did not belong by birth or economic circumstances. Women could

39 De Beauvoir (1952) xxxv aud 630. Cf. Smith (1983) 25-28, Blok (1987) 26-27, and Hallett (1989) 59- 
60 on de Beauvoir's work. Her theory of women's behaviour in the face of dependence and lack of 
fulfillment may be compared with Joseph Shaw's observations of Dutch women made during his visit to 
Holland in 1709. He claimed he had never encountered so many handsome women of good sense, 
education, and integrity; their faces entirely free from vanity", completely lacking in patch or paint'. Shaw 
attributed their appeal to "being better provided for by the laws of their cotmtry than in other nations [so that 
they] are not forced to trust to their wits, nor put on those poor pitiful shifts to jilt mankind and bubble 
their husbands for money'. He compared these virtuous and content women to those he glimpsed in a 
Spinhuis (work-house). There prostitutes, vagrants, and petty thieves were assigned spinning and weaving 
tasks and were clothed in the gay habiliaments of love ...patched and painted and just as they used to charm 
and coax the fond, admiring and deluded gulls who know not the fatal Arts of women'. (Shaw failed to 
recognise that the women of the Spinhuis were being sexually exploited by their overseers.) See Schama 
(1987) 403-404, citing Shaw (1709) xii, and 44-46. Cf. Rousseau's (1979) 373 assessment of women's 
behaviour A woman who spends six hours at her dressing table is not unaware that she does not go out 
better made up than a woman who only spends half an hour at it, but those hours are subtracted from the 
tedious march of time; and it is better to be entertained with oneself than to be bored with everything. 
Without the dressing table what could one do with life from noon to nine o'clock?'
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accomplish the latter either spuriously or legitimately; spuriously by usurping the symbols 
of superior rank and assuming an estate that was not their own, or legitimately by attracting 
marriage parmers above their station. Self-presentation was essential for mobility within 
and between groups, but personal display also gave women an opportunity for self- 
definition through the control they exerted over what they wore and how they wore i t

African-American Women in the Nineteenth Century
If women in fifteenth-century French society were conditioned to think of themselves 

as non-essential and so used their physical selves to articulate place in the community and 
to deGne self, what was the situation of African-American slave-women in the United 
States of the nineteenth century? Being of little consequence in all but their official capacity 
as wives and mothers, French women had nonetheless the personal and legal autonomy to 
work out strategies of self-formation provided the economic means were available. The 
African-American slave-woman confronted a more immediate problem. Gender ideology 
defined her as Other in the manner of the French woman, but skin-colour and ethnic origin 
combined to distinguish her as Other in a far more graphic way. Her status as a slave 
defined her as chattel, a kind of Other that was expendable even though her productive and 
reproductive capacities might be of significant value to an owner. And for the most part 
she lacked the resources that enabled the interpretation of femininity through modes of 
adornment and dress. The socio-economic condition of black women changed little with 
the abolition of slavery. But remaricably, in the face of a bleak existence, African-American 
women used self-presentation as a means of creating identity and articulating status within 
their own oppressed social world. Further, slaves and former slaves used carefully 
fashioned appearances to create identities that were meant to counteract the stereotype of the 
slovenly and apish black perpetuated by white society.'^

A sense of the female slave's perception of femininity and its value to her can be 
obtained from autobiographies that were published both before and after the American Civil 
War, as well as interviews with ex-slaves that were conducted during the 1930s.'^^ Life

^  Discussion tiere is greatly indebted to Peiss (1998) Chapter 7, which is to my knowledge the only 
comprehensive study of the cosmetics and fashion industry that catered to African-American women. Racist 
imagery abounded in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. See for example the arresting images 
of the New Negro' compiled by Gates (1988) figs. 18—32, that could be found on postcards in the early 
1900s. Cf. Peiss (1998) 204-205.

Rawick 1: xiii-xxi. Ihese narratives derive from autobiographies written by slaves who had escaped to 
the northern states and (Canada, by slaves with the assistance of an amanuensis, and by zealous white
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was especially precarious for slave-women subjected to physical, mental, and particularly 
sexual abuse at the hands of masters and overseers. At least this was the view of Harriet 
Jacobs, bom a slave in 1813 in Edenton, North Carolina. In Incidents in the Life o f a 
Slave Girl (1861), Jacobs chronicled her journey from child to young woman, her 
harrowing escape from a sadistic master, and her desperate efforts to keep her young 
family together during seven years in hiding.'*^ She was fortunate in that she learned to 
read and write, laboured in her master's house rather than his fields, and enjoyed through 
the nurturing of her iron-willed and freed grandmother a sense of family and domestic life 
unknown to a great many slaves.'*^ This position of relative privilege only serves to 
heighten the grim reality of slave life that threads its way through her narrative: back
breaking labour, constant hunger, fear of beatings and reprisals for any and all 
misdemeanors, and anxiety over separation from family members which might be 
capriciously inflicted by an owner. Yet mingled with these grave preoccupations is an 
interest in caring for the self that reflects an awareness of the advantages and dangers of 
self-display.

Jacobs learned at a young age that it was of little advantage to slavewomen to cultivate a 
fine appearance. Observation taught her that her owner, the odious Dr. Flint, had a 
prodigious sexual appetite: he was father to at least eleven mulatto children whose slave- 
mothers were too terrified to acknowledge their children's paternity. Flint became 
obsessed with the fifteen-year-old Jacobs and his fixation eventually drove her to escape, 
but not before he had made her life intolerable through frequent acts of cruelty. She was 
proud of her lush hair, for example, and arranged it prettily— a modest but purposeful act 
of physical care that gave Jacobs a measure of personal satisfaction. It also brought 
reproach from her master who regarded her behaviour as immoral, although he quite

abolidonists. The latter are clearly forgeries and acknowledged as such. Between 1936-1938, the Slave 
Narrative Collection of the Federal Writers' Project of the Works Projects Administration conducted 
interviews with more than two thousand ex-slaves.

Jacobs (1861), writing as Linda Brent, should be read together with Garfield and Zafar (1996), a 
collection of critical essays which examine and question the authenticity of Jacobs' narrative, as well as the 
editorial assistance she received from Lydia Maria Child. See especially J. Goldsby, "/ Disguised My Hand' 
and F. Smith Foster, 'Resisting Incidents'.

Jacobs (1861) 85. As chattels, slave-parents and children could be sold indiscriminately as Jacobs knew 
from persràal observation. Whenever her master Dr. Flint (a pseudonym for Dr. James Norcom) fathered a 
child by one of his slaves, he had mother and child sold promptly if he noted any obvious resemblance 
between himself and his bffspring. Jacobs (1861) 44-57 is eloquoit on the sexual indignities endured by 
slave-women.
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obviously admired the result. Flint later wielded Jacob's enjoyment in an authoritarian 
display. Infuriated by her confession that she was pregnant for a second time by his 
wealthy white neighbour, the doctor immediately cropped the hair which gave Jacobs a 
small measure of pride.*^

We know from other textual and visual evidence that African-American women 
employed some of the dress and beauty techniques that formed part of their cultural 
heritage. Head-wraps, threading, and com-row braids used by the Mende women of West 
Africa and the first generation of slaves to reach the Americas, can be seen on slave-women 
in American plantation photographs. Skin and hair therapy specific to the needs of black 
women formed part of an oral tradition transmitted from one generation of women to the 
next. One of the first beauty culturists of African-American descent, Annie Tumbo 
Malone, bom in Louisiana in 1869 to former slaves, claimed to have acquired her 
knowledge of hair-care by studying with an elderly female relative well versed in plant 
lore.'*^ How closely slave-holders observed or regulated the beauty practices of their 
slaves is uncertain. Delia Garlic, an ex-slave bom in Powhatan, Virginia, remembered an 
unpleasant incident involving her owner's second wife:

1 seed [her] blackin' her eyebrows wid smut [soot] one day, so 1 thought I'd black 
mine jes' for fun. 1 rubbed some smut on my eyebrows an' forgot to rub it off, an' 
she kotched me.' The mistress was powerful mad an' yelled: 'You black devil. I'll 
show you how to mock your betters.'

Delia's innocent experiment was, for her mistress, a serious violation of the boundary 
between slave and free, and Delia suffered greatly for this transgression: she was beaten 
senseless with a stick of stove-wood. This same mistress denied Delia and her fellow 
slaves clothes for going round,' and compelled them to wear 'a shimmy and a slip for a 
dress', which Delia described as made outen de cheapest cloth dat could be bought"^

The attitude of Delia's mistress was not unusual. The quality of slave clothing varied

^  Sexual obsession of Flint: Jacobs (1861) 44-48, 79-81,118. It is not clear from Jacobs' narrative how 
exactly she styled her hair. African-American women were sensitive to a different cultural aesthetic and 
sometimes straightened their hair in order to arrange it more easily in Anglo-American styles'. See Peiss 
(1998) 13.

'*5 Photographs: Ward (1991) 7-9. On beauty practices see: Fields (1983) 187-189,219; Peiss (1998) 13; 
White and White (1998) 54-62. Peiss notes (p. 13) that African-American women incorporated the beauty 
techniques of aboriginal women as well, such as using berries to enhance the colour of the cheeks.

^  Rawick 6: 129-130; Peiss (1998) 32.
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according to the generosity of slave-holders. Owners' cast-offs were regularly given to the 
house-slaves, but for the rest homespuns were the rule. With the permission of owners 
women adapted the techniques of dyeing and weaving (in some cases the techniques 
formed part of their cultural heritage) in the design and manufacture of their own clothing, 
particularly their Sunday best Millie Evans, an ex-slave bom in 1849, and Jesse Davis, a 
former slave from South Carolina, recited for their interviewers the spectrum of colours 
that could be obtained from organic sources. Lizzie Norfleet characterised the frocks of 
slave-women as beautiful' with one dark stripe and one bright stripe', declaring folks 
dem days knowed how to mix pretty colours'.'*^ Less is known about African-American 
jewellery tastes, but it is evident that women spent the meagre resources they accumulated 
on clothes and accessories. Ex-slaves mention purchasing ribbons from itinerant pedlars 
and receiving colourful bandanas as gifts at Christmas. Eda Rains' owner sometimes gave 
his slaves a few coins at Christmas which they promptly spent on a string of beads or other 
trinkets. Some women may have shunned certain types of adornments as Harriet Jacobs 
did. When her father's kindly owner made a gift of a gold chain to Jacobs' daughter at her 
christening, Jacobs accepted the gift reluctantly recognising it as a potent symbol of slavery 
which she did not wish fastened about her child's neck.'^

With the abolition of slavery self-presentation took on new meaning for the newly freed 
slaves. Before the Civil War hierarchies of colour and occupation existed between 
plantation slaves who toiled in cotton and tobacco fields and those who served in the great 
house; and between black slaves and racially mixed mulattos—the offspring of sexual 
relationships between slave-women and their white masters— who often enjoyed 
preferential treatmenL'*^ In the decades after emancipation these hierarchies intensified in

Millie Evans: Rawick 8: 243-244. Jesse Davis: Rawick 2.1: 265. Cf. Rawick 14: 286 for the 
account of Temple Durham. Homespun designs: Rawick 3.4: 240 (Julia Woodbury); Rawick 5.3: 6 
(Hagar Lewis); Rawick Supplement Series 1.1: 48 (Betty Bell); Rawick Supplement Series 1.9: 1641- 
1642 (Lizzie Norfleet). Cf. White and White (1998) 21-22.

^  Peter Clifton, an ex-slave from South Carolina, recalled that it was the custom on Christmas day at the 
Biggers-Mobley plantation for every woman to receive a kerchief and every girl a ribbon for her hair 
(Rawick 2.1: 207). Slave wardrobes and (Christmas gifts: White and White (1998) 30. Adornment: 
Rawick 5.3: 225-226 (Eda Rains); Jacobs (1861) 121.

Rawick 2.2: 11-16. Ryer Emmanuel recalled the varying treatment of mulatto and black children when 
she was a child and claimed, Dat how-come dere so much different classes today, I say. Yes, mam, dat whe' 
dat old stain come from.' When interviewed about her experiences as a slave, eighty-three year old Rosa 
Stark recalled (Rawick 3.4: 147-150) Dere was more classes 'mongst de slaves', which she itemised for the 
interviewer. See also the comments of ninety-two year old Mary Raines (Rawick 3.4: 1-2): As 1 wasn't 
scared of de cows, they set me to milkin' anid churnin'. Bless God! Dat too me out of de field. House
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the debate over social equality. The pale skin colour and Anglo-American features of many 
mulattos made it easier for them to assimilate themselves into white society and some 
believed the mulattos hoped to strengthen this advantage by distancing themselves from the 
African-American community at large.^^ During this same period, however, black women 
of all shades were emulating a white European model of beauty, using skin bleaches and 
facial powders and straightening their naturally curly hair with hot-combs and oils, 
believing that personal presentation corresponded to acceptance and elevation.^ ̂  These 
practices were so widespread that black leaders began urging women, from the pulpit and 
in the press, to celebrate rather than conceal their racial heritage.^^ Women were assisted in 
their efforts to transform the physical self by black female entrepreneurs, like Annie Tumbo 
Malone and Madame C. J. Walker, who catered to their special hair, skin, and cosmetic 
needs; and by authors of comportment literature, like E. Azalia Hackley, whose Colored 
Girl Beautiful (1916) aimed to educate the young black woman whose visibility in urban 
centres increased with her entry into the work force.

Several signiHcant features of black self-presentation are discernible here. Under 
slavery, women's expressions of femininity and self were governed, as in most things, by 
the consent of their owners; and a change in juridical status did not alter life immediately. 
Emancipation gave women the legal freedom to transform and express themselves as they 
saw fit, but many continued to live under wretched conditions on the plantations and farms

servants tove de field servants, them days. If you didn't git better rations and things to eat in de house it 
was your own fault, I tells you!' Sexual relationships between mistress and male slave were not unknown. 
Jacobs claimed (1861) 80-81 to have known a white woman who carried on a relationship with a black 
slave, and after bearing him a child, had him freed and sent out of the state to prevent her father Grom taking 
revenge on him. White and White (1998) 27 note that slave-holders fostered the hierarchy between slaves 
by using attractive clothes as incentives for hard work.

^9 On mulatto elevation see: Rabinowitz (1978) 186-187; Peiss (1998) 208, after William B. Gatewood, 
Aristocrats of Color; The Black Élite, /5S0-/920 (Bloomington, 1990) 151-170. Until Harriet Jacobs'son 
Benjamin was discovered to be part African-American, he enjoyed the .same treamient as the otlier boys in 
the shop where he apprenticed. See Jacobs (1861) 279.

Peiss (1998) 216-222 and 236 contains advertisements for High-Brown Face Powder, Wonderful Hair 
Grower, the NUe Queen skin-care system, and Sweet Georgia Brown beauty products. (Compare here the 
five portraits of beautiful young African-American women taken in 1904 ^  heralded as the ideal "New 
Negro woman'. Gates (1988) figs. 8-12.

They encouraged women to reject the aesthetic characterised by the editor of an African-American 
newspaper as part of the good looks supremacy'. (Claimed (Chandler Owen, If people of color ruled the 
world, white people would curl their hair and darken their skin.' Peiss (1998) 203 after C. Owen, 'Good 
Looks Supremacy,' Messenger 6 (March 1924): 80.
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of former owners. The transition from slavery to freedom entrenched more firmly an 
existing hierarchy of colour and intensified competition between mulattos and other black 
Americans; it even fostered new forms of prejudice, as urban African-Americans came to 
regard their poor rural cousins as unsophisticated, ill-mannered, and in dire need of 
deportment advice.^) On the whole, the main barriers to self-realisation for black women 
were an inability to participate fully in society as free women because of their gender, 
colour, and economic circumstances. '[PJowerlessness and poverty', in other words, were 
key factors constraining women's self-definition.^^ In spite of these obstacles, black 
women attempted to emulate the beauty and fashion trends of white society believing that 
social acceptance could be accomplished through cultivation of the self—a belief that flew 
in the face of encouragement from black leaders to regard their distinctive physiognomy as 
a symbol of racial pride.^^

Roman Women and Personal Presentation
This brief analysis of feminine display among women of different social groups, and 

within two historical periods widely separated in time, illustrates how adornment 
techniques were pivotal in female expressions of status and identity, for they enabled 
women at all levels of society to interpret self or place in the community despite the gender 
and social ideologies which conceived of them as Other.^^ I have already provided some 
indication that the same is true for Roman women. The case becomes stronger still when 
ancient and modem are viewed together. In several respects, the modem evidence for 
female self-presentation resembles that of Roman antiquity, although we cannot pretend 
that historical conditions in Rome were identical to those of the ancien régime or the 
antebellum  United States. It is impmdent, of course, to speak of modem and ancient

S3 Carby (1992) passim; Peiss (1998) 207. A sophisticated appearance was especially important in 
preventing young black women who migrated north from the secessionist states in the early part of the 
twentieth century from becoming easy prey for the disreputable elements in white urban society.

Zemon Davis (1986) S3 singles out these two factors above all others as the greatest obstacle to self- 
definition' in a study of boundaries and conceptions of self in sixteenth-century France.

35 As Azalia Hackley proclaimed, Idnky hair is an honorable legacy from Afirica'. See Peiss (1998) 206- 
210.

36 De Beauvoir (1952) 97-109 on the treatment and conceptualisations of women from the Middle Ages 
through the early twentieth century. On woman as Other in the gender philosophy that informs 
contemporary thought see Blok (1987) 40-41.
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society in the same breath without acknowledging the historical features especially 
characteristic of Rome: its social organisation, the staggering disparities of wealth, the 
limitations of social mobility, and the pervasiveness of s l a v e r y . V a l i d  analogies can, 
however, be made between the ancient and modem treatment of women given the 
inheritance of contemporary gender ideology.^* Élite and non-élite Roman women were 
similarly marginalised: gender ideology defined them as inferior to men, barred them from 
full participation in the civic community, and prescribed social rôles that consigned them 
largely to the domestic sphere. Those women who comprised the great unprivileged mass 
of Roman society suffered additional prejudices arising from their lack of personal wealth, 
the necessity of earning a living, and their servile and ethnic origins. It is true that Roman 
slaves did not encounter the colour discrimination suffered by African-Americans, but the 
two groups had in common life experiences that must have shaped behaviour and outlook: 
deracination, an utter lack of autonomy, and the persistent threat of random physical, 
mental, and sexual maltreatment^^

Ancient sources seldom acknowledge expressly that meticulously crafted appearances 
were part of a non-verbal language that permitted women, independently of male kin, to 
make statements abo rt identity and status. Instead, writers diminish the importance of 
women's actions by categorising their behaviour broadly and arbitrarily, making little 
allowance for varying motives of self-presentation. Known for her provocative modes of 
dress and feared for her sexuality, the hoyden appeared frequently in Greek and Latin 
literature alongside the respectable but over dressed woman who epitomised economic 
imprudence and incontinentia.^ There were exceptions, such as the dignified Servilia

Ancient class stnicture and the problenis of definition: Finley (1985a) 49-51; de Ste Croix (1981) 84- 
96; sununarised in Gamsey and Salter (1989) 109-112.

For example, Pomeroy (1994) 73-90 sketches the afterlife of Xenophon’s Oeconomicus and its influence 
on modem constructions of gender, noting in particular discussions by feminist writers such as de Beauvoir 
(1952), Friedan (1963), Firestone (1970), and Gilligan (1982). Cf. Foucault (1986) passim.

Little work has been dome on Roman women and alterity, as first pointed out by Hallett (1989) 60. The 
Otherness of women is implicit in Wyke (1994) and Richlin (1984) and (1995). Hallett modifies de 
Beauvoir’s thesis of Other in the case of élite Roman wmnen, arguing that the élite male's conceptualisation 
of the female included a sense of Same and Other that arose fiom attributing desirable male qualities to 
women. On women in classical thought see Arthur (1984) and Hallett (1989) 73, n. 5. On the dangers of 
comparing Roman and New World slavery see Bradley (19M) 9.

^  Select examples: Clem. Paed. 2 and 3 passim; Cypr. De Habitu 9; Juv. 6352-356; Liv. 34.4; Petr. 67; 
Tac. Ann. 14.2. We may especially recall Tertullian's characterisation (De Cultu 1.4.2) of make-up and 
adonunent here: Aiteriambitionis crimen intendimus, alteriprostitutionis...
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whose father Marcius Barea Soranus was charged with treason in AD 66 (Tac. Ann.
16.23). Destitute and alone because her husband had been driven into exile, the teenaged 
Servilia was compelled to speak at her father's trial and to answer charges that she had 
distributed money to magicians, money that her accuser alleged she raised from the sale of 
her dotal ornaments. Servilia's defence was simple: out of filial love and concern for a 
most excellent father she had consulted magicians to ascertain the outcome of his legal 
troubles. 'My jewels and robes and the emblems of my rank, she said passionately, I 
gave as I should have given my blood and life, had they demanded them'.^^

Refracted as it is through a male lens, Servilia's speech is one of the few passages we 
have in which a woman speaks to the value of her sartorial possessions. But with the help 
of historical perspective, the benefits and disadvantages of self-display to Roman women 
become easily recognisable. First, the vivid picture that de Pizan conveys of highly 
competitve aristocratic French women prompts us to think more carefully about privileged 
Roman women, modes of presentation, and personal aspirations. These women were 
often the originators of the fashions in hair and dress that were employed in articulations of 
status. Secondly, de Pizan makes absolutely clear that personal ambition was not limited to 
the most affluent social groups: women who enjoyed a comfortable standard of living 
showed considerable interest in personal display. Thus although ancient writers and 
modem scholars may create the impression that Roman women outside of the senatorial, 
equestrian, and decurial orders paid little attention to their appearances, we might give 
greater consideration to the behaviour of non-élite women whose financial circumstances 
allowed them to seek visual assimilation with the élite by emulating their modes of dress 
and ornament. Third, because financial means often dictate the degree to which women 
engage in economic competition or acts of self-definition, the desires of humble and servile 
women tend to be overlooked in discussions of cultus and omatus. This is true of both the 

ancient and modem studies.^^ But the autobiographies and narratives of African-American 
slaves encourage us to see even small gestures of physical care as important to an

Tac. Ann. 16.30-31: ...post altaria et arcm complexa, 'Nullos' inquit 'impies decs, nullas devotiones, 
nec aliud infelicibus precibus invocavi, quam ut hunc optimum patrem tu, Caesar, vos, patres, servaretis 
incolumem. Sic gemmas et vestes et dignitatis insignia dedi, quo modo si sanguinem et vitam 
poposcissent.

De Pizan virtually dismissed the issue of self-pfesenialkxi for humble and poor women (3.8-3.11), and 
Carcopino (1940), Balsdon (1962), Pomeroy (1975), Bonfanie and Jaunzems (1988), Fantbam et al (1994), 
Wyke (1994), and Richlin (1995) do the same when discussing Roman women.
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individual's formulation of selfhood. As Harriet Jacobs' book so poignantly illustrates in 
the account of the hair-cutting, a carefully cultivated appearance gave pleasure and a 
measure of respectability under the most difficult living conditions. And there is every 
reason to think that the same may have been true for Roman women of humble and servile 
status.

Élite Roman Women and Motivations for Self-Display
It has been pointed out that discussions of the élite Roman woman's self-presentation 

frequently took place within the context of gender,*^  ̂but greater consideration needs to be 
given to the issue of status. At times writers collapsed their social and political concerns 
onto discussions of the female body and sexuality, but they also attempted to differentiate 
between the woman of wealth and her lower class counterpart, between virtuous and 
immoral women (equated respectively with wealth and poverty in the Roman mentalité), 
and in the Christian era between the discipula of Christ and her pagan cousin. Whatever 
the objective, self-presentation was believed to be an index of moral and social status. 
Issues of status especially were at the forefront of Roman discussions of the élite female 
and sartorial display Just as they were in de Pizan's advice to women of the French court. 
Cultus and omatus were essential in reiterating position atop the social pyramid and integral 
to consensual economic competition. We assume an intense level of competition among 
the cream of Roman society from critics protesting the luxuria of their generation and from 
the sumptuary legislation set in place to check economic extravagance.^ In assessing the 
behaviour of affluent individuals, Plutarch once remarked (Cato Maior 18.3) that the well- 
to-do felt deprived of their wealth if denied the opportunity of showing it off. Conspicuous 
consumption may have been the stamp of the Roman élite but its propensity for display 
must be understood from the perspective of social validation and self-definition.

The dominant social classes stood apart from the vulgus ignobile in terms of birth, civic 
responsibilities, affluence, and the moral integrity that was supposed to accompany

63 Wyke (1994) and Richlin (1995).

6^ See too the comments of Livy (34.4.11), Propertius (3.13) and Pliny the Elder {Nat. 33.152). Cf. the 
dicussions of Griffin (1976), Wyke (1994), and Dench (1998). More broadly, see the papers in Wyke
(1998) that explore this tendency in diHerent time periods and cultures within the central period of Roman 
history, but which do not limit discussion to the female body. Sumptuary legislation: the lex Oppia(2l5 
BO, Orchia (182 EC), Fannia (161 EC), Didia (143 EQ, Licinia (between 143-102 EO; SueL lul. 43.1 
and Dam. 8.3.
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superior birth and economic circumstances. Within the three élite orders differentiation 
played a central rôle in fostering inter-class prejudice. Property qualifications, visual 
markers such as purple stripes, and even a hierarchy of epithets' combined to separate 
senators from equestrians, and equestrians from members of the decurial order. 
However, categories were not clear cut: the qualifications of rank were sufficiently elastic 
that they were modified from time to time. There were also more acute indexes of social 
acceptability. Individuals of patrician birth, an exclusive group that stood at the pinnacle of 
the senatorial order, enjoyed precedence over those of non-patrician birth. Personal 
fortunes that derived from extensive land holdings were deemed socially acceptable 
compared with the fortunes of the nouveaux riches, amassed through business ventures 
such as tax-farming. The disdain of the nobiles whose families had long and distinguished 
records of public service tempered the success of newcomers who were the tlrst in their 
families to enter the senate, and those like Cicero who rose miraculously to the
consulship.66

These 'unofficial' indices of acceptability promoted resentment whenever individuals of 
lesser auctoritas acquired privileges not enjoyed by their betters. Under the Principale, 
equestrians rose to prominence through the patronage of emperors and received a greater 
share in the political and military administration of the state. The praetorian prefect, a man 
of equestrian rank, ultimately took precedence over many men of senatorial rank. Relative 
outsiders to the ranks of the very élite such as Cicero, or the wealthy freedman newly 
enrolled in the equestrian orda, carried with them the mark of othemess.67 Social pressure 
compelled these individuals to display their merit constantly to their associates, which they 
did through public benefactions, services rendered to the civic community, grand houses, 
elaborate banquets, and modes of personal presentation. Conspicuous display served as a 
reminder, to élite and non-élite Romans alike, of an individual's stature. The reality is 
suggested by a Actional source. Lucius, the protagonist of Apuleius' Metamorphoses,

65 Gamsey and Sailer (1989) 107-125.

66 Differentiation and prejudice: Syme (1939) 10-27; Wiseman (1970) 65-94; MacMuUen (1974) 88-120; 
Edwards (1993) 12-16. Modification of property qualifications: Millar (1977) 290-300. Augustus for 
example reformed the property qualifications for senators and equestrians (Dio. 56.41.3; RC 8), and Tiberius 
after him stipulated (PUn. Nat. 33.32) that the free birth of parents and grandparents was necessary.

67 Cicero's understanding of his own position is made plain in the second of the Verrine orations where, 
during his summation, he discourses upon his weighty achievements (2. Ver. 5.180-182; cf. Agr. 2.3). 
Wealthy fieedman: Gamsey (1981) 309 argues that a considerable number of heedmen achieved positions of 
relative affluence, and were usually assimilated to the higher orders.
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realised (2.2) that the woman he spied in the market-place of Hypata was a woman of some 
importance—even before he recognised her as his aunt Byrriiaena, ornamented with gold 
jewellery and wearing clothing shot with gold, stood amidst a large crowd of servants.^ 

There is every reason to think that élite women were as sensitive as men to the 
hierarchy that existed within their own peer group, and that women were as ambitious for 
recognition and validation as their male kin.^^ Three very different stories of female 
behaviour can be adduced to demonstrate the value of personal presentation to women in 
the classical world and explain how élite women—that is those of senatorial, equestrian, 
and decurial rank—conceived their function in the communication of status and identity. 
First, toward the end of the Second Macedonian War (197 BC), the Spartan tyrant Nabis 
assumed control of Argos at the request of Philip of Macedon under whose protection the 
Argives had voluntarily placed themselves. Polybius (18.17.5) and Livy (32.40.10-11) 
both report on the occupation of the town. Their accounts differ slightly, but in the main 
indicate that once Nabis had taken control of Argos, plundering all the portable assets of the 
Argive males, he sent his wife Apia at the head of a female delegation to despoil the women 
of the town.70 Together with her companions, Apia (herself of Argive descent) summoned 
prominent women of the community by flattery and threats and confiscated their gold 
ornaments, their precious clothing, and their female appurtenances.^ f There is strong 
emphasis in both narratives on Apia’s actions, with the authors stressing that her cruelty

^  On Byrrbaena's status see the brief discussion in Mason (1983) 138-140, noting that she was descended 
Grom an equestrian family. Lucius' description of Byrrhaena typifies the Roman male view of the élite 
woman's self-presentation: Aurum in gemmis et in tunicis, ibi inflexum, hie iniextum, matronam profecto 
confiubatur.

<59 Cf. MacMullen (1981a) 3.

According to Polybius (18.17.2), Nabis asked his wife to travel to Argos for the purpose of raising 
money (presumably for his military ventures). On events pertaining to the occupation of Argos see 
(Zartledge and Spawfortfc (1989) 74*75. Polybius, and Livy following him, gives the name of Nabis' wife 
as Apega (13.7.6). Walbank (1967) 421s suggests her name may have been Apia. Cf. Caitledge and 
Spawforth (1989) 69.

Livy 32.40.10-11: Et Nabis firmato praesidio Argis Lacedaemonem regressus, cum ipse viros 
spoliasset, ad feminas spoliandas uxorem Argos remisit. Ea nunc singulas illustres, nunc simul plures 
genere inter se iunctas accersendo blandiendoque ac minando non aurum modo Us, sed postremo vestem 
quoque mundumque omnem muliebrem ademt. Briscoe (1973) 246-247 thinks that Livy misinterpreted 
Polybius' narrative slightly by including the mundus muliebris among the items Apia plunders; Polybius 
(18.17.5) says: xôv %poooôv docdXeto icôopov, dXAÂ K o à  t ô v  laxiopôv xôv xoXuTEXiota'Cov. 
Also, where Livy daims that Apia despoiled the women by means of flattery and force, Polybius claims 
only force was used.
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surpassed even that of her husband (an element of the narrative that may be nothing more 
than a cultural stereotype of female behaviour). Apia’s conduct might also be interpreted in 
another light. If the purpose of plundering the town was to degrade its inhabitants, as Livy 
suggests it was,^^ then Apia and her companions humbled the Argive women most 
effectively, stripping away all physical evidence of their status and erasing part of their 
identity. In antiquity generally, much capital was invested in clothes and ornaments by the 
affluent, and these items would have been the most visible manifestations of membership in 
a given group. How conscious Apia was of the impact of her actions on the women of 
Argos we cannot say. Nor can we know for certain what the loss of feminine 
accoutrements meant to the Argive women. But if the remarks of Plutarch can be taken as 
indicative of Greco-Roman thinking on the import of display {Cato Maior 18.3), then the 
loss for the Argive women was significant

Secondly, that women especially believed attire and ornament were credentials of status 
and identity is at the heart of Livy's treatment of the debate over the repeal of the lex 
OppiaJ^ Enacted in the wake of disastrous military losses in the battle of Cannae (216 
BC), the law placed limits on women's luxuries and prevented them from using a carriage 
within the confines of the city. Cato the Elder, favouring retention of the law, spoke for 
the conservative elem ent He also pretended to speak for a wealthy matron who angrily 
protested what she perceived as the equality {exaequatio) of the prohibition on gold and 
purple. The ban had, in one sense, created parity between women of disparate rank: the 
wealthy woman could no longer distinguish herself from her poor neighbour whose 
financial situation normally prevented the purchase of such a luxury.^'* Failure to maintain 
this type of equality could lead, Cato argued, to an escalation in sartorial competition that 
would see the rich woman desirous of owning what no other woman possessed, and the 
poorer woman spending beyond her means in an attempt to keep pace with her wealthier

Livy claims (32.38.5) that Nabis was looking for a reason to plunder the town, and that he was spurred 
on when he happened to overhear the townspeople cursing him at an assembly: M frequenti contione non 
aspematos modo sed abominatos etiam nomen tyranni audivit, causam se spoliandi eos naaum ratus tradere 
ubi vellet urbem Pfiiloclen iussü.

It is important to remember that Livy is attributing views to his speakers which may reflect Augustan 
values rather than those of second century BC Rome.

74 Livy. 34.4.14-15: 'Hanc' inquit 'ipsam exaequationem non fera' ilia locuples. 'Cur non insignis auro et 
purpura conspicior? Cur paupertas cdianan sub hoc legis specie latet, ut quod habere non possunt habiturae, 
si liceret, fuisse videantur?' Vultis hoc certamen uxoribus vestris inicere, Quirites, ut divites id habere 
velint quod nulla alia possit; pauperes, neobhoc ipsum contemnantur, supra vires se extendant?
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sister. Cato speaks hypothetically of course, making it difficult to assess how accurately 
his words reflect the sentiments of women he regards as unduly conscious of social 
distinctions. But we can see from the opposing speech of Lucius Valerius, that the 
abrogation debate involved more than women's desire to manage their physical selves by 
whatever means they chose.

Under Roman law, women could not participate in most of the civic and political 
activities of their communities. They had no access to official insignia such as the fasces of 
public office, nor did they participate in war which brought with it the privilege of 
displaying enemy spoils in the vestibule of one's home. As a consequence, said Valerius, 
jewellery, fine clothing, and a refined appearance had to suffice as their badges of office.^^ 
More revealing is Valerius' claim that the wives of Latin allies could be seen in elegant 
apparel and riding rather than walking through the streets of Rome—two privileges 
forbidden to Roman women by the lex OppiaP^ This disparity allegedly upset the women 
because of their weak natures, but plainly rankled where Roman male pride was concerned 
(yirorum hoc animas vulnerare posset). Both sexes recognised that elegance of appearance 
was a symbol of membership in a given group, social or cultural, yet Livy's narrative 
implies that Roman women clung more tenaciously to this notion. When news circulated 
that two of the tribunes wished the legislation to be upheld, the women thronged all 
approaches to the forum and waylaid voters in an attempt to persuade them of the need to 
rescind the law. So strongly did women feel that their insignia ought to be restored, that in 
the days prior to the vote their ranks began to swell as women from nearby towns and

Livy. 34.8-9; Non magistratus nec sacerdotia nec triumphi nec insignia nec dona aui spolia bellica. Us 
contingere possunt: munditiae et omatus et cuUus, haec feminarum insignia sunt, his gaudent et gloriantur, 
km c mundum muliebrem appellarunt maiores nostri. On (he display of spolia in the Roman house see 
Wiseman (1987). Also found within the donuts were the imagines, the portrait busts that symbolised male 
civic and ancestral pride. Even though the portraits could include ancestors from both the male and female 
line, they were limited to male kin, thus emphasising the exclusion of women. On the imagines see 
Flower (1998) 32-59. For a remarkable visual demonstration of male and female insignia, we might look 
to the late foiuth-century BC sarcophagus of Ramtha Visnai and Amth Tetnie, found at Vulci. Portraits of 
this Etruscan couple occupy the centre of a decorative frieze, and the couple join hands in a gesture that 
suggests the dextranun iunctio. To Amth's right are several attendants carry what appear to be the symbols 
of public office: curule chair, lituus, and rods. Ramtha's servants, as noted in (Chapter 3, n. 13, carry 
female accoutrements: jewellery box, fan, perfume flask, and cosmetic case. For discussion and 
illustrations see Richardson (1976) 143-145, pi. XLUI and XLIV, and Thomson de Grummond (1982) 180- 
181, fig. 115.

Livy. 34.5-6: At hercule universis dolor et indignatio est, cum sociorum Latini nominis uxoribus 
vident ea concessa omamenta quae sibi adempta sint, atm insignes eas esse auro et purpura, cum illas vehi 
per urbem, se pedibus sequi, tamquam in illanim civitatibus, non in sua, imperium sit.
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neighbouring districts poured into Rome in protest. Emboldened perhaps by these ever 
increasing numbers, some women even approached the senior magistrates to plead their 
case, behaviour which seriously displeased the obdurate C ato.^

The third example comes from Polybius, who described (31.26.1-10) how Aemilia, 
wife of Scipio Africanus and sister of L. Aemilius PauUus, processed from her house in 
high style whenever she attended religious functions for women. She dressed 
sumptuously and travelled in a richly-decorated carriage accompanied by a large company 
of slaves carrying baskets for the sacrifices and utensils made from precious metals. 
Aemilia made the most of her opportunities to exhibit these appurtenances, which she owed 
to the good fortune and prosperity of her husband, since her own family was impoverished 
(Plb. 18.35.5).^* Upon Aemilia's death (163/2 BC) her elegant equipage passed to her 
nephew and adoptive grandson Scipio Aemilianus. He promptly bestowed it on his mother 
Papiria, whose rinancial circumstances, it was said, were sorely reduced. She was long 
divorced from Aemilius Paullus, had not as far as we know remarried, and poverty 
prevented her from appearing in public in a style befitting her rank.^ Papiria's inability to 
dress and travel in a manner reflecting her social position discouraged her from 
participating in women's gatherings where her situation would have been apparent to all 
those of her rank who attended. Her discomfiture eased with the acquisition of Aemilia's 
possessions, and she passed through the streets whenever the occasion demanded with all 
her former sister-in-law's pageantry (Plb. 31.26.7).

Livy. 34.1.5: Matronae nulla nec auctoritate nec verecundia nec imperio virorum contineri limine 
poterant, omnes vias urbis aditusque in forum obsidebant viras descendentes ad forum orantes ut florente re 
publica, crescente in dies privaia omnium fortuna, matronis quoque pristinum omatum reddi paterentur. 
Augebatur haec frequeniia mulierum in dies; nam etiam ex oppidis conciliabulisque conveniebant. lam et 
consoles praetoresque et alios magistratus adire et rogare audebant.

78 Walbank (1979) 503 suggests that Aemilia’s penchant for display may have contributed to the mood in 
which the lex Voconia was passed (169 BC), legislation which regulated the size of bequests and forbade 
testators in the foremost census class from ^ipointing women as their heirs. This argument is tempting 
but we have no information on what prompted the passage of this law. Dixon (1985) 187; Gardner (1986a) 
72 and 170-178; Treggiari (1991) 365-366. Gardner (1998) 215 argues that the Voconian legislation aimed 
to ensure wealth remained accessible for élite males embarked upon public careers.

7^ Diodorus Siculus (3127 J-5) corroborates Polybius'account Cf. Walbank (1979) 505. Evidence from 
the Digest (342.6, 34.2.8. 342.10, 34.2.13 , 34.2.15, 34.2.16, 34.2.32.4, 34.2.32.6, 34.2.32.7,
34.2.38.1, 34.2.40.2) reveals that bequests of jewellery, certainly, but also clothing were not unusual. 
Compare the legal evidence with the anecdote in Tacitus {Ann. 13 .13) describing Nero's gift to Agrippina of 
the appurtenances of former imperial women, perhaps in an eftbrt to assuage her anger over bis dalliance 
with the freedwoman Acts: Forte illis diebus Caesar inspecta omeau, quo principum coniuges ac parentes 
effulserant, deligit vestem et gemmas misitque donum matri...
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Like other élite women, Papiria was M ly aware of the capacity of feminine display and 
knew what this non-verbal language might communicate whenever she ventured from 
home.^^ To clarify this point we might contrast bodily adornment with another form of 
adornment that was also integral to the social and economic competition of status-conscious 
Romans: the decoration of the Roman domus. Affluent and socially established Romans 
were anxious to distinguish themselves from upwardly mobile individuals, and so 
incorporated selected motifs in the decorative ensembles of their homes.*^ These patterns 
and designs served as a vocabulary' for the symbolic system of the élite. As less 
privileged individuals adopted these motifs for the adornment of their own homes, the élite 
were impelled to re-derine this visual vocabulary because it was integral to the preservation 
of the boundaries between the élite and those whom they regarded as arrivistes. 
Consequently, this system of symbols was not permanent but constantly evolving. In 
decorating the body as in decorating the home distinctions of status were secure for periods 
of time, but as the lines of demarcation inevitably blurred competition was renewed with 
intensity.*^ Fashions in hair, dress, and adornment, can be said to function in the same 
manner. Together they formed a language of signs that could be used by women to 
articulate status and self.

On balance these three items strongly imply that élite women were thoroughly familiar 
with the symbolism and value of feminine display, and that they used their bodies laden 
with the symbols of superior rank to affirm their stature in the community. It was also 
crucial for élite males to ensure that their women were properly and appropriately equipped. 
Men could not adorn their bodies to the same extent as women without serious damage to 
their reputations. The over-dressed male left himself open to public ridicule and 
compromised his masculinity; he might well go the way of Gabinius, despised by Cicero 
for curling and oiling his hair {Red.Pop. 15). Women surely recognised that they helped to 
publicise the position and affluence of their menfolk, but Papiria's behaviour makes

Religious celebrations for women: Livy 10.23 (Pudicila Patricia and Plebea), Ov. Fast, S.148, Juv. 
6.314-341, PluL Caesar 9.4-8 (Bona Dea); Joseph. AJ 18.65-80, Suet Tib. 36 Gsis): Ov. Fast. 6.559, 
Tert De Monog. 17 (Mater Matuta). Cin the cults of Ceres, Fortuna, and Isis that excluded male 
worshippers see Pomeroy (1975) 206-226, with references.

81 Wallace-Hadiill (1994) 169 in discussing how the elegant villas of the Roman élite provided the model 
for more modest Campanian homes , singles out as an example of motif appropriation the bird and fruit 
panels. This motif has been found in the villa at Opiontis, but also in a small workshop (I 7.5) at 
Pompeii.

82 Wallace-HadriU (1994) 184-185.
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absolutely clear that women employed self-presentation on their own behalf, to engage in 
competition within their own social and gender groups. Modem scholars recognise but 
often minimise this type of behaviour simply assuming that élite women were expected to 
be impeccably presented whenever they ventured outside the home. Care of the physical 
self is seen as no more than a constituent of the élite woman’s persona, together with 
marriage and motherhood.*^

Non-Élite Women and Motivations for Self-Display
The history of self-presentation in Roman society, such as it is, has been for the most 

part the story of the dominant classes. Governed by cultural impulses, élite tastes are 
believed to have trickled down to the lower orders.*^ But the lower or non-élite stratum of 
Roman society encompassed an extremely broad range of individuals who possessed 
varying degrees of wealth and respectability, and whose perceptions of the purpose and 
value of self-presentation were correspondingly diverse. Some may have wished to 
emulate their superiors, but other issues might be at stake. When the Elder Pliny remarked 
{Nat, 33.152), for example, on contemporary fashions in gold and silver accessories, he 
referred to a vogue for silver shoe buckles as a luxus feminarum plebis, an extravagance of 
the female plebs.*^ Among the plebs were individuals who amassed considerable sums 
through trade and commerce, but who lacked respectability in the eyes of the élite because 
of their vocations. Here were former slaves who carried with them the stigma of their 
servile origins but who managed a comfortable living for themselves and their families with 
the assistance of patrons. Here too were soldiers, small businessmen, craftsmen.

This aspect of female comportment has been remarked upon by feminist scholars but never fully 
explored. Discussion of competitive display among women focuses mainly on the aim and outcome of 
sumptuary laws such as the lex Oppia, at the expense of expressions of female status-seeking. The lex 
Oppia and its repeal: Pomeroy (1975) 181-182; Culham (1982); Hemelrijk (1987); Fantham et al (1994) 
261-263.

*4 Wilson (1938); Carcopino (1940); Balsdon (1962), (1969); Matthews (1970); Sensi (1980-1981); 
Bonfante and Jaunzems (1988); Sebesta and Bonfante (1994). The Fayum portraits provide the most 
graphic illustration of the spread of imperial fashions among men as well as women, although these are not 
necessarily individuals of non-élite status. See specifically Doxiadis (1995); Walker and Bierbrier (1997).

*5 Quite clearly Pliny was thinking about the plebeian women of Rome, but among the rank and file in 
Italy and the Latin West were women like Nonia Locusta (no. 15), married to a sevir Augustaliy, Regina 
(no. 76), the freedwoman from Roman Britain married to her Palmyrene patron; and Severina (no. 80), 
residing in Pannonia Superior with her soldier-husband and their children. The elegant memorials of tfiese 
women suggest tfiat they too had the ecommic capacity to purchase such luxuries for themselves.
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labourers, and the hapless poor.*^ Some women in this vast social group undoubtedly 
observed the latest fashions in dress, adornment, and makeup. Although the level of 
participation must have been commensurate with time and m o ne ys c a t t e r ed  references 
imply that some women of lesser rank used cultus and ornatus to achieve visual 
assimilation with more affluent women, and to differentiate clearly between themselves and 
other elements in Roman society, such as slaves. If we compare the behaviour of non-élite 
women with the behaviour of arriviste males, about whom we know more, it may also be 
possible to argue that non-élite women helped to stimulate sartorial competition and posed a 
challenge to the fashion dominance of aristocratic women.

It is difficult to identify with any degree of accuracy these women of lesser rank, but 
we might recall how de Pizan singled out as highly competitive the women (and men) of 
the commercial classes who possessed large incomes and who had aspirations beyond what 
she felt was appropriate to their estate (2.11). Roman women of similar economic 
disposition, such as those of the commercial élite in large urban centres, may have desired 
social validation or perhaps a sense of uplift, but hard evidence for the use of cultus and 
om atus in meeting this goal is very meagre.** An enigmatic line from a comedy of T. 
Quinctius Atta (floruit 100 BC) hints that women did use adornment to cross social 
boundaries. In his Aquae Caldae, set presumably in a stylish spa on the Bay of Naples, an 
unidentified character remarks cum nostro omatu per vias meretricie lupantur.^^ The 
speaker is probably female but we cannot be certain of her status nor the status of the 
women she refers to by the phrase 'cum nostro omatu'. She may be a respectable matrona, 
indignant that prostitutes are passing themselves off as decent women, or a meretrix

MacMuilen (1974) 89-93; Gamsey (1981) 306-308; Gamsey and Sailer (1989) 115-118. Ancient 
discussions about work and leisure reveal much about the great mass of individuals who comprised the 
lower strata of Roman society. See Treggiari (1980), D’Arms (1981) 1-19; Joshel (1992) 62-91; Whittaker 
(1993); Aubert (1994) 18-24; Toner (1995) 22-33.

*7 Pof instance, how many non-élite women could afford the sldn-care regimens of their betters: fomenting 
with asses milk (Dio. 62.28.1; Plin. Nat. 28.183), bathing the skin with crocodilea (Ov. Ars. 3.269-270; 
Hor. Epod. 12.11; Plin. Nat. 28.108), or using the wrinkle-remover concocted from the pastern bone of a 
white buU-calf (Plin. HN. 28.185).

88 "[be desire of wealthy fireed individuals to appropriate the credentials of status is well attested in funerary 
contexts as Kleiner's (1977) study of &eedmen monuments in Roman Italy well demonstrates.

Translation Gardner (1986b) 252: They are hunting harlot-fashion through the streets in our attire' 
(CRF 2.160). Cf. McGinn (1998) 158-159.
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laughing at loose-living society women.^ The humble woman who mimicked the omatus 
and cultus of the female élite, so far as her income allowed, might gain admiration within 
her peer group or a measure of satisfaction from the crafting of a fashionable appearance. 
Little benefit accrued to the honourable woman who dressed provocatively and her 
behaviour could have serious repercussions. Failure to assume the appropriate attire might 
bring harm in the form of unwanted male attention, attention that the man would not be 
wholly liable for because he could not discern the woman's status (Dig. 47.10.15.15).^^ 
The scope of this problem carmot be determined but the argument surfaces often enough in 
classical literature: adherence to dress codes reduced sexual harassment and prevented idle 
tongues from wagging. The reputation of Claudia Quinta, the woman associated with the 
arrival of the Magna Mater in Rome, serves to illustrate this point. It was said that she was 
unchaste because of her tart responses to implacable old men, because she liked to vary her 
hairstyle, and because she went about in stylish clothes (Liv. 29.14.12; Ov. Fast. 4.307- 
310)92

Pliny the Elder's comments on the topic of gold jewellery are suggestive, though do not 
prove, that a desire for advancement was at the heart of self-presentation among non- 
aristocratic women. With characteristic dismay, Pliny protested (Nat. 33.40) the luxuria of 
the Vespasianic era: Dardanian bracelets were popular with men, and women were wearing 
an abundance of gold (in armillis digitisque totis, cola, auribus, spiris)—even on their 
sandals. The women's behaviour prompted Pliny to observe rather drily that there could 
well be a need for a new female equestrem ordinem—between the women who wore the 
stola and those of the rank and file (inter stolam plebemque). He does not attribute motives 
here, but Pliny's general views on extravagance might lead us to suppose that social and 
economic competition is the cause. Clement ascribed a much different purpose to female

99 See Gardner (1986b) 252 who speculates that the speaker might also be male. Compare Plautus Miles 
790-793 where Pcriplectomenus takes a young courtesan home and dresses her up as a mmried woman.

91 Gardner (1986a) 117-118; Treggiari (1991) 310. Cf. McGinn (1998) 160-162. This legal evidence 
corresponds with the warnings of Seneca the Elder (Contr. 2.73). Cyprian (De Habitu 9) informed 
Christian women of the dangers of appearing in public sprucely dressed. We might also note here, for 
comparison's sake, the warning of George Pettie (the sixteenth century translator of Stefano Guazzo's La 
civil conversatione) appended to Guazzo's comments on female attire: 1 will tell you moreover, that it is 
ordained by the civile law, that if a man offer abuse to an honest matrone, [she] being attyred like a harlot, 
there is no remedy against him by law'. (Qted in Jones [1987] 580).

92 On Claudia (juinta and the events surrounding the advent of the Magna Mater see Gruen (1990) 26 with 
extensive bibliography.
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fashion behaviour, asserting (Paed. 3.58.3) that one of the factors compelling Alexandrian 
women to wear an abundance of gold was their fear of being mistaken for slaves. Clement 
dismissed this fear out of hand, pointing out that individuals of superior birth were easily 
distinguished from their inferiors, but his remark suggests that slaves dressed in fine 
clothes and wearing fine accessories were not an unusual sight Non-fictional and fictional 
sources indicate that slaves of Roman grandees might well be better and more stylishly 
dressed than the majority of free Romans, and were incomparably better off than the 
indigent Seneca professed to be dumbfounded {Tranq. 1.8) when he saw pedagogues 
adorned with more gold than was typical of leaders in public processions; and Byrrhaena, 
as one of the foremost women of Hypata (primatem feminam), clothed her slaves in 
attractive and richly coloured clothes as Lucius discovered when he dined in her home 
(Apul. Met. 2.19). We cannot know the response of non-élite Romans upon seeing slaves 
apparelled in this fashion, but if we think in general terms about the Roman propensity for 
competition and the need for strict and particular categorisation of individuals it is easy to 
believe that the sight of well-dressed slaves must have rankled among an affluent but non- 
aristocratic population, thus providing a spur for self-display.^^ The rhetoric of Seneca, 
Pliny, and Clement is hardly indicative of a social climbing phenomenon; but if Juvenal is 
right, self-display was so vital a part of Roman social relations that many individuals were 
determined to create the pretense of prosperity. It was Ogulnia's habit, Juvenal said 
(6.352-356), to rent apparel for special occasions, along with a litter, cushions, and a 
variety of attendants that gave the impression of affluence:

Ut spectet ludos, conducit Ogulnia vestem,\conducit comites sellam cervical 
amicaslnutricem etflavam cui det mandatapuellam ...multis res angusta domi, sed 
nulla pudoreml paupertatis habet nec se metitur ad illumlquem dedit haec posuitque 
modum.̂ ^

93 We have few expressions of resenunent among the lower orders on the circumstances of well-to-do 
slaves, but we might draw a parallel with the indignation of the younger Pliny complaining to Montanus 
about the presumptuousness of the imperial tieedman M. Antonins Pallas (Ep. 7.292), and the remarks of 
Tacitus (Ann. 13.26-27) on deliberations in the senate over the growing insolence of wealthy fireedmen. 
Consider too the audacious sabbath toilet' of African-American slaves. Travelling through Richmond 
Virginia of a Sunday, the landscape architect Irederick Law Ohnstead observed that there were many more 
well-dressed and highly-dressed coloured people than white'. The slave-holder and Civil War diarist, Mary 
Chesmut, ^ arendy  overheard a woman in a Columbia hotel complain that it was 'one of our sins as a 
nation, the way we indulged them [the slaves] in sinful finery. We let them dress too much. It led them 
astray. We will be punished for it'. See White and White (1998) 28-30.

94 Courtney (1980) 303 suggests that Ogulnia is a fictitious character, as the gens Ogulnia had died out by 
Juvenal's day.
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We can gain a stronger sense of the desire for elevation among non-élite women by 
examining the behaviour of their male counterparts who frequently appropriated the 
insignia and privileges of equestrian rank. One of the earliest examples (circa 37/36 BC) of 
such behaviour comes from Horace who chided (Epod. 4.15-16) an ex-slave for his 
haughty ways; apparently the freedman made a habit of wearing a voluminous toga and in 
the theatre seated himself among the équités in their specially reserved seats.^^ This kind 
of behaviour was especially problematic during the first century of Em pire.^ Under the 
Principate, individuals did not dare to represent themselves as members of the senatorial 
class in view of its small size, but ineligible males, such as proprietors of eating 
establishments (Plin. Nat. 33.8) represented themselves as équités by wearing a gold ring; 
other individuals regularly occupied the theatre seats reserved for equestrians. The latter 
practice was endemic by the time of Domitian (Suet. Dont. 8), but solved temporarily by 
the hiring of two freedmen, Leitus and Oceanus, who escorted offenders toward the exit. 
Martial pokes fun at several individuals who reluctantly relinquish their seats, such as 
Nanneius, who half stands, half sits in the last row of seats' (Mart. 5.14).^7 
Expropriation of status necessarily involved wearing costly or costly-looking clothes (Mart
5.8,5.23), something that was easily accomplished with inexpensive dyes and fabrics, and 
the addition of costume jewellery. This may have been the strategy of Eucleides coccinatus 
(dressed in scarlet)—a colour worn frequently by the Roman élite—who dropped a key as 
Leitus tossed him from the reserved seats (M art 5.35). The key hinted at his menial rôle. 
Explicit references to women usurping status by the same means are rare, but by analogy 
with the behaviour of Eucleides, there is every reason to suppose that affluent women in

Fraenkel (1957) 57-58 dates Horace's epode to 37/36 BC. For detailed discussion on the expropriation of 
status symbols see Reinhold (1971) with references.

^  Although Caligula (Suet Gaius 26) promoted conflict between equestrians and plebeians by encouraging 
the latter to occupy the reserved seats of the former, Augustus, Tiberius, and Claudius tried to discourage 
pretensions to rank and citizen during their administrations. Augustus banned the use of purple garments 
by everyone except certain civic officials (Dio 49.16); Tiberius tried to uphold Augustus' ban by standing as 
a nmodel of behaviour rather than prosecuting oflemkrs (Dio 57.13.4-5); and Claudius is said (Suet Claud. 
25.3) to have executed, in the Esquiline fleld, anyone who usurped the privileges of Roman citizenship. 
Martial implies (1.103, 4.67, 9.49) that so many individuals pawed themselves off as equestrians that it 
was impossible to distinguish between imitators and those legally entitled to the insignia of the order. The 
usurpation of status symbols continued well beyond the second century AD. Caratalla complained about 
native Egyptians who tried to assimilate with tte linen weavers of Roman Egypt by adopting their modes 
of dress (P. Giess 40); and Ulpian and Paul had to persuade (SHA. Sev. Alex. 27) Severus Alexander that a 
formal dress code for all Romans, including slaves, could adversely aflect social relations.

Reinhold (1971) 280-282. Leitus and Oceanus: Mart 3.95, 5.8, 5.14, 5.23, 5.25, 5.27, 5.35.
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what we might think of as a sub-aristocratic group, had pretensions to social climbing and 
that they used their beauty and adornment practices to do so. Such behaviour would have 
been natural for women who, like their élite counterparts, had been taught to identify with 
their bodies and to seek acceptance through personal presentation.

The crossing of social boundaries through the expropriation of visual cues by Romans 
of lesser rank undoubtedly occurred, but our sources prevent an adequate assessment of the 
practice. Ancient literary texts of different genres tell us that a range of items necessary for 
feminine display were available to women in most strata of Roman society. Make-up and 
skin-care products could be had very cheaply, in some cases from kitchen-gardens, and 
economical substitutes for expensive dyes were easily manufactured. The humble did 
purchase costume jewellery that was produced at a fraction of the cost of real ornaments; 
Pliny says {Nat. 35.48) that the white pigment anularis was so named because of its 
similarity to the rings of the rank and file {volgi anulis) which could be purchased in the 
market-place from impudent craftsmen {Nat. 37.197-200). Differences in quality cannot 
have been apparent from a distance, as when women sat together in the amphitheatre or 
glimpsed one another in the street Closer inspection would probably reveal that the clothes 
of the wealthy were properly fitted, smooth in texture, uniformly dyed, and elegantly 
trimmed, whereas those of the rank and file did not fit as well, were more coarse, and less 
well-finished. The woman of middling rank who imitated current modes of fashion 
through the use of inexpensive products may have seemed a poor cousin to affluent women 
in their costly apparel, but she still stood apart from poorer individuals clothed only in their 
pulla sordida vestis. On the whole, the evidence for feminine display among the lesser 
ranks is consistent with the notion that cultus and ornatus were indispensable for 
articulating status and self. The Roman evidence is also analogous to the claims of de 
Pizan that French women of all social backgrounds engaged in articulating status through 
personal presentation. As she remarked in the context of social competition, snobbery and 
competitiveness were endemic among all classes of French society—'from the great to the 
low' (3.3).

Humble and Servile Women and Motivations for Self-Display
As noted above, the term non-élite constitutes a broad range of individuals who enjoyed 

(or endured) varying standards of living.^* In thinking about issues of social acceptance

Whittaker (1993) 278-279 points out the difficulty of identifying pauperes and argues that these 
individuals included everyone htxn the penniless to moderately well-off merchants and craftsmen. He would
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and uplift among this group we are faced with the difHculty of isolating the wishes of 
women whose material circumstances severely curtailed participation in economic 
competition and offered fewer opportunities for self-expression through feminine display: 
the free poor and slaves.^ These women were more likely to be found serving the needs 
of the wealthy (both élite and non-élite) than occupying themselves with personal 
presentation. They were spectators rather than participants in the world of feminine 
display, despite the fact they might possess one nice ensemble or a few pieces of 
j e w e l l e r y .  1 0 0  Poor and servile women were more likely to be encountered in shops, 
serving patrons as they browsed through the latest offerings of the vestiarii and the 
unguentarii, or perusing the wares of silversmiths in the street of the argentarii, when not 
examining the merchandise of pedlars in the privacy of their h o m e s .  101 The poor and 
servile must have been conscious of the personal display of a woman like Byrriiaena as she 
sat near them at spectacles or swept along in the wake of a lictor in the market-place; and 
when not worrying about the pressing problems of daily existence perhaps they even 
admired her d e p o r t m e n t .  102 Slave-women like Cyparis (App. 1, no. 20), Plecusa (Mart. 
2.66), and Psecas (Juv. 6.490-491) assisted with the toilette of the well-to-do (nos. 86-94)

define the poor as those who, despite a comfortable living, did not possess the leisure of the Roman élite. 
The pauperes were also distinct from the mob ivulgus, turba, multitudo), the undesirable element among 
the poor who were manipulated by ambitious politicians under the Republic. As Whittaker has put it, the 
term used depended on whether the poor were "behaving violently or constitutionally'. Cf. Cic. Off. 2.70.

^  The two works that paint the most vivid picture of urban poverty in Roman antiquity (about which we 
know more than rural) are Scobie (1986) and Whittaker (1993). Other accounts of poverty are widely 
scattered, but may be found in the annotated bibliography in Whittaker (p. 299). Whittaker outlines (p. 
276) the difficulty of identifying the poor in Roman society and how the picture is complicated by the 
[vesence of slavery. He notes that even Roman writers had only vague ideas about what constituted 
subsistence: Gaius (Dig. 50.16.2342) mentions food, clothing, and straw; Sallust {Cat. 48) mentions only 
food and clothing; and Tacitus is even more imprecise, speaking only of the necessities of life".

100 The mid-second century contracts of two wet-nurses, the freeboro women Thaesis {P. Ross. Georg. 
2.18, rr.65-76) and Hero {P. Ross. Georg. 2.18XXXI, ir. 309-321), from the Arsinbite nome in Roman 
Egypt, stipulated that the women receive a pair of gold earrings as part of their wages. And we may 
remember that even women from humble villages possessed, as part of their dotal property, items of 
jewellery such as bracelets and earrings (see above Chapter 2).

For shopping scenes see: Tanzer (1939) figs. 4, 7, 30-31, Maiuri (1951) 143; cf. Kampen (1981) fig. 
90. Pedlars: Aubert (1994) 22-24, with references.

^^2 To envision the effect of a Byrtfaaena's ^tpeatance on poor Romans is difilculL If we imagine any 
number of the wtxnen depicted in the Fayum ptxtraits moving through the streets of Alexandria, or one of 
the small towns dotting the area around the Nile, the impression they created through their feminine display 
must have been significant; especially so when we remember that the circumstances of the poor and the 
servile relegated them to the rote of on lookers rather than participants (Clem. Al. Paed. 3.31).
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and suffered abuse at the hands of mistresses displeased with their styling efforts or some 
other misdemeanor (Ov. Am. 1.14.15-16; M art 1 1 .4 9 ). ̂ 03 The daily toilette ritual also 

provided an opportunity for the slave-hieraichy to be reinforced. According to Juvenal 
(6.499-500), omatrices were called upon, in order of age or skill, to assess their mistress' 
appearance. But the self-presentation of affluent women made the exclusion of poor and 
servile most acute, particularly since the bodies of the latter bore all the hallmarks of the 
excluded. Clothes that were patched or permanently soiled and shoes that were split 
provided sport for their betters (Juv. 3.147-151). Additionally, the bodies of slave-women 
were inscribed with the anger of the domina: Ovid's lover was wont to stab her omatrix in 
the arms with a hair-pin or scratch her face to register her displeasure (Ov. Ars. 3.239-240; 
Am. 1.14.15-16), while Psecas had her hair pulled out at the roots (Juv. 6.490-491).*^ 

Clothes, jewellery, fashionably styled hair, even complexions formed part of an 
apparatus of élite oppression. The trappings of femininity reinforced the fact that wealthy 
women were not just different, but somehow superior because they were rich and they 
were free. Their appearances indexed in every possible way their superior intellect, 
morals, and social status. What might have been the response of humble and servile 
women in Roman antiquity in the face of such domination? Pliny the Elder noted (Nat. 
9.115), that pauperes did take an interest in contemporary trends, coveting apparently the 
crotalia popular under Vespasian. We need not assume that when the pauperes took an 
interest in self-presentation they always engaged in aemulatio.^^ Elevation and acceptance 
was important to some plebeians, but social and economic exclusion fostered a different

193 Shearing the bead was a common fonn of servile punishment but also used against African-American 
women by their white mistresses. The sexual dynamics of the slave-holding system prompted white 
mistresses to disfigure or mar tire appearances of their slave-women in order to prevent their husbands and 
sons from paying a call to the slave cabins. Jack Maddox, a former Texas slave recalled that his mistress 
had treated a 'pretty mulatto girl' in this fashion. See discussion in White and White (1998) 56-57.

194 Our sources tell us very little about the self presentation of slave-women such as omatrices, but we can 
easily imagine how they might have been treated in instances where mistresses perceived them to imitate 
too closely the self-presentation of owners. But as a model of behaviour we might consider here the 
relationship between Augustine's mother Motmica and her maids, and Monnica's treatment of them, for 
which see Clark (1998).

195 MacDowell (1984) 10 argues for this kind of domination in the context of twentieth century society, 
but his formulation of fashion as a process carefully controlled by a select group of individuals has 
application to the fashion system of Roman antiquity, where the symbols of status were easily manipulated 
by the élite as quiddy as they were emulated by individuals of lesser rank. Cf. Craik (1994) x.

196 Oq this count we might also remember Pliny's characterisation {Nat. 33.152) of silver shoe ornaments 
as a luxus feminarum plebis, suggesting that fashions might also be generated by the rank and file.
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perception of self-presentation and selfhood in women who typiHed the Other most 
profoundly. For one thing, the poor and servile probably enjoyed greater freedom in their 
personal presentation because they were not expected to engage in economic competition 
and were generally overshadowed by better dressed women. But small acts of physical 
care enabled the poor and servile to counteract the prejudices of the élite, who equated 
poverty and slavery with immorality, ugliness, and all that was distasteful to them. ̂ 97 

Complexion was an index of stature and of considerable importance in self
presentation; it distinguished the leisured from those who laboured. A light complexion 
was desirable and cultivated from an early age. Soranus advised (Gyn. 2.35) the midwife 
to mix a small quantity of oil with warm wax and apply it to the infant's body after 
massage; this procedure nourished the skin, made it whiter, and more supple. Complexion 
might mark disadvantaged women whose diet and living conditions brought any number of 
skin disorders, or whose vocation exposed them to the elements daily. Undoubtedly, these 
women could not afford or were not permitted the use of a sun shade, like those depicted 
on funerary monuments (App. 1, no. 10; Plin. HN. 13.30) which were the mark of the 
genteel woman who used them to protect her skin from the harsh glare of the sun when out 
of doors. Make-up might also help to conceal the darkness of the complexion or 
irritations of the skin accompanying poor d ie t Hairdressing could be undertaken in the 
spare moments women spent in each other’s company. An independent hairdresser or 
tonstrix like Syra, supporting herself by working for hire (PI. True. 405-410), must have 
been conscious of her own physical care, as a reflection of her professional skills, but no 
doubt was willing in spare moments to oblige friends and female kin. Slave omatrices, 
similarly, must have devoted a small part of their day to personal care which also reflected 
well upon owners. The hairstyles of the omatrices depicted in toilette scenes (nos. 89-

^07 Attitudes toward the poor Whittaker (1993) 274. Toward slaves: Bradley (1994) 65-66. The 
aristocrat Dionysius, a central character of Chariton's romance Chaereas and Callirhoe, tells his servant 
Leonas that '[it] is impossible for a person not fireebom to be beautiful' (2.1.5): 'otSuvaxov' dxev, '<5 
AEOJvâ, KocXov dvon aû |ia  pf| nc^uKÔs èXeéSpdv'. But see also the comments of Varro (R. 2.10.6-8) 
who suggested that the ideal slave-woman be strong and not ill looking'.

Working women stood under the sun as they plied their trade, like Abudia Megiste (C/L 6.9683) who 
sold grain and beans at the Middle Stairs and the other negotiatrices who sold their wares Grom stalls in the 
market place, not to mention the many women who laboured in fields. Kampen (1981) fig. 40 for the 
Ostia relief.

109 White and White (1998) 57-58. The ex-slaves, Gus Fester, Amos Lincoln, and Olivier Blanchard, 
questioned in the 1930s, remembered in fair detail the threading' and braiding sessions of slave-women. 
The elaborate braiding and wrapping procedures usually took place during the week in preparation for 
combing out and arranging on Suridays.
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91, 94-96) are not elaborate, indeed they are notable for their simplicity. Still other 
women, possibly of servile status, have kerchiefs covering their hair, a fashion strategy 
bom perhaps of little time for hair-stying, but which might also be a statement in itself. 
Colourful head wraps were a relatively inexpensive form of adornment, and there is every 
reason to think that the meagre resources of the slave-woman's peculium  might be put 
toward an inexpensive necklace such as those made with glass beads meant to imitate pearls 
Çïtn. Ad Mart. Simplicity of appearance need not connote inattention. In the
Roman context it is the hallmark of exclusion and otherness, of women whose personal 
presentation was constrained by economic circumstances and lack of autonomy We may 
remember that Harriet Jacobs, despite her servile status was proud of her hair and derived 
enjoyment from arranging it stylishly.

The lives of women in the lower classes remained one of hardship and it would come 
as no surprise if simple survival superseded any thoughts of personal beauty. Equally, 
these women may have had goals for personal display that were more modest than those of 
the affluent, such as avoiding unwanted sexual attention. Slave-women could be subject to 
indiscriminate sexual abuse, and under Roman law {Dig. 47.10.15.15) even free women 
could not expect protection if because of inappropriate attire their aggressors could not 
determine their status. For poor and servile women in Roman antiquity, the aim of 
personal presentation may have been to achieve an air of respectability and through 
respectability self-protection, m  It cannot be stressed enough that women with few 
resources had little time to engage in an extensive programme of physical care, but the 
capacity to attend to skin and hair on a basic level may well have brought personal 
satisfaction and counteracted the stereotypes of the poor and servile that existed among the 
Roman élite: that lower class women were not necessarily ugly and immoral because they 
were poor and servile.

110 Kampen (1981) 36; (jeorge (2(XX)) forthcoming. Nutrices, for example, are depicted on sarcophagi 
with hair-coverings. Compare WÙte and White (1998) 59 on the head-wraps of African-American slaves.

111 In describing the manners and customs of the Gauls, Ammianus Marcellinus remarked (15.12.2) that it 
was common practice almong them to effect a neat and clean appearance, while in Aquitania itself both men 
and women, regardless of how poor they were, ensured their clothes were neither soiled nor ragged 
(allthough presumably they might be patched). Compare the observations of Joseph Ingraham, a visitor to 
1830s Mississippi, who was struck by the industry of slaves on their day of rest. In the negro quarters' 
dotting the plantations could be heard the sounds of slaves preparing for church: In every cabin the men are 
shaving and dressing-the women, arrayed in their gay muslins are arranging their frizzy hair, in which they 
take no little pride, or investigating the condition of their children's bead—the old people neatly clothed are 
quiedy conversing or smoking about their doors'. White and While (1998) 37-38.
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Theatres o f Feminine Display
Women's articulations of status or self did not always have to take place in public, as in 

the episodes recorded by Polybius and Livy. Status could be conveyed within less formal 
contexts, from salutationes to shopping excursions, where women reinforced their position 
in the social hierarchy and communicated identity through display. On these occasions, 
women were more than mere extensions of a husband's or father's prestige, but players in 
their own right in the status-seeking games of élite s o c i e t y . T h e  daily ritual of the 
salutatio is widely regarded as the setting in which public figures, especially candidates for 
civic ofHce, affirmed their superior position within society, consolidated the vast networic 
of contacts and clients that were indispensable to public and private business, and 
distributed sportulae to ensure the continuing goodwill of their clients. Modem discussions 
of the salutatio seldom refer to the presence of women,^^^ yet we know they accompanied 
their husbands (Juv. 1.120-122) and even hosted salutationes of their own (Juv. 3.128- 
130). Women's receptions may not have served the same purpose as those of Roman men, 
but they held potential for displays of rank and identity.

After Augustus' death Livia held her own receptions and met with members of the 
senate and other individuals (Dio 57.12.2) to Tiberius' consternation; and while married to 
Claudius, Agrippina had been accustomed to preside over her own levees (Tac. Ann. 
13.18). Details on the identities of their callers are in short supply, although senatorial and 
equestrian women must surely have been among them (Suet Cl. 35.2). We do not know 
the exact size of the crowd or the protocol that governed interviews, but Seneca says (Ben. 
6.33.3-34.3) it was standard practice to establish a hierarchy of visitors that reflected the 
level of intimacy between host and caller, Presumably, the receptions of Imperial

See Plaut. True. 324-325, Ov. Ars. 3.638-340, Fast. 4.133-60, Aul. GeU. NA. 10.3.1-3, Juv. S. 6.44, 
Gem. Paed. 3.31, Cyr. De Habitu 19 (bathing); Nepos. Praef. 6, Petr. 67, Juv. S. 6.434-456, Plut. Otho 3 
and 6, Gem. Al. Paed. 254, Macrob. Sat. 3.13.11 (private banquets); Apul. Met. 2.2 (shopping); and Stat. 
S. 229-235, (2yr. De Habitu 18 (weddings).

1 For example, Wallace-HadriU (1994) 12 makes no mention of women's involvement in salutationes, 
stressing the significance of the ritual only for prominent public figures. Similarly, SaUer (1981) 61-62, 
128-129; Gamsey and SaUer (1989) 122, 151, 153. Treggiari (1991) 420-421 provides a much needed 
perspective.

114 jijg cohortes were classified as follows: certain individuals were received in private, others in 
company, and the rest en masse. See the comments of Sailer (1982) 11-12, and Millar (1977) 21-22 on the 
salutationes of the emperors, and the crush that might be found at designated holding areas, identified by 
Aulus GeUius (NA 4.1.1.) as the vestibulum of the Palatine and as (20.1.2) in area Palatina. We might 
also note that among the slaves of Antonia Minor was an ab admissione (CIL 6 J3762), the individual who 
received Antonia's callers and who carefiiUy controlled access to his mistress. See Treggiari (1975b) 51-52.
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women were organised along these lines, but if not visitors would have been conscious that 
an interview in the Imperial household was an opportunity to see and be seen by social 
equals. It was an event at which scrutiny of personal presentation quite naturally occurred 
as the crowd milled around in anticipation of an interview. Women outside the Imperial 
family held smaller less formal receptions, sometimes during their morning toilette if we 
take Ovid at his word (Ars. 3.209).^^5 Here was the salutatio of the paterfamilias in 

miniature, where a woman of stature might emphasise the hierarchy within her own peer 
group, or confirm her aspirations for elevation. During these visits the appurtenances 
afforded by wealth and required by position did not necessarily adorn the host but were still 
highly visible. When callers arrived, the materfamilias might be surrounded (cf. nos. 86- 
94) by a retinue of specialised slaves (cf. Clem. Paed. 3.26.3); an omatrix to style her hair, 
a slave to hold her mirror (ad speculum), another to hold her hairnets, a vestiplica tending 
to her clothes, perhaps even a supervisor of her wardrobe (ad vestem). In plain view were 
the expensive toiletries used to craft her appearance as well as her omamenta et vestimenta, 
the styles of which changed annually if not more often (PI. Epid. 228-299). Much later in 
the day, her appearance must have been noticed by the many humiliores (tradesmen, 
business agents) who arrived at her door and with whom she consulted in the atrium.^^^ 

Smartly dressed women attended the games, the circus (Juv. 11.202), and especially 
the theatre. At the latter, Terence objected (Hec. 35; cf. Plaut Poen. 32-35) to their noisy 
chatter and TertuUian disapproved of erotic plays when women were in the audience (De 
Spec. 17.3; cf. Clem. Paed. 3.10.4, 3.76.4). In the theatre, men could pursue the 
cultissima femina (Ov. Ars. 1.99; cf. Juv. 6.61) who attended to see and be seen. At the 
games she was relegated to the upper tiers (summa caved), near the poorer members of 
society in their dark and dingy clothes (pulla sordida vestis), from which she observed the 
entertainments, and undoubtedly the apparel and ornaments of the women with whom she 
s a t . D i d  women concern themselves with the omatus of one another? Plutarch

As an early riser, Vespasian was accustomed to meet with friends upon waking (Suet Vesp. 21), and 
would dress himself aid put on his own shoes while they conversed.

“ 6 Treggiari (1991) 421.

117 That women were segregated and confined to the upper tiers is suggested by Propertius (4.8.77) and 
Ovid (Am. 2.7.3), who complain of having to twist round in their seats in order to catch sight of women at 
the games. In his seventh eclogue (27), Calpumius Siculus gives an impression of the wooden 
amphitheatre built in Rome by Nero. His description of the seating arrangements can be compared with 
that of Suetonius (Aug. A42) who indicates that men and women sat together before the reorganisation of 
Augustus. Rawson (1987) 515-518 also argues that there was strict organisation in the women's section 
according to status. Libertae probably enjoyed the same privileges as the plebs ingenua, but matronae and
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describes {Mor. I42C) a curious Egyptian custom that prevented women from wearing 
shoes by day in an effort to keep them at home. It may have been effective in Plutarch's 
eyes, for he declared that all women would stay indoors if they were denied gold- 
embroidered shoes, jewellery, purple, and pearls. The implication seems to be that women 
valued these possessions highly and knew they would be noticed in society, presumably by 
both men and women (cf. Plut. Mor. 12.). Fortunata, the vulgar wife of the equally vulgar 
Trimalchio, relished the admiration of her guest. Scintilla (Petr. 67; cf. Plin. HN. 33.40), 
to whom she had passed her bracelets, gold hairnet, and anklets for intimate perusal. Not 
to be outdone. Scintilla in turn withdrew her much coveted pearl earrings from the little 
gold lucky' box she wore on a chain about her neck and passed them to her hostess for 
approval.

Visits to the baths created additional opportunities for informal display, since bathing 
occupied a central position in Roman life and any community of substance had public 
complexes that were gathering points for its citizens. It was an experience seldom 
conducted behind closed doors, even when large personal fortunes like those of Cicero and 
Pliny the Younger, allowed for private facilities. Consider two well-known mosaics from 
the villa at Piazza Armerina.*^* In the vestibule of the baths is a depiction of a Roman 
matrona processing through the streets with her children. She is stylishly dressed in a 
dalmatic, bejewelled, and her hair is elaborately arranged and ornamented. Two female 
slaves, attired in a manner reflecting the status of the more elegant domina, accompany the 
family bearing the equipment they will need for the baths: one casket for towels or perhaps 
a change of clothes, and a second containing the instrumenta balnei.^^^ This representation 
is a very strong indication of the importance of cultus and omatus. But personal display 
did not end with the processional.

tbeir daughters would have sat apart from meretrices and probrosae. It is unclear whether female slaves sat 
with their mistresses or with other slaves and the poor.

118 DeLaine (1988) 29 comments that the rich were the main players in visits to the baths; they went to 
be seen', while the unprivileged masses went to gape as much as to bathe'. Cf. Fagan (1999) 216.

119 Piazza Atmerina mosaic: Dunbabin (1978) 202; Shelton (1981) pi. 7; Fagan (1999) figs. 27-28. The 
receptacles carried by the slaves are markedly similar to those comprising part of the Esquiline treasure. 
One of the caskets has been identified as belonging to a woman named Proiecta who may have been married 
to a member of the gens Turcia, a prominent Roman family of the fourth and Rfth centuries AD. 
Decoration of the casket includes a representation of a bath processkmaL The second is the so-called Muse 
casket See Shelton (1981) for an overview and catalogue of the Esquiline pieces.
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The second mosaic depicts a woman, having just emerged from her bath, attended by 
two slaves offering towels and clothes. Within the apodyterium, quality possessions 
(woolen rather than linen towels, expensive unguents, gold and silver utensils) and 
specialised slaves (a masseuse perhaps) distinguished the woman of rank from her inferiors 
as well as the less affluent members of her own order during what might otherwise have 
been an equalising' experience. The élite woman's dignitas was less obvious once she 
disrobed, but material evidence indicates that determined individuals could command 
deference even outside the changing room. The drains of bath complexes in Roman Britain 
filled in the course of time with small personal items of bathers: gemstones, rings, and 
glass beads. We might also compare here a fragment of a petition Hied with the 
strategos of Euhemeria (P. Ryl. 2.124) dating to the first century AD. The appellants, 
Aplounous and her mother Thermis, were attacked at the local baths by a woman and two 
men known to them. In the melee, Aplounous lost a gold earring, a bracelet, and a bronze 
bowl. Her mother lost a gold earring. Clearly, bathing could be and was transformed into 
a pageant-like occasion, in which a woman's person and possessions formed part of the 
credentials that distinguished her in the eyes of her peers and commanded respect from 
lesser Romans. That women recognised this was so is made evident by Pliny. In 
discussing the various types and uses of pearis, he complained {Nat. 9.114) that women 
wore far too many pearls because they regarded them as badges of status. The popularity 
of pearls even gave rise to a common saying among women: a pearl is as good as a 
[lictor] for a lady when she walks a b r o a d ' .  ^̂ 2

Conclusion
In summarising the motives for self-presentation among the women of Roman society, 

we might draw from Orlando Patterson's Slavery and Social Death, and think about 
feminine display as a reaction to socialisation. In his cross-cultural analysis of slave

129 That is, the bathing experience necessarily divested the élite body of the trappings of rank. Fagan
(1999) 215-219 generally on articulations of status at the baths.

121 Archaeological evidence: Fagan (1999) 216, citing M. Henig, The Gemstones from the Main Drain', 
in B. Cunliffe, ed., Roman Bath [Oxford, 1969] 71-88, and J. D. Zienldewicz, The Legionary Fortress 
Baths at Caerleon. Vol. 2, The Finds. [Cardiff, 1986] 117-156).

122 Pliny Nat. 9.115: hos digilis suspendere et binos ac temos auribus feminarum gloria est, subeuntque 
luxuriae eius nomina externa, exquisita perdito nepotatu, siquidem, cum id fecere, crotalia appellant, ceu 
sono quoque gaudeant et collisu ipso margaritarum; cupiuntque iam et pauperes, lictorem feminae in 
publico unionem esses dictitantes.
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systems, Patterson looks closely at the behaviour of slaves in the face of deracination, lack 
of autonomy, and indiscriminate maltreatment, arguing that slaves developed numerous 
responses to the 'social death' imposed upon them. Rebellion and flight were two of the 
most common responses, but there were other more subtle approaches to desocialisation, 
as the evidence of African-American fashion culture s h o w s .  ^23 Naturally, it would be 
absurd to equate the treatment of all Roman women with that of the black slaves described 
earlier in this chapter, but between the two there are deOnite similarities of treatment and 
reaction. Roman women and African-American slaves were excluded by prevailing 
ideologies from full participation in their communities, yet both worked out strategies that 
allowed them to participate in the community and to demonstrate their sense of selfhood 
despite their liminality. It might be objected that affluent Roman women can hardly be 
compared with slaves since they did not lack the material needs of life. In contrast to the 
servile, élite women were well clothed, housed, and fed. The enjoyment of creature 
comforts, however, did not preclude the possibility that other needs or desires, perhaps 
those of individuality, elevation, or gentility, might arise—a point argued convincingly by 
the ex-slave, Frederick Douglass (18177-1895), in his autobiography.

In his memoirs, Douglass described his year-long sojourn at Covey's farm, a training 
ground for intractable slaves run by a former plantation overseer. Covey's methods 
involved the completion of arduous tasks, daily beatings of a sadistic nature, and gruelling 
working hours. Slaves were sent to the fields well before daylight and returned at Covey's 
discretion, which meant midnight on some occasions. Several months of brutalisation left 
Douglass and his fellow slaves longing for return to their normal living and working 
conditions, no matter how deplorable the former might have been. Departure from 
Covey's farm brought a dramatic improvement in the slaves' mental and physical outlook. 
They might well be abused upon return to their masters, but this abuse could not match, so 
Douglass believed, the wretchedness of their experience at Covey's. And once released 
from the mind-numbing fear of such mistreatment, the slaves began to concern themselves 
with other things, such as freedom. Douglass' point here is that human preoccupations or 
aspirations are often proportional to physical and mental welfare.^^'^ Thus although many

123 Patterson (1982) 337.

124 Douglass (1881) 185: Beat and cuff your slave, keep him hungry and spiritless, and he will follow the 
chain of his master like a dog; but feed and clothe him well, work him moderately, surround him with 
physical comfort, and dreams of fireedom intrude. Cf. Joshel (1992) 164.
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Roman women did not suffer materially they existed all the same under a condition of 
marginalisation. Gender ideology perceived them as less important than men and denied 
them the privilege of expressing the self through culturally approved male patterns of 
v a l i d a t i o n .  por non-élite women and slaves this condition was far more acute because 

they experienced the added indignity of élite prejudice which regarded them with 
indifference if not complete disdain. Self-presentation, however, offered women a coping 
mechanism. It helped them acquire a sense of self and place despite the limitations of their 
social position.

A number of factors might shape motives for self-presentation, but key were economic 
circumstances and rank. Within the Roman élite, women looked upon physical appearance 
as a commodity that could be tightly controlled and employed in articulations of status and 
identity within their own social milieu. It would not be too much to say that among élite 
Roman women, for whom conspicuous display was a common exercise, affirmations of 
status were of paramount importance. Competition was intense among the dominant social 
groups. Personal prestige along with rank had to be reinforced in the face of challenges by 
peers and less privileged individuals. The latter were not simply upwardly mobile 
freedmen, but could well be individuals of senatorial, equestrian, or decurial status. 
Changing styles in hair, adornment, and dress comprised a sign language comprehended 
by an exclusive few. Visual idioms were not unknown in Roman society. We might 
compare, for example, the bodily adornment of the foremost social groups with the 
decorative programmes of their homes. In the context of domestic architecture, Wallace- 
Hadrill has demonstrated that one means of differentiating between the established élite and 
the upwardly mobile was through interior design, specifically the use of selected decorative 
motifs which formeo a sort of vernacular. As the vocabulary of this unique system was 
expropriated by less privileged social groups, the élite re-detined it in order for their 
articulations of power to continue. This system of symbols, like fashions in hair, dress.

Of course women bad other ways of participating in the community and defining or expressing self. 
We cannot rule out the very real possibility that women derived much satisfaction and enjoyment from their 
roles as wives and mothers. Public benefaction was one vehicle of expression for élite Roman women, for 
which see MacMuUen (1980b); Forbis (1990); Boatwright (1991); Delia (1991).

Hopkins (1983) 171-175 sees distinct sets within the senatorial order of the Imperial period who 
competed for social and political honours. Among the 'grand set, for example, were patricians who, under 
the personal patronage of the emperor, advanced swiftly frwn quaestor to consul, but who acquired little 
military experience in the process. The power set' comprised senators who administered important military 
provinces.
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and adornment, was not static but constantly evolving. In decorating the body as in 
decorating the home distinctions of rank were secure for periods of time, but inevitably the 
lines of demarcation blurred and competition renewed with intensity.

Humble Romans and slaves must have had more modest aspirations for self-display, as 
their financial circumstances necessarily excluded them from the economic competitions of 
the affluent. Indeed, we might readily believe that the humble and servile had few 
aspirations at all because they were preoccupied with material needs and general 
survival. But there were varying standards of self-presentation in the ancient world 
and, as Pliny tells us {Nat. 33.152), not all were established and controlled by the 
dominant classes. Personal display offered non-élite women an opportunity to defy the 
stereotypes of the aristocratic Roman who saw an intimate link between surface and 
s o u l . ^29 ^  neat, clean appearance brought an air of respectability and counteracted the 
notion that the poor woman was immoral or that the slave-woman could not be attractive 
simply because she was a slave. This desire for validation and respect among the humble 
and the servile can also be detected in their mortuary practices. Modest Romans and slaves 
of private citizens alike strove to affirm identity and self by setting up memorials that often 
included a statement of the deceased's occupation. When individuals could not meet this 
expense, they were assisted by burial clubs or their professional associations. If the 
humble were determined to commemorate themselves and their kin in this manner, it is easy 
to believe they took an equal interest in personal presentation. Financial capacity 
necessarily dictated the frequency and extent of their self display, but these limitations 
should not overshadow the fact that humble and servile women desired recognition and 
approval—the latter perhaps most of all. And although self-presentation among the lower 
classes probably involved greater ingenuity and resourcefulness, these circumstances make 
their feminine display no less vital. We should not be surprised, consequently, to find 
mundus muliebris representations on the funerary monuments of non-élite women such as 
Asteris (no. 21), Silvina (no. 29), and Psyche Herennia (no. 47). This symbolic

127 Wallace-HadriU (1994) 184-185.

128 Pood crises, for example, were endemic in the ancient world. See Gamsey (1989) 271.

129 Cf. White and White (1998) Chps. 1 and 2, passim, who interpret the Afirican-American slave's crafting 
of a respectable or eclectic appearance as a response to social exclusion, and as reflective of 'a way of seeing 
and ordering the world' (p. 36).

130 Joshel (1992) 16-19. Cf. Whittaker (1993) 287.
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vocabulary may have signified the skills that the deceased employed in making up the 
bodies of the affluent, but they were also expressions of selfhood and afHrmations of 
presence in the citizen community.
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Chapter Six

Designing Women

I have great pleasure in sending you...a pair of clasps which [my sister] 
sometimes wore & a small bodkin which she had in constant use of more than 
twenty years. I know how these articles, (rifling as they are, will be valued by 
you & 1 am very sure that if she is now conscious of what is passing on earth it 
gives her pleasure they should be so disposed of.

Casandra Austen to Anne Sharp, after the deatli of Jane Austen

In a particularly chatty letter to his friend Calvisius Rufus (Ep. 2.20), Pliny the 
Younger gossips about the continued bad behaviour of M. Aquilius Regulus, the senator 
and legacy-hunter he detests. Pliny finds his behaviour so reprehensible that he is 
compelled to report the morbid details to Calvisius, claiming fervently that he could relate 
several incidents. On one occasion the artful Regulus had exacted a legacy from the ailing 
widow of a prominent senator, but on a second failed—despite his wheedling ways—to 
have himself named among the beneficiaries of a dying ex-consuL A third affair involved a 
woman named Aurelia,^ whose will was to be witnessed by Regulus. Upon arriving at the 
signing ceremony, Regulus was struck by Aurelia's magnificent appearance and pressed 
her to bequeath him the very clothes that she was wearing. Initially hesitant, she eventually 
consented, opening her will and altering it under Regulus’ expectant gaze.^ Pliny's 
indignant yet amusing accounts of captatio apart, there are several points of interest in this 
letter. Aurelia's last-minute change to her will seems unusual, for Pliny says nothing about 
the presence of the tutor she was required to have under Roman law, unless released by the 
ius trium liberorum? Aurelia's willingness to accommodate Regulus' tactless request is 
also somewhat surprising, for legal evidence implies that women were more likely to leave 
their wardrobes to female friends and kin. But the image of Aurelia splendidly dressed for 
the notarising of her will is most interesting, because the degree of formality surrounding

 ̂Sherwin-White (1966) 204 speculates (hat she might be related to Aurelius Priscus, consul in AD 67, or 
possibly the Aurelii Fulvi, a family of consular background.

^ Ep. 220.10; Aurelia omata femina signaiura testamentum sumpserat pulcherrimas tunicas. Regulus 
cum venisset ad signandum, 'Rogo', inquit 'has mihi leges'. Aurelia ludere hominem putabat, ille serio 
instabat; ne multa, coegit mulierem aperire tabulas ac sibi tunicas quas erat induta legare: observavit 
scribentem, inspexit an scripsisset. On these particular incidents and Pliny's inability to be completely 
impartial on the subject of Regulus, see the comments of Champlin (1991) 99-100.
 ̂On guardianship (tutela) of women: Dixon (1986) 99-100; Gmdner (1986a) 14-22; Johnston (1999) 39- 

40.
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such ceremonies varied greatly, from solemn to 'remarkably casual'.'* Did Aurelia decide 
that the signing of her will was a special occasion, for which she had to be appropriately 
adorned?

Pliny's brief narrative of the interaction between Regulus and Aurelia epitomises the 
kind of evidence scholars work with in writing the history of Roman women. Although 
plentiful, our sources are scattered, anecdotal, and coloured by class and gender, 
sometimes raising more questions than they answer. Who decided, for example, whether 
the signing of a will would be an informal or ceremonial event, and what constituted an 
appropriate standard of dress? How often did women make legacies of clothing and jewels 
to male relations? Does the absence of Aurelia's tutor indicate that guardianship of women 
itutela) had become a matter of form by the early second century, and that women enjoyed 
wide discretionary powers over the dispersal of their property? The tantalising but often 
indistinct images of womanhood that result from incidental references have encouraged 
scholars to seek fresh approaches to the study of Roman women, with the result that our 
knowledge has improved enormously. The expanding scholarship has included a handful 
of studies on feminine display, but as these are founded largely upon literary fraraeworics, 
the subject is far from exhausted. A deeper understanding of the rôle of self-presentation in 
women's lives is possible if we synthesise all of the evidence—literary, visual, and 
documentary (epigraphic). These are fundamental pieces of a larger puzzle which when 
integrated, rather than studied independently, provide a more complete picture of women 
and personal display.

As we saw earlier, Clement of Alexandria provides one of the most comprehensive 
discussions of women and self-presentation in the Roman period, conveying clearly the 
educated male's philosophy of feminine display. Underlying Clement's work—and that of 
the classical writers he cites throughout the Paedagogus—is unease about the well- 
presented woman's capacity to influence men, distress at the consumerism of beauty and 
fashion culture, and tension between the human desire for self-expression and the need for 
social conformity. Like his many predecessors, Clement did not know what to make of 
women who refused to adhere to conventional notions of female appearance. Thus 
although Clement contributes much to our understanding of toilette practices, at the same

^  Bequests of clothing: Dig. 34.2.6, 34.2.8, 34.2.16, 34.2.32.4, 34.2.32.7, 34.2.36, 34.2.38.1,
34.2.40.2. But see P. Diog.11-12 from Rolemais Euergetis, dating to AD 213, in which a woman 
bequeaths her jewellery and clothes to her young son. Ceremony surrounding the notarisation of wills: 
Champlin (1991) 76, with references. He suggests that the frequency of revision discouraged formal 
signing ceremonies.
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üme he brings clearly into focus two shortcomings of a purely literary approach to feminine 
display. First, the strong urban-élite bias of the Paedagogus reflects the beauty culture of 
privileged women in Alexandria who popularised certain modes of dress, make-up, and 
cosmetic therapy. How well can Clement be said to represent the sartorial behaviour of 
women in Alexandrian society as a whole? As a Christian teacher he was concerned, in 
principle, with the salvation of all Alexandrians, but he seldom spoke about non-élite men 
and women. Should we assume that the humble and servile merely imitated the fashion 
modes of the élite, or that serious preoccupations prevented them from engaging in 
anything but a very basic level of personal care? Secondly, what was the purpose of the 
rhetoric surrounding feminine display? Criticism of female appearance persisted in Roman 
literary culture over the course of several centuries. Writers from Terence to Tertullian 
raised their eyebrows at women's beauty practices, yet their comments carried little weight 
with women if we judge by women's behaviour. Material evidence from Roman Egypt, in 
the form of mummy portraits depicting elegant women, seems to suggest that censure was 
highly ineffective at moderating what women actually did.

At most, protest dismissed non-conventional women and soothed the apprehensive 
writer.^ Other literature, most notably the work of Pliny the Elder, tells a different story of 
women and self-presentation, and challenges the cultural assumptions found in more 
comprehensive sources like the Paedagogus. The former strongly suggests that women 
perceived cultus and omatus as techniques of femininity that were integral to the design of 
their appearances and to the interpretation of femininity. Women viewed the make-up 
regimens and therapies comprising personal cate as facilitating mastery of the physical self, 
and this mastery ultimately contributed to their social and gender success. Even sensible 
medical writers acknowledged the benefits of attending to hair and skin. Further, if we 
trust Pliny the Elder and Columella, care of hair and skin was easily undertaken with 
organic materials, from markets and gardens, that women handled on a daily basis. 
Clothing and jewellery items were more difricult to obtain, but cheaper quality fabrics, 
dyes, and imitation jewellery could be had. Time and finances naturally governed a 
woman's devotion to personal care, but as appearance was regarded as a manifestation of 
internal self, there is no reason to think that women in the lower orders lacked interest in 
maintaining a respectable appearance any more than upper class women. A variety of

5 Rkhlin (1984) 67; Josbei (1997) passim.
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evidence points strongly to women in all walks of life seeing self-presentation as a vital 
aspect of their lives, in sharp contrast to the counsels of moralists.

The conflict between male opinion and female behaviour becomes even more 
pronounced if we place the iconographical evidence for female self-presentation next to the 
literary. The relationship between femininity and self-presentation was widely 
disseminated in Roman material culture through the skill of painters, coroplasts, 
silversmiths, and sculptors. But funerary monuments especially give us a sense o f the 
importance of cultus and omatus in the lives of women, and stand in direct opposition to 
the comments of classical authors attributing only dubious motives to women's display. 
Consider the portrait-sre/e of Priscilla (App. 1, no. 61) who lived in Aquitania during the 
Antonine period, and who died at the relatively young age of twenty-one.*^ Priscilla stands 
tall, slender, and clothed in a tunic and palla, the traditional garb of the Roman woman. 
She gazes into a mirror held in her left hand while her right arm is poised at her side; in this 
hand is a comb, as if she is about to tuck a few stray wisps of hair into her chignon. The 
idealisation of grooming in a mortuary context, where Romans wished to leave some 
record for posterity of their earthly achievements, points strongly to cultus and omatus as 
activities suited to honorable women, and approved by women as well as the men who 
commemorated them. Representations of the mundus muliebris and toilette scenes were 
not limited to a particular place and time, but formed part of the artistic repertoire of 
sculptors in Italy and areas of the Roman West from the early Imperial period through the 
late third century. The longevity of this iconography well demonstrates that the link 
between femininity and self-presentation was firmly entrenched in Roman society and 
culture.

Material and literary sources combine to argue persuasively for a rather different view 
of feminine display than that offered by many male writers; but the constraints of the visual 
evidence demonstrate the need for analysing many types of evidence for self-presentation. 
Hair-dressing scenes, for example, are often taken to symbolise the competitive ethos of 
élite Romans who valued leisure more highly than work, and who placed a premium on 
conspicuous consumption; that is, the capacity to show the public they possessed a 
signiHcant degree of wealth. Further, by virtue of their expense (materials, size, and 
complexity of iconography) monuments suggest rather convincingly that toilette

^ There is a discrepancy between Nerzic (1989) 234, who gives Priscilla's age at death as sixteen 
[d(e)f(unctae) an(norum) xvt], and CIL 13.869 which states that she died at the age of twenty-one 
[d(e}flunctae) an(norum) xxi].
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iconography found favour largely with affluent women and their families. These 
interpretations, although plausible, are usually given without knowing the identity or social 
status of commemorators and honorands. Analysis of the sixty-four inscriptions 
accompanying mundus muliebris reliefs and portraits of women holding toiletries adds 
another dimension to this picture. The inscriptions support the perception that beauty 
culture was the vocation of affluent women, but also reveal that women of humble and 
servile backgrounds, who are under-represented in our literary sources, participated in 
beauty culture or wished to create the illusion of participation. Literary sources suggest that 
there were a number of ways women could engage in cultus and omatus, and epigraphic 
evidence confirms that free and slave, rich and humble saw the techniques of personal 
display as a viable and respectable activity. So while hard evidence for the cosmetic and 
fashion habits of women in the lower orders may be elusive, meagre evidence should not 
be interpreted as indifference. Mundus muliebris reliefs and toilette scenes comprised a 
visual language that accompanied funerary texts for women in all walks of Roman life.

The wealth of evidence afOrming the central rôle of personal display in women's lives 
is invaluable, but does not make explicit what women hoped to achieve by designing 
themselves and their own conceptions of womanhood with the techniques of femininity. 
Historical perspective helps us to see that ornatus and cultus may have been part of a 
strategy for achieving differentiation and expressing self in a society that placed great 
emphasis on conformity. Roman women were defined by their relationships to other 
individuals, principally males, but self-presentation gave them an opportunity to create a 
sense of individuality—as the mummy portraits so graphically illustrate. In attributing 
motives and goals to women's care of the self, we assume a level of awareness, a 
consciousness of feelings and motives, that some scholars believe did not normally exist in 
pre-industrial societies. In one view, individuals identified with their social rôles, rather 
than [distinguishing] between their selves and the social rôles they happened to GU'.  ̂
From infancy, people were trained and accustomed to function within culturally established 
rôles that were defined in terms of biological function and the exterior self: clothing, 
adornment, language, and mannerisms. Adherence to conformity, not resistance to the 
status quo, brought respect and recognition. Those who challenged established norms by 
charting their own life-course, paying little or no heed to collective opinion, were seen to

Crone (1989) 109.
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undermine group stability, be it family or community.* Can we say, then, that Roman 
women desired to be seen as individuals? Did they develop strategies for independence, 
expressing self in the face of subordination and marginalisation by their communities?

As a final demonstration of the Roman woman's understanding of self, we might think 
more carefully about the way in which she disposed at death of the items that were integral 
to the construction of self. A convenient body of evidence is provided by eight legal texts 
pertinent to women's wills dealing with legacies of jewellery and clothing described in the 
Digest (34.2). Although limited, this material is telling. First, there is some indication 
that the practice of bestowing carefully described items on individuals according to the 
degree of intimacy between testator and beneficiary was fairly common. This accords with 
Champlin's assertion that Roman wills were expressions of deep emotion, and not 
undertaken lightly by testators. A sense of this emotion can be obtained from the language 
of the bequest, where testators used terms of endearment such as most dear, most 
affectionate, and so forth.^ Two of the women's wills contained in the Digest follow these 
conventions: one testatrix left a legacy (Dig. 34.2.32.4) of jewellery, gold, and women's 
accoutrements {alia muliebria) to her most sweet daughter {mea filia dulcissima), another 
stipulated that her heirs respect afideicommissum allowing Seia dulcissima the gold cup of 
her choice (Dig. 34.2.36). Precise descriptions of bequests is a feature of two examples. 
Seia bequeathed (Dig. 34.2.6) her large pearl with the hyacinths' to Antonia TertuUa, 
while Sempronia Pia was the recipient of Tavian covers' (Dig. 34.2.38.1). Sempronia 
was also permitted to choose three tunics with matching cloaks from among the personal 
effects of her donor. Other legacies are described more broadly, but convey perhaps their 
earthly importance to the testator because of their personal nature. Titia was given clothing, 
jewellery, and toilette articles (Dig. 34.2.8); Septicia (not necessarily a generic name) 
received Titia's toilette equipment (Dig. 34.2.32.7); and Seia received the entire collection 
of her friend's jewels (Dig. 34.2.40.2).

There are several caveats to be made if we wish to consider this legal evidence as 
indicative of women's sense of self. We need to be reminded that testamentary evidence, 
like other forms of evidence from Roman antiquity, is strongly coloured by status and 
gender. Most extant wills can be attributed to affluent males who were, for the most part.

* Crone (1989) 107-114.

9 Champlin (1991) 28, citing Quintilian {Declam. 332.4): testamenta quitus omnem adfectum fateremur. 
On the use of tenns of endeannent in ncn-legal contexts see Dixon (1991) 99-113.
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concemed for the proper and equitable disposal of considerable assets. Women's wills 
are far fewer in number, but show similar preoccupations. With the evidence in the Digest, 
it is difficult to determine the identity of the testatrices or whether the wills cited are 
authentic, because tlie jurists often supply a generic name, rather than the original of the 
testatrix, when dispensing their advice. Titia {Dig. 34.2.8, 34.2.32.7) and Seia {Dig. 
34.2.6, 34.2.36, 34.2.40.2) are examples of these legal pseudonyms. It is also entirely 
possible that the wills cited in connection with bequests of jewellery and clothing are not 
actual case histories but exempta manufactured for the sole purpose of clarifying legal 
arguments. Thus we cannot determine with any degree of certainty the identities of the 
testatrices, nor the reality of their wills. We can say, however, that even if the wills are 
hypothetical only, they must still reflect the manner in which women could be expected to 
dispose of their personal effects. Finally, it is extremely difficult to assign dates to any 
of these cases histories, or to detect marked change over time in women's testamentary 
behaviour. It is worth noting, however, that although six of the eight cases discussed in 
this section of the Digest are attributed to the Imperial jurist Q. Cervidius Scaevola, it is 
evident that jurists of the Republican and early Imperial periods (Q. Mucius Scaevola, P. 
Alien us Varus, M. /mtistius Labeo, and Masurius Sabinus), were also compelled to deal 
with legacies of women's personal efiects.

If we use cross-cultural comparison to ease the constraints of our legal evidence, we 
can see that Roman women sometimes bequeathed very personal items to family and 
intimates, in the manner of French and English women of the modem era. Sixteenth- 
century French women, in the view of Zemon Davis, developed strategies for 
independence and personal expression that demonstrated their sense of self, and these 
strategies are closely linked to testamentary behaviour. Jewellery and clothing constituted 
part of the dotal property women brought to their marriages, but women could also 
anticipate additional items from husbands during their life-time or legacies from friends and 
relatives. Women usually bequeathed these possessions to other women through wills

By Champlin's calculations (1991) 46-49, the wills of Roman males outnumber those of females by 
three or four to one. He considers a broad range of sources here, literary, papyrological, epigraphic, and 
legal

11 We cannot know how women in the lower orders passed on the few possessions they had, but it is 
probable that they did so informally. On this see (Zhamplin (1991) 49-50. We might also consider Pliny’s 
claim {Ep. 8.16.1-2) that he permitted his slaves to niake quasi testamenta that were valid within Ws 
household, disposing of their possessions and making gifts as they liked. These wills' had no force in law 
obviously, but Pliny considered them binding.
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with wonderfully explicit instructions. Legacies were described precisely, in the testators' 
own words not in technical legal language, and corresponded to the status and closeness 
of the recipients’: 'ray fur-lined gray cape' and 'ray third-best petticoat . S i m i l a r  
patterns of distribution existed among eighteenth-century English women. In a will signed 
November 21,1744, the Honorable Margaret Mugge specified that Mrs. Hesse Nugent of 
Westminster receive:

six of my best shifts and two old fine ones, six of my best cambrick tuckers, four 
of my best hoUand aprons.. two pair of my best cotton stockings. ..my best pair of 
stays, my white silk stomacher and waist hoop, my velvett mantelett and pilgrim 
and short hood...two pair of new kid gloves...my black enamelled gold ring, one 
pair of worsted stockings, [and] my biggest pair of shoes...

We also see interesting variations, with wills stipulating that kin and friends be allowed to 
choose freely, from the personal effects of the deceased, items that had been long admired 
or which held sentimental value; and acquaintances as well as servants of the deceased were 
beneficiaries of elegant clothing and valuable articles. In a will probated on September 30, 
1741, Claude Margaret Gouijon, Marchioness Dowager of Vannevelle, asked that her 
impoverished cousin be permitted the choice of what will please her best of my cloathes 
and goods'; Lady Elizabeth Compton, in a will dated May 16,1741, left to her affectionate 
and faithfull servant Mary Green', all her clothes, laces, and linen; and Margaret Mugge left 
her Kensington landlady a ring valued at one guinea. In this form of gift-giving, which 
is very carefully thought out, Zemon Davis detects women's sense of individuality. 
Although they were recognised as talented artisans, businesswomen, and household 
managers, women were expected to employ these skills on behalf of the men to whom they 
were related, rather than on their own behalf. Women were also accustomed to being given 
away in marriage. But through their last will and testament women turned social 
convention on its head and gave themselves away in the form of their many treasured

f ̂  Zemon Davis (1986) 62. Men's wills lacked such exact directions; they left their clothes to the principal 
heir who disposed of them as he or she saw fît

1  ̂ Pointon (1997) 37. See especially her compendium of wills (pp. 307-4(X}) with precise patterns of 
distribution. Margaret Mugge's wiD: Pointon (1997) 345-346.

Claude Margaret Gouijon: Pointon (1997) 329. Lady Elizabeth Compton: Pointon (1997) 337. 
Margaret Mugge: Pointon (1997) 345.
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possessions. If women could bestow a small part of themselves in this fashion, it is not 
too much to say that they also exercised greater autonomy over their physical selves.

Zemon Davis’ interpretation of the French woman's sense of self may be provocative, 
but it does stimulate thinking about Roman women and selfhood. The latter may have been 
talented in their own right, but were seldom celebrated as such. Roman women, according 
to the conventions of funerary commemorations derived personal prestige from service to 
their natal and marital families: showing devotion and obedience to husband, spinning and 
weaving with great skill, managing a household prudently, guarding their chastity, 
behaving modestly. Roman women, too, were given in marriage together with their 
omamenta dotalia as we know from Tacitus' account of Servilia {Ann. 16.23) and the dotal 
contract of the young woman from Tebtunis, who brought to her marriage a robe worth 
sixty drachmae, a pair of gold ear-bobs, a gold choker, silver bracelets, and a variety of 
other items {P.Mich. 2.121). Taking into account all the constraints of our legal sources, 
we can say without pressing the Roman evidence that the testamentary behaviour of Roman 
women resembles that of French and English women of the modem era. It is equally 
possible, therefore, that the dispersal of clothing and jewellery among female family and 
friends was part of the Roman woman's strategy for making a personal, individualistic 
statement. Seneca once complained (Ben. 4.11.4-6) that the testamentary distribution of 
personal effects was a futile exercise: it required much time and thought to determine who 
was most deserving of a bequest and the favour would never be returned. It is plain that 
some Roman women thought otherwise. By bequeathing to family or close friends the 
personal items of clothing and jewellery which had formed part of her appearance a woman 
hoped that the strong presence she had carefully designed and cultivated during her lifetime 
would not soon fade from memory.

It is sometimes difficult for modems to grasp fully the power of personal display in 
conveying status or personality, because we are unable to see Roman women, as it were, in 
living colour. Portrait sculpture acquaints us with how women clothed themselves, how 
they styled their hair, and in some cases what type of adornment they preferred, but the 
combination of pale marble and idealised physiognomies makes it hard to conceive of

Zemon Davis (1986) 61-63.

For example, CIL 1.2.1211, 1.2.1221, 3.3572, 6.1779, 6.16090, 8.23808, 13. 1983, 14.1826, 
14.10230; and CE 63.4,1988.14, 492.16.
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sculpted figures as individuals, even when we know their n a m e s .  7̂ W e  fare much better 

with coloured images, like the well-known mosaic emblema from Pompeii depicting a 
fashionable woman wearing earrings, a necklace, and what may be a tunic with an 
embroidered border (fig. 4); or the painted portrait of a Pompeiian couple (fig. 5), in which 
carefully styled hair, jewellery, and writing implements combine to mark the wife as a 
woman of refinement. The visual effects of mosaic and painting are obviously very 
different, but we begin to see nonetheless greater individuality. Yet a more graphic 
demonstration of the direct effect of self-presentation can be found, and we need look no 
further than a body of evidence mentioned at the outset of this dissertation—the mummy 
portraits from Roman Egypt. These arresting portraits have been under-utilised in the 
study of feminine identity, perhaps because significant (but not insurmountable) problems 
of interpretation accompany them. Scholars Gnd it virtually impossible to discern the 
ethnicity and citizenship of the sitters because of the remarkable co-existence of Egyptian, 
Greek, and Roman cultures within the province. There are also varying opinions on 
chronology and artistic conventions. But these problems should not diminish the value of 
the portraits in the study of feminine display. Although the sitters are formally posed and 
we see them in their Sunday best' rather than their everyday clothes, there is an immediacy 
about their portraits that gives us a sense of living, breathing, individuals and makes clear 
the power of cultus and omatus in expressing the self.

To understand the visual impact made by these women in daily life, we might imagine 
three of them passing through the streets of their communities, shopping in markets, 
visiting with friends, or attending the theatre. The portraits under consideration date to the 
first half of the second century AD. The first depicts a refined but austere-looking woman 
from Hawara, in the Fayum, aptly named The Jewellery Girl' by Flinders Petrie (fig. 
6).20 She is clothed in a scarlet tunic with dart purple cUm edged in gold. A mantle of the 
same colour is draped over her left shoulder. Her hair is intricately arranged. Four rows

Compare, for instance, the honorific portraits of Eumachia, a priestess of Venus and patron of 
Pompeiian fullers and Plancia Magna of Perge, priestess of Artemis and public benefactor. Eumachia: 
Zanker (1998) fig. 49. Plancia Magna: D'Ambra (1998) fig. 28.

Emblema: Maiuri (1951) 98; Ling (1998) fig. 88. Married couple: Maiuri (1951) 102; Doxiadis 
(1995) fig. 26. Poetess: Maiuri (1951) 100.

For an overview of these issues see the excellent introductory essays in Walker and Bierbrier (1997).

20 Doxiadis (1995) no. 72, Walker and Bierbrier (1997) no. 33.
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of snail curls neatly frame her face; at the back the hair has been plaited into several small 
braids which have been pulled into a flat bun and secured with hair-pins. One pin of plain 
gold is worn horizontally, the other a pearl and garnet rosette is worn vertically like an 
aigrette. Encircling the bun is a gold chain with a small medallion in the centre and two 
small gold boxes located at either side. The woman wears the trident earrings typical of 
those found throughout Roman Egypt,^^ and three necklaces which sit high on the neck. A 
garnet and pearl rosette that complements her hairpin is the principal feature of the 
uppermost strand. Immediately beneath are two other necklaces, one of square-cut 
emeralds and alternating gold beads, and a plain gold chain with pendant. A fourth gold 
chain, much longer and heavier, sits well below her collar-bone, and has an oval medallion 
set with a large emerald.

More interesting from a social historical perspective is the second portrait (fig. 7), 
which is believed to come from Saqqara, less than two hundred kilometres north of 
Hawara. The sitter is a young woman with a distinctive physiognomy that prompted 
Doxiadis to describe her as "Ethiopian-looking'. The woman's ethnicity is extremely 
difficult to determine, but certain features—very full lips and high cheek-bones—suggest 
that Doxiadis' assessment is not unreasonable.^ The dressing of her hair also supports 
this theory. It resembles the so-called Melonenfrisur, which called for the hair to be 
arranged in a series of plaits radiating from the temples to the back of the head, but might 
equally be understood as com-row' plaiting, a technique that formed part of the African 
beauty tradition.^^ The woman is dressed in a white tunic with matching mantle that is 
draped over her left shoulder. Barely visible in the lower left comer of the panel, a light 
purple clavus embellishes her tunic. Jewellery comprises gold hoop earrings with pearls, 
of a style common to Roman Egypt A stylised wreath in her hair and two necklaces, one 
an ornamental band sitting high on her neck, the other a heavy chain with an ankh pendant 
have been rendered in gold-leaf appliqué. ^

^1 For detailed description of trident earrings, and variations of this style, consult Walker and Bierbrier
(1997) nos. 198, 201, 203, with an illustration on p. 167.

Doxiadis (1995) no. 8, Walker and Bierbrier (1997) no. 103, see nothing unusual in the woman's facial 
features.

23 See the regional variations discussed and illustrated in Sagay (1983).

24 More detailed discussion of the symbolism of the wreaths worn by some of the Fayum sitters may be 
found in Corcoran (1995) 61-64. She argues for associations with the Egyptian deities Osiris, Re, and Isis.
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The last portrait, depicting a middle-aged woman from Philadelphia, also in the Fayum 
(fig. 8), provides a striking contrast to the first two.25 Her age is suggested by the deep 
lines around her mouth and nose, her furrowed brow, and thick black eyebrows that appear 
to be flecked with grey. She wears her hair centrally parted, combed back from the face, 
and plaited into a braid which sits high on the back of the head; a variation on a coiffure 
worn during the reign of Hadrian (AD 117-138). A particularly interesting feature of this 
portrait is the rendering of the woman's hair. A light grey colour along the central part may 
be meant to suggest highlights in the woman's jet black hair, or possibly grey roots where 
her dyed hair has begun to grow ou t In comparison with the other sitters, this woman's 
personal presentation is very simple. She wears an amethyst tunic, with a black clavus at 
the right shoulder; a mantle of similar colour is draped over her le ft Remarkably, she 
wears no jewellery.

Just as women's personal presentation conveyed messages about status, femininity, or 
individual tastes, that might be read by those who saw them in the market-place or the 
theatre, so the portraits which we now eagerly read and try to interpret were encoded with 
symbols. However these women really thought of themselves, it is evident that they 
wished to be commemorated in Roman fashion. The colours of their tunics and the clavi 
that adorn them suggest this much. Pliny claimed (Nat. 21.45-46) that red, amethyst, and 
murex purple were the most prestigious colours (principales) worn by men and women. 
The stripes are not necessarily indicative of senatorial or equestrian rank, but are a general 
allusion to Roman status conventions. Hairstyles especially demonstrated a woman's 
awareness of the sartorial fashions at Rome, as the portraits of the Jewellery Girl and the 
middle-aged woman reveal. The hairstyle of the 'Ethiopian' may also imitate a mode of the 
Hadrianic period, but as noted above, this portrait may in fact reflect a blending of cultural 
conventions, African com-rows and Roman dress.

In examining the women's adornments, we find our strongest indication of the way in 
which the personal freedom to choose or to reject certain modes of dress or adornment 
affected appearance. It is tempting to try to identify individuals of disparate status based 
upon their personal presentation, but comparison of these three portraits with others in the 
corpus demonstrates the danger of this approach. In mummy portraits, women typically 
wear some form of ornament. The exceptions are notable. The well-known Jewish 
Woman' from Philadelphia has neatly styled hair but no jewellery; and an elderly woman

25 Doxiadis (1995) no. 27.
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from the Fayum wears only a hair-band of terracotta wool.^*  ̂ We might interpret the 
absence of adornment in one of two ways: either the women had little interest in jewellery 
as part of their feminine display, or economic circumstances prevented them from owning a 
few ornaments. The latter interpretation cannot be ruled out, but seems less plausible given 
that the men and women portrayed in the Fayum portraits are generally regarded as 
individuals of means. Most of the portraits are painted on wood, a resource that was in 
short supply; and several of the panels have been identified as lime, a wood that was not 
indigenous to Egypt.^7 More telling, however, is the portrait of Hermione (figs. 9-10), a 
young woman of Hawara who died during the reign of Claudius. Her adornments 
comprise only gold and pearl earrings, yet at considerable expense her body was carefully 
swathed in several layers of good-quality linen that were wrapped in such a way as to 
create an intricate lozenge pattern. An inscription at her right shoulder suggests that 
Hermione enjoyed a position of privilege in Hawara. It reads: Eppidvri 
She may have been a teacher of Greek grammar, or more likely a literate individual 
recognised for her promotion of Greek culture among the élites of her community. 
Whatever the case, the portrait of Hermione, like those of the Jewellery Girl, the Ethiopian, 
and the middle-aged woman, leave no doubt about the immediacy of self-presentation in 
antiquity. The techniques of personal display gave women the means and the independence 
to create a strong and effective presence, as differentiated individuals, in the commuitities to 
which they belonged.

^  Jewish Woman: Doxiadis (1995) no. 20. Elderly woman: Walker and Bierbrier (1997) no. 79. A few 
other portraits depict women wearing earrings but no other items of jewellery: Doxiadis (1995) nos. 36, 
85. 94-95, 110.

Wood panels: Walker and Bierbrier (1997) 37.

28 Hermione: Doxiadis (1995) no. 33, Walker and Bierbrier (1997) no. 11. Corcoran (1995) 22 notes that 
the rhombi covering the body are six layers deep, and the octagonal shtgie that frames the face is seven to 
eight layers.
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Appendix One 
Inventory o f Grooming and Mundus Muliebris Reliefs

Representations in Various Media

001  Item: wall painting 
Provenance: Herculaneum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: a matrona, well attired, capite velato, and seated on a chair, 
observes a simply dressed servant dressing the hair of a young girl. Another young 
girl, well dressed and adorned, leans on the arm of the matron's chair.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Helbig (1868) no. 1435; Reinach 266, no. 7; Virgili et al. no. 43. 
Date: mid first century AD

00 2  Item: wall painting (now lost)
Provenance: Pompeii, Casa delle Vestale 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: a woman, nude to the waist, is seated in a high-backed chair. She 
is attended by four women, one of whom is dressing her hair.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Helbig (1868) no. 1436; Reinach 266, no. 4; Kampen no. 30. 
Date: mid to late first century

0 0 3  Item: wall painting
Provenance: Pompeii, Villa dei Misteri 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: a young woman seated upon a chair, gazes at herself in a mirror 
held by an Eros figure. An older woman, who is assisting with the arrangement of 
her hair, seems to be conferring with the Eros.
Inscription: none 
Bibliography: Settis (1992) no. 233.
Date: first century AD

004 Item: wall painting
Provenance: Stabiae, Villa di Arianna 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: fresco of a young girl seated on a stool. Draped to the hip area 
only, she holds a mirror in her right hand as she grasps a lock of hair in her left 
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Reinach 59, no. 4; Virgili et al. no. 44.
Date: late first century AD

0 0 5  Item: lamp (terracotta) 
Provenance: Italy
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Image Type: toilette scene
Description: a partially draped woman, seated upon a stool, is having her hair 
dressed by a servant standing behind her.
Inscription: none 
Bibliography: Virgili et al. no. 47.
Date: 40-70 AD

0 0 6  Item: Statuette (terracotta)
Provenance: Thysdrus 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: a woman dressed in a long-sleeved robe with a shawl (?) about her 
neck, sits in a high-backed chair with her feet resting upon a foot-stool. Her hair
style is after the manner of the empress Julia Domna. An ornatrix (head now 
missing) in a calf-length tunic, is arranging the woman's hair.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Kampen no. 38, fig. 85.
Date: circa 220-250 AD

0 0 7  Item: relief panel from Proiecta Casket (metal-work)
Provenance: Rome 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: a woman seated on a chair, holds a pyxis in her left hand and a lock 
of hair in her right She gazes into a large round mirror held by servant 
Bibliography: Bandinelli (1971) figs. 92-93; Shelton (1981) pi. 11; Settis 
(1992) no. 239.
Inscription: none 
Date: fourth century AD

0 0 8  Item: mosaic
Provenance: Carthage 
Image Type: portrait with articles
Description: in one section of a large tableau of country life, stands a woman 
holding a necklace which she has withdrawn from a small casket held by a servant. 
Bibliography: Bandinelli (1971) fig. 208; Dunbabin (1978) pi. 43, no. 109. 
Inscription: none 
Date: late fourth century AD
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Image Type 1: the M undus M uliebris Relief

00 9  Item: ara
Provenance: Ager Amitemum (Preturo)
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: a small scale Doric frieze comprising five metopes separated by 
columns, runs the width of the altar. Each of the panels contains an object (from 
left to right): an eagle, an unidentiried object, a wool basket, a three-legged cista, 
and a mirror (?). Bucrania, garlands, and rosettes are set beneath the frieze, and the 
epitaph for Doris below these.
Inscription: Herenniae P. I. Dorini.
Bibliography: Persichetti (1912) 308, n. 5; Moretti 271; Diebner (1987) 29-30, 
fig. 2.
Date: late first century BC or early first century AD

0 1 0  Item: cippus 
Provenance: Ortona
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the cippus has a small pediment set between pulvinars. The 
inscription sits immediately below the pediment On the monument face are a pair 
of slippers, one on either side of an open cosmetic or jewellery case. A mirror in a 
case and two small flasks occupy one side of the marker, while the other contains 
depictions of a comb, parasol, and two additional flasks.
Inscription: Poppaedia P.f. Secunda\filiae ossa sitalEitae M .f  matri\ossa sita. 
Bibliography: CIL 9.3826; Felletti Maj 362, fig. 188; Virgili et al. no. 37; Settis
(1992) 162, figs. 197-199.
Date: early first century AD

011  Item: aedicula 
Provenance: Kapljnc
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the figure of Venus and two Tritons, executed in low relief, 
occupies the centre of the pediment. A frieze running the width of the pediment 
contains a variety of female accoutrements: a wool basket, spindle, balsamarium, 
loom shuttle, wicker-work chair, open mirror case, cylindrical casket, an 
unidentified object, stool, parasol, another balsamarium, sewing needle, and a 
spatula.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Virgili (1989) fig. 64 (mistakenly identified as the cippus of 
Poppaedia Secunda); Virgili et aJ. no. 8 
Date: first century AD

0 1 2  Item: stele
Provenance: Pisae
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the epitaph occupies the upper half of the monument On the lower 
right face are a ruler, plumb-bob, square, and hammer or hand-pick. At lower left
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are a mirror with a scalloped rim, a comb, a small flask, a calamistrum, a pair of 
slippers, and a hair-pin.
Inscription: P. Ferrarius\Hermes\CaeciniaeDignae\coniugi karissimaelNumeriae 
Manmillae\coniugi bene\merenti\et P. Ferrario Pro\culo filio e tpostelrisque suis. 
Bibliography: CIL 11.1471; Zimmer (1982) 166, nr. 90; Felletti Maj 350; 
Virgili et al. no. 39.
Date: late first/early second century AD

0 13  Item: cippus
Provenance: Teate Marmcinorum 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the altar is crowned by a pediment with a rosette in the centre. 
Directly beneath the pediment is the dedication. The decoration on the face consists 
of a cylindrical cista set in the centre, with a comb and two small oil bottles above 
i t  To the viewer’s left is a slipper. A second slipper was probably located on the 
right hand side of the face which is now damaged. On the left lateral face are two 
long-toothed combs, indicative of Albanus' profession as a comb-maker. 
Inscription: L  Sextius L  Albanus\ et Sabidiae T. 1. Euche v. a.
Bibliography: Zimmer (1982) Nr. 148.
Date: firsD'second century AD

0 14  Item: cippus 
Provenance. Limonum 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the epitaph for the deceased occupies the face of the marker and is 
bounded on both sides by schematic pilasters. A mirror in the upper right comer 
has an ornate handle and a woman's reflection on its face.
Inscription: Ave D. M.\et memoriaelluliae Max(i)mil\lae\coniugi karissimae 
lanimae bonae\quae vixit annis p. m. xxxxilex una domu L. Iul(ii)\Frontonis 
Cavariani\Iul(ius) Basileus maritusl posuit 
Comment: the editors of the CIL conjecture plus minus, for p.m.
Bibliography: CIL 13.1144; Espérandieu 2, no. 1393.
Date: mid-late second century AD

0 15  Item: stele
Provenance: Peltuinum 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the monument has sustained heavy damage, but in the remains of 
the tympanum are images of a comb, a mirror, and a pair of sandals.
Inscription: Sex SinitiuslMemor vi Vi[r]\Aug. viv. sib. et\Noniae Lucusta[e]\ 
coniugi suae f
Bibliography: CIL 9.3442; Moretti 271.
Date: unlmown

0 1 6  Item: stele (1)
Provenance: Pagus Fibiculanus 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
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D escrip tion : the stone slab is broken in two and its base damaged. In the 
tympanum surmounting the inscription are a comb, cylindrical toilette box, mirror, 
slippers, and unguentaria.
Inscrip tion : Claudiae Lexsidi\C. Memmius Ipitus\et Nymphio et EcMogeni 
ComeUiae Sabime Ser. Ipatri et matri\suis et sibi et\Claudiae Domtae\p. 
Bibliography: CIL 9.3583; Moretti 276.
Date: unloiown

0 17  Item: cippus
Provenance: Italia
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the remains of the cippus contain representations of sandals and a 
basket
Inscription: none 
Bibliography: Moretti 280.
Date: unloiown

0 1 8  Item: cippus
Provenance: Andematunnum 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: the upper half of the altar only is extant. A pediment-like triangle 
sits atop the die panel, and mirrors have been carved at the apex of the triangle. 
Inscription: Dis Mani(bus). Placidiae Spectatae.
Bibliography: Espérandieu 4, no. 3300.
Date: unloiown

0 1 9  Item: cippus
Provenance: Parentium 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
D escription: the commemorative inscription, set within a rectangular panel, 
surmounts engravings of a spatula resting on top of a pyxis with simple decorative 
bands. Beneath the pyxis, and to the right are a needle or calamistrum, an unguent 
compact, a cylindrical container (?), a pair of forceps, and an unidentified object 
Inscription: D. MAHedylus \utpotui\meritae\tibi fecilSevera 
Bibliography: II  10.39; CE 1042;C/L 2.2970 
Date: unloiown

0 2 0  Item: tabulai!)
Provenance: Roma 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but according to a description by the 
editors of the CIL a comb and hair-pin flank the text 
Inscription: D. MACypareni orinatrici bene\merenti Polyde\ucesfecit 
Bibliography: CIL 6.9727; Daremberg and Saglio (1962-1963) fig. 5428.
Date: unloiown
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021  Item: tabulai!)
Provenance: luvanum 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but the editors of the CIL indicate in 
their description that a comb, mirror, and spoon surmount the text 
Inscription: D. M. S.\Event\us AsterMdi con\servae\b. m. p.
Bibliography: CIL 9.2970 
Date: unloiown

02 2  Item: sarcophagus
Provenance: Corfinium 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but the editors of the CIL say that a 
mirror, comb, and pair of slippers flank the inscription.
Inscription: luliae Basiliae coniugi\dulcissimae feminae quaelvixit annis xvii 
Aurel Parduslmaritus et Flavius Fortunatus etllulia Basilissa filiae karissimae\b. m  
\posuer.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3237 
Date: unloiown

02 3  Item: stele {!)
Provenance: Aveia
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL note two 
lekythoi, a mirror, comb, and pin engraved above the epitaph.
Inscription: T. Poppedius T. UCallidus et Octavi\dia P. I. Genialislvivi sibi et 
suis\p.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3593 
Date: unloiown

0 2 4  Item: tabulai!)
Provenance: Marsi Mamivium 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. To the left of the commemorative 
inscription are carved a pin, mirror, comb, and balsamarium, to the right a pair of 
shoes.
Inscription: Sanctae animae\ ClaudiaelRhodes sace \Hermes\ contubemal 
Bibliography: CIL 9.3680 
Date: unloiown

0 2 5  Item: stele i!)
Provenance: Marsi Marruvium 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but the editors of the CIL indicate 
that a comb is depicted on the right of the inscription.
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Inscription: D. M. SAFelicitalti Sanbuce\P. Avius Feli\cissimus conliugi et P. 
AlUius Felixl cognatus b. nu p.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3720 
Date: unloiown

0 2 6  Item: steleÇ!)
Provenance: Marsi Marruvium 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but a description by the editors of the 
CIL indicate that representations of a small bag, a balsamarium, a pair of slippers, 
an unidentifiable object, and a mirror are carved beneath the name of the deceased. 
Inscription: Gavia L I. Cinura 
Bibliography: CIL 9.3725 
Date: unloiown

0 2 7  Item: stele 0 )
Provenance: Ortona 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but the editors of the CIL say that the 
inscription is surmounted by a mirror and bordered along the bottom by a man 
leading a mule bearing wood bundles.
Inscription: SAMammaie Zoe c. sAQ. Mammio Saltumino filio \pientissimo\Q. 
Mammius c. fASatuminuslpater infe\licissim\suis et sibi\p.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3819 
Date: unloiown

0 2 8  Item: tabula 0 )
Provenance: Ortona 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL conjecture a 
pair of slippers and two small caskets are engraved below the inscription. 
Inscription: Peticia P I. Chiteris\Gemelusfilius fee.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3824 
Date: unloiown

0 2 9  Item: tabula 0 )
Provenance: Supinum 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL indicate a 
pair of slippers to the right of the inscription and a mirror beneath.
Inscription: Silvinae\contubemal\Aepinicus\conservus\b. nu p.
Comment: the original text gives contibernal, which is emended here to 
contubemal.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3875 
Date: unloiown
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0 3 0  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Alba Fucens 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but the editors of the CIL note on the 
left side of the inscription a mirror, comb, needle, and two lekythoi and to the right 
a small casket and a pair of shoes. Immediately above the text is a representation of 
the head of Sol.
Inscription: D. Af. S.\T. Tituleius\Successus\Sevir Aug\sibi et\ Sextuleiae\M. f. 
Secundae\coiugi b. m.\p.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3952 
Date: unloiown

031 Item: cippus
Provenance; Alba Fucens 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL indicate that a pair 
of shoes are located on the left of the inscription, a mirror to the right.
Inscription: D. Af. S.\Amarediae\Lucinae\quae vixit annos\xviiii men. vii quam 
con\didit in monumentolsuo C. Amaredius Aperlpatronus C. Amaredius\Severus et 
Amaredia Psyche filiae piissilmae
Comment: the editors of the CIL give quem  for the interrogative pronoun, the 
text has been emended to quam.
Bibliography: CIL 9.3971 
Date: unloiown

03 2  Item: cippus
Provenance: Alba Fucens 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished, but according to the description in 
the CIL, the text is surmounted by a mirror, comb, needle, small casket and a pair 
of shoes.
Inscription: D. Af. S.\Longeia L  l.\Primigenia\se viva posit 
Bibliography: CIL 9.4CI01 
Date: unloiown

0 3 3  Item: fragment of sarcophagus lid 
Provenance: Alba Fucens 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished but its summary description in the 
CIL reveals a mirror to the left of the text and a spoon, comb, pair of slippers, a 
flask, and a small bag to the right
Inscription: Septtmiae\Lyde\Septimia Saturalet Septimia Primi\genia patronae\b. 
m. d. s. f.
Bibliography: CIL 9.4026 
Date: unloiown
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0 3 4  Item; tabula (1)
Provenance: Amitemum 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL say that a 
mirror surmounts the text and flanking the mirror are rosettes.
Inscription: D. Af. SASyrion ser.lRestitutae conser a x[vJ\Daphnidi\ann vii\M. 
Valeri Rufi ser.\b. m.
Bibliography: CIL 9.4301 
Date: unloiown

03 5  Item: tabula (1)
Provenance: Ager Amitemus 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL, despite the 
fragmentation of the inscription, conjecture a mirror to the left of the text and an 
object which may be a parasol to the right.
Inscription: Dis Manib\Sac\L Otini\Prisc.\Primigen.
Bibliography: CIL 9.4354 
Date: unloiown

0 3 6  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Ager Amiteminus 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished, but according to the editors of the 
CIL two rosettes, a comb, a mirror, and a pair of slippers stand immediately above 
the epitaph.
Inscription: Rutilia T. libACinnamis R\utiliae Iucun\dae filiae etlsibi fecit 
B ibliography: CIL 9.4355 
Date: unknown

0 3 7  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Hadria 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: monument is unpublished; but the editors of the CIL indicate an 
alabastrum, mirror, comb, and a pair of slippers are found above the inscription. 
Inscription: Flaviae L  f.\Tertiae\L Flavius L  fAMaec. Valenslsorori pAin fr. p. 
XV in ag. p. xv 
B ibliography: CIL 9.5025 
Date: unknown

0 3 8  Item: tabulai!)
Provenance: Capua 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL conjecture 
two pottery jars flanking a mirror beneath the name of the deceased.
Inscription: Paccia Ti. f. Salve
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Bibliography: CIL 10.4269 
Date: unloiown

0 3 9  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Capua 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished, but the editors of the CIL identify a 
mirror surmounting the epitaph.
Inscription: Staberiae P. I. Florae ossa\hic sita sunt\rogo\te mi\ viator \noli 
mi\nocere
Bibliography: CIL 10.4352 
Date: unloiown

0 4 0  Item: stele
Provenance: Pisae
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL indicate a 
mirror surmounting the text and the ascia immediately below.
Inscription: D. M.\Hostilia\Omphale\hic adq.lm, b. m.
Comment: the editors of II read mater bene merens lor m b  m.
Bibliography: / /  7.1.81; C/1 11.1474 
Date: unloiown

041  Item: stele
Provenance: Pisae 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished, but the editors of the CIL say that 
representations of a comb, mirror, and needle stand immediately below the text 
Inscription: D. M.\Hostilia\Zoe hicladquA c. b. m.
Comment: the editors of II read coniunx bene merens (or cb n u  
Bibliography: 7/7.1.82; C/L 11.1475 
Date: unloiown

0 4 2  Item: cippus
Provenance: Portus Pisanus 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: monument is unpublished, but the editors of the CIL indicate a 
mirror, comb, and patera surmounting the inscription, and a pair of slippers are 
depicted below.
In%ription: D. MAGabiniae L  f  Proculae\coniugi Caesili Mer\curialis\ matri 
Caesilil Proculi Caesilius Merlcurialis suo et Caesili\Proculeiani fili sui nomine\ 
coniugil sanctissimaelcastissimae cum qua\vixit annis xxvi diebus\xxx 
Bibliography: 77 7.1.116;C7L 11.1524b 
Date: unloiown
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043  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Florentia 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL speculate,
although the memorial is poorly preserved, that a representation of a mirror stands
between two unidentified objects set above the text
Inscription: D. M.\Vareniae\Hermionae\.. orius
Bibliography: CIL 11.1665
Date: unloiown

044  Item: cippus
Provenance: Volsinii 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL note a mirror 
set between the first two letters of the text and an unidentified container set beneath 
the text.
Inscription: D. M.Wolcasie Salbine Annius C\aesianus etMaWcius Proculu\coiugi 
b. nuf. v.\a. I m. v 
Bibliography: CIL 11.2806 
Date: unloiown

045  Item: cippus
Provenance: Blera
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The inscription takes up the front 
according to the editors of the CIL and on the right lateral face is engraved a mirror. 
Inscription: D. M.\Volumni\ae Priscilllae v. a. ix\m. v d. v VoUumnia Euresisl 
Veturius Adventus pr.
Bibliography: CIL 11.3354 
Date: unloiown

04 6  Item: cippus
Provenance: Luna
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: monument is unpublished, but the editors of the CIL say that a 
crown with ribbons is set in the typanum. Below the inscription are an 
unguentarium, mirror, comb, and a pair of slippers.
Inscription: D. MAT. Cosconius\Cosconius TacUtus fius etlCosconius nelios 
matri carisWaleria Proculae\posui bene merent\Pupius carissime 
Comment: the original text reads m airi, which is emended here to matri. 
Bibliography: CIL 11.6994 
Date: unloiown

0 4 7  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Luna 
Image Type: mundus muliebris
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Description: this monument is unpublished, but the editors of the CIL indicate a 
crown with ribbons surmounts the inscription. The remains of a comb and mirror 
are set beneath the text
Inscription: D. MASyceni Eren\nie posuit[Cresimus\coiugi sue\et Aiecta filAet 
gener eiu.\Alexcmder\curanduAposuerunAvix. an. Ixx 
Bibliography: CIL 11.6998 
Date: unloiown

0 48  Item: cippus (?)
Provenance: Luna
Image Type: mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL say that 
decoration is found on four sides. On the front is the inscription; on the left lateral 
face are two rings, a mirror, stylus, and two ampules; on the right lateral face is a 
comb, an unidentiHed container, and a pair of slippers. On the rear face is another 
unidentified container.
Inscription: Dis Manib.lNunniae Brysae\C. Nunnius\Festus fAet Ianuarius\Q. 
Nunni Caeli\coniug. optim.
Bibliography: CIL 11.7002 
Date: unloiown

049  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Carensesis Sadava 
Image Type; mundus muliebris
Description: this monument is unpublished, but the editors of the CIL say that a 
protome of a woman, and items identified collectively as mundus muliebris, 
surmount the inscription. A running bull is found below.
Inscription: D. M. a. v. Buturra Biriati fi\lia a. v. xxx h. s.
Bibliography: C/L 2.2970 
Date: unknown
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Image Type 2: po rtra it with toiletries

0 5 0  Item: stele
Provenance: Interamna Praetuttianonim 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
D escrip tion: portrait busts of three individuals in niches (possibly a father, 
mother and son) take up most of this relief. The woman—capiVe velato—is at centre, 
with male figures on either side of her. Representations of a folding mirror (to the 
right of the woman's head) and two bracelets or necklaces (to the left) occupy the 
spaces between the niches.
Inscription: C. Ucinius C .fil.W el Mancia\[.. .]
Bibliography: CIL 9.5107; Frenz (1985) no. 147.
Date: Augustan period

051  Item: stele 
Provenance: Pisaurum
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
D escrip tion: a portrait bust of a woman wearing a tunic, mantle, and pearl 
necklace, is set into an aedicula flanked by pilasters. To the right of her head is a 
folding mirror and to the left a tall container.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Frenz (1985) no. 155.
Date: mid Augustan period

0 5 2  Item: ara 
Provenance: Roma
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a togate man and a woman wearing a tunic and palla, both carved in 
low relief, are found on the face of the altar, hands joined in the dextrarum iunctio. 
A mirror with a scalloped rim and two small perfume bottles are depicted on the 
pediment together with bucrania and garlands.
Inscription: none
B ib liography : Toynbee (1965) 95, fig. 58; Felletti Maj 318-319, pi. 149; 
Kleiner (1987a) 104, pi. 5.1.
Date: AD 40-%

05 3  Item: ara
Provenance: Aquileia
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a female figure identified as Maia Severa sits in a high-backed chair, 
her feet resting upon a foot-stool. She is dressed in a full-length tunic. Her hair is 
parted in the centre and pulled back into a braid. She caresses a small bird with her 
right hand and holds a mirror with a scalloped edge in her left 
Inscription: too fragmentary for reconstruction
Bibliography: Toynbee (1971) 250; Santa Maria Scrinari (1972) 129, fig. 368. 
Date: first half of first century AD
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0 54  Item: ara 
Provenance: Roma
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: pro tomes of mother and daughter, who died in a tragic accident on 
the Gulf of Leon, are set within a square niche; both wear tunics and mantles. 
Tyche wears the hairstyle typical of Faustina the Elder, her daughter the style of 
Faustina the Younger. Depicted in the architrave of the altar are a quiver and bow, 
cornucopia, a torch, a rudder on a globe and a wheel. A mirror is found on the 
right lateral face.
Inscription: D. MMuliae Secundae filiae Comeliae Tyches uxoris. Et forma 
singulari et\moribus piissimis doctri\naq super legitimam\sexus sui aetatem 
praelstantissimae quae vixit\armis XI mens V7//7 d JOC. Et incomparabilis ergal 
maritum adfectus sanctiltatisque et eximiae ergaUiberos pietatis quaelvixit annis 
xxxviiii mensMIII, d. vii ex is mecum an.
Bibliography: CIL 6.20674; Wrede (1981) no. 93; Kleiner (1987a) no. 113. 
Date: mid second century

055  Item: stucco relief 
Provenance: Roma
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: this is one of two portraits of women (possibly Flavia Olympias or 
Valeria Maxima) set into niches in the walls of the tomb for the Valerii. Modelled in 
stucco in the lunette of her portrait niche are a mirror, cosmetic case and 
balsamarium.
Inscription: C  Valerius Herma fecit et\Flaviae T. f. Olympiadi coiugi et\ Valeriae 
Maximae filiae etC. ValeriolOlympiano filio et suis libertis\ libertabusque posterisq. 
eorum
Bibliography: Guarducci (1953) fig. 1; Toynbee and Ward Perkins (1957) 84; 
Toynbee (1971) 143.
Date: second century AD

056 Item: stucco relief 
Provenance: Roma
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: this is the second of two full-length portraits of Valerian women 
(possibly Flavia Olympias or Valeria Maxima) set into niches in a tomb wall. 
Modelled in stucco in the lunette of her portrait niche are a mirror, cosmetic case 
and balsamarium..
Inscription: C. Valerius Herma fecit et\Flaviae T. f. Olympiadi coiugi et\ Valeriae 
Maximae filiae et C. Valerio\Olympiano filio et suis libertis\ libertabusque posterisq. 
eorum
Bibliography: Toynbee (1971) 143; Toynbee and Ward Perkins (1957) 84; 
Guarducci (1953) p5-6.
Date: second century AD

057 Item: stele 
Provenance: Burdigala
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
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D escrip tion; a full-length portrait o f a woman stands inside a niche with a 
triangular pediment She is dressed in a calf-length tunic and mantle. In her right 
hand she carries a mirror into which she gazes, and in her left is a small box or 
possibly a basket of fruit 
Inscription: D. M.\Axula Cintu\geni fifilia
Bibliography: CIL 13.672; Espérandieu 2, no. 1157; Braemer no. 22, pi. 6. 
Date: mid second century AD

0 5 8  Item: stele 
Provenance: Burdigala
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a poorly preserved fragment of a full-length portrait (?) of a woman 
is set into a niche widi a triangular pediment She appears to wear a heavy long- 
sleeved robe. In her right hand she holds a mirror but does not gaze into it, and in 
her left hand is a round object perhaps a piece of fruit.
Inscription: D. M.IPom. Maritu.llul Lentinus m.Ipos. s.
Bibliography: CIL 13.812; Espérandieu 2, no. 1167; Braemer no. 49, pi. 14. 
Date: mid/late second century AD

0 5 9  Item: stele 
Provenance: Burdigala
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
D escription: a badly weathered portrait bust of a woman sits inside a niche 
crowned with a triangular pediment The woman wears a tunic and mantle and 
holds a mirror in her right hand, but appears to look out at the viewer. She wears a 
bracelet on her right wrist 
Inscription: . . .  GallicanaeV . .  p. c.
Bibliography: CIL 13.736; Espérandieu 2, no. 116; Braemer no. 48, pi. 14. 
Date: mid/late second century AD

0 6 0  Item: stele 
Provenance: Burdigala
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: in a deep niche with a triangular pediment stand full-length portraits 
of a woman and a small girl. Both are clothed in mid-calf length, long sleeved 
robes. The woman's tunic is gathered at the cuffs. The child clutches a small 
basket and the woman holds a mirror in her left hand. Both figures look out at the 
viewer.
Inscription: Avete d. an. xxv mater\Cintugena p.
Bibliography: CIL 13.664; Espérandieu 2, no. 1128; Braemer no. 50, pi. 15. 
Date: mid/late second century AD

0 6 1  Item: stele 
Provenance: Burdigala
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a full-length portrait of a female figure, executed in high relief. She 
is dressed in a long tunic and mantle, and stands inside a niche crowned with a
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pediment. She holds a mirror in her left hand, and appears to be looking at her 
reflection. In her right hand is a comb.
Inscription: D. MAVerecundiae Priscillae\defunctae annorumxxi\Perpetuifiliae\ 
Calvisinus Serdus de suo dedit
B ibliography: CIL 13.869; Espérandieu 2. no. 1171; Braemer no. 20, pi. 6; 
Nerzic 234.
Date: mid/late second century AD

0 6 2  Item: stele 
Provenance: Burdigala
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
D escrip tion : the portrait bust of a woman is set in a shallow niche. The 
monument is poorly preserved and the garments worn by the woman are difficult to 
distinguish. She holds in her right hand a balance (statera), and in her left hand is a 
mirror which she holds close to her chest.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 2, no. 1122; Braemer no. 57, pi. 17.
Date: end of second century

0 6 3  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Gallia Cisalpina 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: die epitaph is surmounted by depictions of a male seated on a high- 
backed chair and female seated on a stool, who are holding unidentified objects. 
Set between these two figures is a large mirror.
In scrip tion : v. p. L  Veltius L. fACam. Bassus sibi\et Aureliae T. fATertiae 
uxsori
Bibliography: II 9J9;CIL  5.7734 
Date: unknown

0 6 4  Item: stele
Provenance: Dyrriiachium 
Image Type: portait with toiletries
D escrip tion : portrait busts of the married couple are set within a shallow 
rectangular niche crowned by a shallow pediment Husband and wife are dressed 
in tunics and mandes, he with his right arm draped in the fold of his toga, she with 
the mande partially covering her head. Titia's right arm encircles the shoulders of 
her husband, and in her left hand is a mirror.
Inscription: Domitius sarcinator Titia Nicario coniug[i]\Domitii sarcinatoris ave. 
B ibliography: Scarre (1995) 37.
Date: unloiown

0 6 5  Item: cippus
Provenance: Arelate
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: portrait busts of a husband and wife have been set into a shallow 
niche on the front of the cippus. Both figures are dressed in tunics and mandes. A
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representation of a mirror occupies the space between the two portraits. The 
dedication is immediately beneath the niche.
Inscription: A. Asu(r)io Sedato Pom(peiae) Graphini\[Se]dulus et Securus filL 
parentibus v.fecerunt
Bibliography: CIL 12.762; Espérandieu I, no. 194.
Date: unlaiown

0 6 6  Item: cippus
Provenance: Gallia Lugdunensis (Châtillon)
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a poorly preserved female tigure dressed in a sleeveless tunic and 
short over-dress, stands in a niche facing the viewer. She holds but does not look 
into a mirror held in her right hand.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 4, no. 3407; Nerzic 234.
Date: unlaiown

0 6 7  Item: cippus
Provenance: Durocortorum 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: poorly preserved, full-length portrait of a woman set in a shallow 
niche. She is dressed in a heavy robe. In her right hand she holds a napkin and in 
her left a mirror.
Inscription: D. M. Pupilla
Bibliography: CIL 13.3386; Espérandieu 5, no. 3716.
Date: unlaiown

0 6 8  Item: stele
Provenance: TuUum
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a portrait bust of a woman is set into a shallow niche, below which 
is a dedication. The relief is poorly preserved but the woman appears to be holding 
a mirror in her right hand and a naplon or towel in her left 
Inscription: Carosae \Melindi fil.
Bibliography: CIL 13.4672; Espérandieu 6, no. 4713.
Date: unlaiown

0 6 9  Item: stele
Provenance: Augustodunum 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: portrait bust of a woman set into a niche; appears to be dressed in a 
dalmatic. She holds an unguent container in her right hand and a mirror in her left 
Inscrip tion : D. Af.. . .
Bibliography: CIL 13.2795; Espérandieu 3, no. 1952.
Date: unlaiown
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0 7 0  Item; stele
Provenance: Gallia Lugdunensis (Savigny)
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a woman dressed in a tunic and palla stands holding a cup in her 
right hand and a mirror in her left 
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 3, no. 2098.
Date: unbiown

071  Item: stele
Provenance: Gallia Lugdunensis (Beaune)
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a full length portrait of a woman stands in a niche. She is dressed 
in a tunic and palla and stands facing the viewer with a cup in her right hand an a 
mirror in her left 
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 3, no. 2098.
Date: unlmown

072  Item: stele
Provenance: Dibio
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a portrait bust of a woman is set into a niche. She appears to be 
dressed in a tunic and mantle. She holds a mirror in her left hand and an 
unrecognisable object in her right E. suggests a perfume vial.
Inscription: Paulina Ianuar(isfilia).
Bibliography: CIL 13.4459; Espérandieu 4, no. 3548.
Date: unlaiown

0 7 3  Item: stele
Provenance: Andematunnum 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: a portrait bust of a woman is set into a niche; her attire is difficult to 
identify. The inscription die is located beneath the portrait, while above the niche, 
at the viewer's left, is a comb and at right a mirror.
Inscription: . . . .  Domina p  c.
Bibliography: CIL 13.5760; Espérandieu 4, no. 3283.
Date: unlaiown

0 7 4  Item: stele
Provenance: Gallia Belgica (Temple de la Forêt dHalatte)
Image Type: portrait with toUetries
Description: fragmentary portrait of a woman, dressed in a full-length tunic with 
a shorter overdress occupies the centre of the tombstone. She holds a mirror (?) in 
her right hand.
Inscription: none
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Bibliography: Espérandieu 5, no. 3867. 
Date: unlaiown

0 7 5  Item: stele
Provenance: Germania Superior (Senon)
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
D escription: fragmentary portrait of a woman wearing a mantle. She has an 
elaborate hair style which may be of Antonine date. Over her left shoulder is a 
mirror comparable to those depicted in the portraits from Burdigala. Because the 
stele is broken at torso level, and the woman's left arm is missing, it is not clear 
whether she was holding the mirror or whether it was meant to hang in the 
background.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 9, no. 7252.
Date: unlaiown

0 7 6  Item: stele
Provenance: Arbeia
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: portrait of a woman, seated in a chair, dressed in a full-length tunic 
and a long-sleeved over-dress. She is adorned with necklace and bracelets. A ball 
of wool and a spindle rest in her lap. Her right hand rests upon the lid of a small 
box located at her feet To the left of her chair is a basket of wool.
In scrip tion : D. M. Regina liberta et coniugelBarates Palmyrenus natione\ 
Catuvellauna an. xxx
Bibliography: Collingwood (1965) 356, pi. 15.
Date: unlaiown

0 7 7  Item: cippus
Provenance: Ager Viterbiensis 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: monument is unpublished. The editors of the CIL indicate that the 
inscription occupies the front of the monument On the left side is a depiction of a 
seated female holding a mirror; on the right is a seated male holding a diptych. 
Inscrip tion: T. Calpurlnius Gallae\filius Libicus\Augustalis\munere functus\ 
LucuUa Psamatheluxor 
B ibliography: CIL 11.3011 
Date: unlaiown

0 7 8  Item: cippus
Provenance: Tritium
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: monument is unpublished; the editors of the CIL identify a rosette 
surmounting the inscription and below it a depiction of a seated female holding a 
mirror in her right hand and a fan. Next to this rigure is a three-legged table upon 
which sit a smaÏÏ container and a wreath.
Inscription: Arceae\Longine C.\f. an. xxxvlQ. Emeaf.\matri f. c.
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Bibliography: CIL 2.5799 
Date: unlaiown

0 7 9  Item: cippus
Provenance: Tritium
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: monument is unpublished; the editors of the CIL identify a rosette 
surmounting the inscription and below it a seated female figure holding a mirror in 
her right hand and a small wreath in her left She is poised to place the wreath on 
the head of young girl who stands next to her.
Inscription: Cassiae\Fla\/inae\Cassi\Flavif.\an, xxxv 
B ibliography: CIL 2.5800 
Date: unlaiown

0 8 0  Item: sarcophagus
Provenance: Pannonia Superior 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: monument is unpublished; the editors of the CIL speculate that the 
Hgures represented here may be the individuals named in the inscription. Two 
aediculae flank the inscription. On the left is a portrait of a woman holding in her 
left hand a mirror. On the right is a portrait of man dresed in military garb holding a 
key. The other portraits comprise two girls standing between two small boys. 
Inscription: Fann.Florentinus\mil. leg. xiiii g. et Ulp.\Severina coni. v. f. s.\et 
Fannis Florentine ann.\xvi et Supere arm. iiii\Floriano arm. ii et Florolarm. ifilis 
B ibliography: CIL 3.14065 
Date: unlaiown

081 Item: stele (!)
Provenance: Solva
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
D escrip tion: monument is unpublished; the editors of the CIL indicate an 
unidentified standing rigure to the left of the text and a standing female with a 
mirror and casket on the right
Inscription: Sex. Baebius\Pudens v.f.lsibi etlluliae Festaekon. ann. xxv etMuliae
Verecundae\matri
Bibliography: CIL 13.5353
Date: unlaiown

082  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Solva
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: monument is unpublished; the editors of the CIL indicate a portrait 
of a standing girl with a small container and a mirror to the left of the text; and on 
the right a standing boy with a small container.
Inscription: Claudiael Ti. f.\Iucundae\an. xxiii 
B ibliography: CIL 13.5358 
Date: unlaiown
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08 3  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Solva
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: monument is unpublished, but the editors of the CIL indicate a 
tunicate man flanks the text on the left and a woman holding a mirror stands on the 
right
Inscription: P. Laelius F. lAHeracla v. fAsibi etiSamudae Musonis\f. con. 
pientissimae\an. I v. et Laeliae P. fASecundinae anAxxx et Laeiiae\ Bononiae nepti 
an V.
Bibliography: CIL 13.5365 
Date: unlaiown

0 8 4  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Solva
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: unpublished monument; flanking the text from left to right is a 
female figure holding a mirror and a male figure holding an unidentified instrument. 
Inscription: Q. Pompeius\Eugamus\et Pompeia\Venusta\v. f. sibi et\ Pompeiae 
\Ingenuae\filiae def an. xx 
Bibliography: CIL 13.5376 
Date: unlaiown

0 8 5  Item: cippus
Provenance: Burdigala 
Image Type: portrait with toiletries
Description: the altar, discovered in the foundations of a tower of Roman date, 
contained a pro tome of a woman holding a mirror in her right hand and an apple (?) 
in her left
Inscription:  memoria ....I iae Centurionislfil. def. an. xxx ....Ina fil. et
heres p. c.
Bibliography: CIL 13.864 
Date: unlaiown
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Image Type 3: the ornatus  scene

0 8 6  Item: stele
Provenance: Carthago 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: a woman dressed in a tunic and mantle sits in a high-backed chair, 
her feet resting upon a foot stool. She holds a lock of hair in her right hand, 
assisting perhaps the servant who stands behind her chair arranging or possibly 
combing her hair.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Reinach (1911) 2, no. 3; Marrou (1964) no. 52.
Date: mid second century

0 8 7  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Gallia Belgica (Clausen)
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: this panel forms part of a larger monument. Beneath an arch a 
woman wearing a tunic and mantle sits on a low stool (?). She is attended by two 
servants, one is combing her hair while the other holds a mirror before her. On a 
small table at right is an open box; a container for jewellery or perhaps perfumes. 
Inscription: . . .  [f]ratri patribus . . .
Bibliography: CIL 13.4285; Espérandieu 5, no. 4156.
Date: second century AD

0 8 8  Item: stele (Avituspaarpfeiler)
Provenance: Noviomagus Treverorum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: this panel is one of several comprising the decoration of a funerary 
pillar. Only two persons are extant, both from the thigh area down. One, possibly 
the domina, wears a full-length robe, ankle-high shoes and sits in a wicker chair. 
In front of this figure is the second, dressed in a calf-length tunic and some type of 
coarse shoe.
Inscription: D. M. [ . . Julijo Avito et Prim [ . . . . . ]  silla [ . . . . . ]  car [ . .........
. ] io [ . .........] a defiifnctis QuJ artula [ . -------- ] fecit
Bibliography: CIL 13.4172; Espérandieu 6, no. 5145; Kampen no. 33.
Date: mid third century AD

0 8 9  Item: sarcophagus
Provenance: /Gretium 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: to the right of the panel centre a woman sits in a high-backed chair. 
She gazes into a large circular mirror held by a servant standing immediately in 
front of her, as another servant arranges her hair. Two other attendants stand 
behind the omatrix', one holds a ewer, the other a jewellery box (?). Behind the 
servant with the mirror stand five other figures and a small girl, each holding a 
variety of objects which are difficult to distinguish.
Inscription: none
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Bibliography: Bocci Pacini (1983) no. 62; Kampen no. 37, fig. 75; Amedick 
(1991) 108, Taf. 107.1.
Date: second half of third century AD

0 9 0  Item: sarcophagus lid 
Provenance: (5stia 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: the relief is located to the right of the die panel. A woman sits in a 
high-backed chair washing her hands in a basin provided by a servant. There is a 
small child at her knee. A second attendant stands behind the seated woman 
arranging her hair, and a third stands in front holding a mirror.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Amedick (1991) 108, Taf. 107.2-4.
Date: second half of third century AD

091 Item: stele (Eltempaarpfeiler)
Provenance: Noviomagus Treverorum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: this depiction of five women is carved in high relief, and framed by 
ornate pilasters. A woman dressed in a tunic and mantle is seated in wicker chair, 
her feet resting upon a foot stool. Behind her stands a servant arranging her hair. 
To the woman's left is a second servant holding an alabastron. A third servant 
stands in front of the seated woman, holding a large round mirror. A fourth 
attendant stands at the far right holding a ewer. Temes (1988) 209 speculates that 
this monument was set up by a sevir Augustalis.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 6, no. 5142; Kampen no. 32; Virgili et al. no. 40. 
Date: third century AD

0 9 2  Item: stele {1)
Provenance: Agedincum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: poorly preserved relief fragment. Only the bottom half of figures 
are extant A woman sits in a high-backed wicker chair. She has three attendants: 
one stands behind her chair, two others stand in front of her. She holds a small 
box on her knees. Figurai arrangement is similar to the Noviomagus Treverorum 
monument 
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 4, no. 2789.
Date: third century AD

0 9 3  Item: stele (1)
Provenance: Durocortorum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: this scene was executed in low relief and comprised a representation 
of three women. It is now lost but E. provides a schematic drawing of the scene. 
One woman dressed in a long robe is attended by two others. An attendant stands
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behind her preparing to dress her hair; a second stands in front of her holding a 
mirror.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 9, no. 7199.
Date: third century AD (?)

0 9 4  Item: sarcophagus lid 
Provenance: Aginnum 
Image Type toUette scene
Description: a woman at left sits in a wicker work chair having her hair dressed 
by a servant. In front of the former is another servant holding a mirror, or perhaps 
a large sponge. A third servant standing on the far right holds a ewer and an 
unidentified object At her feet is a basin. All attendants wear full-length tunics 
which ate gather with a band just below the breasts.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 2, no. 1253.
Date: third century AD (?)

0 9 5  Item: stele Ç')
Provenance: Gallia Belgica (Niederemmel)
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: fragmentary relief with two figures extant On the right is a female 
frgure seated on a high-backed chair. Her hair is being arranged by a woman 
dressed in a calf-length tunic which is gathered under her breasts with a sash. 
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 10, no. 7597; Kampen no. 34.
Date: late third century AD

09 6  Item: stele
Provenance: Noviomagus Treverorum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: poorly preserved fragment of a larger block. A woman seated and 
wearing a full-length robe sits at centre on a low stool. Behind her and to the right 
is a woman dressing her hair. In front of the woman stands a second attendant 
holding a large circular mirror.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 6, no. 5189; Kampen no. 35.
Date: late third century AD

0 9 7  Item: steUÇ!)
Provenance: Noviomagus Treverorum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: poorly preserved scene of dressing, executed in low relief. A 
female figure, nude from the waist up, sits upon a Ixd holding a strophium in her 
hands. The panel is broken at her shoulders. To the right, next to the bed, stands a 
high-backed chair. At left stands an attendant dressed in a tunic, with clothing 
draped over her arms.
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Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 6, no. 5258. 
Date: unlaiown

09 8  Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Gallia Belgica (Eppeldorf)
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: fragment of a toilette scene, now lost. A woman sits in a high- 
backed chair. The panel is broken at the left edge. To the woman's right is a 
second flgure who appears to be dressing the woman's hair.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 5, no. 4237.
Date: unlaiown

0 9 9  Item: stele (1)
Provenance: Orolaunum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: this relief panel may be one of several comprising the decoration of 
a larger monument analogous to a tower-monument from Igel. At left, a woman 
dressed in a long loose robe sits on a low stool. She is attended by a servant who 
is arranging her hair. In front of the former is a table and beyond the table are three 
male figures dressed in knee length tunics carrying unidentified objects. 
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 5, no. 4102.
Date: unlaiown

100 Item: stele (?)
Provenance: Uxellodunum 
Image Type: toilette scene
Description: two panels comprise this scene. At left, a woman sitting on a 
wicker chair is having her hair done by a servant On her knees is an open toilette 
or jewellery box. At right a small erote presents a large round mirror to a woman 
standing in front of him.
Inscription: none
Bibliography: Espérandieu 2, no. 1658.
Date: unlaiown
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Table A .I: Geographical Distribution o f  Images

Provenance Mundus Muliebris Portrait/Article Toilette Scene Total
Africa 0 0 1 1
Aquitania 1 7 2 10
Britannia 0 1 0 1
Gallia Belgica 0 3 9 12
Gallia Lugdunensis 0 4 1 5
Gallia Naitwnensis 0 1 0 1
Germania Superior 1 3 0 4
Hispania 1 2 0 3
Italia 38 2 2 50
Noricum 0 4 0 4
Paimonia Superior 0 1 0 1
Total 4 1 3 6 1 5 9 2

Table A.2: Summary o f  M onum ent Types

Provenance Arae Cippi Sarcophagi S tela i Unidentified Total
Africa 0 0 1 0 1 2
Aquitania 0 1 1 6 2 10
Britannia 0 0 0 1 0 1
Gallia Belgica 0 1 0 5 7 13
Gallia Lugdunensis 0 1 0 3 0 4
Gallia Naibonensis 0 1 0 0 0 1
Germania Superior 0 1 0 3 0 4
Hispania 0 2 0 0 1 3
Italia 4 11 4 7 24 50
Noricum 0 0 0 0 4 4
Pannonia Superior 0 0 1 0 0 1
Total 4 1 8 6 2 6 3 8 9 2



Appendix Two 
Summary o f Inscriptions

Inv. No. CIL

9 ----

Honorand(s)

Herennia Doris

Status

L

Summary o f Inscriptions 

Age Commemorator(s)'

— Unknown

Articles

case, mirror (?)

Location 

A. Amilemuni

10 9.3826 POppaedia Sccunda I
Aelia (?) I

Honorand (?) parasol, balsnuiria, Onona 
cista, slippers, 
mirror, comb

12 11.1471 Caecinia Digna Inc
Numeria Maxirnilla Inc

P. Ferrarius llcnncs (C) mirror, comb, 
needle, slippers, 
calamistrum, 
balsanuiriuni

Pisae

13 Sabidia Euche — L. Sextius Albanus (C) slippers 1. Mamicinorum

14 13.1144 Julia Maxirnilla I. (?) 41 Julius Basileiis (C) mirror Limonum

15 9.3442 Nonia Lucusla — Sextus Sinilius (C) slippers, mirror, 
comb

Pelluinum

16 9.3583 Claudia Lexsis 
Claudia Donata 
Ecloge

L(?)
E(?)
S

C. Meinmius Ipiius (C?) mirror, comb, 
slippers, cista, 
unguentaria

Paganica

' Status: I=ingenua; i^liberla-, S=serva\ lnc=inceria-, lgn=igno;a
■ Coiiiincmorutors: C=coniunx-, Co=cosnaliis; l'=filius/a; VT=/raler, G=gener, \n=ignoius-, l^ libenus/a ; M=maier, ti=nepos-, l'=paironus/a‘, Pr=paier

too\-o



Inv. No. CI L  Honorand(s) Status Age Commemorator(s) Articles Location

18 Macklia Spccuila Ign — Unknown mirrors Andemalunnum

19 2.2970 Severn S(?) 1 ledylus (C) pyxis, spoon, 
needle, 
calamislrum, 
unguent compact

Parentium

20 6.9727 Cyparis

21 9.2970 Asteris

— Polydeuces (C?)

— liventus (C?)

comb, hairpin Rome

mirror, comb (?), luvanum 
spoon (?)

22 9.3237 Julia Basilia L 17 Aurelius Panlus (C) mirror, comb,
Flavius Fortunatus (Pr) slippers
Julia Basilissa (M)

Corfmium

23 9.3593 Ociavidia Genialis L I . Poppedius Callidus (C) mirror, comb,
Honorand needle, lekythoi

Avcia

24 9.3680 Claudia Rhode L (?) — Hermes (C) mirror, comb, 
needle, calcei, 
halsanuirium

M. Marruvium

25 9.3720 Félicitas Sanbucc S/L(?) - P. Avius Felicissimus (C) 
Pallius Felix (Co)

comb M. Marruvium

N)
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Inv. No. CI L  Honorand(s) Statu.« Age Conimemoralor(s)

26 9.3725 Cîavia Cinura L — Unknown

Articles Location

mirror, slippers, M. Marruvium
balsamahum,
basket
insirumenluni ignotum

27 9.3819 MammiaZoe Q. Mammius Saluminus 
(P/C)

m i n o r Ortona

28 9.3824 Peticia Cytheris Gcmelus (1̂ slippers, cisia (?) Onona

29 9.3875 Silvina

30 9.3952 Sextuleia Secunda

Aepinicus (C)

— I'. Tiiuleius Successus (C)

minor, slippers

minor, comb, 
needle, lekyihoi 
gallicae diuie, 
casket

Supinum 

Alba Fucens

31 9.3971 Amarcdia Lucina 19 C. Amaredius Aper (P/C) minor,
C. Amaredius Severus (Pr) gallicae duae 
Amiuedia l*syche (M)

Alba Fucens

32 9.4001 Longeia I’rimigenia I. ilononmd minor, comb, 
needle, cista 
gallicae duae

Alba Fucens

33 9.4026 Septimia Lyde — Septimia Satura (L)
Septimia IVimigenia (L)

mirror, comb, 
flask, hair-net, 
spoon (?) 
slippers

Alba Fucens

too\
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Inv. No. C I L  Honorand(s) Status Ag« Commeniorator(s)

34 9.4301 Rcstituia S 15 (?) Syrion(C)

Articles

mirror

Location

Ainiicmuin

35 9.4354 l>riinigenia (?) S (?)

36 9.4355 Ruliiia lucunda L
Rulilia Cinnainis L

Unknown

— Honorand (M)

m i r r o r

mirror, comb, 
slippers (?)

A. Amilemus 

A. Amilemus

37 9.5025 FlaviaTertia L. Flavius (Pr) mirror, comb,
slippers,
alabastron

Hadria

38 10.4269 Paccia Salve

39 10.4352 Slaberia Flora

40 II. 1474 I loslilia Omphale

41 11.1475 I loslilia Zoe

I — Unknown

L — Unknown

l.(?) — Unknown

l.(?) — Coniunx (?)

mirror (?), jar

mirror

m u T o r

mirror, comb, 
needle (?)

Capua

Capua

Pisae

Pisae

42 I I I  524b Ciabinia l*rocula L 26 Caesilius Mercuralis (C) mirror, comb, 
slippers, 
patera Ç!)

Portus Pisanus

43 11.1665 Varcnia I lennione L(?) Unknown mirror Morenlia

o



Inv. No. C I L  Honorand(s) Status Age Commeniorator(s)

44 11.2806 Volcasia Sabiat Inc 50 Annins Cacsiaiius (C)
Marcius l^oculus (C)

Articles Location

mirror, utensil Volsinii

45 11.3354 Voluinnia Priscilla Volumnia tiurcsis (M) 
Vciurius Adveiiius (l*r)

m i n o r BIcra

46 11.6994 Valeria Procula Inc T. Cosconius (F?) 
T. Cosconius (N?)

mirror, comb,
slippers,
unguentariiun

Luna

47 11.6998 Herennia Psyche L(?) 70 Cresimus(C)
Aiccta (II 
Alexander (G)

minor, comb Luna

48 11.7002 NunniaBrysa — C. Nunnius Fcstus (F) mirror, comb, 
stylus, slippers, 
ampullae, utensils

Luna

49 2.2970 Butuira 30 Unknown mundus muliebris Carenscs. Sadava

52 6.20674 Julia Secutula
Cornelia 'I’yche

I
L(?)

II
39

Julius Secundus (l*r/C) m i n o r Roma

55

56

Valeria Maxima

F'lavia Olympias

P. Valerius Maximus (Pr) 
cosmetic case, 
balsamarium

P. Valerius Maximus (C) 
cosmetic case, 
balsanuiriuni

m i n o r .

m i n o r .

Roma

Roma
Is)



Inv. No. CI L  Honorand(s) Status Age Conimeniorator(s)

57 13.672 Axula I — Unknown

58 13.812 Pompeia Marituma Inc — Julius iu:ntinu.s (C)

59 13.736 Gallicana(?)

60 13.664 Avela

64 Tiiia Nicarium

65 12.762 Pompeia Graphis

67 13.3386 Pupilla

68 13.4672 Carosa

72 13.4459 Paulina

Ign

61 13.869 Vcrccundia Priscilla 1

63 5.7734 Aurclia Teitia

Honorand (?)

Inc 25 Ciniugena (M)

21 Calvisinus Scrdus (1 )̂

L. Vellius Bassus (C)

73 13.5760 Domina

Inc — Honorand

Inc — Scdulus O') 
Securus (F)

Ign — Unknown

1 — Unknown

Inc — Unknown

Ign — lltMionuid (?)

Articles

mirror

mirror

mirror

mirror

mirror, comb 

mirror 

mirror 

minor

mirror

mirror

m u T o r ,  
perfume vial

m i r r o r ,  cisia

Location

Burdigala

Burdigala

Burdigala

Burdigala

Burdigala

Gallia Cisalpina

Dyrrtaachium

Arclalc

Durocorlorum

Tullum

Dibio

Andematunnum
N)



Inv. No. CI L  Honorand(s) Status Age Commemorator(s) Articles

76 Regina L 30 Bamlcs Palmyrcnus (P/C) minor, cista

Location

Britannia

77 11.3011 Luculla Psamathe — T. Calpumius Libicus (C) minor A. Viterbiensis

78 2.5799 Arcea Longine 35 Q Emea (1^ minor Tritium

79 2.5800 Cassia Flavina 35 Cassius Flavius (Pr) m i n o r Tritium

80 3.14065 Ulpia Severina Inc Fannins Florentinus (C) 
Honorand

m i n o r Pannonia Superior

81 13.5353 Julia Festa
Julia Vercciinda

L 25 Sextus Bacbius Pudcns
1. — (C and (j)

m i n o r Solva

82 13.5358 Claudia lucunda

83 13.5365 Samuda
I Jielia Secundina 
Laelia Bononia

23 Unknown

55 P. Laelius 1 Icnicla (C) 
30 

5

m u T o r

m i n o r

Solva

Solva

84 13.5376 Pompeia Ingenua 20 Q. Pompcius Eugiunus (l*r) 
Pompeia Vcnusta (M)

m i n o r Solva

85 13.864 Daughter of Centurio 1 30 Unknown m i n o r Burdigala

T o t a l  i n s c r i p t i o n s ;  6 4  
T o t a l  h o n o r a n d s :  7 3
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Fig. 1. Burial shroud from Anünoopolis. Athens, Benaki Museum.
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Fig. 2. Burial shroud from Antinoopolis. Paris, Musée du Louvre.
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Fig. 3. Marble relief of a woman's toilette from the Eltempaarpfeiler, Neumagen.
Trier, Rheinisches Landesmusenm
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Fig. 4. Mosaic portrait of a woman. Naples, Museo Nazionale.
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Fig. 5. Portrait of a married couple. Naples, Museo Nazionale.
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Fig. 6. Portrait of the 'Jewellery Girl'. Edinburgh, National Museums of Scotland.
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Fig. 7. Portrait of the 'Ethiopian'. London, British Museum.
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Fig. 8. Portrait of a woman. Budapest, Museum of Fine Arts.
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Fig. 9. Detail of portrait of Hermione. Cambridge, Girton College.
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Fig. 10. Mummy of Hermione. Cambridge, Girton College.
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